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TOMOTOSHI SUGIMOTO 
The aim of this thesis is to define the literary genre of 
Chronicles, especially focusing on the issues of how the 
Chronicler's theological purpose and historical interest relate 
to each other and how his major source Samuel-Kings is used to 
produce the kind of work intended. 
In the first three chapters we examine three aspects of 
the Chronicler's literary techniques; his use of Samuel-Kings, 
his use of additional materials, and his overall presentation. 
We find seven ways in which the text of Chronicles disagrees 
with that of Samuel-Kings in the first chapter. These are 
mostly employed to make the text more intelligible and not to 
alter the original meaning or the historical reportage. His 
theological interpretation is introduced either by additional 
comments or typological alterations. In chapter two we see 
that some additional materials most likely reflect real 
historical events or older traditions, whereas no new account 
is preposterous and historically impossible. Although 
theological comments, speeches, and typological alterations are 
again used for theological purpose, the Chronicler intends to 
base his writing on the real historical events. In chapter 
three we confirm that the structure of Chronicles is organized 
around its own themes and not controlled by Samuel-Kings. 
In chapter four the Chronicler's literary characteristics, 
found in chapters one to three, are compared with four 
Scripture-based Jewish literatures; Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, 
Jubilees, Pseudo-Philo, and Josephus' Antiquities. Chronicles 
is most similar to Antiquities in having an independent 
literary structure and concern for historical truth. The 
Chronicler seems to be conscious of his prophetic status and 
this is also comparable to Josephus. 
We conclude that, though the Chronicler has a theological 
purpose in writing his work, he attempts to show theological 
lessons from examples and principles in history and his work 
must be seen as historiography. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The curious literary character of the books of Chronicles 
has fascinated many serious students of the Old Testament. A 
cursory reading of Chronicles gives the impression that it is a 
history of Israel, but soon we realize that it is dominated by 
strong theological motives. Chronicles is, moreover, already 
preceded by Samuel-Kings, and one must naturally question why a 
second history of Israel was necessary within the Hebrew canon 
and what the relationship is between the two. These questions 
have significant implications for the understanding of how the 
Old Testament writers viewed the history of Israel, and how 
some of Scripture used earlier parts of Scripture during the 
formation of the Old Testament. The aim of the present study 
is, thus, to define the literary genre of Chronicles, bearing 
these questions in mind. 
We would like to begin our study by examining the way in 
which previous scholars have seen the nature of Chronicles. ' 
Since the medieval period there have always been some people 
sceptical about its historical nature, but it was de Wette in 
the beginning of the nineteenth century who first argued that 
Chronicles is historically totally unreliable. De Wette 
attempted to undermine the traditional view that the Law was 
given in the beginning of Israel's history and that it 
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constituted Israel's life thereafter. He rejected the 
historical reliability of Chronicles completely, because it 
depicts Israel's history more in the line of the Pentateuch, in 
comparison to the Former Prophets. Wellhausen basically 
accepted de Wette's approach and refined it. ' He argued for 
the close relationship between Chronicles and P rather than the 
whole Pentateuch, and used the tendentiousness of Chronicles to 
prove the late dating of P. 
By the first half of the twentieth century, however, 
accumulating archaeological data and a growing interest in the 
history of Israel led scholars to reappreciate Chronicles as a 
historical source. Historical elements are severally found in 
Chronicles by such scholars as Winckler, Benzinger, Kittel and 
Curtis. ' But the most influential figure in this direction was 
W. F. Albright. In his article in 1921, he first accepted E. 
Meyer's conclusion that the Aramaic documents in Ezra-Nehemiah 
are authentic and defended the reliability of Ezra-Nehemiah. `, 
Although he was still unconvinced about the historical nature 
of Chronicles per se in 1921, in his second article "The 
Judicial Reform of Jehoshaphat" in 1950 he could exhibit an 
increasing amount of evidence to support the historical 
trustworthiness of Chronicles (e. g., drachmas, the royal 
potteries in 1 Chr 4: ''3, fortified cities of Rehoboam, the 
Siloam Tunnel, etc. ). - Albright, of course, did not deny the 
tendentiousness of Chronicles and called for careful 
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examination of the materials, but he argued that to reject the 
historical worth of any part of Chronicles out of hand is "both 
subjective and uncritical". ' 
Meantime in Germany and Scandinavia the tradition-critical 
approach to the Old Testament was developed, and the literary 
nature of Chronicles ceased to be evaluated in terms of 
historical truth. This approach distinguishes between 
scientifically reconstructed history and theologically pictured 
biblical history, and sees the specific theological standpoint 
of the biblical writers as being more important than historical 
information in their works. Von Rad argued in his Das 
Geschichtsbild des chronistischen Werkes (1930) that Chronicles 
was written as "Programmschrift für das nachexilische Israel" 
and was meant to replace the older history of the Former 
Prophets with its new theological understanding-"' He regarded 
Chronicles as a history written for this specific theological 
purpose, and focused his study on the distinct "historical 
picture" of the Chronicler. The tradition-critical approach 
made it possible to study Chronicles in its own right, because 
it views the composition of biblical books as a development in 
successive generations, which freed Chronicles from the burden 
of demonstarating the lateness of the Pentateuch. G. von Rad 
showed that Chronicles is relying not only on P but also 
significantly on D. 
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M. Noth took a similar tradition-critical approach in his 
Uberlieferungsgescbicbtlicbe Studien (1943), but he claimed 
that Chronicles was a re-worked form of Israel's history, 
written to present Israel's historical tradition in a relevant 
way to later generations. '=' He defended the Chronicler's 
intention of writing history, supporting his essential 
faithfulness to the historical report of Samuel-Kings and 
availability of extra-canonical sources. ':: ' However, according 
to Noth, the aim of the Chronicler is not simply to inform 
about the past but "to give teaching about various specific 
consequences which could be drawn from past history and which 
were relevant to the present". " It was important for the 
Chronicler to show how the institutions of the post-exilic 
community developed historically. ' Noth suggested that the 
Chronicler intended to write a true history of Israel, but his 
work was inevitably conditioned and controlled by the special 
concern of his day and often used to give historical 
justification for the post-exilic institutions. '- 
This line of approach is followed by most subsequent works 
on Chronicles. However, given that Chronicles is a 
"theological history", there is still a great diversity of 
opinion concerning how the Chronicler's description of history 
relates to his theology. 
T. Willi has identified Chronicles as "exegesis 
(Auslegung)" of Samuel-Kings and suggested its similarities 
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with Rabbinic interpretations. " He claims that its purpose 
was to help later readers to understand the text and that 
"exegesis" of the prophetic history is the historiographical 
activity in the late post-exilic community. Already as early 
as the end of the last century W. E. Barnes pointed out the 
presence of midrashic elements in Chronicles and called it 
"Targum". ' F' Midrashic elements were also found by A. -M. Brunet 
and J. Weingreen. ' R. Bloch argued in her influential article 
entitled "Midrash" for a continuous development from 
interpretation within the Bible to later Rabbinic exposition, 
and categorized Chronicles as a primitive form of Rabbinic 
midrash. 11 Such a view shares a common ground with Noth in 
seeing Chronicles as areworking of Israel's historical 
tradition from the post-exilic standpoint, but differs from him 
in minimizing the Chronicler's historical interest and denying 
his role as an independent narrator. "'A 
Others have maintained that Chronicles is an independent 
theological expression, though the author may have used 
midrashic intepretation to achieve this purpose. B. Childs and 
M. P. Miller argued that "midrashic" exegetical method/activity 
can be traced back to Chronicles and intertestamental Rewritten 
Bibles, and that all these must be called "midrash" even if 
they are employed in different literary forms from Targum or 
Rabbinic Midrash. '=-' Childs suggested that there are "enough 
similarities" between the Chronicler's method and the Rabbinic 
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midrash, because the Chronicler was interested in the 
interpretation of the sacred text beginning interpretation with 
his situation and connecting it with the text. However, Childs 
did not see Chronicles as a mere commentary or homily on the 
text, for the text was reorganized around new distinct 
theological themes-21, He offered three phenomena to support 
his view. First, the Scriptural texts are cited as such for 
his new purpose, regardless of their function in the original 
setting. Second, the Chronicler's harmonization between texts 
assumes the status of Samuel-Kings as canonical Scripture. 
Third, the text is not altered, but a new framework is provided 
to assign a new role to it. 
R. Mosis devoted his entire monograph, Untersuchungen zur 
Theologie des cbronistischen Geschichtswerkes (1973), to the 
analysis of the Chronicler's own structure. -. '' He emphasized 
the "paradigmatic" description of Israel, rather than midrashic 
interpretation, as the key to the Chronicler's presentation. 
The Chronicler had the reigns of Saul, David, and Solomon 
respectively represent the time of judgement, restoration, and 
final glorification, and ascribed the Babylonian exile to the 
sins of the post-Solomonic kings who followed Saul's example. 
He encouraged the post-exilic community to take David's example 
in restoring proper worship so that they could look forward to 
the future reestablishment of a glorious Israel just as in 
Solomon's period. Williamson and Throntveit followed 
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Mosis in finding a distinct structure of Chronicles, though 
they suggested some modification to the scheme. - 
Mosis did not discuss the historical issues in Chronicles 
but evaluated it only from its theological purpose. Such 
exclusively theological understanding of Chronicles is 
typically represented by P. Welten's Geschichte und 
Geschichtsdarstellung in den Cbronikbucbern (1973). 2 Welten 
studied the Chronicler's additional materials, category by 
category, and concluded that mostly they are not based on 
reliable historical traditions but created from his hellenistic 
background. Chronicles is labeled as "freie parabolische 
Geschichtsdarstellung", and compared to "historical fiction" 
such as the book of Judith, written for edification. 7=4 These 
studies by Childs, Mosis, and Welten share two common features: 
finding (1) an independent structure from the canonical text in 
Chronicles; (2) little historical concern in the Chronicler's 
handling of the material. 
The third way of looking at Chronicles' literary nature is 
not only to take it as an independent literary work but also as 
historiography. Writing against the tendency to call 
Chronicles "midrash", A. Wright stressed the importance of 
separating literary genre from exegetical method. O He claimed 
that the literary genre of Chronicles cannot be "midrash", 
because the primary objective of Chronicles is not to make a 
clearer, more relevant version of Samuel-King, but to write an 
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independent history. Though it uses the techniques similar to 
the Rabbinic exegetical methods, they can be used by writers of 
various literary forms. He pointed out that the Chronicler 
structured his work not on Samuel-Kings but according to his 
own themes, and he used "these books as sources and not as an 
object of interpretation". 21"- Further, he noted that the 
Chronicler is concerned with the interpretation of the events, 
whereas narrative midrash is concerned with the interpretation 
of the text, especially how events are related in a given 
text. -` M. Fishbane likewise distinguishes haggadic exegesis 
within historiography and historiographical techniques per 
se. : ý`O 
E. Bickerman claimed that, though some scholars blamed the 
Chronicler for his distortion of facts, the way the Chronicler 
wrote his work is compatible with the historiographies in his 
cultural milieu. -' Exaggerations in numbers, correction of the 
source according to his law of historical probability, and 
providing the clue to the meaning and direction of history all 
parallel Assyrian and/or Greek historiography of his time. 
Commentaries by Myers, Williamson and Dillard have supplied 
much evidence for the Chronicler's use of extra-canonical 
sources in his rewritings and additions. "" 
It is now clear that, though the time of judging 
Chronicles solely by its historical reliability has past, 
there are at least three ways of understanding the relationship 
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between theology and history and that there is still no 
consensus on this issue among scholars. In the present 
writer's opinion, this is largely due to the fact that previous 
works did not cover all aspects of the Chronicler's literary 
techniques and defined its literary genre prematurely, though 
these were necessary studies and greatly contributed to our 
understanding of Chronicles. For example, Willi's work was 
mostly on the Chronicler's use of Samuel-Kings, Welten 
concentrated on his use of additional materials, and Mosis on 
his structuring. Defence of the Chronicler's historical nature 
has also been argued only in general terms or in commentaries, 
and they need to be reexamined to see if the claim can stand 
systematic scrutiny. In this study, therefore, we would like 
to review all three aspects of the Chronicler's literary 
composition: his use of Samuel-Kings, his use of additional 
materials, and his overall presentation, chapter by chapter, 
and to define what kind of literature Chronicles is. In the 
final chapter we will further compare the results of the first 
three chapters with various Jewish literatures in order to 
define Chronicles by the literary convention of its day. 
Our discussion, however, does not aim to establish what 
sort of interpreter, theologian, or historian the Chronicler 
might be. We are simply interested in what was the purpose of 
writing for the Chronicler: whether to interpret the sacred 
text, to write an independent theological treatise, or to 
express his theological view based on historical events. His 
interpretation may not always be "sound" from our viewpoint, 
but it does not necessarily deny his interpretative intention. 
His account of historical events may not always seem to be 
"accurate" by modern standard, but this does not suggest that 
Chronicles is not intended to be a history writing. The point 
is which of the above three models best describe the way the 
Chronicler related his theological expression and historical 
account. 
In carrying out our research we assume that Chronicles and 
Ezra-Nehemiah are separate works and limit our study to 
Chronicles only. It has been long accepted that these two 
works originally formed one book since L. Zunz first claimed it 
in 1832, but the situation has been overturned in the last two 
decades. -" The discussions have centred around four points, 
which Sara Japhet conveniently summarized as follows: 
1. The presence of the first verses of Ezra at the end of 
Chronicles. 
2.1 Esdras begins with 2 Chr 35-36 and continues through 
Ezra. 
3. The linguistic resemblance between the books as 
revealed by common vocabulary, syntactic phenomena and 
stylistic peculiarities. 
4. The alleged uniformity of theological conceptions 
expressed both in the material and in its selection. ='` 
The first argument for the "single work" hypothesis is 
that the overlap of the end of Chronicles and the beginning of 
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Ezra is a device which became necessary when Ezra-Nehemiah was 
separated and became canonical before Chronicles. However, 
this argument is ill-founded, because this is not the only 
possible explanation of the phenomenon. As P. R. Ackroyd 
writes, "Two separate works might equally be provided with a 
link designed to point the reader to where further information 
could be found". "' There is, moreover, no adequate ground for 
the supposition that Ezra-Nehemiah was canonized earlier than 
Chronicles. The presence of Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles in 
LXX shows both works were separately accepted in the canon at 
least as early as the middle of the second century. =4 
The second argument for original unity is drawn from 1 
Esdras, where 2 Chr 35-36 are followed by the whole account of 
Ezra, but this is again not compelling. The structure of 1 
Esdras suggests that it is a secondary work of compilation and 
cannot reflect the original form of the Chronicler's history. -'` 
The story of the three young bodyguards (1 Esdras 3: 1-5: 6) and 
the additional activity of Ezra (1 Esdras 9: 37-55) are 
introduced into the Ezra account from elsewhere, and the whole 
work begins and ends rather abruptly. F. M. Cross and R. Klein 
not only argued for the priority of the Hebrew text underlying 
the Greek of 1 Esdras, but also developed the theory of three 
successive editions of the Chronicler's work based on the 
evidence of 1 Esdras: 
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Chr 1=1 Chr 10 -2 Chr 34 + the Vorlage of 1 Esdras 1: 1 - 5: 65 
Chr 2=1 Chr 10 -2 Chr 34 + the Vorlage of 1 Esdras 
Chr 3=1 Chr 1-9+1 Chr 10 -2 Chr 36 + (Heb) Ezra - Nehemiah'6 
That the Nehemiah memoirs were supplied at the last stage (Chr 
3) may be supported by 1 Esdras, but there is no evidence that 
the original Chronicles (Chr 1) included the Vorlage of 1 
Esdras 1: 1-5: 65 (or Ezr 1: 1-3: 13). *-7 For Chr 1 Cross simply 
followed Freedman's argument: "The parallel between the first 
building of the temple under the direction of David <and 
Solomon), and the second building under Zerubbabel is too 
striking to be accidental, and must have formed part of the 
original structure of the work. "-' t' Unfortunately neither 
Freedman nor Cross gave any concrete examples of the parallels. 
On the contrary, the genealogy of Zerubbabel is not even traced 
back to the house of David, and that Zerubbabel was acting as 
the expected Davidide is far from obvious. 
Thirdly, the linguistic affinity between Chronicles and 
Ezra-Nehemiah was invoked to indicate their continuity by 
Driver, Torrey, Brown, and Curtis-Madsen. -'*_' But Japhet, 
Williamson, and Throntveit have reexamined the linguistic 
features of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah and found differences 
as well as similarities between them. "" Japhet, acknowledging 
their "common linguistic basis", demonstrated the differences 
in three areas: (1) Linguistic opposition, (2) Technical 
terms, and (3) Stylistic peculiarities. Although her first 
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point is challenged by Polzin and Throntveit, Williamson 
refined her work and supplemented especially on (3) the 
peculiarities of style., " He argued that more rigid criteria 
are necessary to distinguish between the general similarities 
of the language and the particular peculiarities shared only by 
Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles, and proposed the following: 
(1) A substantial number of peculiarities must be 
produced. 
(2) These peculiarities must come from both Chronicles and 
Ezra-Nehemiah. 
(3) The evidence must be confined to Chronicles and Ezra- 
Nehemiah. 
(4) Peculiarities should, if possible, be expressed 
differently in other LBH works. 
(5) Peculiarities must be used with the same meaning in 
both Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah. °- 
When Williamson applied these criteria to Driver's list of 
similarities, the majority did not satisfy them and most of the 
remaining entries were in favour of diverse authorship. a: R. 
Polzin studied grammatical/syntactical aspects of the language 
and found "amazing linguistic similarities" among Chronicles, 
Ezra and the Nehemiah memoir, but the aim of this study was not 
to establish common authorship but the typology of Late 
Biblical Hebrew in general. " Throntveit thus applied 
Williamson's five criteria to Polzin's work and proved that in 
this respect also most of the alleged similarities between 
Chronicles and Ezra are not limited to these two works but can 
- 13 - 
be found in other documents of the post-exilic period as 
well. " 
The last argument usually presented for the "single work" 
hypothesis is the similarity in theological outlook: interest 
in the Temple and its cultus; emphasis on the role of the 
Levites; inclusion of many genealogical and other lists; 
concern for the fate of the Temple treasures. '- However, these 
are common interests of post-exilic society and can hardly be 
signs of distinct theological thought. "-7 On the other hand, 
there are a number of differences in key theological issues at 
that time, and_they make it difficult to suppose that the same 
author wrote the two works: 
(1) Whereas the Davidic covenant plays a key role in 
Chronicles, especially for the hope of future 
restoration, such an idea cannot be found in Ezra 
Nehemiah (cf. Zerubbabel). 4" 
(2) In Chronicles "Jacob" is constantly called "Israel" 
and focused as the forefather of the post-exilic 
community, but Ezra-Nehemiah understands the 
resettlement more in the tradition of Exodus and 
Abraham (Neh. 9). 
(3) Ezra-Nehemiah does not describe events with an 
immediate retribution, as is so prevalent in 
Chronicles. 
(4) Ezra-Nehemiah expresses the author's theological view 
with prayers (cf. Ezra 9, Neh. 9) instead of the 
Levitical sermons as in Chronicles. 
(5) Although Ezra-Nehemiah is completely hostile toward 
the North (Ezra 4-6; Neh 2-6), as R. Braun suggested, 
Chronicles includes incidents more positive to the 
inhabitants of the North., ' 
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Although the objections to the first three arguments only 
suggest their inconclusiveness, the difference in theological 
viewpoint indicates diversity of authorship and we adopt it in 
our study to the extent that we discuss the literary 
characteristics of 1 and 2 Chronicles as a complete work and do 
not consider Ezra-Nehemiah as a product of the Chronicler. 
- 15 - 
I 
The Chronicler's Use of Samuel-Kings 
Since the major source of Chronicles is generally agreed 
to be the canonical books of Samuel-Kings, the first step is to 
compare these two texts in order to examine the Chronicler's 
attitude to his source and the relationship between the source 
and his own work. The minor changes which the Chronicler 
introduces into his Vorlage may create new effects in his 
presentation of Israel's history and in his theology. We shall 
categorize them as follows. 
- 16 - 
TEXTUAL 
1. The Chronicler's Vorlage is different from MT Samuel-Kings. 
2. Samuel-Kings text is corrupted. 
3. Chronicles text is corrupted. 
4. Textual problem but difficult to decide which text is 
corrupted. 
CLARIFICATION 
1. Rewriting 
a. Use of more normal lexical and grammatical form 
b. Use of equivalent words or phrases 
c. Change of word order 
d. Use of more definite expresssion 
2. Omission and Abridgement 
a. Omission of redundant expression 
b. Omission of self-evident expression 
c. Use of more general expression 
3. Addition 
a. Repetition of similar expression 
b. Addition of self-evident expression 
c. Use of more exact expression 
4. Explaining difficult passages 
a. Textual correction 
b. Explication of the implied thought 
5. Additional historical information 
a. Historical identification 
b. Historical information 
ADAPTATION 
1. Change into Late Biblical Hebrew 
a. Lexical 
b. Grammatical 
2. Use of equivalent for unintelligible terms 
HARMONIZATION 
1. With near context 
2. With Chronicles' general structure 
THEOLOGICAL STRESS 
1. God as a real king 
2. Choice of David and Solomon 
3. All Israel 
4. People 
5. Proper worship 
6. Retribution 
TYPOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS 
1. Type scene 
2. Typology 
3. Contemporization 
- 17 - 
It is true that some changes may have been made 
unconsciously, but we are not seeking to find out the exact 
rules which the Chronicler had in his mind but to categorize 
the effects of the changes in the text. Some discrepancies can 
be also listed in more than one effect, but the aim of our 
study is only to see the general principles in the Chronicler's 
alterations and some overlaps do not greatly change the result 
of our study. In this chapter analyses of more extensive 
changes are not included, because in such passages it is 
impossible to determine the effects of minor alterations 
without relating them to the larger contexts. In such cases we 
must consider other sources as a possible reason for changes as 
well. We shall therefore deal with these cases in chapter III. 
TEXTUAL 
The first thing we notice in an exhaustive study of the 
differences between Chronicles and Samuel-Kings is the 
Chronicler's basic faithfulness to the source text. Where he 
reproduces his Vorlage, he follows it almost word for word, and 
many of the minor discrepancies can be explained in text- 
critical terms. These textual problems happened simply for 
mechanical reasons and have nothing to do with the Chronicler's 
attitude to the source or his interpretation. Excluding these 
textual corruptions there are not as many differences between 
Chronicles and Samuel-Kings as we might suppose. 
- 18 - 
1. The Chronicler's Vorlage is different from MT Samuel-Kings. 
F. M. Cross and his students have most clearly shown that 
there are cases where the Chronicler conveys his Vorlage 
faithfully but his Vorlage was already different from MT 
Samuel-Kings. ' This phenomenon is attested by the fact that 
the reading of Chronicles often agrees with the Samuel text of 
LXX and 4QSam (4Q hereafter) against MT Sam. Although Cross' 
theory of local text types has been recently challenged by S. 
Talmon and E. Tov, the agreement of Chronicles with LXX Sam and 
4QSam is so remarkable that it still seems plausible to see 
theChronicler's Vorlage in the same textual family as LXX Sam 
and 4QSam. `4 
For reasons of space we list only representative examples 
of this kind of discrepancy, but for further discussions one 
can consult the textual studies of Cross' students, Lemke, 
Klein, Ulrich, and McKenzie.:, 1 Chr 11: 8 has 
for i f1' 1.211 in 2 Sam 5: 9. Although the words are wrongly 
divided, Chronicles reflects the same reading as 4Q 1'y , 1j1'l 
and LXX`- Kdc wKo 
7o, 
y a, 2v zýv 1roýLV . -1 
IT in MT Sam is a 
corruption of "1'J .°1 Chr 11: 
9, likewise, gives JjIxjy j- j 
against J\1? 1J. '1ýX 7)HXI in 2 Sam 5: 10, because 4Q and LXX 
have only J11 X1S 111' . Wenham and Payne have shown that 
the number of David's chariots and horsemen in 1 Chr 18: 4 is 
the "fullest and most coherent" report among variants; 2 Sam 
8: 4-5 // 1 Chr 18: 4 and 2 Sam 10: 18 // 1 Chr 19: 18. `' Since LXX 
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Sam agrees with Chronicles and -ID-1 is attested by 4Q, the 
change is not one made to magnify David's resources and 
victory. The plus of _nnI 
'n 
(V r7J, D' -mau , >-ý ý (V .I V) y . I1 
j njii 'i'D Jt Z]'- ). 1. XJ l "with it Solomon made the bronze 
sea and the pillars and the vessels of bronze" in 1 Chr 18: 8 
C// 2 Sam 8: 8) is often taken as the Chronicler's composition, 
because it accords with his theological interest, i. e., the 
seized bronze was used to make Temple articles. ~'- However, as 
Rudolph and Lemke correctly point out, LXX Sam and Josephus 
(Ant. VII. 106) suggest this text was already in the 
Chronicler's Vorlage. '' 
On the other hand, the Chronicler's Vorlage of Kings seems 
to be of the same type as the MT. While Lemke's earlier work 
automatically assumes the same situation as in the Samuel 
Vorlage for the Kings Vorlage, we have much less evidence from 
Qumran and LXXN on Kings and it is difficult to establish the 
case. N Moreover, McKenzie has shown that the Chronicles' text 
is in close affinity with MT Kings over against the Greek text, ' 
even where MT may be secondary, and this suggests that the 
Chronicler's Kings Vorlage is closer to MT Kings. " Therefore, 
where MT Chronicles differs from MT Kings we cannot suppose 
that the Chronicler's Vorlage was of a different text type and 
we must look for other reasons for discrepancies. 
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2. Samuel-Kings text is corrupted. 
The second sub-category of textual issues is the case 
where the Chronicler copied his Vorlage correctly but later the 
text of Samuel itself became corrupted. These discrepancies 
may not be supported by LXXL or 4Q but can be explained by 
common causes of textual mistakes. Again they do not reflect 
the Chronicler's view of history or interpretation at all. The 
following are typical cases. 
The difference between ý? OQJ' '(J-: I(U in 2 Sam 7: 7 and 
ý XIUJ I' (i 9QU in 1 Chr 17: 6 seems to be due to graphic 
confusion, and the context clearly indicates Chronicles is 
correct. A')X)i; 1 in 2 Sam 11: 1 is also corrupted, for 
(1 Chr 20: 1) is sustained not only by its context but also by 
many mss., LXX, and many versions. 2 Chr 10: 12 gives 1K. 211 
instead of U1'I of Kings, and as the Kethib-Qere of the latter 
indicates, the Chronicler's text is undoubtedly correct. 2 Chr 
18: 23 correctly supplies -1-171-1 after 1r 'K because without 
it the phrase is grammatically difficult. ": -', In 2 Chr 25: 23 the 
Hiphil verb 11x'1'1 stands against Qal IX1'I in 2 Kgs 14: 13 and 
the context again indicates Chronicles' superiority. In 2 Chr 
28: 3 '1W11 I differs from (2 Kgs 16: 3) . Since the latter 
is euphemistic for the former, Chronicles seems to preserve the 
original form. 
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3. Chronicles text is corrupted 
Just as Samuel-Kings text sometimes became degenerated 
during the course of scribal transmission, our text of 
Chronicles may have also suffered from similar textual 
problems. Most of these errors can be explained as common 
textual corruptions and they do not reflect the Chronicler's 
intentional alterations. 
For example, DX in front of J11'1Z in 1 Chr 11: 2 must 
be dittography, because DA occurs twice before in this verse 
both in MT Samuel and MT Chronicles (cf. 2 Sam 5: 2). In the 
same verse 5x ' ýJ is in a like manner changed to 5jNji s ýy 
since the same expression is already used here. In 1 Chr 11: 13 
the whole account of the heroic deed of Eleazar the son of Dodo 
(2 Sam 23: 9b-lla) is dropped because of haplography between 
Q%jWJ, L4Di11 i1ýT1ýYSý DW I! )DIüand ; If-A [1'j Sf I9DX'I. In 1 Chr 18: 6 
is accidentally omitted from 2 Sam 8: 6, for this is necessary 
as the object of r1wI1 
Some textual corruptions are likely to be due to graphic 
confusion of similar words. In 2 Chr 18: 19 original r1)1 is 
changed to ; 1» twice and in 25: 4 IJI-W(twice) and J116' are 
inaccurately copied as IJ\lY3' . The personal name "Micaiah ( 11'ß', n 
>'" of 2 Chr 13: 2 is probably a scribal variant of "Maacha ( 1ýyý 
and the personal name "Achbor ( is altered to 
"Abdon ( II1J. J)" in 2 Chr 34: 20. The difference between 
'hear ( Ily ii1J) the word' (2 Kgs 22: 13) and 'keep (IVJ) 
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the word' (2 Chr 34: 21) is also because of graphic confusion 
and the difference between 'Shaphan the scribe came to the 
king' <2 Kgs 22: 9) and 'Shaphan brought the book' (2 Chr 34: 16) 
is due to Chronicler's inferior way of vocalization. 'And in 
Benjamin' in 2 Chr 34: 32 seems to be a corruption of 'in the 
covenant < Jl'111)' of the Vorlage. 
The change from TxL? jl rT' T17(U'I to 1X03 Dr11Xi1 t cLJ'I in 1 
Chr 21: 15 (// 2 Sam 24: 16) appears to be an attempt to solve 
the difficulty of God's repentance, but the next sentence 
explicitly says "[the Lord] repented ( L1f17'I 1111' )" and so 
obviously the Chronicler does not feel any change to be 
necessary. CM instead proposes a textual mechanism which led 
to the Chronicler's reading: JX(6il ITwas first misread as 
'iXSr1 ; 111', and it was then changed as usual to -Tr(i'a D'1ýXi1. 
The last phrase of 2 Chr 18: 27 "and he said, 'hear, all 
you peoples" is suspected as originally a marginal gloss 
inserted from Mic 1: 2 by a scribe who identified Micaiah with 
the canonical prophet Micah. The Chronicler's plus "and ten 
days" to Jehoiachim's reigning period "three months" (2 Chr 
36: 9) may also be a marginal gloss which has crept into the 
text, as commentators suggest. But Ackroyd's view seems to be 
more convincing; the numerical sign of ten for the king's age 
("eighteen" in Kings and "eight" in Chronicles) is misplaced to 
his reigning period. 
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Many other textual corruptions are indicated by LXX and 
other versions. 1 Chr 11: 12 gives 171'r-I-a f or 17Z-j2 in 2 
Sam 23: 9, but as LXX Chr 11: 12 SwSocL and the Hebrew text of 1 
Chr 27: 4 '"7I"'ß suggest Samuel text is more original. In 2 Chr 
22: 2 the accession age of Ahaziah is given as "forty two years 
old" against "twenty two years old" in 2 Kgs 8: 26. Chronicles' 
age is not only impossible because his father died at about 
forty years old (2 Chr 21: 5,20) but also probably not original 
as LXX'- and Syr of Chronicles also support the Kings text. 
4. Textual but difficult to decide which. text is corrupted 
The instances where it is difficult to decide which text 
is more original, or where both texts seem to be corrupted are 
classified here. A number of personal names in the list of 
David's mighty men in 1 Chr 11 are confused with similar 
letters and now it is impossible to decide the original 
spellings. Such confusion occurs quite frequently and in 
some cases both spellings in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles seem 
to be corrupted (e. g. , I9t 1 Chr 20: 4, Q in 2 Sam 21: 18; of. '). 
in 2 Sam 21: 18; 27: 11; 1 Chr 11: 29; 27: 11)). 1-1- There are 
also instances where it is hard to decide whether the 
differences are due to the Chronicler's improvement of 
poor expressions in MT Kings or subsequent textual corruption 
on the side of MT Kings. For instance, in 2 Chr 10: 2 Z)"I-X -l 
is 
changed to more suitable D'ýXýý and in 2 Chr 10: 8 "1(vT( which 
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is placed unnecessarily before D'i>1J1 by DtH is omitted. Dß)1 
is written as jja,, j 
y1 in 2 Chr 25: 26, but we cannot certainly 
tell which the original is, for the Chronicler uses both 
forms. 1" The Chronicler uses the singular participle 1WJ 
for "workmen" in 2 Chr 34: 10 against the plural form in 2 
Kgs 22: 5. While the context suggests the Kings reading, 1 Chr 
23: 24 employs the same expression n3ýxýni1 ýi(Uj1 for apparently 
TT1- "" 
multiple people, and it is difficult to be certain about the 
original text. 
Besides such instances, there are three common scribal 
exchanges. Firstly, it is known that theophoric names are 
often spelled differently in Chronicles. Japhet argues that, 
while Ezra-Nehemiah constantly uses short spellings of 
theophoric names, Chronicles tends to lengthen them, and she 
ascribes such inconsistency to the Chronicler's personal 
style. '`" However, Cross and Throntveit have convincingly shown 
from Qumran examples that this in fact is due to scribal 
practices and not the Chronicler himself. ''' Japhet lists 
fourteen instances of lengthening of short theophoric names, 
but the opposite can be found in the following. '' 1 Chr 11: 22 
and 31 (l i1'J1 -. - -'J1), 2 Chr 18: 4 and 34: 20 (I py ý --ý i11: ý'n) 
and in 2 Chr 26: 3 < 11' 
ýý' 
-ý ý' 
ý' ý' >" Theophoric elements at the 
beginning of the word are also changed in 2 Chr 22: 4( D')I' --, D"1Ifl' 
[ lengthening]) , in 1 
Chr 11: 34 ( IJ1JI1' I-TNJI' (shortening] > 
and in 2 Chr 24: 1 ( WH 1-1)'-, VW [shortening]). 
The second and the third of these scribal exchanges are 
related to expressions for the divine name. Von Rad observes 
the Chronicler's preference for over 11111, , and gives as 
his explanation that in the later period "Yahweh is 
increasingly detached from contact with the human world. "' 
But Japhet correctly points out that 1Ii' is still used about 
five hundred times in Chronicles and that flI; 1' and 7J' fl are 
actually in many cases synonymous. '- Thus she concludes that 
the changes of 711711 and D', IýX should not be attributed to the 
Chronicler but to later scribal practice.:; '°' This change occurs 
in 1 Chr 13: 8,12(2x), 14; 14: 10,11,15,16; 16: 1; 17: 2,3; 
21: 8; 2 Chr 10: 15; 11: 2; 15: 18; 18: 5; 22: 12; 23: 3; 25: 24; 28: 1; 
34: 9,27. The elements in the combined expressions of the 
divine name are also exchanged quite freely and they tend to be 
shorter. There seems to be no particular preference among the 
elements, and they are probably due to omission, or more likely 
expansion, during textual transmission. They can be found in 1 
Chr 11: 9; 16: 2; 17: 16,17 (2x), 23,24,25,28,29; 21: 3,24; 2 
Chr 18: 3. 
The Chronicler is not responsible for these "textual" 
disagreements and we cannot draw any conclusion about his 
alterations of the source from them. Rather, we conclude that 
so many discrepancies are in fact of a textual nature and that 
the Chronicler otherwise faithfully followed his Vorlage, 
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showing his high respect for his source. We must be careful 
not to judge Chronicles as a tendentious writing too quickly. 
CLARIFICATION 
The second category of discrepancy is the change by which 
the Chronicler attempts to clarify the meaning of his source 
for his readers. These rewritings do not alter the basic 
meaning of the text. The changes can be very subtle and made 
for both directions of elaboration and abridgement. In such 
cases it is not always easy to see the consistent rules, but 
the Chronicler may use other wordings. If additional 
information or interpretation is given by rewriting, it is 
dealt with in 5. Additional historical information section, and 
rewritings of a theological nature will be discussed under the 
headings of the Theological Stress. 
1. Rewriting 
a. Use of more normal lexical and grammatical form. 
One of the conspicuous features of the Chronicler's 
rewriting is the change to more normal or clearer expressions. 
The energicus is generally avoided: e. g., 1 Chr 10: 11,12 
(jß -i CLL '); 11: 2 ( 71yl1 ). The longer and clearer 
personal pronoun and pronominal suffix is preferred by the 
Chronicler: e. g. ,1 Chr 10: 9(I jjj('aj9'j); 17: 9 
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<I U19 JI -ý I ilUMV 1 I) ; 21: 10 C fl --) ); 2 Chr 12: 10 
< LIJNTIJ1 _.. a Q; 1'. nnn) , 16: 6 ( 731-s D1.2) , 18: 7 <I'' 
The direction is more clearly indicated by prepositions 
Z, pJ , 
ýX 
, -Ty and 1 directives: e. g. ,1 Chr 11: 16 ( Dný iV 
tIT'i JVJ. 2), 26 < 1311S . W1--ß "OM V: 1)1); 15: 29 < 71-T 112-0 -(' I"T -r l) -V ; 
2 Chr 10: 1 < njW-p (-I 6DOJ);, 23: 15 < XI1ö-p-r-p '11JUN? U 
i'O, 20 
< Tyco -17 -' -1. ft 1rT .). The object of the verb is more 
clearly marked with J)X and ýj . e. g. ,1 Chr 14: 15 < nlOný 
Iß. 1 Tl n1 -* 1.1T1'ft. AX JI DT&; 18: 6 ( -1º? '3K 
111' Will -' 111111 . i(o I' 1 
Z'l1y) ;21: 12< 'iicw -i 'Tl? w 3 W) . Similarly the ambiguous 
expression "to fight with ( ZJU i1ýJT15ý1ýi )" is changed to the 
more specific "to fight against < ? ýJ ; lýTlý):!, 
ý )" in 2 Chr 22: 5. 
Grammar and syntax are also corrected to a more normal 
usage. As we have already seen in the Textual section, the 
omission of the grammatically unnecessary '1WUX in 2 Chr 10: 8 
may be categorized here. In 1 Chr 18: 13 singular verb '1'( is 
altered to plural 1'7711 for the subject is 13''1. JJ <pl .), and 
in 1 Chr 20: 2 the grammatically necessary flJ. t is supplied 
before I -'L>( . 
The Chronicler also changes ýX to ýy for 
this purpose. Though CM argue that it "may be due to the 
influence of Aramaic which does not use 
ýx ", the Chronicler 
still uses ýX quite often and we cannot see any tendency to 
avoid 
yX. 
-2ý- It must be rather understood as the Chronicler's 
correction to more normal usage, since, as BDB suggests. 
Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel have a tendency to use SX 
- :. ' 3- 
in the sense of 
Sy interchangeably (1 Chr 10: 3; 11: 15,25; 
13: 7; 14: 10; 17: 17; 18: 7; 19: 2; 21: 3,15; 2 Chr 23: 13). 
There are instances where the Chronicler simply 
substitutes better known words or more common idioms for his 
Vorlage. For example, the hapax legomenon 1117) is changed to, 11D] 
in 2 Chr 10: 15, and ....... V'6W D, an expression 
used only once in OT, is altered to simple p? 1 in 2 Chr 
16: 6.24 Although i-t1>1in 2 Kgs 8: 29 is permissible, the 
Chronicler changes it to the more natural form "1fý1.2F 
The Chronicler also seems to add final n to the obviously 
feminine name y1U1; 1' in 2 Chr 22: 11. ' The change from 
"leaping and dancing before the Lord" to 
nwYnI 'T, &n "dancing and making merry" in 1 
Chr 15: 29 is often ascribed to the Chronicler's desire to 
dignify David's dancing, but, as Willi suggests, he probably 
substitutes the unusual pilpil form of 1'lß with a better 
known word. ` This view is more likely because in 15: 27 ')j)>j 
is omitted. Many commentators believe that I'--I D'Ji-l) "were 
priests" in 2 Sam 8: 18 is changed to 1y6 T> ZIDQ) lit "the chief 
officials in the service of the king" in 1 Chr 18: 17, because 
the Chronicler cannot accept that non-Levitic sons of David 
were priests. However, Wenham has argued convincingly that it 
was rather the Chronicler's attempt to clarify the text. '"' He 
states that the first view is unlikely because the Chronicler 
describes David and Solomon performing priestly roles (1 Chr 
15: 27; 16: 2-3,43; 21: 26; 2 Chr 6: 3,13) and in 1 Chr 18: 16 
2 Sam 8: 17 priests are already listed and it is strange that 
the same list contains two different groups of priests. 
Probably the text of MT Samuel is confused and the original 
text read D'J; ýC[J "administrators of the royal state" or at 
least "some sort of palace official" not "priests". Yet since 
is a rare word, the Chronicler gives a reasonable paraphrase. 
b. Use of equivalent words or phrases 
The next class of rewriting is the Chronicler's 
substitution of a word or phrase for its equivalent. Probably 
the latter sounds better to his mind, but again it is hard to 
find any particular emphasis or interest in this alteration. 
Personal names are sometimes spelled slightly differently 
in Chronicles. D17X is written as ZlTI l in 2 Chr 10: 18. -' 
The spelling of "Hezekiah" is frequently changed from 11'TTTl 
to 11'ý 1'n`(cf. 2 Chr 28: 27; 29: 1 etc. ) and the latter form 
is used thirty seven times. -"' But, since in 1 Chr 3: 13; 2 Chr 
29: 18,27; 30: 24; 32: 15 IfTTrn is retained and in 2 Kgs 20: 10 Ii1'FTll' 
is already used, they are probably simple orthographical 
variants. "' The Chronicler consistently uses the form Iv1Qj 
for the Egyptian Pharoah Shishak in 2 Chr 12, whereas in Kings 
both QJ'C (2 Kgs 11: 40) and ? Q)IW (2 Kgs 14: 25) are used. 
Common nouns are also spelled differently (e. g., -, 1'-)x in 1 Chr 
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11: 22 // '1X in 2 Sam 23: 20), and lexical variants can be used 
(e. g. ,i JI(U'1, in 1 Chr 19: 12 // iWIQ)ri in 2 Sam 10: 11). 
Similarly synonymous expressions are employed. 1 Chr 19: 5 
gives -I(U)< --T3) for 7, y as its equivalent, and 1 Chr 19: 17 omits 
31X in the Vorlage, because the object of TUUJ does not 
necessarily take JIX . In 2. Chr 33: 3 72X "to destroy" is 
altered to VJSJ "to break down". Even in the case of 
phrases, slightly different expressions are used with the same 
meaning. The exchange of )191, '1 'Zý'1'1f1JX and B'Xl-I, 1 -Tr -rn 
in 1 Chr 20: 4 2 Sam 21: 18, or that of ý' 1Iß'-"11? I and 
º1I1' 1,11'I in 1 Chr 21: 9 // 2 Sam 24: 11 does not alter their 
original meaning. The expressions "I shall p my name 
< "ýS(U J\X D'WX)" and "there will be.. my name ( "ß(1) 11'1' )" 
are also used interchangeably, for while in 2 Chr 6: 20 1', -1 is 
changed to D'(U , in 2 Chr 7: 16 and 33: 4 the alteration is vice 
versa, and in 2 Chr 6: 5,6 71'lis kept. '"' Often the exchange 
of prepositions or conjunctions does not alter the meaning of 
the text, and both expressions are perfectly possible. The 
changes in 1 Chr 11: 2; 18: 2,6, and 2 Chr 21: 6 suggest that 
of the predicate noun after 1'1 can be omitted in Chronicles, 
while it is kept in 2 Chr 18: 21. 'J9>3 and 'J9ý>! ý is 
interchangeable in 1 Chr 19: 18; 21: 12,2 Chr 34: 27. While the 
subordinate clause in 2 Chr 22: 6 is introduced by instead of 
of Kings, both conjunctions are possible. Likewise ') in the 
sense of fl; ( ') in 2 Chr 25: 4 is not uncommon usage. -" 
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c. Change of word order 
The Chronicler sometimes changes the order of the two or 
three elements in a sentence. Since they do not change the 
meaning of the sentence, the variation is totally stylistic. *'cl 
For example, in 1 Chr 16: 1 D'1tjý( 'J9ý is shifted from the end 
of the phrase to between J)171.1 and -D, 6tQ)J, but the meaning 
is still the same "they offered burned offerings and peace 
offerings before the Lord". The order of "when he goes out, 
and when he comes in" is reversed in 2 Chr 23: 7, and "the book, 
the law of Moses C 1(06 )-)IS) '19D1)" is changed to "the law, 
the book of Moses C 1fj i -IDO:. 1'1IJ11)1" in 2 Chr 25: 4. The 
alteration of 1 Chr 10: 9 "And they stripped him and took his 
head and armour ( º'5) . NN{ 
I(XI JnX IXCV'1 E1'(0'ß19'I)" from "And they 
cut off his head, and stripped off his armour < I(JX) J)K JllD'1 
I'7) JJ1 I0'(09'I) in 1 Sam 31: 9 is more complex but can be included 
here. 
d. Use of a more definite expression 
The Chronicler seems to prefer more straightforward or 
sometimes more dramatic expressions. The simplest way is the 
addition of definite articles to nouns: e. g., 1 Chr 11: 23 
('1U')(' `)Mil V'l(1) ;2 Chr 18: 30 ( 167, 
ýlZX 
16 l, 7 
The Chronicler also changes a rhetorical question into an 
affirmative statement. In 1 Chr 11: 21 the Samuel text "Was he 
not held in greater honour than the Three? " is replaced by "He 
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was doubly honoured above the Three" (NIV). 2 Sam 7: 5 "Would 
you build me a house to dwell in? " is also changed to an 
outright rejection "You shall not build me a house to dwell in" 
in 1 Chr 17: 4. The Chronicler's interpretation is undoubtedly 
correct for as vv. 6 ff suggest in Samuel also God does not 
wish David to build a temple for Him. It is true, as 
commentators suggest, that the Chronicler's stress is more on 
"not you, but Solomon", but such a nuance is recognized only 
when we read this verse with other changes and concerning this 
verse his main purpose is to make God's rejection clearer. 
Likewise the interrogative XS-11 in the source citation formula 
is replaced by the more positive 1Jt-1(2 Chr 16: 11; 20: 34; 
32: 32; 33: 18; 35: 27; 36: 8) in all but two occurrencies (2 Chr 
9: 29; 12: 15), and 113i1 is used in the Chronicler's own 1 Chr 
29: 29. ='' Its definiteness is further enhanced by his 
occasional addition of "first and last". For the same reason, 
the Chronicler often prefers a more dynamic form of the verb. 
For example, 2 Sam 6: 9 "how can it [the ark] come (Qal) to me? " 
is changed to "how can I bring (Hiphil) it to me? " in 1 Chr 
13: 12. In 2 Chr 23: 13, "she was killed ( . J1ýSIJ11 )" is altered 
to "they killed her ( 1(J1''ß'1)", and the Niphal form of Z]. ), j 
T 
"to be honoured" is changed to Hiphil T'. 2D1[i"to display 
honour" in 2 Chr 25: 19. =`E' 
The Chronicler also makes the style more dramatic. In 1 
Chr 17: 19,20, and 21: 17 he adds the vocative "0 Lord (my God)" 
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to make David's prayer more personal and impressive. Similarly 
1 Sam 31: 11 "what the Philistines had done to Saul" is stressed 
with 
6 in 1 Chr 10: 11 "all that the Philistines had done to 
Saul". The sinful nature of apostasy is heightened by plural 
forms of idols and sacrificed children (2 Chr 28: 3; 33: 3 (2x), 
6,22). Child sacrifice is more directly expressed in 2 Chr 
28: 3, changing from "And (Ahaz] made his son pass through the 
fire" to "and he burnt his children". Verbs are also changed 
to more vivid ones: e. g. ,2 Chr 16: 2< il 't "to take"-;, $l 't 
"to bring out") ; 23: 17 ( 1G', ß "to do well [with idols] "- 1. U) 
"to break into pieces"); 25: 3 (1 'I "to smite"-. 3, X-I-, I'I"to 
kill') . 
As we have seen above, these rewritings are not meant to 
give a different picture from the source but to improve the 
style. Even in the "more definite expression" category the 
dominant motive seems to be to make the phraseology more direct 
and positive, and not to change the historical facts of the 
source, though his straightforward style will help to clarify 
his theological emphasis. 
2. Omission and Abridgement 
The Chronicler also clarifies his source by omitting some 
letters, words, and phrases. Obviously the parts omitted are 
less interesting or important to the Chronicler, but he does 
not seem to change the content of the source or to eliminate 
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the inconvenient section intentionally. He rather omits the 
redundant words, self evident contents, or unnecessary details 
for the plot, so that his style becomes more crisp and tight. 
a. Omission of redundant expression 
Many of the Chronicler's omissions are of expressions 
already mentioned in their near contexts and which is 
unnecessary to repeat. Since there are numerous such cases, 
the following are merely examples. The same contents are often 
given in the same verse. The subject ZIT is skipped in 1 Chr 
13: 13 for the third time in the verse and in 1 Chr 18: 1 and 14 
for the second time. Since the subject 1I'il' is already 
introduced by the addition before, it is not mentioned in 1 Chr 
21: 15. In 2 Chr 10: 11,14 the Chronicler writes, "My father 
chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with 
scorpions" without the second verb "will chastise you" 
repeated, because the same verb is clearly expected from the 
parallelism. He does not write that Shishak took "all" the 
golden shields, ( 'JX'ft 
ý 
. 
PX ) in 2 Chr 12: 9, for it is 
already said that "he took away everything ( flp nX 
just before it. In vs. 16, the Chronicler omits "with his 
fathers" from Rehoboam's burial notice. While concluding 
formulae are generally regarded as his theological evaluation 
of the king's reign, this particular case is a simple omission, 
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because he is said to be buried "with his father" in the 
beginning of the verse. 
In like manner the similar phrase in a near context is 
also sometimes felt to be redundant by the Chronicler. In 2 
Chr 10: 10 1T; 1 of 1T1 fyý is skipped, because 
already appears in v. 9 and from the context it is evident which 
people they are talking about. Also in 2 Chr 12: 16 the name of 
Rehoboam's mother is not included since it is already mentioned 
in vs. 13. Some expressions are redundant by themselves. IbIj761 
ý--M1 11JL1in 1 Chr 16: 1 is abridged to 
ýI-XP 'j J\2 and 
ý)n4jl'r*6-. 4 W1I SAS 
in 16: 3 to ý)Mj' Vl'x-ý>ý . Obviously both wordings mean the same 
and Chronicles is more succinct. The idiom "with one accord" 
<2 Chr 18: 12) is shortened from '7l? < -17) to 
1110, and in 2 Chr 25: 17, the last two elements of D'J-9ýX D'J9 X11 \flJ 
"let us look one another in the face" is abridged to D'J9IlKlJU, 
b. Omission of self-evident expression 
The second group of omissions of statements are those 
which are self-evident, even when not referred to elsewhere. 
Again, this kind of omission is done to make the style more 
crisp, but not to contradict the Samuel-Kings' report. The 
clearest example is the Chronicler's change from noun to 
pronoun. In 2 Chr 10: 13 the indirect object of "the king 
answered" is changed from "the people ( 231)11'J»X )" to the 
pronominal suffix "them ( DJ)'I)", becau: 5e to whom the 
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king is speaking is clearly known from the context. In the 
next verse "I will add to your yoke ( 1'VX )" is 
simply written as "I will add to it ( I'ýS) DX)", because it 
immediately follows "my father made your yoke heavy". The 
Chronicler also tends to avoid using two verbs together to 
express a single idea. 39 In 1 Chr 10: 12 "and they took their 
bones and buried them" ( I1Zj'I z i1'J xJ m Ind 'I) is written 
simply as ; "and they buried their bones" C Zl11)'J1bYi1'JU I U? '1) 
and in 2 Chr 10: 16 "replied and said C -1: 27 i. 2W011 is 
shortened to "replied ( 11'fil'I )" . 
Other abridgements are also obvious from the context. For 
example, in 2 Chr 10: 13 "the counsel which the old men had 
given him ( 111U' '1lJX DJ? T1 J1X1J)" is changed to "the counsel 
of the old men ( D'J? r711 J\Y3J )" . Similarly the Chronicler 
omits "to battle" from Ahab's request to Jehoshaphat "Will you 
go with me to Ramoth-gilead" (2 Chr 18: 3), for it is evident 
from Ahab's intention in vs. 2 and Jehoshaphat's answer in vs. 
3b. In 2 Chr 35: 19 the qualification of Josiah's Passover 11fl'ý 
13ýQJI'1'J. "to the Lord in Jerusalem" is skipped over because it 
is clearly understood from his description of the Passover (cf. 
esp. vv. 16,18) 
c. Use of more general expression 
Another kind of self-evident abridgement is the one which 
sums up or totally omits the unnecessary details of the text. 
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By doing this the Chronicler's writing is more focused on the 
major historical events and theological points, but this 
shortening itself does not change the course of events reported 
in his Vorlage. For example, 1 Chr 10: 12 omits the description 
that the mighty men of Jabesh Gilead went to Beth Shean 
"walking through the night", but this does not affect the 
general course of the events nor by this is the Chronicler 
trying to omit an unpleasant detail. In 2 Chr 16: 2 four 
elements of Asa's gifts to Ben-hadad are abridged: (1) the 
gifts given are shortened from "all the silver and gold that 
were left" to "silver and gold", (2) the way Asa sent them 
"giving to his servants' hands" is passed over, (3) the line of 
descent of Ben-hadad is excluded, and (4) "the treasure house" 
of the temple and the palace is unmentioned. In this case 
probably the Chronicler does not want to stress this incident 
because it is a reminder of Shishak's plundering of the temple 
which he has already rewritten as less devastating and because 
he does not wish to give the impression that the faithful Asa 
completely emptied the remaining Temple treasures. a'ý' Thus 
while his lighter treatment of the incident fits with his 
interpretation and whole presentation, yet even here factual 
elements in the story are not affected. 
In 1 Chr 18: 2 more than half of the verse, Z)Wl n-T-T 
13611 'J4) 7'ih'I 11)X UH)( " and measured 
them with a line, making them lie down on the ground; two lines 
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he measured to be put to death, and one full line to be spared" 
is omitted. While CM suggest that the Chronicler "omitted 
because it did not fit his idealized picture of David", 
McKenzie correctly retorts that 1 Chr 22: 28 and 28: 3 admit that 
David shed much blood and that it is not a problem to the 
Chronicler. -41 1 Chr 21, especially the Chronicler's stress on 
David's sin, also makes it difficult to suppose that he 
systematically omits the dark side of David in order to 
idealize him (Cf. chap. III also). Thus this particular 
description is probably omitted because the Chronicler does not 
want the unnecessary detail. This interpretation is further 
supported by the abridgement in 1 Chr 19: 4 from Will- -yn-11X nýý, -j 
to 13, iXi. Here again the disgusting action of shaving off 
half of the beard by the Ammonite, not by David 0), is 
avoided. 
Just as with his rewritings, by his omissions the 
Chronicler does not attempt to change the historical report of 
Samuel-Kings, but to make the text simpler to understand. Most 
of the omissions are mere stylistic abridgements of redundant 
or self-evident expressions. His generalizations are all minor 
parts of the plot and replace unnecessary repetition of the 
full details. Though his more crisp and terse style may help 
to clarify his version of historical pictures and his theology, 
it does not convey a different historical reality. 
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3. Addition 
Another means of clarification is supplying a small note 
or a "help" in the text. Many of the minor additions are again 
merely stylistic and quite in agreement with his source. °-- In 
fact, they are mostly self-evident or known from near contexts. 
Though giving a more specific description sometimes requires 
more sophisticated interpretation and emphasizes certain 
aspects of the events, the Chronicler's main aim is to present 
a clearer picture of the text. 
a. Repetition of similar expression 
This section lists those additions which only repeat the 
same expressions nearby. 1 Chr 19: 2 explains that David's men 
came to Hanun "to express sympathy to him", for the same verse 
writes, "David sent a delegation to express his sympathy to 
Hanun". In 1 Chr 19: 15 Abishai is called Joab's brother as he 
is clearly identified so in vs. 11. In 2 Chr 18: 2 and 3 "the 
king of Israel" is identified with "Ahab", because he is so 
called in 1 Kgs 22: 20 // 2 Chr 18: 19.1 Kgs 22: 20 itself has 
only "Ahab", but, as is certain from vs. 17 and common 
knowledge, the Chronicler adds "the king of Israel" to it. As 
repeated frequently in the near context "the king" is specified 
as "the king of Israel" in vs. 34 to contrast with Jehoshaphat. 
Similarly in 2 Chr 34: 28 the object of the wrath of the Lord is 
expanded from "this place" to "this place and its inhabitants". 
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Since in vv. 24 and 27 the wrath is said to be poured upon 
"this place and its inhabitants", here the Chronicler repeats 
the same idiom. 
b. Addition of self-evident expression 
While the Chronicler often supplies the subject or other 
elements of the sentence, these are certainly implied in the 
context. 1 Chr 11: 5 adds "inhabitants of Jebus" as a subject 
of the verb "said to David". Now David is attacking Jebus, and 
who else can say "You will not get in here"? 1 Chr 11: 18 also 
supplies a subject Z'ITto "refused to drink", for David's 
three men had just brought back water to David in vs. 17. 
Likewise in 2 Chr 23: 9 and 11, the subjects of the verbs 
"delivered" and "anointed" are named as "Jehoiada the priest" 
and "Jehoiada and his sons" respectively. While the Chronicler 
may want to stress the prominence of a priestly figure here, 
these identifications are quite natural from the context (see 
vv. 1,8,14,16 etc. ). 4*' In vs. 9 the Chronicler only adds 
"Jehoiada" to "the priest" in 2 Kgs 11: 10, and in the beginning 
of 2 Kgs 11: 12 // vs. 11 Jehoiada (in Chr "they") is already 
mentioned as the subject of the following actions. In 1 Chr 
11: 7 he clarifies the causal relationship by adding I->-yij, 
and in 11: 20 he adds copula, as evident from the context. In 2 
Chr 18: 7 the identification of the prophet Ahab hated with 
Micaiah is clarified by insertion of Xll. 
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The Chronicler also gives more details of actions and 
information, which are easily understood from the context. 2 
Chr 15: 16 correctly changes "his mother" to "the mother of king 
Asa", for this section is dealing with Asa's purification of 
the cult. The Chronicler also adds "thus ( J11(1) )" to 
"[Hilkiah] said to her [Huldah]" (2 Chr 34: 22) to suggest that 
Hilkiah's message was the king's order in vs. 21. Since 
Hilkiah went out to Huldah to fulfill the king's order, this is 
again evident. 
c. More exact expression 
There are instances where the Chronicler uses more exact 
wording, though essentially the same contents. Often they are 
self-evident, but sometimes he deduces the most probable 
picture from the situation and from common sense. In 1 Chr 
11: 15 the Philistines are said to have "pitched tent ( 1J? iI 
)" in the valley instead of simply they "were (f ill )" in the 
valley. Probably this change is not based on any other source, 
but by his general knowledge this was the most natural way for 
troops then. 1 Chr 17: 1 relates that the ark was "under the 
1 11 jW. )" . Although tent ( J11y11' 11N1)" , not "in the tent ( 
Chronicles is more specific, there is no other possible way the 
ark can be in the tent. In 2 Chr 12: 11 the Chronicler's 
addition "the guard came and bore them (the shields]" is 
logical, because the guard did this when the king went into the 
temple. Also in 28: 3 the Chronicler adds "moreover he burnt 
incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom" before his 
description of child sacrifice. As D. Plataroti has pointed 
out this phrase is deduced from his knowledge of child 
sacrifice. 14 In 33: 9 the people that Manasseh seduced with 
idolatry is specified from "them" to "Judah and the inhabitants 
of Jerusalem", which is most natural for the king of Judah. 
These specifications are quite logical from the contexts or 
common sense, and it seems that the Chronicler intends to give 
a more vivid or accurate historical picture through them but 
not to make any factual changes. 
4. Explaining difficult passages 
The Chronicler clarifies the text not simply by rewriting, 
omitting and adding small parts, but also by providing better 
readings to textually corrupted sections or by explicating the 
implied thoughts in his Vorlage. Such seriousness in attaining 
correct understanding of the text well exhibits his respect for 
the source. 
a. Textual correction 
There are several cases where the Chronicler attempts to 
understand textually unintelligible verses. For example 1 Chr 
11: 22 gives 
ý'TT'(U'X"I3 for 'n-ru'X-Ia. While Samuel does not 
make sense, Chronicles is certainly appropriate for the 
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description of David's mighty men. 2 Chr 11: 4 changes 
"according to the word of the Lord" ( i111' 1.? ) I]? 
ý7) 
to "did 
not go against Jeroboam" < D. Va-1' 
iX 
. 
TD ). Kings repeats a 
similar phrase immediately before and seems to be corrupted, 
and therefore the Chronicler substitutes it with the most 
natural phrase from the context. Similarly he prefixes waw to 
the impossible I'J17in 2 Kgs 8: 19 to provide a smoother 
reading in 2 Chr 21: 7, "promised to give a lamp to him and to 
bis sons". As 1 Kgs 11: 36 suggests, the original Kings text 
was probably and should be read "promised to give a 
lamp before In 2 Chr 18: 9, since the adverbial clause 
"at the threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria" 
is too remote from the noun to modify "their thrones", the verb 
"they were sitting < D'1(LJI' (1") , 
is repeated 
before it. "The gate Sur ( -11D)" is changed to "the Gate of 
the Foundation C in 2 Chr 23: 5. While vs. 15 suggests 
that probably the original reading was "the horse gate (VW 
)", the Chronicler tries to understand the incorrect text. In 
this verse Jehoiada's arrangement of the priests and the 
Levites is slightly different from that of Kings. It may also 
be due to the textual difficulties in his Vorlage, though it 
can be simply a part of his extensive rewriting according to 
his understanding of the nature of the coup. 
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Whereas ýý7ý ßn1 ;A nx "Lahmi the brother of Goliath" 
in 1 Chr 20: 5 is often ascribed to the Chronicler's desire to 
harmonize his source 2 Sam 21: 19 . 71'! A 31? ( '64 -, 1 Jl'1 D', \-)A 
". .. oregim, the Bethlehemite [slew] Goliath" with 1 Sam 17, 
Williamson and others correctly suggest that this verse is 
another example of his attempt. to understand the corrupted 
text. ý-- As the present text of Samuel has difficulties in D'XlX 
(dittography) and '11J', his Vorlage was probably also corrupt. 
He tries to correct it by changing J1'1 to Jhx as in 10: 9, and J1X 
to 'T\1( . Thus "the Bethlehemite ( 'k T1 7l . 
J1'2 )" becomes "Lahmi 
< 't fl . nx)" and "brother of Goliath (J1'tA'1110" "Goliath Qt')AIV'. 
Therefore this discrepancy was caused by the Chronicler's 
"desire to make the Samuel text intelligible to his readers 
than to a deliberate harmonization by falsification". "-'7 
b. Explication of the implied thought 
Another group of clarifications of difficult passages is 
the one in which the Chronicler makes implicit thought more 
explicit. The last phrase of Jehoshaphat's answer to Ahaz's 
request to ally is changed from "my horses as your horses" to 
"We will be with you in the war" (2 Chr 18: 3). The Chronicler 
states it clearly because he wishes to draw out the theological 
lesson of danger in alliance with a foreign power, but from the 
rest of his answer "I am as you are, my people as your people" 
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and the subsequent narrative we know that Jehoshaphat accepted 
Ahaz' offer and there is no factual change. In 2 Chr 34: 21 
"the words of the Lord" replaces the second "the words of the 
book". As is evident from vs. 14 the book at issue is "the 
book of the law of the Lord given through Moses" and it can be 
called "the words of the Lord". However, the Chronicler 
deliberately chose this expression here, to clarify that the 
wrath of the Lord is poured upon Israel because they did not 
keep the words of the book, which is no other than the law of 
the Lord. 
Clearly these examples are the Chronicler's attempts to 
make difficult passages in the source easier to understand. 
Together with simpler cases discussed in previous sections, his 
eagerness to present a clearer text and to solve difficulties 
shows how important it is for him to understand his source 
correctly. 
5. Additional Historical Information 
a. Historical identification 
Historical identification occurs when either the 
Chronicler gives a different name for the person or place 
mentioned in Samuel-Kings, or he adds more 
identifying 
information not obvious at once from the context. '' Up to 
this point in our classification, all the clarifications of the 
Chronicler have been intended to make the text easier to read, 
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but historical identification requires more than that. The 
Chronicler needs to study what the historical events were 
really like, and how two or more different pieces of 
information can fit together. 
In 1 Chr 13: 6 the Chronicler changes 'ýE 1 to ij ua 
1Z1; 1ý) '1W'A D'-W1 J1"1? -t(, identifying Baalah with Kiriath 
Jearim. He needs this identification because he writes that 
the ark was in Kiriath Jearim in 13: 5 (his own writing), while 
the rest of the narrative (following the source) says it was in 
Baalah. Probably he learned the idea from 1 Sam 7: 1. His 
identification is certainly correct, for iJ. literally means 
"the city of Baal" and Kiriath Jearim was one of the most 
important of these and identification of these two is explicit 
in Josh 15: 9. "' Yet it is not simply a literal harmonization, 
reflects his historical interest, for otherwise he does not 
need to introduce Kiriath Jearim in 13: 5 from the beginning. 
In like manner, 1 Chr 18: 3 writes that David fought with 
Hadadezer, "advancing to Hamath". Though Samuel does not 
mention Hamath, this is a very reasonable interpretation. 
David's war took place "when Hadadezer went to establish his 
control along the Euphrates River" (18: 3 immediately before) 
and Hadadezer was at war with Tou the king of Hamath (18: 10). 
Certainly David helped Tou to prevent Hadadezer come down to 
the south of the Euphrates. If the Chronicler were interested 
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in only literal harmonization, the addition of Hamath would be 
unnecessary. 
The Chronicler also specifies the destination to which 
Huram sent his wood for Solomon as "Joppa" in 2 Chr 2: 16. This 
is probably the most natural deduction, because Joppa was the 
nearest major port to Jerusalem throughout OT times (cf. Ezr 
3: 7; Jon 1: 3; cf. Josh 19: 46), and the Chronicler thus provides 
a clearer picture of the route. `'"' In 2 Chr 36: 4 Jehoiakim is 
called "the brother of Jehoahaz" instead of "the son of Josiah" 
(2 Kgs 23: 34). This change is probably because the Kings' 
expression seems to neglect the previous reign of Jehoahaz, and 
is intended to clarify his relationship with his two 
predecessors. It is hard to find any theological bias here and 
this identification is correct, because both Jehoahaz and 
Jehoiakim were sons of Josiah. 
The case of 2 Chr 22: 11, the identification of "Jehosheba, 
the daughter of King Joram, sister of Ahaziah" (2 Kgs 11: 2) 
with "wife of Jehoiada the priest" is not so clear cut. ' ' M. 
Noth argues that this was to justify her presence in the 
temple, but as Williamson correctly remarks, women were not 
admitted in any case and such a supposition is unnecessary. ''; ' 
It is also possible that this identification was introduced to 
enhance Jehoiada's prominence in the story and to equate his 
position with that of the Davidic kings together with his 
burial notice (2 Chr 24: 15-16). But since he was not a 
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davidide himself but remained a protector of the davidic 
prince, and since he received honours not because of his 
descent but because of what he did for God and the Temple as a 
priest (2 Chr 24: 16), his association with the king's daughter 
does not necessarily support the Chronicler's point. Whether 
the Chronicler sees in Jehoiada the model of the post-exilic 
theocratic priest who also played the role of davidic king is a 
matter of debate. In any case we cannot exclude the 
possibility that this short note was introduced for historical 
interest. 
The Chronicler also replaces obscure place names with 
better known names in the same area. The unintelligible 
Philistine cities which David took 1VX 1 >J in 2 Sam 8: 1 are 
replaced by T'.. fJ11 J)/\ "Gath and its surrounding villages" in 1 
Chr 18: 1. Some commentators believe Chronicles is correct, 
interpreting Samuel as "the capital and the satellites. "``ý" 
Whether their interpretation is correct or not, the Chronicler 
prefers a clear place name in the area rather than an obscure 
name. 1 Chr 19: 6 identifies little known 11f1-va DUX withD'1fJD-IX 
and an Aramean country in the south of Damascus, 1ý`1P n1x. 
The context suggests the war was to the southwest of Damascus, 
and the Chronicler's identification is legitimate. Again 'Gob' 
appears only in 2 Sam 21: 18 and 19 in OT, and it is replaced 
by Gezer in 1 Chr 20: 4 and and omitted in 20: 5. According to 
Eissfeldt's topographical study, Gezer is a better known city 
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in the area. Likewise the prince of Hamath I]1P is called D"117; 1 
in 1 Chr 18: 10. As many commentators agree, Hadoram is the 
real name and Joram (Yahweh is high) is the name given by the 
Hebrews. "; " These efforts in historical identification clearly 
show how the Chronicler is interested in historical reality. 
He does not wish to keep an incomprehensible text and searches 
for the most probable identification. 
b. Historical information 
While the major additions to the narrative will be dealt 
with in the next chapter, the Chronicler sometimes supplies the 
parallel sections with brief notes of information which cannot 
be explained by other scriptural passages. They are meant to 
give a clearer historical picture and also testify to the 
Chronicler's strong interest in history. 
Although 1 Chr 11: 6 has been understood as the 
Chronicler's misreading of his source, many commentators today 
hold that the Chronicler omits the reference to the blind and 
the lame because of its obscurity, and supplies the information 
about Joab from a different source. `"`` The argument to support 
the first position that "Joab the son of Zeruiah" IZ might 
come from "in the aquaduct" "llJS1 is not enough to explain all 
the difference. On the other hand, it is highly unlikely that 
his information about Joab is total fabrication. First of all, 
it does not help to support any of the commonly claimed 
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interests of the Chronicler, and secondly, if he simply wants 
to replace the obscure passage, he can omit it completely as he 
does in vs. 5. Furthermore, Williamson suggests that "some 
such event may be necessary to explain how Joab came to be a 
chief and commander, a position which he undoubtedly held soon 
after, but which we might not have expected him to hold after 
he had incurred David's displeasure". (cf. 2 Sam 3: 29,39; 1 Kgs 
2: 5f, 32) f" Similarly 1 Chr 11: 8 gives another piece of 
information about Joab, "Joab restored the rest of the city". 
Again this is not theologically significant, and probably the 
Chronicler supplies it from his stock of information about Joab 
because of his historical interest. 
1 Chr 19: 6 and 7 have two additions as well. One is that 
the Ammonites bought the mercenaries for "a thousand talents of 
silver" and another is the report "who came and camped before 
Medeba. And the Ammonites were mustered from their cities and 
came to battle. " As McKenzie suggests, since 4Q supports them, 
they may be already in his Vorlage. "7 But LXX Sam does not 
have these readings and 4Q has something different in the 
second place. If they are not from his Vorlage, probably they 
come from another source. While "a thousand talents of silver" 
may help to express the desperation of the Ammonites, the 
second addition cannot be explained without the Chronicler's 
interest in the historical . vent. 
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In 2 Chr 28: 2 "molten images for the Baals" is added to 
the list of Ahaz' idolatry. While this additional item helps 
to emphasize Ahaz' unfaithfulness, his use of images is perhaps 
known (it is recorded in Isa 2: 8-18 and 20) and the Chronicler 
may be giving more historical information from elsewhere. `5` 
Ahaz' erection of an altar like the one in Damascus (2 Kgs 
16: 10-12) is changed to his sacrifice to the gods of Damascus 
in 2 Chr 28: 23. As McKay has pointed out, the Chronicler's 
reasoning that Ahaz built an altar in order to be helped by 
Aramean gods is "hardly a logical deduction from 2 Kgs 
16: 10ff., for there the gods of Damascus were shown by their 
defeat to have been ineffectual against the power of Assyria" 
<2 Kgs 16: 9). 11 Yet the Chronicler's interpretation of the 
altar as that of an Aramean god rather than an Assyrian one 
erected by the army of occupation seems to be correct because 
Ahaz built it as the centre-piece of the remple cult and the 
Assyrians did not have altars for animal sacrifices. -', Thus it 
seems that the Chronicler attempts to understand the real 
historical situation of the already confusing Kings report with 
additional historical information. 
In 2 Chr 33: 6 the place of child sacrifice is specified as 
"in the valley of Ben Hinnom ý DJD 1a , A. J )" . Since this 
addition does not reflect any theological motivation and the 
information is amply testified ýe. g., Jer. 7: 31), the 
Chronicler probably only wishes to give a more vivid and 
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accurate historical picture. In 2 Chr 34: 8 two more officials, 
Maaseiah the governor of the city and Joah the son of Joahaz 
the recorder, are added to Josiah's messenger Shaphan. They 
are scarcely the Chronicler's invention, for not only can no 
theological reason be found for them but also they are well- 
attested names and titles in the pre-exilic period. ". `-' Though 
it is not impossible to suppose with Williamson that they stood 
in the Chronicler's Vorlage and later became corrupted, there 
is no textual support for it. It is more likely that he 
supplied extra historical details from another source. 
Similarly in 2 Chr 36: 10 Jehoiachin's exile is more 
specifically dated as "in the spring of the year (lit. "at the 
turn of the year")" instead of "at that time" (2 Kgs 24: 10). 
The use of this expression elsewhere suggests a military 
campaign and its dating in March 597 is attested by the 
Babylonian Chronicle. -` The Chronicler supplies a clearer 
chronology, while he abridges the detailed accounts or the 
exile recorded in Kings. 
The above examples clearly indicate that the Chronicler's 
additions at times go beyond mere literary refinement. He 
studies the historical situation and attempts to supply a more 
informed picture, even if there is no theological need for it. 
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ADAPTATION 
The third category of the Chronicler's quotation 
techniques is to adapt his source for later readers. Since the 
language of the post-exilic period, Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH 
hereafter), was a little different from that of the pre-exilic 
period, he needs to up-date some vocabulary and expressions. 
He also changes some nomenclatures which were no longer used in 
his generation. These changes are only to help later readers 
to understand the text and factual changes are not intended. 
Such activities are necessary for any kind of writing which 
uses a source. While they may suggest respect for his source, 
these features are not confined to exegetical literature. 
There are also places where the Chronicler systematically 
portrays former religious activities from his contemporary 
perspective. But since they are based on a typologically 
idealized picture of worship and intended for legitimation of a 
particular system, they cannot be categorized here (of. 
Typological Alterations). 
1. Late Biblical Hebrew 
a. Lexical 
The Chronicler changes words which were no longer used in 
the post-exilic period. Those words are listed by Driver, CM, 
and Williamson. '" This kind of adaptation serves simply to 
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make the source easier to understand for the readers of his 
age, like his clarification techniques, and he does not intend 
to change the historical report of his source. For instance, 1 
Chr 10: 12 changes the rare word J)' I>. to LBH or Aramaic J\91X 
twice. In 1 Chr 11: 16 : j. Y>jI is altered to 1'_YJI " They mean 
different things in Samuel, 
. 
1Y6 "garrison" and 
"prefect, deputy", but in Chronicles 
. 
136 cannot be found and Zy, I 
in Chronicles and LBH acquires a wider meaning range to signify 
not only "prefect" as original but also "garrison" (1 Chr 
11: 16; 2 Chr 17: 2; Ecclus 46: 18). `1 1 Chr 13: 12 uses an 
Aramaic form J'; 1 for 1"X .1 
Chr 14: 2 replaces IJIýý >-YJ with 
I J11>7'-1. While 
, 
pI; oS>- appears almost exclusively in post- 
exilic writ rg in the sense of "kingdom", ; 1)ý or , 1)1ý) 
are usually used in the earlier writings. '-` In 1 Chr 18: 5,6 
and 2 Chr 16: 2 the spelling of "Damascus" is changed from f(): n7 
to 17W >jY(, a common LBH spelling. In2 
Chr 23: 10 the word for 
"his weapon" is changed from 1'ý7 to a late word 11151[) . 
The latter is found elsewhere only in 2 Chr 32: 5; Neh 4: 11,17; 
Job 33: 18; 36: 12; Joel 2: B. " 
b. Grammatical 
Since LEH changed not only in vocabulary but also in some 
grammatical usages, the Chronicler needs to change them as 
well. This aspect of LBH has been carefully studied by Kropat, 
Japhet and Polzin. '-7 Their analyses are based on non-parallel 
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sections of Chronicles and other post-exilic writings, and, 
therefore, if the Chronicler's change is toward LBH, we can 
safely conclude his changes in parallel sections also serve to 
adjust to contemporary usage. 
As in LBH the Chronicler makes collective nouns take 
plural verbs (Polzin's no. 4; P-4 hereafter). For example, in 1 
Chr 11: 13 1DJ M711 is altered to IDJ DJiII " In 2 Chr 10: 1 ?Q 
is changed to Ix 2, for its subject is 
ix'1Ql''5') 
and in 2 Chr 16: 4 7'I 
is pluralized to I. 'I corresponding to its subject ''1(U 
"commanders". Similar cases can be found in 1 Chr 18: 2; 19: 11, 
16(3x); 2 Chr 18: 25,26,29; 33: 25. Another tendency of LBH is 
that the first person singular imperfect with -ah (cohortative) 
is rarely used (P-10). For instance, the cohortative ending of-, 719i1 
is shortened to 1Dl in 2 Chr 16: 3 and -I ýý to J7 in 2 Chr 
25: 1? (cf. also 1 Chr 21: 13 and 2 Chr 18: 8> . "'' 
As Polzin and Willi have pointed out (F-1), the 
construction of J1X with pronominal suffix is replaced with a 
verbal form. For example, in 2 Chr 25: 28 IJ1X IXVI is changed 
to I1XV/'l (cf. also 2 Chr 22: 11; 23: 14; 24: 25; 36: 1) . Also 
in LBH 
ý 
is frequently used as a mark of accusative and the 
Chronicler rewrites his text thus (P-15). In 2 Chr 10: 6 1Tý UJI1 11K 
is altered to 1T11 Dye , 
in vs. 16 13,1ýX is changed to ZIn j, 
and in 18: 17 fl to V-1ý . 
In LEH the use of the infinitive 
absolute with a finite verb for emphasis is less often used (P- 
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6), and 1 Chr 14 : 10 avoids IJ1K rJ , changing it to D'JUJ I. 
The use of the infinitive absolute) is generally reduced: 7101 
is changed to the adjective , "lX) in 1 Chr 18: 8, and ? 1ýý1 is 
transformed to the imperative in 1 Ohr 21: 10. '""'' Moreover, 
in LBH the final nun of 16 is frequently not assimilated 
before a noun without an article (P-16). The Chronicler 
changes 1]'11>n i1>1 to j')ß',, 1 (1 Chr 10: 3), t'( (V il) to 
Chr 11: 15), k%IFd to <1 Chr 11: 22>, 
and ^IT1Xi to '1nx'I, ýa (1 Chr 17: 7), though 1 Chr 17: 10 DV. 1'InýI 
to is exceptional. 
There are four other alterations where the Chronicler 
adjusts to LBH, not listed by Polzin. Firstly, since in LBH 
the distinction between masculine and feminine nouns became 
blurred, he often uses a masculine form for an originally 
feminine noun. For instance, 1ý l '1 is changed to Iý IX l 
(1 Chr 11: 7), taking Jerusalem as masculine. In 1 Chr 11: 11 ZjY9.2 
J\117 "in one stroke", or "at one time" is changed to the 
masculine (Tfl). While the people's name is usually followed 
by feminine verbal form, in 1 Chr 18: 2,5,6; 21: 5 it is 
followed by masculine. Secondly, as Japhet points out, 
imperfect consecutive is written with a shorter form. ""' 
J)I1J1'I is written as Ix]1'l in 1 Chr 17: 8. Thirdly, as BDB 
shows, the shorter first person singular form 'j< is prefered 
over ')JX in 1 Chr 17: 16; 21: 10,17; 2 Chr 34: 27, though 1 
Chr 17 :1 ')J1( is exceptional. '71 Lastly, in LEH final 1 
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and x are interchangeable, as we can see in 1 Chr 20: 6; 2 Chr 
16: 2; 18: 7; 27: 1. 
2. Use of equivalent for unintelligible term 
There are some technical terms or place names no longer 
understood by the people of the Chronicler's time, and he 
substitutes them with his contemporary equivalents. For 
example, the names of the musical instruments used for the 
transfer of the ark are different between Samuel and 
Chronicles. As CM suggest, while Samuel is original, probably 
the Chronicler "introduced instruments better known or more in 
use in his day". `' D'IJJ11J) is used only here but 
D'J)l 96 is mentioned 12 times in OT, and D'( ), Sý>' is used only 
here and in Ps 150: 5, but n1ýsý 1 is used by the Chronicler 
often <1 Chr 15: 24,28; 16: 4,42, etc. ). ""' In like manner the 
name of Araunah ( , '1J11)(1) is changed to Ornan ( IJ1X) in 
1 Chr 21: 15. Williamson points out that, though linguistically 
Chronicles is secondary, Ornan seems to have become the 
customary form in post-exilic times as LXX Sam and Josephus 
suggest. 
The post-exilic community could no longer understand some 
pre-exilic locations. In the Identification section we have 
already dealt with the problem of obscure place names, but some 
obscurity is also caused by the passage of time, In 1 Chr 10: 7 
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I-T1TT1 -U-11COKI ý11i1"1ý1J1 is abridged to 7ýV1 . While McCarter 
suggests that the Samuel text has been expanded, LXX Sam 
supports MT Sam. ` If it is not a simple omission of the 
unneccesary detail, the Chronicler was probably not certain 
exactly which area the text was referring to. 7 In 1 Chr 18: 8 UT 1_3V 
is changed to IDW, because, . as 
Williamson following Simons 
suggests, "'Cun' was in Chronicler's day a better known town 
than ' Berothai' , which was in the same area. "'~ In 1 Chr 19: 16 T]>'1 
is omitted and in v. 17 1X71 is changed to the people 
staying there 1111iX . He seems to avoid the unknown name 
He l am. 
In 2 Chr 16: 4 "Abel-beth-maacha, and all Chinneroth, with 
all the land of Naphtali" is changed to "Abel-maim, and all the 
store-cities of Naphtali". Apparently the Chronicler 
understands the area correctly, but the people probably 
commonly called it as latter because of its fertility and the 
Chronicler prefers it. '' In 2 Chr 24: 25 the place of Joash's 
death is changed from "the House of Millo" to "on his bed". As 
the modern interpreters are not certain about the former, 
perhaps the Chronicler did not understand it either and 
replaced it with the most natural deduction from the context, 
Also in 2 Chr 24: 5,6,12; 34: 10 a technical building term 71 
is constantly omitted (cf. 2 Chr 34: 15,18), probably because 
the word was no longer used or understood. 
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HARMONIZATION 
As the Chronicler quotes his source, he tries to harmonize 
expressions of his source with their near context and with the 
overall structure of his own work. While coherent presentation 
of information is essential for any history or theology, the 
way he adjusts his source to his new structure indicates that 
his work is intended to be a new work, independent of his 
source. It is noteworthy that midrash, in contrast, often 
exploits contradictions for theological development rather than 
harmonizes them. 
1. With near context 
Harmonization with near context is either merely stylistic 
or arises from his minor changes, and there is no factual 
conflict. For example, the title to the list of mighty men in 
1 Chr 11: 26 is changed from D'ai6a]X1''(1X 7X'1UJ. 1J "... 
in the Thirty" to xi' 'nx 7 -, %vv D'1'f11 D'11Z I "The Mighty men are 
" because in Samuel there are thirty seven men in the 
list (cf. 2 Sam 23: 39), and in Chronicles even more people are 
added at the end of the list. While probably "the Thirty" was 
not a true number of mighty men but a title or nickname for 
this group of people, the Chronicler avoids the possible 
confusion. In 1 Chr 17: 10 ; lll' 1ý _'A-1h is converted to 7 X1. 
Since vv. 4-14 is a speech of God to Nathan (and David) and the 
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subject is constantly "I" (God), "The Lord tells you" is also 
harmonized with the subject of the other sentences in this 
section. Again in 1 Chr 17: 10 1)111 -Tý-71(UXJ' Jl'1 ') is changed 
to 1{; 1' As in this chapter "to build" a temple or 
dynasty is usually expressed with tlJ1 , he harmonizes 
; V). The Chronicler obviously takes them synonymously and does 
not see a theological difference between them as is sometimes 
argued. In 2 Chr 18: 16 D7 i is changed to the feminine form 
to agree with JXY . 
Though fj1ý already agrees with 7? <-)W 
and makes good sense, the Chronicler harmonizes it with its 
more immediate antecedent. `- Also in vs. 26 'N2 of the king's 
order "Put this fellow in prison ... until 
I come in peace" 
is changed to 'Ji(V to connect it more clearly with the 
prophet's following reply "If you return ( 11(UJl ) in peace, 
the Lord has not spoken by me. " In 2 Chr 22: 12 Joash is said 
to be hidden "with them ( UfnX )" instead of "with her ' 1J1X 
)", because in the previous verse Jehoiada the priest is 
introduced as the husband of Jehoshabeath. 
Differences in spelling of personal names are also 
adjusted to the near context. ""' The king Azariah/Uzziah is 
constantly called Uzziah in Chronicles, while Kings uses both 
names-''` The Chronicler chooses Uzziah probably because Uzziah 
was more widely used in OT and to avoid confusion with Azariah 
the high priest introduced in 2 Chr 21: 17-20.1'-= Likewise in 2 
Chr 24: 26 the name `)111' is shortened to T21' not to be 
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confused with the following TJ. 11' . The name of the Egyptian 
Pharoah Shishak is constantly spelled f W'WU, while in Kings 
both I f/P(d and PW are used. The alteration of the king's 
name 'Abijam' to 'Abijah' in Chronicles is probably due to a 
difference in evaluation of the king by means of extra 
materials (cf. next chapter). While in Kings he is criticised 
and an element of his name is formed from the Canaanite god 
Yam, here he is pictured more favourably and his name is 
compounded with Yahweh. ':: '::: -' 
2. With Chronicles' general structure 
Sometimes the Chronicler introduces new episodes or omits 
sections of narrative from his Vorlage, and this leads him to 
harmonize small parts of his source to fit with his overall 
presentation. Here it is clear that the Chronicler "cuts and 
pastes" his Vorlage and uses it as a source for his own work 
rather than following it totally (for more on it, cf. chapter 
III). Though possible historical problems caused by original 
changes must be discussed in appropriate sections, 
harmonizations themselves do not bring new historical problems. 
In 1 Chr 19: 19 7X1(U''J1X 1)7W') "I the Arameansl made peace 
with Israel" is transformed to 7*17-DAJ 
Mý(U'I "made peace with 
David", and DIT1y'I "became subject to them" to hfl J. i'I "became 
subject to him", because in chaps. 18-20 he is stressing 
David's victory rather than Israel's victory. In 1 Chr 20: 4 
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"there was again" < -T1A) ' 1J11 ) is changed to "occurred" ())J ll 
), for while in Samuel this verse immediately follows the 
account of another war against the Philistines (2 Sam 21: 15- 
17), in Chronicles this is the first episode. Likewise in 1 
Chr 20: 8 the number of sons of Rapha, four, is dropped since 
there are only three stories of the fight against sons of Rapha 
included in Chronicles. In 1 Chr 21: 4 
ýýn1 
-)ýAye axrý)( is 
abridged to 2xß' 
ý. i) , 
for in 21: 2 before he has changed the 
subject "Joab" to "Joab and the leaders of the people" and the 
latter does not fit with the present verse. In 1 Chr 21: 18-19 
1ýýJ is rewritten to7'I7 ; jýDpi-1 to D'71ý and '10() fA"1JT7 
fl) ' 111% to il) fl' 0& -1-IT '1fi/X DX- 127.2, because while in Samuel Gad 
speaks to David, in Chronicles God speaks to Gad. These are 
the Chronicler's attempts to make his new structure coherent. 
Likewise to harmonize with the overall account of Solomon 
the Chronicler reverses the story that Solomon turned over some 
cities to Hiram of Tyre Q Kgs 4: 12), making Huram ci. e. , 
Hiram) give them to Solomon ? Chr 8: 2). Since the Chronicler 
presents the building of Solomon's Temple as the establishment 
of ideal worship, he cannot accept that Solomon did not pay 
sufficiently for it. It is, however, not necessary to regard 
it as falsification of historical reports or lack of historical 
interest on the Chronicler's side, because, as Willard 
suggests, it is easily deduced from Hiram's displeasure with 
the cities il QB Y: i3) that ne returned them is Solomon. 
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Thus the Chronicler saves his portrayal of Solomon by 
introducing what he believes to be a sequel to Kings' report. 
2 Chr 10: 2 omits "still" from "[Jeroboam] was in Egypt", 
because first he does not include the story of Jeroboam's 
flight to Egypt (1 Kgs 11 esp. vs. 40). He also leaves out a 
notice in 1 Kgs 15: 12 "He [Asa] put away the male cult 
prostitutes out of the land, and removed all the idols that his 
father made" (cf. 2 Chr 14: 1). Since the Chronicler evaluates 
his father Abijah's reign more positively with extra materials, 
such a statement may weaken that evaluation. 
The qualifying clause "nevertheless the high places were 
not taken away; etc. " is omitted from the first good reigns of 
Joash, Amaziah and Uzziah (2 Chr 24: 1-2; 25: 3; 26: 4; of. 27: 2). 
This is not simply to enhance their goodness, but rather to 
harmonize with the Chronicler's schematization of two-Dart 
reigns of Joash, Amaziah and Uzziah. '"` Since the Chronicler 
makes their first good reigns to be followed by more evil 
reigns with extra materials, it is no longer appropriate to 
summarize them as "good reigns" with only a little 
qualifications, and he excludes these. 
In 2 Chr 27: 2 the Chronicler adds "only he [Jotham] did 
not invade the temple of the Lord" to "he did what was right in 
the eyes of the Lord according to all that his father Uzziah 
had done", because he had included this incident in Uzziah's 
reign. At the end of Jotham's reign, 2 Kgs 15: 37 "In those 
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days the Lord began to send Rezin the king of Syria and Pekah 
the son the Remaliah against Judah" is omitted. The Chronicler 
sees his reign totally positively and this statement might 
weaken his evaluation. ''1*- 
2 Chr 33: 3 also passes over "as Ahab king of Israel had 
done" in the note of Manasseh's idolatry, because the 
Chronicler did not narrate the idolatry of Ahab before. In vs. 
22 the Chronicler replaces the original introductory comment 
"He (Ammon] walked in all the way in which his father 
[Manasseh] walked, and served the idols that his father served, 
and worshipped them" with a more general description of 
idolatry and refers to Manasseh's repentance in the following 
verse. In the previous chapter he adds the account of 
Manasseh's repentance and could not retain Kings' completely 
negative judgement on him. "" 
The Chronicler supplies a linking verse with Josiah': s 
repairs of the Temple and the discovery of the book (34: 14 , 
because he has inserted a note on the roles of the the Levites 
in between (vv. 12-13). Also because of this insertion, 
Shaphan's answer to the king in vv 16-17 is rewrit-. en to take 
account of the parts the Levites took. In 2 Chr 35: i'D DX ') 
is omitted, since the Chronicler earlier included : ieoexiah's 
Passover, and hence the uniqueness of Josiah's Dassover is 
undermined. 
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THEOLOGICAL STRESS 
As the Chronicler copies Samuel-Kings' historical reports 
he highlights some actions to point to his theological emphases 
and introduces his theological evaluation of the events. We 
can categorize these theological inclinations under six 
headings: God as the real king, Choice of David and Solomon, 
All Israel, People, Proper worship, and Retribution. Usually 
they are indicated by minor modifications of the Vorlage or the 
Chronicler's comments in the middle of the narrative or in the 
introduction or conclusion. The comment may take the form of a 
speech. But these changes and comments are generally small and 
only affect the theological significance of the incidents; they 
do not affect factual elements. 
1. God as the real king 
The Chronicler understands the idea of divine kingship 
literally and believes that Israel is the kingdom of God, and 
David or any other king is simply a human leader who exercises 
His rule on earth. Such a view is most typically expressed by 
a series of small changes in terminology in the Dynastic 
Promise. In 1 Chr 17: 1-2 -1 
ý41 
is changed to 7117 three 
times to clarify the relationship between God the real ruler 
and David whose House is established only by God. Similarly 
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71T Tý61 in 1 Chr 18: 8 and "f 761 in 1 Chr 21: 2 are 
changed to -r'1"j , and in 1 Chr 21: 3 is omitted. In 
God's speech in 1 Chr 17: 14 "your House, your kingdom" is 
changed to "my House, my kingdom" to present the Davidic 
promise from this perspective. Although, as McKenzie suggests, 
textual corruption is possible here, it is not necessary. 
Rather in view of the changes in 17: 1-2 and the omission of Qý'J 7 
later in v. 14, it is more likely that this change is 
intentional. ": -` The same point is also made by the repetition 
of "my people" 16J in 11: 2, if it is not a dittography. In 
2 Chr 22: 10 "of the house of Judah" is correctly added to 
"[Athaliah] destroyed all the royal family"., ý'" Willi and 
Williamson suggest this clumsy addition may imply that she "may 
have struck a blow at the 'earthly manifestation' of the 
kingdom, but not the true kingdom, which is God's alone". "' 
The following story of Joash underlines the irony that God is 
in control of the situation and preserves the crown prince. In 
2 Chr 25: 3 the Chronicler also avoids the expression "the royal 
power became strong by his [ Amaziah' s] hand ( 17' J. )" and 
substituted it with "upon him ( 
61) 
)". Since he 
believes that the kingdom is established only by the Lord, he 
does not wish to give the impression of ascribing it to 
Amaziah's ability. "' 
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2. Choice of David and Solomon 
Since God is the real king of Israel, it must be ruled 
only by the one commissioned by God himself and the 
unmistakable divine choice of David is emphasized. God's hand 
is clearly pointed out behind David's coronation in 1 Chr 11. 
The verb in 11: 1 is changed from Mal to =F11 , 
suggesting the religious nature of his coronation (cf. 10: 4 as 
well), and the close relationship between God and David is 
highlighted by the addition of 'T'1ýx in 11: 2.11: 3 also 
adds -7'J tWl' °111) to interpret David' s coronation as the 
fulfilment of Samuel's word that God chose David to be king. 
The addition of in 1 Chr 14: 2 again underlines the 
idea that it was God who established David's kingdom for the 
people of Israel. The eternal nature of the Davidic promise is 
likewise made definite. In 1 Chr 17: 13 the Qal expression of 
lj'5'3 'llV'-Xý is changed to Hiphil 1>111: n 'l'j7iX-X( , and in vs. 
27 1"111 
ýX1if is transformed to Jl>X11 to make the 
expression more positive. 
David's victories in 1 Chr 18-20 are placed immediately 
after God's promise of blessing and establishment to David and 
the victories witness the beginning of its fulfilment. Thus in 
19: 15 the passage which might weaken his victory ("Joab 
returned from fighting the Ammonites") is omitted, though this 
omission of detail does not change the historical picture of 
his victory. In 19: 17 the subject ( 73-)X ) and the object ( 717 
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of the sentence are exchanged to make David more positively 
involved in the war. In 20: 4 the Chronicler's characteristic 
word UJJYI "and they were subjugated" is added as a 
conclusion to the war account. 
However, the Davidic covenant is peculiarly interpreted by 
the Chronicler to emphasize the importance of Solomon in its 
establishment. According to him, the perfect rest was first 
given to Solomon and not yet given to David. "':;;! In 1 Chr 17: 1 
the reference to rest is omitted and in 17: 10 "I will give you 
rest from all your enemies" is changed to "I will subjugate all 
your enemies". While God's military help is the same, the 
concept of "rest" is avoided for David. From Deut 12: 10f. the 
Chronicler cannot see that David had perfect rest, because he 
did not build the Temple. Temple building and complete 
establishment of the kingdom are clearly assigned to Solomon. 
In 17: 4 the rhetorical question 1J11(1 is changed to the more 
direct prohibition "You shall not build" ; I, nX Xý , and the 
article is added to J1'1 so that the verse can be interpreted 
as speaking about the Temple which is built not by David but by 
Solomon. In 17: 14 the establishment of the kingdom is promised 
in terms of Solomon's throne not of David's throne. The 
personal suffixes of ? j1)7n6` '7J111 1>5XJI are altered to 
'j1Pý', 11 'J)': 31 lil'J11ýSýJ, 11, and JXD)l to 1XMI . The 
Chronicler interprets that, wile the Davidic promise is 
originally spoken to David, it was not completely fulfilled 
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until Solomon. Though he does not change any historical facts, 
his interpretation of the Davidic Promise is distinct from 2 
Sam 7. 
The Chronicler's extensive addition of David's speech in 1 
Chr 22,28,29 and his Solomon narrative show the covenant was 
successfully established by Solomon's obedience, and after 
their reigns he stresses the eternal nature of this covenant. 
In 2 Chr 21: 7 the Chronicler changes "the Lord would not 
destroy Judah, for the sake of David his servant" to "the Lord 
would not destroy the House of David, because of the covenant 
he had made with David". ' He explicitly points to the 
unconditional promise to the Davidic dynasty, though it is 
already implied in the Kings text. Similarly in the additional 
speech in 2 Chr 23: 3 . Jehoiada the priest explains the coup 
d'etat as "Let him reign, as the Lord spoke concerning the sons 
of David". 
Each king is evaluated as to : suitability for a Davidic 
king in a burial notice. They are judged in terms of whether 
they were buried "in the city of David", "with his fathers" or 
"in the tombs of the king". Though the Chronicler makes little 
change in the parallel sections, with additional materials from 
outside the judgment on the overall reign may be changed from 
that of Kings. While in Kings the evil kings were also buried 
"in the city of David", the Chronicler variously qualities the 
statement. Jehoram was buried in the city of Davia, "but not 
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in the tombs of the king" (the Chronicler's addition) (2 Chr 
21: 20). Ahaziah was originally said to be buried in 
"Jerusalem" and in "the city of David", but the Chronicler 
simply writes "They buried him, for they said, "He is the 
grandson of Jehoshaphat, who sought the Lord with all his heart 
(2 Chr 2: 9)". Ahaz's burial place is changed from "the city of 
David" to "the city of Jerusalem", avoiding the term "David", 
though the city of David is a part of Jerusalem (2 Chr 28: 27). 
It is further qualified with the clause "for they did not bring 
him into the tombs of the kings of Israel". Joash, Amaziah, 
and Uzziah are relatively good kings in Kings, but with the 
extra materials the Chronicler reports their failures in the 
second half of their reigns. Thus Joash was buried "in the 
city of David" as in Kings but not "in the tombs of the kings" 
(2 Chr 24: 25). Amaziah's burial place "Jerusalem" is changed 
to "the city of Judah" and "the city of David" is kept 
unmentioned (2 Chr 25: 28). In the case of Uzziah "in the city 
of David" is altered to "in the burial field which belonged to 
the kings" (2 Chr 26: 23). The tendency to avoid "in the city 
of David" for evil kings and to specify "not in the tombs of 
the kings" is evident. 
On the other hand the burial notices of good kings not 
only mention "the city of David" but are more elaborated with 
eulogies (? ) as in the case of Asa :2 Ohr 16: 14). Hezekiah was 
buried "with his fathers" especially "in the ascent of the 
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tombs of the sons of David" (32: 33), Josiah was buried not 
simply "in his tomb" but "in the tomb of his fathers". In 
Manasseh's burial notice "in the garden of his house, in the 
garden of Uzza" is shortened to "in his house". Since the 
Chronicler has added the account of "Manasseh's repentance" and 
portrayed his reign more favourably, he avoids the term with 
pagan connotations. =" In this way the Chronicler supplies 
theological evaluation of the king by the standard of David at 
the conclusion of each reign, " 
3. All Israel 
One of the most distinctive theological stances the 
Chronicler takes against his source is his definition of 
"Israel". In the account of the united monarchy he stresses 
Israel as one people of God and it consists of all twelve 
tribes, and after the division he does not assume the existence 
of the northern kingdom. 
In David's reign he calls the people assembled from the 
twelve tribes simply " Israel" or "all Israel" instead of 
k1@' 
'G-: 2Q, 
(1 Chr 11: 1; 21: 2), 
ýXl(d' U2 (1 Chr 17: 5,6), or ýx-ICU- n. 1 
(1 Chr 13: 8; 15: 28), for he does not need to distinguish it 
from Northern Israel. Since these expressions signify all 
Israel in the original contexts as well, :: iý rewriting does not 
cause any historical conflict. In I Chr _i: 1 1"ý1i1'1 7X1(lJ"I1X 
is in like manner altered to mere 
ýX1V''1)X The 
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Chronicler's stress on the unity of Israel is expressed by the 
changes from 
ýX'1(. J' to 
ýx1; 
U' 
4) in 1 Chr 14: 8 and 1 Chr 21: 5, 
though the interpretation of 21: 5 is not completely agreed 
among scholars. Williamson and CM suggest that Chronicles 
gives the numbers of the fighting men of all Israel and Judah 
within it, while Samuel reports the numbers of those of 
Northern Israel and Judah. '--. 17 Probably, as CM comments, the 
Chronicler does not want to count the soldiers of Northern 
Israel and Judah separately., -, Williamson has shown how the 
Chronicler's calculation of the number of all Israel's fighting 
men is possible from the Samuel passage, and probably he does 
not intend to falsify the number of the people for theological 
reasons. -` 
In the account of the divided monarchy, the Chronicler on 
the one hand does not acknowledge the political existence or 
the Northern kingdom, since Israel is seen as the kindgom olf 
God on earth and it must centre round the divinely chosen 
Temple and be ruled by a Davidic king. On the other : nand, 
however, the people living in the North are still regarded as a 
part of "Israel" and expected to return to the only legitimate 
Davidic ruler and Jerusalem Temple. While such a view is most 
clearly expressed in his radical rewritin, s with additional 
materials in Abijah (2 Chr 13), Ahaz (2 Chr 21: 1) and Hezekiah (2 
Chr 29-32) (cf. chaps II and III), it is also reflected in 
minor changes of the parallel materials. 
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The first point is clearly seen by his systematic omission 
of the history of the Northern Kingdom where it has no 
relevance to the Southern Kingdom. This principle is so 
thoroughly carried out that even where he records the joint 
campaign by Ahab and Jehoshaphat, the description of Ahab's 
fate is skipped over <2 Chr 18: 34). In like manner from the 
accession formulae of the Southern kings the synchronisms with 
the contemporary Northern king are regularly dropped (2 Chr 
13: 23; 20: 31; 21: 1; 22: 1; 24: 1; 25: 1; 26: 3; 27: 1; 28: 1; 29: 1; 
cf. 25: 25). The continuity of the legitimate kingdom of 
"Israel" in Judah is stressed by the modification of the source 
citation formulae. Though the Chronicler limits his account to 
the history of the Southern kingdom, he always called the title 
of his source 'The Book of the Kings of Israel' or '... of 
Israel and Judah' and not once called it with 'Judah' alone. 
On several occasions (16: 11; 25: 26; 28: 26; 33: 18-19) he adds 
"Israel" to his Vorlage, suggesting that Judah is still Israel 
even when the Northern Israel is de facto existing. Likewise 
in 35: 18 the southern king Josiah is called simply "the king of 
Israel" instead of the original "the king of Israel and Judah". 
Nevertheless, the Chronicler believes that there is always 
a faithful remnant in the North who never completely lose their 
opportunity for repentance or their status as the people of 
God. ""' In the account of the division of the monarchy, "All 
the house of Judah and Benjamin, and ... the rest of the 
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people" is changed to "all Israel in Judah and Benjamin" (2 Chr 
11: 3 // 1 Kgs 12: 23). Though von Rad argues from this change 
that the Chronicler believes after the division only the south 
may be legitimately called 'Israel', Japhet correctly replies 
that 'Judah and Benjamin' is mere geographical qualification 
and it presupposes some part of Israel outside this 
boundary-"': " The northern Israel is in fact still called 
Israel several times in this section. Just as in 11: 3 only the 
south is called "all Israel" in 10: 16 the designation of the 
northern tribes is changed from 
ýc QJ' to and in 
10: 18 the people in north is called 
ýK-)QU' 'J1. ý, -I7 in 10: 3 
and Jß'1 in 11: 1 are omitted from before 
Sx-iv1', 
for it might be 
confused with northern "Israel" as a political entity as 
elsewhere in the Bible, "'-' While these changes in terminology 
reflect the Chronicler's definition of "Israel", they actually 
refer to the same group of people and there are no factual 
changes. 
Moreover with slight modification of the Vorlage, he 
emphasizes that the division of the monarchy was God's will and 
not to blame the Northerners. "ý-ý, In the beginning of 2 Chr 
10: 16 MT has only 7X-1V' 
bi 
in place of 
S? 
ý1UJ' 7-) X)'l (1 Kgs 
12: 16). Commentators ascribe its loss to haplography, but 
Williamson argues that "the presence of the I before the 
precludes" such explanation and it was the Chronicler's 
intentional omission to soften the image of the Northerners as 
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a positive driving force for the division. He translates MT 
15b-16a as "for it was a turn of affairs brought about by God 
that the Lord might fulfill his word, which he spoke by Ahijah 
the Shilohite to Jeroboam the son of Nabat and all Israel, 
because the king did not hearken to them. And the people 
answered the king .. ." and suggests that the Chronicler 
emphasizes that the division was God's will. '"' Though the 
change is admittedly subtle, this understanding well accords 
with his retention of the Vorlage "it was a turn of affairs 
brought about by God" in 2 Chr 10: 15 and "this thing is from me 
[ the Lord] " in 2 Chr 11: 4.. 
The Northerners' status as "Israel" was not forfeited even 
after their rejection of Abijah's call to return and their 
condemnation as rebellious <2 Chr 13). "" The (hronicler still 
calls them "children of Israel" . e. g., 
13: 12) and through major 
additions he indicates that some people from the North were 
present at the reforming activities of Asa (2 Chr i5: 8), 
Jehoshaphat (2 Chr 17: 2; 19: 4) and reunited with the south 
under Hezekiah (2 Chr 30: 5,11) after the destruction of the 
kingdom <cf. chap. III). '"' While he follows the Kings account 
in Josiah's reform, by small changes he stresses that Josiah's 
power was extended to the North (which is probably historically 
true). In 2 Chr 34: 9 those who participated in the religious 
reform is altered from "the people" to "Manasseh and Ephraim 
and from all the remnant of Israel and from all Judah and 
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Benjamin and from the inhabitants of Jerusalem" and in 2 Chr 
34: 21 "for the people, and for all Judah" is changed to "for 
those who are left in Israel and in Judah" to include the whole 
presentation of north and south. "'' 
4. People 
The Chronicler also emphasizes the role of the people in 
major historical events. He makes them actively involved with 
the transfer of the ark, changing the subject of the verbs from 
David to the people. In 1 Chr 14: 1b the verb is changed from 
singular to plural I7'ß , and in 
1 Chr 15: 25 -T17 7ý'1 
1 
is elaborated to D') 11 Z) x, -1 '1ýj i 
t?? 1CU' 'JI I TIT '; 1'I In . 
vs. 25 the destination of the ark, the "city of David", is 
omitted, for the ark was moved not only for David but to 
prepare for the Temple of all Israel. In I Chr 15: 23 the 
subject of bringing up the ark and praising the Lord is again 
altered from 
ýKIQ '"Jl'1-S? 1 -frTl to "S7I . In 1 Chr 16: 1 
it is not David who offers sacrifice < 717 >_Vlj ), but the 
people ( 11'1P'I ). The war with the Philistines is also 
written as an activity of the people ; 1ý0I) rather than 
that of David ( ill x-1'I ) in 1 Chr 14: 11. Since all these 
activities are not carried out by David alone but naturally 
with the people, the Chronicler's stress on them does not 
conflict with the report of his source. 
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In 1 Chr 21: 2 David orders not only Joab ( jJ)x -YvN 
ý'P1'1W 
but the leaders of the people ( D, `()--5x) to 
conduct the census. While McKenzie argues that this change is 
already in his Vorlage because LXX'-- conflates Samuel's 
S'j11 10) and Chronicles' (D, llil) ''7Q' 
ýXl, this is not 
necessarily the case .' "°`' 
LXX' s reading Ka- 7rPD5 zous 
P(pYoVtacs WV 
ýuvofýFw 
_ ? 'T)1'-IV 
ýXI 
is more likely a corrupt 
form of the original as we find it in 2 Sam 24: 4. If this 
interpretation is correct, the Chronicler is making a 
theological point referring to )'Ml '-IV as n1JT `)Q). The 
Chronicler also has more people participate in Joash's 
coronation (2 Chr 23) and repairing the Temple <. 2 ý.; hr 24). But 
since they are introduced by the pattern of David's coronation 
and the building of the tabernacle respectively, they will be 
discussed in the Typology section. the Chronicler's stress on 
the people may reflect his desire that his contemporary people 
behave as responsible for their nation Israel. "'' 
5. Proper Worship 
The Chronicler stresses worship and attempts to describe 
worship scenes as properly as possible. Together with his 
typological description of various religious events, these 
changes express the Chronici. r' 3 enthusiasm for proper worship. 
In 1 Chr 11: 18 David's offering of water is intensified by the 
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unusual Piel stem of T7J , and in the 
following verse the 
wording is strengthened ( l. n(J/ 9. "n i111' to JMV-V6 '71t2JP1, and 
f]')), -I-Pto the more active 1J1(OX 14x--1) . In 1 Chr 15: 27 
David's linen ephod is changed to a (priestly) robe of fine 
linen, and the Levites are introduced. As the second element 
suggests, this change is not really meant to eliminate 
unpleasant materials but more positively reflects his desire to 
describe it as proper worship. '"' In 1 Chr 15: 28 more musical 
instruments are added to elaborate the celebration for the safe 
transfer of the ark. ' 
In 2 Chr 33: 4 the Chronicler adds "for ever i Dýly7 >" to 
"there will be my name" to point to the eternal choice of the 
Jerusalem Temple. The condemnation of idolatry is intensified 
by making idols plural ±orms in 2 Chr 33 (Cf. 28: 3 also). In 
vs. 3 the Baal and Asherah that Manasseh built and in vs. 6 his 
son given for child sacrifice are pluralized to magnify his 
apostasy. As we have seen that the burial notices are used for 
the evaluation of Davidic kin,:, s, the names of heathen mothers 
of Judean kings are dropped from the accession formulae; the 
mothers of Manasseh, Amon and Josiah (2 Chr 33: 1,21; 34: 1; 
36: 2). '': 7 Presumably, the Chronicler believes their religion 
will have influenced Judah and thinks it improper to mention 
them with Davidic kings, in the same way Maacha, the mother of 
Asa, is omitted from 2 Chr i4: 1, for she also introduced 
foreign cults (cf. 2 Chr 15: 16). ' 
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6. Retribution 
The Chronicler was very keen to highlight retributional 
relationships between events. This is best seen in his 
schematization and additional materials, juxtaposition of 
faithful acts with blessings and disobedience with judgment 
(cf. chaps II and III). But the Chronicler also frequently 
supplies introductory or concluding comments to the quoted 
events to suggest their immediate causes or consequences. 
These comments are meant only to point out their theological 
significance and causal relationships and not to alter the 
course of events. 
While the Chronicler closely follows the account of the 
death of Saul, he ascribes Saul's downfall to his 
"unfaithfulness" in his own conclusion (1 Chr 10: 13-14). ''1' 
When Jehoshaphat was attacked by the Aramean army and cried 
out, the Chronicler adds "and the Lord helped him. God drew 
them away from him" (2 Chr 18: 31>. As Kings reports "they 
turned back from pursuing him" (1 Kgs 22: 33 // 2 Chr 18: 32) the 
Chronicler does not change facts, but with his note he 
underlines God's immediate response to the prayer. Edom and 
Ribnah's rebellions (2 Kgs 8: 20-22 // 2 Chr 21: 8-10) are 
connected with Jehoram's idolatry (2 Kgs 8: 18-1-) // 2 Chr 21: 6- 
7) by his concluding co=ants: "because he had forsaken the 
Lord, the God of his fathers" 'i0b). '''" The Chronicler's short 
note in 2 Chr 24: 25 "for the blood of the son of Jehoiada the 
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priest" suggests that Joash was assassinated because he killed 
the prophet Zechariah. ' Likewise his explanatory comment in 
2 Chr 25: 20 connects Amaziah's disastrous challenge to 
northern Israel (2 Chr 25: 17-28) with his seeking idols (2 Chr 
25: 14-16). The Chronicler's summary of Amon's evil reign with 
his characteristic vocabulary "did not humble himself" and 
"incurred guilt more and more" <2 Chr 33: 23) correlates it with 
the conspiracy against him. Clearly the Chronicler's notes 
frequently indicate how he sees the retributional relationships 
between events, but they are already reported events and the 
Chronicler does not intend to change historical facts. 
We have seen how the Chronicler emphsizes his six 
theological themes in the parallel sections, though they are 
more clearly pointed out by his extensive additions and 
schematizations. Here he only supplies interpretative comments 
and small changes in wordings, Leaving factual reports 
essentially unaltered. 
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TYFOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS 
There are three kinds of alterations in which the 
Chronicler is concerned not only to report historical facts but 
also to express their typological significance: type scene, 
typology, and contemporization. They all display their 
theological meaning by focusing on the commonality of various 
historical events, but each relates events in a different way. 
Type scenes present a number of incidents with a 
characteristic literary form to show the recurring patterns in 
history, whereas typology portrays a historical event after a 
certain past event in order to interpret the significance of 
the later event in light of the previous one and to suggest the 
continuation between them. Contemporization describes a 
typical past event from a contemporary perspective to signify 
what it means to his contemporary readers. These alterations 
interrelate with each other and the boundary is not necessarily 
clear, but these three categories can also be found in the 
rationale of additional materials (cf. chap. II) and they must 
play a significant role in the Chronicler's theological 
thinking. Here we would like to list the alterations which 
employ such techniques according to these three headings. 
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1. Type Scenes 
1 Sam 31 tells of the end of king Saul, but with a few 
minor changes it is remodeled to a typical story of the tragic 
end of a sinful king in 1 Chr 10. Vs. 10 is changed from 
IW Jl'a 71'nI1 U w- 1,7n IJl'I> W1 S\ 3 u). )J va l'7ý> JlX m'W'i to 
131WX J)NI 1)71'7IýX Jß11 1'ý' . 
i1K WWI 
, and the 
typical 
nature of this alteration has been convincingly shown by Mosis, 
Ackroyd, and Williamson. 1 '7 The one noticeable difference is 
that the thing hung up is not Saul's body but his head. '"':, 
Probably "body" was changed to "head" because the Chronicler 
wishes to point out a contrast between this scene and 1 Sam 
5: 1-6, where the head of the Philistine deity Dagon was cut off 
because of the ark. As 1 Chr 13: 3 and 15: 21? show that the 
Chronicler regards Saul's sin as his neglect of the ark, he 
describes Saul's decapitation as an appropriate punishment. 
This "head" theme also contrasts 1 Chr 10 and David's victory 
against Goliath in 1 Sam 17. David brought Goliath's head back 
to Jerusalem, but Saul's head was brought to the Philistine 
temple. Our interpretation can be confirmed by the other 
rewritings. The Chronicler removes the reference to the 
Israelite city Beth Shean and the Canaanite goddess Ashtaroth 
and introduces the temple of Dagon so that the reader could 
read that Saul's head was brought to the land of the 
Philistines, especially to Dagon's temple. '"-` Since Saul did 
not seek the Lord, he and his House completely perished by the 
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heathen. '"' The readers are also invited to understand Saul's 
death not simply as an historical happening but as a type scene 
by the Chronicler's own conclusion to the episode (vv. 13-4). 
As we shall see more closely in the arrangement section, he 
emphasizes that Saul was killed because he did not seek the 
Lord. 
1 Chr 10 is further compared to David's victory over the 
Philistines in 14: 9-19.1-2 David's attitude in seeking the 
Lord is again stressed by the addition of TI J in 14: 14, 
"David inquired of God again" and the contrast with Saul's 
attitude is obvious. As Williamson suggests, David's victory 
is also typologized and read, like Isa 28: 21, as a typical 
"example of God's marvelous interventions in the battle on 
behalf of his people". While Mount Perazim in Isaiah and Baal 
Perazim in Samuel correspond, the Chronicler has to change one 
of the locations of battle from the Valley of _: ephaim to that 
of Gibeon. 
David's repentance of taking the census in 1 Chr 21 is 
also rewritten with type scenes and typology in order to 
emphasize God's choice of Jerusalem as a place for permanent 
worship and repentance of sins, but here we deal with 
alterations due to type scenes only and tvpolo-7ýical changes 
will be discussed in the followin, 3 : 5e ti on. Firstly. as Willi 
and Williamson point out, the Chronicler introduces ratan in 
order to stress that taking the census was David's sin. ' 
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According to 2 Sam 24 the cause of taking the census was "the 
anger of the Lord", and it is not certain why David had to 
repent. The whole incident is within God's hand since at the 
end it leads to the establishment of the worship place, yet God 
punishes David's sin. The Chronicler solves this crux by 
alluding to Satan, who in Job 1-2 incites people to sin (Job 
1: 8,11,22) within God's permission. Thus in Chronicles 
David's census is taken as a type scene of sin induced by 
Satan, while Job offers a case of overcoming sin. David's sin 
is further underlined by several rewritings. In vs. 3 Joab's 
courtesy iý31 'J-TXI 11X1 ýYJi1 J-TX 'J'ill "while the eyes of my lord 
the king still see it" is changed to objection -j i 'J-TK Xý1 
D'TJý 'J-72<t D) "Are they not, my lord the king, all of them 
my lord's servant? ", and the verb 9-, 7 "desire" is changed to 
the stronger Qq-11, "Why do you demand it? " At the end of 
the verse he adds a new phrase, "Why should he bring guilt on 
Israel? " In vs. 7 "David was conscience-stricken" Iio< ZI? . 7'I 
is altered to the clearer "This command was also evil in the 
sight of God; so he punished Israe 1" 7? C11ý1'', 1u( 7I 
On the other hand, his prayer of repentance is so arranged 
that this can be a type for the Penitential prayer which will 
be given in the Temple. The wording of David's confession is 
strengthened by the additions of fl J 3\U,: 
ý 'FMK JX XS T, ýcUX Xlr "Wa: s 
it not I who gave command to number the people? ", the vocative 
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l p1 )( 111' "0 Lord my God", and by the change of 'J) 'WTI ")JXI "I 
have sinned" into the infinitive absolute 'J)11) -11 1)-111 " It is 
I who have sinned". His wish to fall into God's punishment 
rather than man's is clarified by the Chronicler and God's 
grace is also stressed with 't? -'! I in vs. 13. In vs. 17 his 
prayer is changed to intercession adding "do not let this 
plague remain on your people" 719X 6i %(ý The parallel 
of this prayer and Solomon's prayer to ask God to listen to 
Israel's repentance prayed in the temple (2 Chr 6: 21,29,36ff) 
is striking, and such prayer of repentance is actually offered 
over and again in the later narrative of the divided kingdom. 
Thus David's sin and repentance is presented as a type scene 
for the desired attitude in the later generations, and 
especially for the post-exilic community by the Chronicler. 
In 2 Chr 15: 16 the Chronicler adds the word "crushed it [or 
broke into pieces]" to the report of Asa': destruction of an 
image of Asherah. Since the same word is used for Josiah's 
purge of Asherah in 2 Kgs 23: o, 15 /, Chr 34: 4,7, probably 
it is used here as a Leitwort for the typical religious 
reformation. Similarly the death of Josiah c2 Chr 35: 22-24) is 
deliberately likened to that of Ahaz il K ;s 27: 29-40> to 
portray it as a typical end of the king, who did not listen to 
the word of the Lord. Like Ahab Josiah went to the battle 
disguised and was shot by archers. So. siah'ý-:, order to move him 
from his battle chariot to another one parallels Ahaz' order to 
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carry him out of the battle and to have him propped up in his 
chariot. Whereas 2 Kgs 23: 29 states that Josiah died in 
Megiddo, the vague expression of 2 Chr 35: 24 might hint that he 
died on the way back to Jerusalem, as Ahaz died before he 
arrived at his capital Samaria (1 Kgs 22: 37). The Chronicler 
also omits the proper name "Tiglath Pileser" from "the king of 
Assyria" in 2 Chr 28: 16 and changes "Pharaoh Necho" to "the 
king of Egypt" in 2 Chr 36: 13. ' He is probably more concerned 
with the pattern that unfaithfulness brings disaster by the 
foreign power than the specificities of the event. '-'-" 
Moreover, as we shall see in the following chapter, many of the 
battle reports are set in the conventional literary form of 
"holy war" to present them as God's intervention on behalf of 
his people. 
2. Typology 
We have seen that the rirst ha1± o1 Ohr 21 is presented 
as a type scene of the repentance of sins, but in its second 
half the Chronicler employs three typologies to interpret the 
event as clear divine choice of a place of worship. Firstly, 
the appearance of the angel is rewritten after Num 22 to show 
that the angel is giving an inescapable divine command, as 
Baalam was forced to obey God's will given by the angel with 
the sword (Num 22: 35). ''"" The drawn sword is introduced from 
Num 22: 23, and in vv. 13ff a sommand to build an altar in 
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Ornan's threshing floor is given by the angel to Gad, not by 
Gad to David. 
Similarly, David's meeting with Ornan is written after 
Gideon's building of the long lasting altar in Ophrah in Judg 
6: 11-24. Willi points out six analogies between them besides 
the general similarity of the angel meeting with the farmer in 
the threshing floor. 172-7 1. The angel ( -Tx7-': 17) is introduced 
while in Samuel only the king ( 
ý6; 
1 ) is mentioned. 2. The 
phrase Ornan "was threshing wheat" f'&J l (UT is added as om Judg 
6: 21.3. Ornan and his sons hide themselves as Gideon did in 
Judg 6: 11b. 4. Ornan turns c -DkJ'I ) instead of looking 
< 7W 'I as in Judg '3: 18.5. Both Ornan and Gideon see the 
angel (Judg 6: 22). 6. Both Ornan and Gideon are willing to 
give (vs. 23 Judg 6: 18,1, -: 1 ). 
Some correspondences cannot be 
stressed too much, but as a whole the relation between them is 
convincing. Williamson also notes that God's acceptance of the 
offering by the supernatural fire is common in both passages 
(v. 26, Judg 6: 21). '''' The Chronicler, thus, seems to 
interpret David's building of the altar with Judg 6: 24 as the 
establishment of a permanent worship place. 
David's negotiation to purchase Ornan's threshing floor is 
also paralleled with Abraham's purchase of the cave of 
Machpelah. Williamson lists si: c parallels as Following. 
1. The Chronicler changes nls Vor1a e to use JU in the : sense 
of "to buy" twice in vs. 22 as Gen. -13: 4 and -ý. 2. In vv. 22 
_3s_ 
and 24 he adds the phrase "at its full price", which is used 
only in Gen 23: 9 elsewhere in OT. 3. Against the Vorlage David 
starts the negotiation as in Gen 23: 3f. 4. Ornan's willingness 
to give is stressed by changing impf. n7" to impr. 
(cf. Gen 23: 11). 5. The area purchased is extended from the 
threshing floor to the whole site (vs. 25) as in the case of 
Abraham. 6. Both places are regarded as holy (vs. 20). 
Evidently the significance of the event is emphasized, as with 
Gen 23, as the purchase of a sacred site. Furthermore, two 
other occasionss are adjusted to this typology. Related to 
Ornan's willingness to give everything (4), v. 23 adds ".. 
the wheat for the grain offering, I will give everything". 
While Rudolph and CM claim this addition is due to the 
Chronicler's harmonization with Exod 29: 38ff and Num 15: 1f, as 
McKenzie and Williamson correctly point out, grain offering is 
not "wheat" but "fine flour", and this addition simply 
emphasizes Ornan's wish to give everything he has. -, 
Similarly in connection with (5) the price David paid is 
increased from fifty shekels of silver to six hundred of gold 
in vs. 25. Though there is a textual difficulty in this verse, 
probably as commentators suggest, the amount is increased to 
meet with the whole place rather than only the threshing floor. 
Therefore 1 Chr 21 is interpreted with three previous events as 
the establishment of the divinely acpointed worship place. 
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Similarly Solomon's Temple building (2 Chr 2-8: 16) is 
described after the manner of the construction of the 
Tabernacle in the wilderness, to indicate the continuation of 
true worship between these two institutions. ' This typology 
is already presupposed in the Chronicler's major addition of 
David's charge to Solomon to build the Temple (1 Chr 28,29), 
but here they are related by a number of minor modifications. 
In the beginning of the Solomon account, as Dillard 
suggests, Solomon and Huram-abi are compared with the 
tabernacle constructors Bezalel and Oholiab respectively. `--`-: 
As the Chronicler's additions in 1 Chr 22 and 28-29 emphasize, 
Solomon is singled out for the building work just as Bezalel 
(Exod 31: 1-11; 35: 30-36: 2; 38: 22-23), and both are of the tribe 
of Judah <Exod 31: 2; 35: 30; 38: 22). Also the new literary 
structure of 2 Chr 1 suggests that the wisdom Solomon received 
was specifically for the construction of the Temple, like the 
earlier example of Bezalel (Exod31: 1-3; : 35: 30-35). 1-: 1-4 On the 
other hand, the details about Huram-abi in 2 Chr 2 are changed 
to parallel him with Oholiab, the helper of Bezalel (Exod. 
31: 6). His name is different from "Hiram" in Kings, and the 
additional -ab seems to be taken from the last part of Oholiab. 
His mother is said to be one of the daughters of Dan rather 
than of Naphtali as in 1 Kgs 7: 14, tto corre_Dond with the 
tribal ancestry of Oholiab cExod 31: 5; : 35: 34; 38: 23). 
Moreover, in Kings Hiram is credited specifically with casting 
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bronze items after the completion of the Temple itself (1 Kgs 
7: 13-47), but in Chronicles Huram-abi is in charge of the 
Temple building from the beginning. Accordingly his skill is 
also extended from bronze casting <1 Kgs 7: 14) to other kinds 
of craftsmanship related to the construction of the Temple (2 
Chr 2: 13 114]) as in the case of Bazalel and Oholiab <Exod 
31: 1-6; 35: 30-36: 2; 38: 22-23). Although Mosis and Williamson 
argue that Huram-abi reflects the characteristics of both 
Bezalel and Oholiab, there is no strong connection between 
Huram-abi and Bezalel alone and Bezalel is rather paralleled by 
Solomon. '" 
The account of the building of the Temple itself (2 Chr 
3: 1-5: 1) also corresponds to that of the tabernacle in Exod 
36: 8-39: 32. The Chronicler repeats the word (2J. 1)'( "and he 
made" consistently in this section, replacing similar 
expressions in the Vorlage (2 Chr 3: 8,10,14,15; 4: 1,2,6, 
7,8,9,11,19), because W%)'ý is used almost forty times 
when the tabernacle was built according to the pattern shown by 
the Lord. ': -, ". ' 2 Chr 3: 9 also adds a reference to gold nails 
used in the holy of holies, which probably parallel the golden 
hooks used for the holy of holies of the tabernacle (Exod 
26: 32,37). '1" Similarly, although 1 Kgs 6: 31-32 speaks of 
doors at the entrance of the holy of holies, 2 Chr 3: 14 
mentions the veil, as in the case o2 the tabernacle (Exod 
26: 31-33). 1-1' 2 Chr 4: 2-6 also supplies an explanatory note on 
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the bronze sea in order to equate its function with the laver 
in the tabernacle: ritual cleansing of the priests and the 
offering utensils (Exod 30: 17-21). The "prescription" 
according to which the lampstands were made may refer to Exod 
25: 31-40; 37-24; though this may also speak of the prescription 
for this Temple in 1 Chr 28: 11-19; or 2 Chr 2: 4,1=1"! The pots, 
the shovels, the basins (2 Chr 4: 11), the golden altar, and the 
table (2 Chr 4: 19) all correspond to the tabernacle equipment, 
and the spoils taken by David were dedicated to the Temple (2 
Chr 5: 1) as the spoils from Egypt were offered to the 
tabernacle (Exod 35: 4-36: 7), although they are already 
mentioned in 1 Kgs 8: 40-51. 
The account of the dedication of the Temple (2 Chr 5: 2- 
7: 11) is also paralleled with that of the tabernacle (Exod 
40: 34-35) and the feast of Tabernacles (Lev 23: 33-43). The 
dedication ceremony was held a week before the feast of 
Tabernacles and the two-week festivals were celebrated together 
(2 Chr 5: 2-3; 7-8: 10). "="'' Whereas this description is based on 
1Kgs 8: 1-2 and 65-66,2 Chr 7: 9-10 elaborates the procedure of 
the festival and refers to the solemn assembly to focus on its 
relation to the feast of Tabernacles. God's response to the 
dedication (5: 13b-14; 7: 1-3) is also portrayed after the manner 
of the divine acceptance of the tabernacle in the wilderness 
(Exod 40: 34-35). Both Solamcn'7. TemDle ani the tabernacle were 
filled with the glory cloud and neither :.; olomon nor Moses could 
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enter the sanctuary because of the presence of the glory of the 
Lord. Thus, although the Chronicler's account of Solomon's 
Temple is essentially based on Kings text, with minor 
alterations and additions it is presented as the 
reactualization of the tabernacle, the worship place built 
according to the divinely-given plan and accepted by God 
himself. 
In like manner Joash's coronation in 2 Chr 23 is 
deliberately paralleled with David's coronation in 1 Chr 11. 
Whereas in 2 Kgs 11 the incident was merely a "private compact 
of Jehoiada with the captains of the guards", in Chronicles the 
guards bring the Levites and "heads of the fathers' houses of 
Israel" and it becomes a formal state affair, as in the case of 
David. '' "Heads of the father's house of Israel" not only 
appears in 1 Chr 11: 3 but also implies that Joash was enthroned 
by all twelve tribes of Israel (cl. 1 Chr 11: 1 and 12: 23- 
37). 1"1 The role of the people is further highlighted by the 
introduction of "all the congregation ( 171 
17) 
)" in vs. 3 
and "all the people" in vv. ü, 10,16,1 7. '"" As the 
Chronicler's addition in vs. 3 suggests here he wishes to 
emphasize that Israel must be ruled by a Davidic king, and he 
pictures Joash's coronation alter the rattern of David's. 
Jehoiada'B restoration of t m& : ample is also modeled after 
the construction of the tabernacle and the building of the 
Temple by David and Solomon, for the latter is itself 
- ,, 
] 
- 
typologically presented after the tabernacle. In 2 Chr 24: 9 
the Chronicler identifies the collection of the box in the 
Temple with "the tax that Moses the servant of God laid upon 
Israel in the wilderness" for the tabernacle (Exod 30: 11-16, 
38: 25f). In vs. 10 he writes "The people rejoiced" in giving 
and responded well as in the time of the original building of 
the Temple (1 Chr 29: 9) and that of the tabernacle (Exod 25: 1- 
7; 35: 4-9,20-29). Vs. 14 states that the temple vessels were 
made with the surplus silver and gold, whereas in 2 Kgs 12: 13 
explicitly mentions that no vessels were made out of it. 'a` 
Here again the Chronicler rewrites the text to point out the 
correspondence with the Mosaic tax, with which furnishings of 
the tabernacle were made (cf. Exod 35: 10ff; 1 Chr. 28: 11b; 2 Chr 
4). "1" With these typological alterations he suggests that 
Jehoiada properly restored the Temple as originally built by 
David and Solomon and stresses his faithfulness to the right 
worship of the Lord. 
3. Contemporization 
Just as the Chronicler suggests the typological 
significance of some events by connection with previous events 
in Scripture, he at times describes some Historical events from 
his contemporary situation to present them as type for his day. 
Again the Chronicler's intention was not to change the 
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historical details of incidents, but to indicate their 
theological significance for his contemporary readers. 
In 2 Chr 23 the coronation of Joash is described as if it 
was carried out according to the post-exilic religious customs 
to show its properness, but in turn it also sets the model for 
the post-exilic community. Whereas in Kings Joash was 
enthroned by the foreign royal guards, in Chronicles all the 
indications of foreign elements are disregarded and the Levites 
are introduced as the major participants (vs. 2). Activities 
that the foreign guards originally took part in are now 
transferred to the Levites (e. g., vv. 4ff, 8). As commentators 
suggest, the changes are probably because foreigners were not 
admitted to the Temple in his time and "he could not conceive 
that the high priest could have called upon the royal foreign 
body-guard for services in the Temple" . '''`' The Chronicler's 
concern for the sanctity of the Temple is further underlined by 
his addition of vs. 6 and an alteration in vs. 7. Vs. 6 states 
that Jehoiada's arrangement at the Levitical guards ("foreign 
guards" in Kings) in vv. 4-5 was to keep anyone but the priests 
and the Levites away from the sanctuary. Similarly vs. 7 
changes their roles from protecting "the ranks" encircling the 
prince to protecting "the house". '" Since the king himself 
was not allowed to be in the sanctuary, vs. 13 changes "[the 
king was standing) by the pillar a, _cordin, to his custom" to 
"by the pillar at the entrance", a: ter the plan of the second 
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temple. The Chronicler avoids mentioning "guards" changing 
"through the gate of guards" to "through the upper gate" in vs. 
20 and points to its locality by its connection with the 
Temple, for in his time the palace no longer existed. 1°' 
The Chronicler's introduction of the Levites also reflects 
their prominent role in the post-exilic Temple cult. He 
assumes Levitical divisions first developed in the post-exilic 
period in his explanatory addition in vs. 8 "for Jehoiada the 
priest did not dismiss the divisions". '"*k'' In vs. 13 he adds 
"and the singers with their musical instruments leading in the 
celebration, " for in his time the praise must be led by the 
Levitical musicians. Vv. 18-19 includes Johoiada's appointment 
of "watchmen of the house of the Lord under the direction of 
the priests and the Leviten whom David had organized to be in 
charge of the house of the Lord". While it is a part of the 
Chronicler's design to describe the event as the complete 
restoration of Davidic worship, the details of the Levites' 
functions are from his own time. 
The Levites are also added to the accounts of Jehoiada's 
restoration of the Temple (2 Chr 24), because from the post- 
exilic perspective it was unthinkable that they did not 
participate in such religious activities. In 24: 5 the 
Chronicler introduces a new role for the Leviten to collect 
money for the restoration from all Israel and in vs. 11 they 
are made responsible for the collection box. In 34: 9 again 
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collection of money for the cleansing of the Temple is assigned 
to the Levites and in vv. 12-14 their supervision of the work 
and music accompanying it are delineated. The change of "the 
prophets" to "the "Leviten" in 34: 30 seems to reflect his view 
that the Levites are in his day in the tradition of the earlier 
prophets (cf. 2 Chr 20: 14-17 as well). "4'' In 35: 18 the 
prominent role of the Levites in Josiah's Passover is again 
underlined with his addition "the priests, and the Levites, and 
all Judah and Israel who were present, and the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem". 
Probably these changes reflect the Chronicler's 
contemporary situation, but it may not be a simple adaptation 
of the earlier cultic system to the contemporary one. Rather, 
typological rewriting in Joash's reform suggests that the 
Chronicler sees the theological significance of the reform as 
the return to proper worship and presents the details as the 
ideal for his contemporary readers. Thus his introduction of 
the Levites is also probably a part of his view of what proper 
worship means. It is not certain if the Chronicler is simply 
legitimizing their role in the cult or advocating his position 
against some opposing group in his time. '"- But his frequent 
additions of the Levites in the description of proper worship 
strongly suggests that he offers more than simple contemporary 
equivalents and tries to include the Levites in his typical 
picture of the proper worship. 
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SUMMARY 
From the analyses of the 
Kings above, we can point out 
Chronicler's use of his basic 
means applied consistently, w 
directions in his rewritings. 
1. Many of the apparent 
parallel sections with Samuel- 
seven characteristics in the 
source. Although these are by no 
e can still discern the general 
contradictions between Samuel- 
Kings and Chronicles are simply due to textual corruptions. 
Where the Chronicler quotes his source, basically he copies it 
word for word and does not paraphrase it (of. Textual >. ' r°' 
2. Frequently the Chronicler changes his Vorlage 
stylistically to make it easier to understand. When his 
Vorlage is textually difficult, either he omits that part or 
attempts to reconstruct it ccf. 1-1arification). 
3. He changes archaic expressions or old names to their 
equivalents in his time or L, BH to make them more comprehensible 
to his contemporary readers <ci. Adaptation). 
4. When there is obscurity or diversity in the historical 
report of the source, he studies it carefully in order to 
attain a clearer historical picture tcf. Clarification--- 
Additional Historical information). 
5. He attempts to present his sour, --e as coherent within a 
block of material and within his new presentation as a whole 
(cf. Harmonization). 
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6. He stresses particular aspects of actions and 
introduces his theological evaluation of the events to point to 
his theological themes (cf. Theological Stress). 
7. He sometimes rewrites historical events typologically 
to show their theological significance. Some events are 
portrayed as type scenes in a set literary pattern and others 
are paralleled with previous Scriptural events to indicate 
their theological significance. Still other events are seen as 
a "type" for the contemporary religious practice and their 
significance for the later period is reflected in the 
description of events themselves (cf. Typology). 
The first four characteristics are concerned with 
presenting the text intelligibly and do not change its content 
substantially. Whereas this suggests the Chronicler's respect 
for his source, this technique is not limited to interpretative 
literatures but theological and historical literatures also 
must interpret sources which provide information. In fact, his 
interpretation of the event is frequently different from that 
of Samuel-Kings and a theological significance which was 
originally foreign to his source is read into it (6,7), though 
such behaviour is not unu: 3a1 for midrashic literature. The 
Chronicler's harmonization: (5) sugges 3 that he organizes his 
account according to his own scheme and Samuel-Kings are used 
as a source for a new work rather than as a text to comment on, 
as we shall see more closely in chap. III. 
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Another noteworthy characteristic is the Chronicler's 
interest in historical reality. He supplies additional 
information and reconstructs confusing historical reports to 
show how the events really happened (4). He also does not 
change the factual elements even when he changes the wording of 
the text for harmonization or theological stress. Only 
occasionally he may change historical details where he 
indicates the typological significance of events (7). While he 
is concerned with history, his ultimate interest is what the 
historical events mean for his contemporary readers and as a 
rule he presents them within "patterns" in history. 
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II 
The Chronicler's Use of Additional Materials 
In the first chapter we have seen that the Chronicler 
respects the account of Samuel-Kings and that his theological 
points are not made by changing the events themselves but by 
supplying new interpretation of the significance of the events. 
But what about more extensive additions and rewritings? Where 
are they derived from? How are they used? Are they midrashic 
elaborations of the text, the Chronicler's free theological 
writings, or additional historical information? Though all 
three can be used to express the Chronicler's theological 
views, the way in which he adds extra materials has a serious 
bearing on what kind of literature Chronicles is. Since it is 
generally agreed that the Chronicler had a theological purpose 
in supplying additions, in this chapter we would like to pay 
special attention to whether he had any historical concern as 
well as theological interest to add new elements. Here we do 
not mean historicity of accounts or even use of sources by the 
Chronicler's "historical concern", though we shall deal with 
them as a part of our discussion. Our interest is rather to 
find out whether his intention i3 to interpret the significance 
of what he believed really happened in history, not 
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interpretation of the stories recorded in the sacred text or 
pure imagination. 
There are four categories of additional materials. The 
first one is used to describe the positive aspects of the 
king's reign, or God's blessings. This includes building 
activities, large family, wealth, army organization, and war, 
especially victory. The second, on the other hand, concerns 
the negative side or God's judgment, and includes war (defeat), 
and disease or death. Thirdly, there are materials dealing 
with the religious activities of the kings: positively on 
reform, and negatively on apostasy. The fourth kind of 
addition expresses the Chronicler's evaluation or view of the 
significance of the events. Now we would like to start 
analysing these additions category by category. 
1. Blessings 
a. Building Activities 
It has been pointed out that the Chronicler set the 
accounts of the extensive building activities after the 
faithful acts of 'good' kings, so as to suggest that the kings 
received the blessings as rewards for their iaithtulnes: s to the 
Lord. Since they create a repeated Nattern, some of the 
accounts have been -seen as the 1_hroni cler' ý, fabrication 
underlining his theological eva: uazion of he : ring's reign ana 
his historical interest has teen :e boned. ' 
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However, at least in three cases the reliable nature of 
the historical information is generally accepted. For example, 
as a description of the establishment of Rehoboam's rule 
(cf. 12: 1), the Chronicler supplies an additional section 
(11: 5-12: 1) and introduces his construction of fortresses in 
its first part (11: 5-12). While vv. 5 and lOb-i2 are the 
Chronicler's own introductory and concluding summaries, the 
list of the fortresses in the core (vv. 6-10a) is almost 
unanimously accepted as being based on an older source. Since 
the list is so detailed and the locations of the fortresses 
cannot be harmonized with any other lists in the Scripture, it 
is reckoned to have been taken over from an extra-canonical 
document. ' G. Beyer has also convincingly demonstrated that 
these fortified cities are placed in the most : strategic points 
for the defence of Judah and unlikely to be simply fictitious. " 
Moreover, this defence system suits well the situation we 
know in Rehoboam's reign. For example, while at least in the 
following reign of Abijah the conflict with the North over the 
territory of Benjamin had started (1 Kgs. -15: (5,2 
Chr. 13: 2) 
and Judah was constantly threatened from the North, the list 
completely lacks defence on that side. This is rossible only 
because Rehoboam had not yet felt threatened from that 
direction and still desired to reunify the kincdom. '` The 
exclusion of Arad, a major fortress of the later period, from 
the southern line indicates an earlier date as well. - It has 
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also long been recognized that the western and southern defence 
lines are placed deep inside the Judean territory and that this 
may reflect the weakened political situation of Rehoboam. ' 
This consensus has been challenged, to my view 
unsuccessfully, by Junge and more recently by Volkmar Fritz who 
dates the list to Josiah's time. ''` Fritz- argues against the 
early dating on archaeological grounds. He shows that, while 
archaeological evidence for fortifications in Rehoboam's time 
is questionable, Lachish, Beth-zur, Azekah and Mareshah all 
existed in the seventh century. Moreover, he suggests Gath 
should be identified with 'Philistine' Gath and not with 
Moresheth-gath as Aharoni does, since 'Philistine' Gath had not 
been conquered until the time of Jzziah -hr. 26: 6). 
However, though recent archaeological excavations at Lachish 
suggest the city was not yet iorcifiea in Rehoboam's time, this 
dating is still open to discussion and from the settlement 
during David and Solomon's reigns some fortification in the 
city may be assumed despite the lack of -positive verification. ", 
The eleventh century settlement in Beth-zur also appears to be 
abandoned in Rehoboam's time, but the scale of the excavation 
is rather limited and hardly ccnaiusive. '" Fritz does not give 
any positive evidence to prefer 'Philistine' Gath to Moresheth- 
Bath, but merely writes "Aharoni'3 su; S=stions would not fit 
the strategic concept of security of the access routes" .'' 
'Philistine' oath can sunction as an outnast for the route from 
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the coastal plain, but that route is already defended by Azekah 
and Socoh and the location of Moresheth-gath can also make good 
strategic sense for the western defence line. For other cities 
little archaeological data is available. Since archaeological 
information is rather limited and its interpretation is not 
settled yet, it is unwise to rely on it too heavily. 
Fritz also does not accept the argument for Rehoboam's 
date from the distribution of defence cities, because these 
cities are not identical with the actual boundaries. However, 
granted his point, the situation which necessitated building 
fortified cities around the capital seems to point to 
Rehoboam's date, whether they indicate boundaries or not. Such 
a tight defence system around the capital may suggest that the 
territory is shrinking and a more direct threat to Jerusalem is 
expected. This situation can be ascribed to the result of 
Shishak's invasion, as Aharoni suggests. ' But even before his 
attack Judah must have lost considerable territory during the 
dispute over Rehoboam's succession in view of the growing power 
of the Philistines and Edomites (cf. I Kgs. 11: 14-22,25) and 
Rehoboam must have noticed Shishak's aim. '' Miller has also 
pointed out that these defence cities function not only against 
invaders from outside but also to secure loyalty to the royal 
family within the territory attar the separation of the 
Northern kingdom. ''` 
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Fritz believes that the construction of defence cities 
under Rehoboam is unlikely because his predecessor Solomon had 
already set up numerous fortresses in the Negev. In 
particular, if we assume that their building occurred after 
Shishak's campaign, it was not necessary to fortify cities in 
the hill country because Shishak's raid was from the north-west 
and he did not destroy that area of Judah. Fritz argues that 
this defence system fits better in Josiah's time, for Josiah 
knew Sennacherib would attack from the coastal plain, and he 
was attempting to gain independence from Assyria. However, 
from Shishak's topographical list from Karnak we know that he 
destroyed the fortresses in the Negev as well as in the 
north. '"' If that is the case, Rehoboam -could no longer rely on 
them and it is not surprising that he built defence cities in 
the inner areas even if that part was not devastated. 
Moreover, Solomon's fortresses are mostly at frontiers and even 
before Shishak's campaign it is not certain if they were 
sufficient defence for his reduced territory and his unstable 
power. Josiah's reign admittedly also provides a plausible 
setting for building defence cities in the western and southern 
boundaries and probably he really did reestablish some 
cities. ' But since the list fits marvelously well with the 
original position in Rehoboam's reign, there is no need to look 
for another context for it. 
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Once we accept Rehoboam's date we can see this defence 
line working effectively a couple of generations after him. ''. 
Asa stopped the invasion of Zerah the Cushites at Mareshah (2 
Chr. 14: 8-14) and Jehoshaphat beat the alliance of the Moabites 
and Ammonites in the field of Tekoa (2 Chr. 20: 1-28). 
Therefore, though the Chronicler uses these details of building 
activities to illustrate his positive evaluation of Rehoboam's 
reign, they are based on an older document and reflect reliable 
historical information. 
A second case where we can confidently suppose an 
underlying source is Uzziah's rebuilding of defence structures 
in Jerusalem and his agricultural development (2 Chr. 26: 9-10). 
Again this is one of the Chronicler's additions, which 
describes the reward for his faithzulness in the first half of 
his reign. Uz: iah's towers, cisterns and even drainage tunnels 
for agricultural use (vs. 10a) are impressively attested by 
archaeological discoveries in Gibeah, Qumran, and several sites 
around Beersheba. "` Their dating to Uzziah's time is confirmed 
by a seal bearing his name found in a cistern at Tell Beit 
Mirsim. ''=' The existence of considerable crown lands besides 
the property of free Israelites (vs. 10b) is supported by many 
other texts c1 Sam. 8: 1--14; 212: 7; 1 Kgs. ' 1; 2 Kgs. 8: 3-6; 1 
Chr. 27: 25-31) and there the poor people worked as vinedressers 
and laborers (2 Kgs ? 4: L 4; 25: 12'; Jer 40: 9- 10; 52: 16). '' 
That Uzziah restored the city wall of Jerusalem 
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(vs 9) is also most naturally expected after the damage done by 
Joash of Israel in the previous reign (25: 23). It is 
especially probable under the king whose extensive building 
activities are well-known. Welten doubts an underlying source 
for this part, because the use of the term "towers ( DI Vn), l 
)" for the city wall is chiefly known from the post-exilic 
period, especially in Neh. 3, and the names "the Corner Gate", 
"the Valley Gate" and "the Angle" are attested either only or 
mostly in the book of Nehemiah. --: ' But 
ý7, \n is widely used as 
a general term for various towers (cf. Judg. 8: 17; 9: 46,47, 
49; 2 Kgs 9: 17; 17: 9; 18: 8; Song 4: 4; 7: 5) and must be an 
appropriate word here. Moreover, the details of the Jerusalem 
city wall are rarely given except in Neh 3 and lack of any 
previous occurrence of the words does not necessarily mean the 
gates did not exist or t: xe words were not in use. - -` If we 
consider the reliable nature of the Chronicler's addition in 
this section, such as vs. 10 seen above or vv e-8 on war (see 
below), it is rather unlikely that he made up this verse simply 
from 25: 23 and from his knowledge in the post-exilic period. 
Thirdly, Manasseh' s reinforcement of fortifications (2 Chr 
33: 14) is also probably based on authentic information, though 
it is meant to show divine blessing as a result of his 
repentance. As Noth writes, the passage is too " vtraightforward 
and detailed" to be fictitious, and historically it is quite 
likely that Manasseh undertook activity like this. If the 
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Chronicler is reversing the order of the events here, as some 
have suggested, Manasseh may have strengthened his defence 
before he joined the revolt against Assyria. =µ But more 
probably, as the text suggests, his reinforcement was made 
after his return from Babylon to fulfill the Assyrian desire to 
make Judah a buffer-state against the Egyptian border. " The 
growing population in the city at this time may have also 
contributed to his building activity, as Broshi suggests. =~" 
On the other hand, one must be more cautious in 
postulating sources for the building activity reports of Asa (2 
Chr 14: 6-7) and Jehoshaphat (2 Chr 17: 12-13a). They are not 
only expressed in general terms and lacking details but also 
couched in the Chronicler's highly theological language. 14: 4- 
7 gives the background for Asa's speech and articulates the 
condition for the building; "The land was at peace", "for the 
Lord gave him rest", "because we have sought the Lord our God, " 
and "So they built and prospered". 17: 10 also sets the 
theological tone for the rest of the paragraph with "the fear 
of the Lord" and "they made no war". Clearly the Chronicler 
inserts them not so much to give historical information about 
their buildings as to present them as patterns of the blessings 
the faithful can receive. Indeed the concept of "rest" 
indicates the parallel between these building activities and 
the direct consequences of Solomon's Temple building. ---' Having 
completed the Temple, Solomon had rest, and the first thing he 
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did was to build cities and fortifications (2 Chr 
The Chronicler also uses the passages we have seen above (11: 5- 
12; 26: 9-10; 33: 14) as a sign of blessings, though their 
theological significance is known only from the context, and he 
seems to present this building theme as a pattern we can find 
in the life of the faithful kings. 
However, his keen interest in theological patterns or the 
general character of his expressions does not necessarily mean 
they are created only to support his positive evaluation of the 
kings. In fact 1 Kgs 15: 23 and Jer 41: 9 report Asa's 
constructions, and the unsettled political situation in his 
time (cf. 2 Chr 14: 9 ff; 16) maces it highly probable. -''' 
Similarly it is natural that a wealthy king such as Jehoshaphat 
built fortifications and cities, and the trustworthy 
information about the tribute in 17: 11 (see below) may suggest 
the following report of Jehoshaphat's building (17: 12) is also 
reliable. "' Considering these together with the more certain 
cases above, it is more likely that, though the Chronicler is 
interested in a building there in the reigns of faithful kings, 
he does not make up these sections to support his theological 
ideas but looks for the available patterns in history. Their 
theological significance is expressed either by his evaluative 
comments or by their position in the literary context. 
The account of Jotham'5 building activities (2 Chr 27: 3-4) 
seems somewhat different from other cases: (1) the addition 
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continues from the original notice in Kings, (2) the rather 
generalized wordings are used, and (3) it is paralleled with 
Uzziah's building project. All these suggest the Chronicler's 
hand here. '1 As in other cases, the account fulfills a 
faithfulness-blessings pattern, but the Chronicler may have 
also changed or added minor expressions in order to suggest a 
typological correspondence with Uzziah's activities, In using 
Samuel-Kings he does change expressions for that purpose, 
though he always has historical events to work on (see the 
previous chapter). Since he compares Jotham's reign with 
Uzziah's (2 Kgs 15: 34 // 2 Chr 27: 2), he may have allowed 
himself to extend the parallel to building activity. As 
Uzziah's rebuilding of the Tower on the Corner Gate, the Valley 
Gate and the Angle already corresponds with Jotham's building 
of the Upper Gate ý2 Kgs 15: 35 // 2 Chr 27: 3), he may have 
added "the wall of Ophel" to Jotham' .s work to match 
it with 
more items in Uzziah's list, and for UZziah's towers and 
cisterns in the wilderness, "fortifications and towers in 
forested areas" are compared. With or without an additional 
source, his additions are simply meant to suggest the 
typological relationship between Uzziah's building activities 
and Jotham's activities rather than to testimony to an 
otherwise unreported event. 
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b. Army Organization 
Another group of additions used to support the 
Chronicler's positive evaluation of "good" kings is a notice of 
army organizations. Although the Chronicler mostly uses the 
parallel materials in presenting the establishment of David and 
Solomon's reigns, in 1 Chr 11-12 he employs extra-biblical 
lists of David's mighty men to emphasize the unanimous support 
David received. The Chronicler transposes the list at the 
appendix of David's history in 2 Sam 23: 8-35 to 1 Chr 11: 10-41a 
at the beginning of David's reign to start off his more 
extensive list. The list is supplemented with additional names 
in vv. 41b-47, and in chap. 12 five more materials of David's 
supporters are included. As the Chronicler repeatedly comments 
(1 Chr 11: 10; 12: 1,9,1 7, ? U, ? 1,23,24,3, u , they are 
collected and joined together here in order to show how David 
gained cummulative support from the army, and finally from all 
Israel, to be a king. 
However such theological motivation to create an 
impressive list of David's supporters does not necessarily mean 
they are unhistorical iabrication. s. M. Noth regards the 
additional names in 11: 41b-47 as fictitious, suggesting that 
some post-exilic families wished to trace their ancestry back 
to one of David's thirty heroes. However, as W41 1liamson 
correctly points out, their places o2 origin are mostly either 
unknown or Transjordan which is then seen with suspicion (cf. 
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Reuben (vs. 421, Ashtaroth, Aroer [vs. 441, Moab, Mahanaim (vs. 
46], Zoba[? ] [vs. 47]) and it is unlikely to be forged in the 
post-exilic community. `:: ` The four more lists of David's mighty 
men in 12: 1-21 [20] also seem to be based on some earlier 
sources. Whereas the framework combines them to form one 
extensive section of David's supporters, the way the lists 
enroll mighty men differs significantly among them (cf. vv. 3-5 
with 5-8 171,10-14 19-131, and 21 1201), indicating that the 
Chronicler uses various lists for his own purpose and he does 
not compose them by himself. '° Williamson also identifies the 
poetic fragment in vs. 19 as composed of short sayings of 
the monarchy. " The loyalty to David from the early days of 
list of armed troops from the twelve tribes in 12: 24-38 is also 
unlikely to be invented by the Chronicler. Not only do the 
snippets of tradition qualifying the troops not contribute to 
the Chronicler's purpose in these chapters, but also the 
numbers of the Northern tribes are considerably higher than 
those of Benjamin, Judah, and Levi, on which he focuses 
attention throughout his work. `- It is thus evident that the 
Chronicler uses various earlier sources to show how David was 
unanimously supported. 
In the history of the post-.. olomonic kings (2 Chr 14: 8; 
17: 14-19; and 36: 11-15), lar-_ army crganication constantly 
follows notice of the kings' faithful acts, together with 
building activities, to form positive descriptions. It is 
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noteworthy that after the completion of the Temple Solomon's 
army details are recorded with his building activities (2 Chr 
8: 7-10). Welten thus argues that these army details were 
simply fabricated from the Hellenistic army of his day to 
illustrate the kind of blessings that good kings enjoyed.;: '' 
However, that they are used as recurring motifs of the 
blessed reign does not necessarily mean that they do not 
reflect real historical information (cf. the building theme 
above). For example, the note on Asa's army in 2 Chr 14: 8 
follows his reform and subsequent building activities, but 
Williamson and Junge defend its historicity. '"- Whereas Welten 
argues that the list does not include the number of chariots, 
the most common weapon, Williamson correctly points out that 
the information given here is not of a standing army but of a 
conscript army, and the absence of chariots is not strange. 
The verse clearly concerns the conscript army, because the 
divisions are given according to tribes, the numbers of 
soldiers are larger than what we expect for a standing army, 
and the expressions used for troops are different from those of 
a professional army. It is acknowledged by many writers that 
the Chronicler has access to such a military census list 
organized on a tribal basis. ' Besides Williamson's argument 
we can also note that Welten's point is an "argument from 
silence" and it is questionable : whether only one verse should 
give every detail of the army. Weiten also objects to the 
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historicity of the precise correspondence between the tribes of 
Judah and Benjamin and the weapons they use. But Williamson 
again points out that 'Judah' and 'Benjamin' as technical terms 
in the army context had ceased to be mere tribal names and had 
come to mean the "heavy" and "light" regiments. Junge also 
detects an authentic source here in its "concise, clear and 
matter of fact style. "41"' The Chronicler's theological 
interests cannot be found in the verse itself, and follow only 
from its placement in the context. 
Additionally the large numbers ascribed to the army are 
probably not meant to magnify the king's strength. As we shall 
see below, in the case of Amaziah the numbers of soldiers are 
counted not to show their strength but to suggest their 
weakness, yet they are still enormous. Myers ana J. Wenham 
suggest that they are not exaggerations but 16X in the army 
context does not mean "thousand" but "unit" or "toe 
professional soldier". "' If they are correct, this verse gives 
more realistic numbers, and there is no reason to doubt its 
basic historical trustworthiness. 
Similarly, although the record of Jehoshaphat's army (2 
Chr 17: 13b-19) follows the regular pattern of faithful acts and 
blessings, it seems to reflect an older source. Just as in the 
case of Asa' s army, the reportage style c: the section, 
especially the inclusion of details such as many personal 
names, makes it difficult to suppose that it is totally 
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fictitious. "2 The remark in 16a "who volunteered himself for 
the service of the Lord" (NIV) is also suggestive that this 
part was taken from a longer record of heroes. 4' Moreover, if 
we follow Williamson's view, there is a confusion between the 
standing army and the conscript army in this list. °4 The names 
of commanders, that they were in Jerusalem (13b), and that they 
"were in the service of the king" suggest that the list 
concerns the standing army. On the other hand, the 
introduction to the list, "muster of them by father's houses" 
(14a) and their division according to tribes indicate a 
conscript army. Although it is no longer possible to 
reconstruct the original source, such confusion again points to 
underlying sources behind the list. 
There are less positive indications of an older source for 
Uzziah's army (2 Chr '26: 11-15), but objections to its 
historicity are, again, not compelling. Firstly, the large 
numbers involved can be explained by a different understanding 
of D'9ýX . If we follow Myers, there are only six hundred 
chiefs ( fl, 9 t X) instead of two thousand and six hundred 
(vs. 12), and three hundred units < n'ýýX ? of seven 
T -'. 
thousand and five hundred men (vs. 13). `'`' Secondly, though 
Welten argues that "catapults" were not invented in Uzziah's 
time and are an anachronism from the Chronicler's own day, the 
expression < X[iln . 11? ýJ(1'ý J11JýVýTI> i: 3 not necessarily to be 
translated as "catapults". "'- iji-ce . 
flIJ. ITlis derived from the 
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root . 
W11 "to think", it literally means "contrivances", 
"the invention of inventive men", and probably refers to 
"protective or shielding devices from which the defenders could 
shoot arrows and hurl stones at the attackers". "' As such a 
device is illustrated in the Assyrian relief of the siege of 
Lachish, only some forty years later, we do not need to find an 
anachronism here-"' Thirdly, though Williamson suggests that 
the Chronicler's characteristic use of the phrase "to help the 
king" in vs. 13 might indicate his own composition here, this 
does not necessarily mean the content is also from himself. As 
we saw in the examples of building activities, the Chronicler 
sometimes rewrites inherited material with his own vocabulary. 
Rather, the details such as the names of scribes in vs i1, 
which are not necessary gor his theological points, may 
indicate an underlying source. Therefore, while positive 
evidence for historical sources is not as : etron;, ý as elsewhere, 
objections against its historical validity are not convincing, 
either. 
Moreover, the view that the Chronicler fabricates the army 
materials to support his pattern of blessings is challenged by 
another piece of army information in 2 Chr 25: 1-5, where it is 
not used to enhance the picture of Amaziah, `', but is rather 
meant to suggest that Araziah' s army was not sufficient, as 
clearly shown in the following verse where he hires mercenaries 
from northern Israel. The ambiguous evaluation of his reign 
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before this verse (vv 2-4) and the Lord's disapproval of his 
acts in vs. 6 (vv 7-10) also indicate that the context does not 
provide a pattern of faithful king and blessings. The verse 
belongs to the following narrative of Amaziah's war against 
Edom, and as we shall see below the narrative itself is 
probably based on a reliable source. The numbers of the 
soldiers also suggest the realistic nature of the verse. While 
Asa had five hundred and eighty thousand and Jehoshaphat a 
million and a hundred and sixty thousand, Amaziah had only 
three hundred thousand men, and this reflects the lowering of 
the military power then. If we are correct in seeing that 2 
Chr 25: 5 is used negatively, the army notices are not decisive 
signs of blessings. Although in the above three passages they 
are used in positive patterns, we must be careful not to assume 
immediately that the Chronicler believes they are by themselves 
sufficient to support his point and thus made them up. Rather, 
it is easier to suppose that the Chronicler had some historical 
information, and sometimes interprets them positively, and at 
other times negatively, in order to use them gor the 
appropriate theological message. 
c. Large Family 
Reports of many wive: and children are also added by the 
Chronicler as signs of ble: _=. ings received by faithful kings. 
Rehoboam's eighteen wives. , iaty concubines, twenty eight Sons 
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and sixty daughters (2 Chr 11: 18-23) clearly indicate the 
establishment of the kingdom in reward for his faithfulness, 
for they are mentioned immediately after vs. 17: "They 
strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and for these years they 
made Rehoboam the son of Solomon secure, for they walked for 
three years in the way of David and Solomon". Abijah's large 
family (2 Chr 13: 21) likewise portrays the reward for his 
reliance upon the Lord, because it follows his victory (vs. 17 
"[Abijah and Judah) prevailed, because they relied upon the 
Lord, the God of their fathers") and vs. 21a "But Abijah grew 
mighty". Joash's family details (2 Chr 24: 3) function in the 
same way, as vs. 2 states "And Joash did what was right in the 
eyes of the Lord all the days of Jehoiada the priest", and 
indicates that the threat to the Davidic line de-scribea in 
chapters 21-23 is now finally evaded. "" The -"ara11el can be 
further drawn from David's family details I Chr 14: 3-7, though 
here the Chronicler clearly uses 2 Sam 5: 13-1b as his source. 
They suggest the establishment of his power ýcf. vs. 2) 
following his care for the ark. 
As with building activities and army organization, 
however, theological use of family details does not necessarily 
suggest their fictitiousness. Apart from 1 Chr 14: 3-7, there 
are enough indications of underlying sources in other passages. 
Many of the names given in Rehoboam' gamily c2 Chr 11: 15-23) 
are unknown elsewhere and it is difficult to believe that the 
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Chronicler makes up such a problematic list without any 
historical tradition. `'' For example, Jerimoth in vs. 18 is not 
mentioned in any other genealogy of David's sons and probably 
his mother was a concubine. '-" If the list were fabrication, it 
would be highly unlikely that the Chronicler would introduce 
Jerimoth, especially calling him David's son. The names of his 
sons in vv. 19-20 are unique here and cannot be derived from 
any other Scriptural passages. In vs. 20, Rehoboam's beloved 
wife is called "Maacha the daughter of Absalom", while in 13: 2 
she is introduced as "Micaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah". 
Although 1 Kgs 15: 2 gives "Maacha the daughter of Abisalom" and 
she is probably Absalom's granddaughter and Uriel's daughter, 
it is improbable that the Chronicler uses two different names 
and parentages if he does not have a source to draw on. "' As a 
whole the account is written in a matter-o2-fact style and 
circumstantial details such as Rehoboam's action in vs. 23 
suggest some older source about Rehoboam's family life. 
Joash's family details in 2 Chr 24: 3 are more general and 
much shorter, but most likely reflect a reliable tradition. 
The number of Joash's wives here, two, is very modest against 
Rehoboam's eighteen and Abijah's fourteen, and this suggests 
that theological interest does not surmount factual report. If 
the Chronicler created this freely, would probably have 
introduced more wives. 
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The report of Abijah's family structure in 2 Chr 13: 21 is 
also short and here it is difficult to find any positive 
indications of an underlying source. It in fact sets the 
climax of the Chronicler's positive description of Abijah's 
reign. `=` But we have already seen that many passages which the 
Chronicler uses for his theological purpose are still based on 
an older source. CM suggests that his three year reign is too 
short for a large harem, but when Abijah became a king, most 
likely he had already reached manhood and this objection is not 
convincing. =, r, CM's further suggestion that Abi j ah had no son, 
because he was succeeded by his brother Asa is also not strong. 
Although the argument is based on 1 Kgs 15: 10, where Abijah's 
mother Maacha is called Asa's mother, usually she is understood 
as "grandmother" of Asa and probably she was still acting as 
"queen mother" in the beginning of Asa's reign. '"- Furthermore 
this view clashes with 1 Kgs 15: 8, where Asa is explicitly 
called Abijah's son. Therefore, though we can provide no 
positive evidence for a source, the arguments against it are 
not compelling, either. 
Furthermore, the addition of Jehoshaphat's many sons (2 
Chr 21: 2-4) is not used to establish a faithfulness-blessings 
pattern, but to illustrate the wickedness of his son Jehoram. 
Jehoram killed all his brothers (vs. 4), and this together with 
his idolatry (vs. 6), set the tone of his reign and drew down 
the disastrous defeat and horrible death through disease. 
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Although a "large family" is often used as a sign of blessing, 
here it is used for a completely opposite purpose. This warns 
us not to be too quick to see the "large family" as a 
sufficient element in a pattern of blessings and thus to regard 
it as a fabrication by the Chronicler to support his positive 
theological evaluation of the reign. As for this particular 
notice, again it is probably based on a historical source. The 
killing of all the possible rivals in the king's family could 
be developed from vs. 7 // 2 Kgs 8: 19 with similar events in 
Judg 9: 5; 2 Kgs 10: 11; 11: 1, but not necessarily so. '`' Such an 
event is not uncommon in history. The names of Jehoshaphat's 
sons in vs. 2 and details which have little to do with the 
theme in vs. 3, suggest its authentic nature. -' The account as 
a whole is written in reportage style and the Chronicler's 
characteristic expressions cannot be found. Though "large 
family" may not be a decisive element for blessings, it is 
rather unlikely that the Chronicler turns Jehoshapht's large 
family into a negative story against his usual pattern without 
any historical basis. 
d. Wealth 
The blessing that the faithful king received is also 
underlined by a description of his wealth. This may be 
compared with the great wealth Solomon received after his 
faithful completion of the Temple (2 Chr 8: 17-9: 28). The 
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report of tributes brought to Jehoshaphat in 2 Chr 17: 11 
follows that of his religious reform and the rest given to him 
(vs. 10), thus setting the pattern of faithfulness-blessing. 
The tributes are accounted together with his building 
activities (vv. 12-13a) and his army organization (13b-19). 
Hezekiah's wealth (2 Chr 32: 27-29) points to the reward he 
received, for the Chronicler evaluates his reign as a whole 
very positively; notably, the verse before it (vs. 26) 
describes Hezekiah's humility before the Lord. We could also 
include Uzziah's agricultural wealth in 2 Ohr 26: 10 here, but 
we have dealt with it earlier. 
The theological function of these notices, nevertheless, 
does not of itself guarantee their fictitious nature. Uzziah's 
emphasis on agriculture and his cisterns and towers are 
convincingly supported by archaeological discoveries. Although 
historical bases for other notices cannot be shown as 
conclusively, there are some indications. The tributes to 
Jehoshaphat are too modest to create an impression of wealth, 
for they are only flocks and silver and do not include any 
other precious metals or treasures (of. 2 Chr 3: 17-9: 28; 32: 2? - 
30>. `°'=' The reserved expression "some of the Philistines" also 
points to a possible historical source. The Philistines and 
the Arabs (if they lived near the Philistines) are likely to 
have paid tribute to Jehoshaphat, because his father Asa "smote 
all the cities near Gerar" (2 Chr 14: 14). "" The identification 
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of Zerah the Cushite, whether Ethiopian or Bedouin, does not 
have much bearing on this issue, for Asa devastated this area 
at any rate. '~' Jehoshaphat's relatively prosperous reign is 
also implied by his establishment of a stable relationship with 
the northern Israel for the first time <2 Kgs 22: 44). -°' Thus 
the theological dimension of the report does not necessarily 
deny its basic historicality. 
Hezekiah's great wealth and his building of storehouses 
are also likely to be historical. His victory over the 
Philistines (2 Kgs 18: 8, no parallel in Chr) and less pressure 
from the Assyrians before his revolt probably made him more 
prosperous. ''=. ' The building of storehouses is also quite 
probably a measure to tighten up the tax-collecting procedures 
to prepare for the revolt against the Assyrians. Hezekiah's 
careful preparation is known from the construction of an 
aqueduct (2 Chr 32: 2ff) , rebuilding of 
the city wall (vs. 5) 
and strengthening of the military (vs. 6). -' Indeed the change 
of royal steward from Shebna to Eliakim (Isa 22; 2 Kgs 18: 18) 
may point to restructuring of the royal administrative 
system., ", Reorganization of alministrative districts can be 
reflected by Iý>: ý7 : seal impressions on storage jars found in 
Judea, and four place names appearing on them may represent 
newly established administrative centres. `` 
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e. War (Victory) 
The last item used for a description of blessings received 
by "good" kings is an account of war. War can be disastrous 
and such accounts are at times used for negative description of 
kings' reigns (cf. ne: ct section), but the following seven cases 
are clearly meant to be signs of divine blessings. 
Although Abijah's campaign against the North (2 Chr 13: 2b- 
20) does not follow faithful acts by the king or the 
people, Abijah's speech (vv 4b-12) and the Chronicler's comment 
in vs. 18 suggest that within the account itself Judah's 
victory is seen as reward for Judah's trust in the Lord and 
judgment on Israel's rebellion. Vs. 18 states "Thus the men of 
Israel were subdued at that time, and the men of Judah 
prevailed, because they relied upon the Lord, God of their 
fathers". Judah' s cry to the Lord (vs. 14) reminds us of 
Solomon's prayer that the Lord would hear his people's prayer 
at time of battle (6: 34-35). Besides these theological 
comments and speeches attached to the narrative, the event 
itself is presented in a standardized fashion of a holy war 
type scene and the fight is clearly seen as a display of the 
power of the Lord on behalf of his people. Dillard lists the 
following holy war motifs: (a) much larger size of the foe 
(13: 3; cf. Deut 20: 2; 2 Chr 14: 3-9; 20:., (b) a speech before 
the battle to assure that the Lord will rive victory (13: 5-13; 
cf. Deut 20: 1--4; 2 Chr '20: 5-i ?, " _) an offer of peace (13: 5- 
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13; cf. Deut 20: 10), (d) cultic purity of the Lord's army 
(13: 10-11; of. 1 Sam 21: 4-5, Josh 5: 1-8; 7-13; 2 Chr 20: 3-4), 
and (e) the battle cry and the trumpets (13: 12-15; cf. Num 
10: 8-9; 31: 6; Josh 6; 2 Chr 20: 18-22)' Although the form of 
holy war is not strictly fixed, the above motifs are all 
characteristic elements. 
Asa's defence against Zerah the Cushite (2 Chr 14: 9-15) 
also constitutes a part of the account of blessings he 
received. Contextually, it follows Asa's religious reforms 
(14: 1-5), his building activities, and his army (14: 6-8). 
Asa's prayer before the fight (vs. 11) parallels Solomon's 
request. The characteristic holy war style of the battle 
report also emphasizes the initiative the Lord takes to help 
his people: cf. fighting against a numerically greater army 
(14: 8-9), a prayer before the battle (14: 11), the Lord's 
initiative and total passivity or the army '. 14: 12-13), and the 
fear of the Lord prevailing upon the enemies (14: 14; cf. Exod 
23: 28, Deut 7: 20,23). `_ 
Jehoshaphat's war against the Moabites, Ammonites and 
their allies in 2 Chr 20 fits this pattern again. It is 
preceded by the account of his judicial reform (19: 4-11) and 
his reliance on the Lord is expressed by his long prayer (20: 5- 
13). The Lord's response to it is clearly shown by the 
prophecy of Jahaziel (vv. 14-17) and the battle is described 
with holy war motifs: a much larger number of enemies (vv. 2, 
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12,15), the pre-battle prayer (vv. 3-13), the Lord's active 
involvement in fighting (vv. 15-17,22), the exhortation not to 
fear (vv. 15,17,20), the role of music (vv. 19-21,28), the 
employment of an ambush <vs. 22; cf. 2 Chr 13: 13>, self- 
destruction of the enemies (vv. 23, cf. Judg 7: 22; 1 Sam 
14: 20), and the fear of the Lord among the nations (vv. 29- 
30). 
The account of Hezekiah's victory over Sennacherib (2 Chr 
32: 1-23) is started with "after these things and these acts of 
faithfulness" (vs. la) and is apparently intended to be the 
direct consequence of his extensive religious reformation (2 
Chr 29-31). The negotiations between Hezekiah and 
Sennacherib's envoys go around the question whether the Lord is 
really reliable and powerful (cf. esp. vs. 10) and the 
Chronicler inserts Hezekiah's pre-battle speech to express his 
complete faith in the Lord (vv. 7-8). Although most of the 
other holy war motifs are already in Kings text, it is 
noteworthy that the Chronicler retains them to form a more 
straightforward holy war account: the numerically superior and 
more powerful foe (vv. 7,13-15), pre-battle speech and 
exhortation not to fear (vv. 7-8), prayer to the Lord (vs. 20), 
the Lord's initiative in fighting and the passivity of the king 
(vs. 21), complete destruction of the foe (v. 21), and the rest 
given to the king (vv. 22-23). "' 
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The case of Amaziah's campaign against Edom <2 Chr 25: 5- 
13) is more subtle, for "he did what was right in the eyes of 
the Lord, yet not with a blameless heart" (vs. 2). To prepare 
for the war, he hires mercenaries from Israel and is accused of 
lack of faith in the Lord by a prophet (vv. 6-8). 
Nevertheless, Amaziah accepts the prophet's word and dismisses 
the mercenaries. Since the prophet's message focuses on the 
importance of relying solely on the Lord and His sovereign 
power to decide the outcome of the battle, Amaziah's victory is 
seen as the reward for his obedience to the Lord. Although it 
is not written in a typical holy war pattern, indifference to 
the number of the army (cf. 13: 3-18; 14: 8-15; 1 Kgs 20: 27; 1 
Sam 14: 6; Judg 7), stress on the Lord's "power to help" (vs. 8) 
and overwhelming victory parallel it. 
Uzziah's conquest of the Philistines and his reception of 
tribute (2 Chr 26: 6-8) is written in a summary fashion and not 
as a full holy war account. 71 But it is immediately preceded 
by the statement in vs. 5b: "as long as he sought the Lord, 
God made him prosper", and is followed by the descriptions of 
his building activities, wealth and army ývv. 9-15), and 
apparently it forms a part of the blessings Uzziah enjoyed 
because he sought the Lord. A short comment concerning his 
victory against the Philistines and others, "God helped him", 
(vs. 7) also suggests that his successful war is God's gift. 
The summary of Jotham's victory over the Ammonites and the 
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tributes he received from them (2 Chr 27: 5) is likewise a sign 
of his positive reign. It is placed beside his building 
activities (vv. 3-4) and flanked by the evaluative statements 
"And he did what was right in the eyes of the Lord according to 
all that his father had done" (vs. 2a) and "So Jotham became 
mighty, because he ordered his ways before the Lord his God" 
(vs. 6). Therefore victories are also used to describe the 
positive reigns of "good" kings, though unlike other elements 
they are not always seen as the results of the previous 
faithful actions and their faith is often tested within the war 
account itself. 
The theological function of these war accounts, however, 
does not suggest that they are created without consideration of 
their historical probabilities. In fact at least for two 
passages a strong case for their historical character could be 
established. 
It is true that Amaziah' s war in 2 Chr 25: 5-1'3 betrays the 
Chronicler's style and CM even called it "wholly a product of 
Midrashic fancy" on 2 Kgs. 14: 7, but a number of details 
indicate the use of some other source. '" As commentators have 
pointed out, the raid of the Ephraimite mercenaries in vs. 13 
conflicts with the promise of vs. 9, which guarantees God's 
help for Amaziah if he discharges the mercenaries. '' Here the 
Chronicler does not supply any retributional rationale why 
obedient Amaziah had to suff. 7! r from =uch a trouble. Unless he 
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is writing under the constraint of an older source, it can be 
hardly explained why he develops the story like that. Likewise 
the cities the Ephraimites plundered, "from Samaria to Beth 
Horon", (vs. 13) are least expected if the account was freely 
fabricated. Whereas vs. 10 writes they were dismissed and 
"returned home in fierce anger", the direction of the plunder 
from north to south suggests that this plundering did not take 
place on the return journey but at some later time . 7A Samaria 
is situated inside the northern territory and can hardly be 
considered a Judean town that the Ephraimites would attack. '`, 
Yet, as Keil and CM suggest, probably Samaria was meant to be 
simply the starting point of the raid, and historically it is 
possible that they waited for the opportunity until Amaziah 
left for his campaign against Edom. Thus, though the 
Chronicler's description of the situation makes sense, it is 
not the most natural or obvious area or timing which the 
Chronicler would have chosen if it were a free composition. 
J. R. Bartlett also suggests that Amaziah's dismissal of the 
Ephraimite mercenaries is historically probable, though in the 
narrative it is theologically interpreted. "- Since Israel and 
Edom had a good relationship then, it is possible that they 
"were not thought to be reliable against the Edomites". 
It is also difficult to accept the view that the 
destruction of ten thousand Edomites at the rock in vs. 12 (or 
even the whole account) is a theological elaboration of 2 Kgs 
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14: 7: "[Amaziah] took Sela by storm, and called it Jokteel. "'' 
Sela in Kings is often understood as a proper name and 
identified with Petra, the story being developed from 
"Jokteel", which means "God kills". However, the 
identification of Sela is by no means certain. Sela can mean 
"rock" even in Kings, and it is not necessarily to be 
understood as a proper name. It is indeed unlikely that 
Amaziah captured the Edomite capital, since he could not take 
even Eilat (cf. 2 Chr 26: 2). 'c~ The tradition of calling Petra 
Jokteel is not anywhere preserved, despite its relatively 
prominent position. Therefore it is possible that the Kings 
text itself alludes to the same incident, but the Chronicler 
has access to a fuller account and preserves it. If we take 
all indications together, the account of Amaziah's campaign is 
much more likely to be the Chronicler's composition based on an 
additional source than a midrashic expansion of 2 Kgs 14: 7. 
Uzziah's conquest of the Philistines and other people in 2 
Chr 26: 6-8 also seems to be historical. As commentators have 
pointed out, his move toward the west and south is quite 
probable, given the political situation of his rule. '- 
Expansion to the north was impossible because of Jeroboam's 
strong reign in Israel. '-`"' But the campaign against the 
Philistines makes excellent strategic sense to control the 
international trade route the "Via Maris". Uzziah's 
restoration of the port of Eilat (vs. 2) 'and his subsequent 
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fame which "spread even to the border of Egypt" (vs. 8) 
underline his policy. Besides Uzziah's fortresses in the Negev 
and other southern areas, already mentioned in relation to his 
agricultural activities, Myers has suggested that the fortress 
at Tel Mor near Ashdod may be identified as Uzziah's work (vs. 
6). `-. -' The Chronicler also reports Uzziah's extensive military 
activities in an itemized fashion with specific names, and his 
characteristic expressions or stylized "holy war" pattern are 
not prominent. Especially the reference to Jabneh, which is 
not found anywhere else in OT, makes it difficult to suppose 
the report a pure fabrication. 1=': 2 
For the rest of the victory accounts it is not easy to 
show conclusive evidence for their historicity or underlying 
sources, but besides the theologically oriented description of 
the events there are no strong objections which make it 
necessary to doubt their basic trustworthiness. 
Few people would deny that the Chronicler's account of 
Abijah's campaign against the North (2 Chr 13) serves his 
theological purpose, for it is written in the set form of Holy 
War and includes a highly theological speech by Abijah. 
However, the question of a historical kernel to the war report 
itself has not been conclusively settled. The issue has been 
discussed around the geographical details in 2 Chr 13: 4 and 19. 
F. M. Cross and G. E. Wright relate them with the Judean Province 
List in Josh 18: 21-24 and identify the latter as the 
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administrative list of the area conquered by Abijah and thus 
defend its historicity. '"'' But their interpretation and dating 
of the list have been seriously challenged by Y. Aharoni. ". " 
Peter Welten, who denies the historical bases of most of the 
additional materials, also argues that the cities mentioned 
here are well-known cities from the post-exilic period and that 
they do not suggest an older source. '... Yet his argument is 
correctly criticised by R. Klei. n. '"' Since at least two out of 
three cities, Bethel and Ophrah, are attested in the earlier 
period of Israel's history and, if textual restoration is 
allowed, Jeshnah is also found in 1 Sam 7: 12 and Josh 18: 22, 
they do not necessarily reflect a later situation. `" Klein 
himself suggests that the Chronicler uses Josh 18: 21-24 to 
write up the geographical specificity of Abijah's expansion to 
the Benjamite cities. Josh 18: 21-24 includes Zemaraim ý? Chr 
13: 4) and Bethel and Ophrah (2 Chr 13: 19), and Jeshanah could 
be textually restored. But Klein's view is in turn questioned 
by Dillard: 
it is hardly surprising that two sources reporting the 
events within the borders of Benjamin would mention some 
of the same cities. There is a high probability that some 
of the same cities would be mentioned, and this vitiates 
the value of these city names as evidence that the 
Chronicler borrowed them from Josh 18 to provide 
concreteness for an otherwise spurious story. '"' 
Thus it is quite insecure to base our argument for or against 
the historicity of the account on these city names. 
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Welten and Klein also see in the Chronicler's intention to 
see the first four kings of Judah in a favourable light the 
motivation for the radical change of Abijah's character from 
the "evil" king in lKgs 15 (see especially vs. 3). However, 
that the Chronicler wanted to see Rehoboam's reign thoroughly 
positively is quite doubtful and thus there is no reason to 
suppose that he should have felt obliged to present Abijah 
positively. "' Therefore, despite little evidence for its 
historicity, the arguments against it are not compelling, 
either. The present writer would rather agree with Williamson, 
who writes; "it is still questionable whether he [the 
Chronicler] would have arrived at it [the favourable judgment] 
in the first place had he not had in addition to Kings some 
account of a victory by Abijah over the north, from which in 
his usual way he would then have deduced Abijah's 
faithfulness" . "" 
The historicity of Asa's victory over Zerah the Cushite (2 
Chr 14: 9-15) is also rejected by Welten because of the 
Chronicler's characteristic style in the narrative. =" But most 
other commentators suggest possible historical reconstructions. 
Albright postulates that Egypt established a buffer state of 
Nubian mercenaries at Gerar, and the incident at issue is their 
invasion of Judah. '' This view, however, is no longer well 
accepted, because there is no evidence of the existence of such 
a buffer state and Asa's pursuit of Zerah to Gerar (vs. 13) 
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does not suggest that the latter came from that area. ''-" Many 
other scholars believe that the Cushites were a nomadic tribe 
living in the south of Judah and the invasion was historically 
on a much smaller scale than the Chronicler's account. '"' This 
is supported by the reference to herdsmen, sheep, and camels in 
vs. 15 and the parallelism between Cush and Midian in Hab. 3: 7. 
The identity of Moses' wife may further support the 
relationship between them, if a daughter of a priest of Midian 
(Exod 2: 16-21; 3: 1) is the same woman as a Cushite woman in Nu m. 
12: 1. Nevertheless, this proposal is also not without 
difficulties. The mere allusion to camels etc. does not make 
the invaders bedouins, for "even a sedentary population engaged 
in caravan trade". ''-' The apparent reference to this incident 
in 16: 8 mentions the Libyans as well as the Cushite and this 
cannot be explained if it was only a local skirmish. <ci. 12: 3 
as well). The significance of the oattie is also deduced from 
17: 10-11, which states Asa's son Jsaosaapnat received tributes 
from the area he conquered. 
The most literal view, and to me the most plausible view, 
is proposed by K. A. Kitchen: the Egyptian Fharaoh Osorkon I was 
already old and sent a Nubian (i. e., (-ushite) general to lead a 
force to Palestine to iol. ow his lather's ý, hishak) example. 
Since Zerah is not called a kin; but simply a Cu: shite and 
Osorkon I was of Libyan origin, this view satisfies the 
: statement of i6: 3. The Cushit. 9"= are .: ' 
i3o involved in an 
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Egyptian force in 12: 3 and are better understood as the people 
from the upper Nile region. This understanding does not 
exclude the possibility of the participation of bedouins, but 
the major force was Egyptian and thus Asa could extend his 
territory to the southwest (cf. 17: 10-11) . "°" Moreover, 
Mareshah (vv. 9-10) is one of the cities fortified by Rehoboam 
to defend the south west and the pursuit to Gerar (vv. 13-14) 
is quite natural for an attack from that direction. Although 
concrete evidence for the historical reconstruction cannot be 
presented, the incident clearly makes excellent sense in its 
political situation and the geographical details indicate some 
underlying source. 
On the short notice of Jotham's war with the Ammonites (2 
Chr 27: 5) little can be said with certainty, but again 
historically the incident is not improbable. - Commentators 
have pointed out that "Ammonites" here can be a textual 
confusion of "Meunites" so that Jotham simply rollowed his 
father's policy (Cf 2ä: 7f). ' '' If "Ammonites" should be 
retained in the text, on the other hand, Judah's war with them 
is still possible, though they do not share a common boundary. 
After the death of the powerful king Jeroboam II, Israel was 
rapidly losing influence in the Transiordan, and it is quite 
likely that both Judah and the Ammonites were interested in 
it. '"`' Jotham's power in this area seams to be reflected in I 
Chr 5: 17.1"' This increasing influence of Judah is probably 
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the background of the Syro-Ephraimite coalition against it, and 
ceasing of the tributes by the Ammonites after the third year 
may indicate the ascendancy of the rival Aram in the region. "'2 
The battle of Jehoshaphat against Moabites, Ammonites, and 
Meunites (2 Chr 20) was regarded as a midrash on 2 Kgs 3 by 
older commentators. "°': 71" But this view is mostly discarded by 
more recent studies (with the notable exception of P. Welten), 
because its points of contact with 2 Kgs 3 are rather limited 
and geographical details can be better understood with some 
other source. ': -' The most commonly accepted view today is 
Rudolph' s modification of Noth's proposal. '-**" Noth argues that 
since the otherwise uncommon place-names in the text set up an 
intelligible route for the invasion, the account must reflect 
precise local knowledge, probably a tradition of a Nabatean 
attack in the third century. Accepting the basic point. 
Rudolph maintains that the Reunites are not necessarily 
associated with the Nabateans and the tradition is not to be 
dated so late. He also points out that the expression 
"Hazazon-tarnar (that is Eingedi)" (vs. 2) is the Chronicler's 
editorial note and supports an earlier written source for the 
Chronicler's account. Williamson also suggests that another 
note "to this day" on the name "Valley of Beracah" is a 
confirmation of a received tradition by an editor and further 
points to the Chronicler's reworking of the source. 
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Hezekiah's deliverance from Sennacherib (2 Chr 32: 1-23) is 
also defined as "midrash" by B. S. Childs, for it aims to solve 
the difficulties arising from the sacred text and to assign 
contemporary theological significance to the text. ""'.. " The 
problem in the Kings text is that there are three rather 
different sets of Assyrian threat and resolution in one 
literary section (<A> 2 Kgs 18: 13-16; <B1> 18: 17-19: 9a, 36-37; 
<B2> 19: 9b-35) and it is hard to decide how to interpret them. 
Although the final form of the text apparently suggests a two- 
stage Assyrian invasion, the widely held opinion is that they 
represent three distinct phases in the theological development 
of one tradition; B1 account is a theological interpretation of 
the historical report in A account and B2 is a further 
development of the B1 account. '" If it is true that literary 
tradition can grow independently of historical events, it is 
not hard to see 2 Chr 32 as midra. sh on the Kings text. '"'' 
However, here our primary interest is not whether Kings' 
multiple accounts are historically independent reports or 
products of successive theological reflection. Rather we are 
concerned with whether the Chronicler reads Kings as a 
historical source or as a sacred text to exegete. It is true 
that the Chronicler recasts the three reports into one Assyrian 
threat and the Lord's deliverance, and that many modifications 
serve not only for abridgement but to create his theological 
picture. In vs. 1 he changes "in the fourteenth year of 
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Hezekiah" to "after these things" to directly connect 
Hezekiah's deliverance with his reforms in previous chapters, 
and this weakens the historical character of the account. '" 
He also omits the details which might give the impression that 
the Assyrian invasion was really devastating, because his 
empahsis is on the Lord's deliverance. 14' Thus he does not 
include Hezekiah's paying tribute (A account; 2 Kgs 18: 14-16) 
or the great size of the Assyrian army (cf. 2 Kgs 18: 17; 19: 35- 
37). The Chronicler also inserts Hezekiah's speech in the form 
of a Levitical sermon <vv. 7-8) to clarify that the king is 
trusting in the Lord and that this is a holy war. ''' At the 
same time he abridges the Rabshakeh's speech to omit the 
accusation that Hezekiah was relying on Egypt (2 Chr 18: 23-25). 
At the end of the account he retains Hezekiah's prayer and the 
Lord's miraculous mighty act and supplies his own conclusion, 
focusing on the rest which he received. 
Despite these theological changes, nevertheless, it is 
still doubtful that the Chronicler has no concern for 
historical facts. As D. N. Fewell has demonstrated, whatever 
the origin of materials may be, 2 Kgs 18-19 can be read as a 
cohesive account of Assyrian threat and the Lord's 
deliverance. ' Most probabl; the Chronicler did not recognize 
the modern distinction between A, El, and B2 and took the 
account as a whole to be a report of what happened in history. 
Thus, though his version is certainly theologically coloured, 
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the basic course of events is kept as described in Kings. 
Although he does not include Hezekiah's surrender (A; 2 Kgs 
18: 14-16), in Kings it is already reported in a summary form 
and the focus of the event is clearly on the deliverance. """ 
Whether the Assyrian demand to surrender happened once or twice 
(cf. Bi and B2), the historian can summarize them into one 
general picture. Indeed in 2 Chr 32: 16 he admits his 
abridgement. The Levitical sermon is his usual technique to 
give theological comment to the event, and we have already seen 
that the Chronicler often uses it in his historical report. 
Hezekiah's prayer, the Lord's miraculous act, even the death of 
Sennacherib are all in the Kings text. If the Chronicler takes 
the text as a whole as his historical source, it is very 
natural that he should understand this to be the final outcome 
of the event. Therefore his theological presentation does not 
conflict with the historical picture presented in the final 
form of Kings and there is no evidence that the Chronicler is 
only interested in theological interpretation of the tradition 
but not in the historical event. 
Moreover, the Chronicler's historical interest can be 
underlined by his additional information on Hezekiah's 
preparations for the siege (vv. 2-5>. As other similar 
examples, these building activities and tha construction of 
Hezekiah's tunnel most probably reflect a real historical 
picture. Isa. 22: 8-11 refer.: to he same point and is almost 
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unanimously supported by archaeological research. ' Though 
these activities can be signs of blessings, unless the 
Chronicler has some historical interest it is hard to see why 
he introduces additional historical data in a purely 
theological exegesis of the text. 
From the discussion above, it has become clear that 
despite the Chronicler's use of building activities, army, 
large family, wealth and victory accounts as recurrent motifs 
of blessing, most of them are likely to be based on some 
historical sources, Samuel-Kings or extra-biblical. Where he 
expands Samuel-Kings, new elements are limited to theological 
evaluations of the events and the basic course of events is 
retained as reported in the source. Where he adds new 
historical facts, the character of the materials, 
archaeological data, and their geo-political setting often 
strongly suggest that the Chronicler carefully uses historical 
information to present theological patterns he sees in Israel's 
history. Even where we do not have enough data to judge their 
reliability, the accounts are not improbable and they do not 
indicate the Chronicler's lack of historical interest. The 
Chronicler supplies bare information and the theological 
significance is indicated by the contexts and his editorial 
comments. Sometimes he also presents the accounts as type 
scenes or typologies, though we do not know how extensively he 
remodels them. However, even in the last two cases the 
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Chronicler's reports are not entirely divorced from historical 
traditions and the standardization of events does not deprive 
them of their historical nucleus or their individuality. 
Therefore, the Chronicler does not seem to create convenient 
stories for his theological purposes, whether for 
interpretation or for a new work, but to demonstrate his 
theological interpretation of the historical events with extra 
materials.. 
2. Curses 
a. War (Defeat) 
Just as a positive outcome in warfare is seen as a sign of 
blessing, a defeat is Judged as a curse or punishment for 
unfaithfulness. Shishak's invasion of Judah during Rehoboam's 
reign <2 Chr 12: 1-12) is presented as the result of Rehoboam's 
disobedience to the Lord, though in the middle he repents and 
the Lord shows him mercy. Already in Kings Rehoboam's idolatry 
(1 Kgs 14: 22-24 // 2 Chr 12: 1-2) and Shishak's invasion <1 Kgs 
14: 25-28 // 2 Chr 12: 3-12) are set side by side, but the 
Chronicler explicates the retributional relationship between 
them with his comments and new materials. " He sums up 
Rehoboam's sin with his characteristic vocabulary such as 
"forsook C 
.2 
ýJ ) the laws of the Lord" <vs. i) and gives the 
reason for the invasion as "because they had been unfaithful < 
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to the Lord" (vs. 2). His interpretation is underlined 
by the word play in the inserted speech (vs. 5); "You [Judah] 
abandoned < ZlJý ?1> me, so IC the Lord] have abandoned < '111Ty 
) you. " The use of 
ýy>n also points to the parallel with the 
destruction of Saul in 1 Chr 10: 13-14. The idea that 
destruction follows unfaithfulness is explicitly stated in 
God's response to Solomon's prayer in 2 Chr 7: 19-22 and the 
Chronicler seems to interpret the events according to this 
pattern. 
Jehoram's evil doings (2 Chr 21: 5-7) and Edom's rebellion 
against him (2 Chr 21: 8-10) also form a negative retributional 
pattern, though the Chronicler is basically following the Kings 
text here. The Chronicler stresses their interconnection with 
the explanatory comment, "because he had forsaken the Lord, the 
God of his fathers (vs. iOb)". The same retributional pattern 
is found in the additional account of Jehoram's unfaithfulness 
with Elijah's accusations c2 Ohr 21: 11-15) and the attacks of 
the Philistines and Arabs (2 Chr 21: 16-17). These materials 
are completely new in Chronicles, and his positioning of the 
sequence, plus Elijah's prediction (vs. 14 cf. vs. 17) suggest 
that the raid was the result of Jehoram's idolatry. 
The Aramean invasion during the reign of Joash c2 Chr 
24: 23-25a> is radically rewritten and : yet in a new literary 
context to be understood as the fulfilment of the curse for 
Joash' s disobedience to the Lord. ' 1- " Whereas :n Kin; s Jea. 3h' :3 
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reign is presented thoroughly positively, the Chronicler 
includes the account of Joash's idolatry and killing of a true 
prophet (vv. 17-22) immediately before the invasion. Clearly 
the Chronicler sees the Aramean attack as a punishment, for he 
includes a speech of the prophet with characteristic language, 
"because you have forsaken the Lord, he has forsaken you" (vs. 
20). The Chronicler writes that it was the Lord who delivered 
the people of Judah into the hands of the Arameans and adds a 
comment on the invasion "because they have forsaken the Lord, 
the God of their fathers" (vs. 24). Interestingly, the comment 
that the small Aramean army defeats "a very great army" of 
Joash is an exact reversal of the holy war motif. 
The account of the Syro-Ephraimite war (2 Chr 28: 5-! ", lv- 
21) is completely rewritten from Kings (2 Kgs 16: 5-7), and in 
Chronicles it is presented as God's judgment upon wicked Ahaz. 
While it follows the report of Ahaz' apostasy in both Kings and 
Chronicles (2 Kgs 16: 2b-4 ii 2 Ohr 28: 1b-4), Kings emphasizes 
the inability of the Syro-Ephraimite coalition to conquer 
Jerusalem while Chronicles focuses on the harm Judah suffered 
from the attack. Clearly the Chronicler intends to point out 
the retributional relationship between them: God punishes 
apostasy with military defeat. The point is also reflected in 
his interpretation, which attributes the defeat to the Lord's 
plan (vs. 5a), and in his explanatory comment, "because they 
had forsaken the Lord, the God of their fathers" (vs. rb). The 
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Chronicler adds more details of the damage Judah suffered and 
the deportation of the population of Judah (vv. 6-8). In the 
second half of the Kings account Tiglath-pileser accepts Ahaz' 
appeal for help by attacking Damascus, but the Chronicler 
passes over Tiglath-pileser's action completely and judges 
Ahaz' appeal to be of no use (vv. 20-21). For the Chronicler 
this appeal is seen as another act of unfaithfulness, for he 
regards reliance on other nations as a sign of lack of faith in 
the Lord. Instead he introduces two more invasions by the 
Edomites and the Philistines to Judah (vv. 17-18) and comments 
"For the Lord brought Judah low because of Ahaz king of Israel, 
for he had dealt wantonly in Judah and had been faithless < 
())'In ýi. 1)> 4) to the Lord" (vs. 19). Williamson has 
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convincingly demonstrated that this whole account is meant to 
be a complete reversal of Abijah's holy war against the North 
(2 Chr 13) and suggests that Judah became as sinful as the 
North and was brought into exile. "' 
Josiah's death in battle ý2 Chr 35: 'G-24) does not follow 
any other unfaithful acts, but within the account itself the 
Chronicler presents his misfortune as the result of his neglect 
of God's message. He puts into the mouth of Pharaoh Necho the 
view that his campaign is according to the divine order and 
consequently implies that Josiah's interference is against 
God's will. Thus the Ci-, ronicler exolains why an otherwise very 
pious king died in such a tragic way. 
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Asa's war with Baasha (2 Ohr 16: 1-9) is also not preceded 
by his apostasy, but it sets a stage for his failure and his 
further involvement with continuous conflicts. Asa sought help 
from the Aramean king Benhadad and is accused by Hanani the 
prophet as lacking faith in the Lord (vv. 7-9). His prophetic 
speech underlines the retributional relationship between Asa's 
foreign alliance and his wars (9b). Although the Chronicler's 
account of the warfare itself (vv. 1-6) is paralleled with 
Kings <1 Kgs 15: 17-22), he introduces chronological notices 
(14: 1; 15: 10,19; 16: 1,12,13) to place the account within a 
retributional framework. '""' Since he would have had a problem 
with Kings' account of a faithful king such as Asa suffering 
from continuous wars and disease, he divides Asa's reign into 
periods of obedience and disobedience. While 1 Kgs 15: 16 
states "there was war between Asa and Eaasha king of Israel all 
their days", the Chronicler assigns peaceful years after Asa's 
reform and records the first conflict with Baasha as late as in 
his thirty-sixth year. Through this device, the Chronicler 
manages to change the problematic Kings text into clear 
examples of retributional patterns. 
Unlike the accounts of victories, most of the additional 
accounts of defeat are somehow based on Kings text. However, 
since they are substantially rewritten and new information is 
given, we must ask if the Chronicler has historical interest in 
introducing expansions to his 'orla-e. 
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New materials in the Chronicler's account of Shishak's 
invasion (2 Chr 12: 1-12) include the components of Shishak's 
army (vs. 3), their invasion route (vs. 4), Shemaiah's prophecy 
(vv. 5-8) and the Chronicler's evaluative comments (vv. 2b and 
12). Though we shall discuss such comments and speeches in a 
later section, as for additional details of the Egyptian 
invasion (vv. 3-4) they seem to be based on reliable historical 
information. The reference to-the Libyans is not surprising, 
for Shishak is the founder of the Libyan twenty-second dynasty 
and their association with the Cushites (Nubians) is known from 
the invasion of Zerah the Cushites during the reign of 
Shishak's son Osorkon I (cf. 2 Chr 14: 8). The inclusion of the 
Sukkiim among the troops firmly establishes the Chronicler's 
reliance on an ancient source, because Sukkiim (Egyptian 
Tjukten) are attested as Libyan forces from the Egyptian record 
of the thirteenth-twelfth centuries B. C., while the Greek 
translators of Chronicles already did not understand the 
term. 11 -i Whereas vs. 4 states "[ Shishak] took the fortified 
cities of Judah and came as far as Jerusalem", city names 
mentioned in Shishak's topographical list at the temple of 
Karnak do not include Jerusalem and indicate that the campaign 
was primarily aimed at the Northern kingdom and the Negev. ' "' 
However, among the fortified cities Aijalon is mentioned, and 
both Chronicles and Kings report that Jerusalem was spared 
because Rehoboam paid t: ne tribute < vv. 'ý 11 // 1 Kgs 14: 26- 
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28). The damage to Judah was probably minimal, owing either to 
the prompt tribute or the effectiveness of Rehoboam's 
fortification. 1 l Therefore, though the Chronicler writes from 
a Judean perspective, historical details of vv. 3-4 seem to 
reflect authentic information. '' (Sixty thousand Egyptian 
horsemen may be a hyperbole. ) This suggests that the 
Chronicler does not freely elaborate the source for his 
theological needs but carefully. bases his expansions on 
reliable historical data. 
The additional report of the rebellion against Jehoram by 
the Philistines and the Arabs (2 Chr 21: 16-17) is also likely 
to be based on an ancient source. `- The plunder of the king's 
house may imply entrance into Jerusalem, but the Chronicler 
does not specify so and probably means to refer to a royal 
household in an outlying city. According to 2 Chr 17: 11 the 
Philistines and the Arabs were under the control of his father 
Jehoshaphat. Since Jehoram failed to suppress the rebellions 
of the Edomites and Libnah in the neighbouring areas, it is not 
hard to imagine that it further encouraged other peoples to 
rebel against him. '`1 Moreover, the use of the name "Jehoahaz" 
in vs. 17 contrasts with his normal usage "Ahaziah" (cf. 2 Chr. 
22) and indicates the Chronicler's use of a source here. '-"' 
Thus, although the Chronicler employs the relatively minor 
incident for a sign of divine judgement. he again bases his 
theological additions on independent : istorical information. 
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The Chronicler's substantial rewriting of the account of 
the Syro-Ephraimite war (2 Chr 28: 5-?, 16-21) seems to reflect 
his historical interest. Whereas Kings focuses on the fact 
that Aram and Israel could not capture Jerusalem (1 Kgs 16: 5), 
there are a number of indications that the considerable damage 
reported in Chronicles (vv. 5-8) is historical. Since 1 Kgs 
16: 5-6 states that the invaders advanced as far as besieging 
Jerusalem and Elath was taken, it must have been a serious blow 
on Judah. ' 6-"- Isa 7: 2,4 suggests that Ahaz and the people of 
Judah became fearful of them and that it was a serious threat 
for them. '~'' The details such as titles and names in vs. 7 are 
also indications of the underlying source. Although the number 
of people killed (120,000) and deported (200,000) may be 
exaggerations, the Chronicler seems to base his elaborations on 
historical sources. '''' That he retains the historical 
information of Kings despite its totally opposite 
interpretation strongly suggests that he uses the Kings text as 
a historical source rather than a text to exe; ete and that he 
prefers to rely on historical reports rather than fabricating a 
totally new story. 
The Chronicler's connection of Ahaz's appeal to Tiglath- 
pileser with invasions of the Edomites and the Philistines (2 
Chr 28: 1-4)again seem to reflect the true historical 
picture. "" Although 2 Kgs 16: 7 explicitly relates Ahaz' 
appeal to the Aramean invasions, 10b indicates that the 
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Edomites took part in this conflict. Since Edom was becoming 
stronger and showing its interest in the Negev at that time, 
such an attack is hardly surprising, especially when Judah was 
preoccupied with the problem from the north. ''''<' It is also 
probable that the Philistines took advantage of the occasion, 
and specific details in the information in vs. 18 may point to 
some other source for their invasion. Assyrian texts 
discovered at Nimrud have shed light on the movements of the 
Assyrians at the time and a number of specialists agree that 
the Chronicler's account reflects an accurate picture of the 
situation. '"' 
On the precise nature of the Chronicler's source for 
Josiah's battle with Pharaoh Necho (2 Chr 35: 20-27) there is a 
serious debate between Williamson and Begg, but few would doubt 
the basic historical authenticity of his account. ''-' Details 
of its historical setting betray the Chronicler's accurate 
knowledge of the situation, although as we have already seen 
the portrayal of Josiah's death is paralleled with Ahab's death 
in order to present them as type scenes. He modifies the 
purpose of Necho's campaign from the misleading "against < 
ý13> 
the king of Assyria" to the more accurate, though general 
expression "to fight at Carchemish". From the Babylonian 
Chronicles now we know that the Babylonians had driven Ashur- 
uballit, the Assyrian kin T, to Carchemish in 610 BC, half a 
year before the battle at Megidio, and the Egyptians went up to 
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support the Assyrians in 609 Thus the Egyptians in fact 
allied with the Assyrians, though their ultimate aim was not to 
save the Assyrians but to stop the growth of Babylonian 
strength. '_'° Such rewriting is hardly possible unless the 
Chronicler knows the precise movements of the major powers. 
It is true that Necho's letter supplies a reason why an 
otherwise very faithful king suffered such a tragic death, but 
that Necho sent a letter to Josiah beforehand is not 
improbable. Necho clearly wished to go to Carchemish as 
swiftly as possible and not to have any trouble with Judah. Y. 
Yadin offers an interpretation of one of the Arad inscriptions 
which indicates that Ashuruballit also requested Necho's safe 
passage for Josiah. '='" Even the theological reasoning of 
Necho's letter (vs. 21) is not completely impossible, for 
Sennacherib's envoys also presented their case in terms of the 
will of the Lord (2 Kgs 18: 225). '. - 
Jeremiah' s lamentation for 
Josiah also need not be questioned, because, though it is no 
longer preserved, Jeremiah's high esteem for Josiah is known 
from Jer 22: 15-16.1'' Of course, Jer 22 is not sufficient to 
prove that Jeremiah really composed such a lament, but at least 
it is not difficult to imaging that the Chronicler believes 
that it occurred as a fact. A terrible defeat of a righteous 
king is hardly reconcilable with the Chronicler's theme and 
here he has to offer last resort reasoning: to accept the word 
of a heathen king literally, -o as to take it as divine 
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message. The Chronicler's retention of such an account clearly 
suggests that he is writing his account under historical 
constraint. 
As for the Aramean invasion at the end of Joash's reign <2 
Chr 24: 23-25) positive indications of the historical 
trustworthiness of the Chronicler's expansions are difficult to 
find. Its major differences from Kings are; (1) the king of 
Damascus is not named as Hazael, (2) the Aramean king does not 
seem to be with his army and the primary object of the invasion 
is shifted from Gath to Jerusalem, and (3) the princes of Judah 
are said to be "destroyed" and "judgment was executed" (NIV) on 
Joash. The killing of the princes may well have been seen as 
the judgement upon their conspiracy against the prophet 
Zechariah (vs. 21) and judgement upon Joash corresponds with 
Zechariah's final word "May the Lord see and revenge". `; " 
However, other elements of modifications have little to do with 
his theological purposes, and there is no reason why he had to 
change them unless there was some historical tradition. Since 
in other passages the Chronicler bases his theological reports 
on an historical basis, despite the theological nature of his 
additions, we must be open to the possibility of their 
underlying source. 
The historical character of the chronological notes on Asa 
is also hard to determine. The problem here is twofold; (1) 
against the chronological note dating the war between Eaasha 
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and Asa in Asa's thirty sixth year (2 Chr 16: 1, cf. 15: 19), 
Baasha was already dead and succeeded by Elah in the twenty- 
sixth year of Asa's reign (1 Kgs 16: 8, cf. 1 Kgs 5: 33) (2> 
these notes provide a retributional framework to Asa's reign 
and solve the difficulties that Asa, a good king, suffered 
life-long wars (1 Kgs 15: 16) and illness; hence their suspect 
historicity. One approach to the issue is to see the 
chronological notes as entirely fabrication for theological 
purposes. '' According to this view, setting Asa's reform and 
first conflict with Baasha in the fifteenth and thirty sixth 
year respectively creates twenty years of peace after the 
reform; and introducing the incident of Asa's anger against the 
prophet also provides the reason for his foot disease. 
However, it is doubtful that the Chronicler needs to fabricate 
a whole precise chronology simply in order to create a long 
peace period after the reform, so as to fit a retributional 
pattern. That he is probably using extra sources elsewhere in 
Asa's reign may also suggest the possibility of some source 
here. '"`' Another approach to the problem is to assume some 
underlying source for the chronological notices and somehow to 
identify the "thirty fifth" (15: 19) and "thirty sixth" (16: 1) 
year with Asa's fifteenth and sixteenth years. E. Thiele and 
some commentators suggest that in these two places the years 
are counted from the division of the kingdom rather than from 
the beginning of Asa's reign. '"' It is possible that here the 
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Chronicler us=es a source which reckons the dates on a different 
system, but these are the only occasions where such dating is 
used and such reading does not fit with the literal meaning of 
the text. Alternatively they may be simply scribal errors due 
to the confusion of alphabetical representations of numbers; I 
(10) and 7 (30). 1'`;;:: If we take this approach, whichever 
version, Asa was punished by disease and died more than twenty 
years after (thirty-ninth year). his sin against the prophet 
(sixteenth year), though elsewhere the Chronicler relates 
Sennacherib's death to his offence against the Lord some twenty 
years before (2 Chr 32: 21). Also, since the Chronicler reports 
the reform in the fifteenth year (15: 10) and the subsequent 
rest (vs. 15), it is hardly possible that the Chronicler really 
means "there was no more war until the fifteenth year" in 
15: 19. It is possible that the Chronicler uses some historical 
source and changes the datings of these two places in order to 
suit his retributional pattern, but this again does not go 
beyond speculation. Thus currently we have no satisfactory 
view on the nature of these chronological notes and we must be 
open-minded to any other possibilities. 
b. Illness and Death 
The second recurrent motif used for judgment is disease 
and terrible death. ? ehorzm's illness (2 Chr 21: 13-19) has no 
parallel in Kings, but the comicentator. 3 tend to wee in this 
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some historical tradition. "'" Since the text gives so much 
detail of the disease, it is difficult to regard it as pure 
invention. Moreover, the illness corresponds with the prophecy 
of judgment in vv. 14-15 and, as Williamson points out, it is 
more likely "that the Chronicler wrote up the prophecy on the 
basis of the account found in his source rather than inventing 
both de novel'. 
There are three more accounts of illness, which have 
parallels in Kings but are considerably expanded by the 
Chronicler. We have already seen that Josiah's death (32: 24- 
26) is pictured typologically after Ahab's death. The 
description of Uzziah's leprosy (2 Ohr 26: 20a) is also 
patterned after that of Miriam (Num 12: 10): judgment against 
the pride of coveting cultic authority. To this the Chronicler 
adds the explanatory comment "for he was excluded from the 
house of the Lord " (vs. 21) from Lev. 13: 46. The connection 
of his leprosy with his sin in burning incense (vv. 16-19) is 
often regarded as a retrojection of the post-exilic rules on 
Uzziah and a creation by the Chronicler, since the incense 
offering is regarded as a priestly prerogative only in the P 
section of the Perntateuch. ' -''` However, an historical tradition 
need not be ruled out. A growing number of scholars date at 
least a core of P regulations to an earlier time and it is 
difficult to believe that regulations for such an important 
element for the cult had not developed until the post-eyilic 
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period. "` Asa's foot disease is linked with his putting the 
seer in the stocks (2 Chr 16: 10). Again this seems to be 
patterned after the example of Jeremiah (Jer 20: 2-3). 
Nevertheless, since all the other typologies are not pure 
fabrications but developed from existing reports, it is 
questionable if the Chronicler creates the incident without any 
basis here. 
The discussion in this section has shown that we do not 
always have enough indications from the text and extra biblical 
information to evaluate the Chronicler's additional materials. 
Nevertheless, where they are available, the Chronicler seems to 
have used some historical tradition to expand the text, and 
even where we have no positive evidence for such a tradition, 
objections against their historical reliability are not 
compelling. These historical additions are of course not used 
for their own sake but in order to present theological views on 
the pattern of history. The Chronicler rewrites data with the 
techniques of typology, hyperbole, and theological comments for 
this purpose. It seems that the Chronicler does not freely 
create edifying stories, but rather is interested in the 
theological significance of historical events and he bases his 
additional materials on what he Sees as reliable information, 
whether or not it may be verified by modern scholarship. 
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3. Religious Attitude 
Since divine blessings and curses are the direct 
consequences of the king's religious attitude in Chronicles, it 
is not surprising that religious reforms and apostasies are 
presented in his highly characteristic way. The Kings text is 
frequently expanded and new materials are added, so that the 
Chronicler's version of reforms and apostasies may give quite 
different impressions. With the techniques of typology, 
contemporalization, dischronologization, etc., they are given 
in patterns of faithfulness and faithlessness. Yet, as in the 
cases of blessings and cursings, theological colouring of the 
accounts does not necessarily preclude that they are based on a 
historical nucleus. Now we would like to study how the 
Chronicler's theological views are introduced and whether he 
had any historical as well as theological concern in writing 
the individual accounts. 
a. Reforms 
After David established the kingdom, he brought up the ark 
of the covenant to Jerusalem to rectify improper worship in 
Saul's period (cf. 1 Chr 13: 3). Although this account (1 Chr 
13,15-16) is essentially based on 22 Sam 6: 2-20, the 
significant role of the Levites in the transfer of the ark is 
inserted in 2 Chr 15: 1-24.15: 1-3 and 11-15 are the 
Chronicler's expansions of his Vorlage with the Pentateuchal 
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regulations and describe the second attempt of the transfer: 
in 15: 1-3 David orders that the ark must be carried by the 
Levites alone, based on Deuteronomic law (cf. Deut. 10: 8, 
etc. ), and in vv. 11-15 the proper way of carrying the ark is 
suggested according to Exod. 19; 25: 13-15 and Num. 7: 9.14'7 
15: 4-10 and 16-24, on the other hand, list the names and duties 
of the Levites and the Levitical musicians and appear to be 
based on the post-exilic situation. These lists are sometimes 
argued to be later additions to the Chronicler's work, since 
they seem to reflect more developed organization of the 
Levitical singers than usually assigned to the Chronicler's 
stage. 14' However, where to locate the Chronicler in the 
development of singers depends on one's view how much and where 
are the secondary materials, and ultimately on one's literary 
analysis of the text. '¢=' Repetitive resumption in vs. 11 
indicates that the list in vv. 4-10 was originally there, and 
the list in vv. 16-24 cannot be inserted later because vs. 25 
is not directly continued from vs. 15. "-' 
Nevertheless, this does not suggest that the Chronicler 
ignores historical facts so as to advocate the post-exilic 
organization of the Levites. Whereas the transfer of the ark 
is portrayed as an ideal religious act with Pentateuchal 
regulations, there is a good reason to believe that the 
Chronicler sincerely thinks that the Levites were actually 
there. There are ancient traditions that David was interested 
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in the music of the cult (e. g. ,2 Sam 6: 5; 23: 1; Amos 6: 5), and 
the existence of guilds of cult singers are known from ancient 
near eastern cultures. 1F1 Recent scholarship also supports 
theDavidic origin of the Levitical singers. ''"ý Thus in all 
likelihood the Chronicler believes the involvement of the 
Levites in the transfer is historical. Only he does not 
present it as a mere historical incident but as a type of a 
proper religious act and draws out its implication for the 
later generations with contemporization. He supports the 
importance of the Levites in the post-exilic cult, focusing on 
the fact that David respected their duties, and defines their 
roles in the post-exilic cult showing how David's original 
organization developed in his day. It is not his fabrication 
to defend the position of the Levites, but using what he thinks 
to be historical fact as a basis for his theological point 
clarifying the direct link between them. 
Similarly in 1 Ohr 23-27 the Chronicler introduces an 
extensive list of Levitical organization as a part of David's 
preparation for the Temple building. Whereas it is unanimously 
agreed that the list reflects the post-exilic situation, it is 
still debated whether the whole list is a secondary addition to 
the Chronicler's work or at least tart of it comes from 
himself . "`: ' 
One may suspect a di f erent hand because of a 
conflicting picture of the Levite. = in these chapters from 
elsewhere in the Chronicles (e. g., the role of Obed-Edom, or 
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twenty four courses of the Levitical organization), but, as 
generally accepted, these chapters themselves are composite and 
inclusion of these aspects itself cannot be an evidence for 
secondary nature of the whole material. Williamson has 
demonstrated that chaps. 23-27 basically consist of two 
distinct layers: the primary layer classifies the Levites 
genealogically into four duties according to David's 
organization as the heading to the list (23: 3-6a) suggests, 
whereas the secondary layer divides the Levites into twenty 
four courses by lot-casting against the explicit intent of the 
list. ''" Since all the "contradicting" elements belong to the 
secondary layer, there is no reason why the primary layer 
cannot come from the Chronicler, and in fact "the reconstructed 
lists of the primary layer fit in well with the stage of 
development in the Levitical orders ... reflected in other 
parts of Chronicles". "` The secondary nature of the passage 
is also claimed to be indicated by the apparent interruption of 
the narrative sequence between 23: ' and 23: 1. However, 
these two verses share so little vocabulary in common as to 
suggest the original continuity of the narrative, and they 
mayprobably be better understood as "repetitive resumption". '"`7 
On the other hand, the inclusion of the Levites at this point 
is expected from the Chronicler's overall interest. 1 Chr 15- 
16 above and the reform iýassages in 2 Chronicle: = indicate the 
Chronicler's concern to show the role of the Levites in proper 
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worship, and it is difficult to imagine that he misses the 
opportunity to explicate this in David's establishment of an 
ideal cult through the Temple building. Moreover, later 
passages such as 1 Chr 29: 8; 2 Chr 8: 14; 23: 18; and 35: 4 
explicity refer to David's organization of the Levites and 
cannot be understood without at least the primary layer of 1 
Chr 23-27.1 " i' 
However, the Chronicler's theological concern behind the 
inclusion of the Levites does not point to lack of historical 
interest, because, as in the case of 1 Chr 15, it is based on 
the tradition that David himself was responsible for the 
Levitical organization. ""' Since the Chronicler tries to show 
that David and Solomon established the ideal worship (cf. 
tabernacle typology and later reform accounts), he wants to 
include the Levitical organization here to stress that it was 
first ordered by David and must be a significant part of proper 
worship. Yet the summary of David's preparation for the Temple 
building is only a part of his charge to Solomon in 1 Chr 22-29 
and does not have enough room for the detailed list of the 
Levites. Thus the Chronicler has to insert it in a small 
narrative part with "repetitive resumption". 
The list reflects the organization and duties of Levites 
not in David's time but in the post-e:; ilic time, for he is not 
only interested in its Davidic or gin but also in its 
significance for his contemporary cult. The Chronicler 
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believes that the Levites were historically first organized by 
David, but he sidetracks to explicate how the original 
organization has developed and is functioning in his day. This 
contemporization is a literary technique to introduce the 
author's view of the implication of historical events to the 
historical narrative. "='"'-' The first readers would not have 
taken it as historical distortion but have understood what he 
is doing here, for the organization reflects their own day and 
they have even revised the text to update the material. 
The immigration of the northern priests and Levites to the 
south during Rehoboam's reign (2 Chr 11: 13-17) is not in a 
strict sense an account of a reform, but it is used to show 
that the orthodox Jerusalem cult was continued in Rehoboam's 
reign. It is taken from 2 Kgs 12: 26-33 with only a few factual 
changes, though recast from a completely new perspective. It 
does not include the details of Jeroboam's apostasy and is 
considerably shorter than the Kings te:: t. The Chronicler's 
main purpose here is not to attack the northern kingdom, for he 
does not see the division of the kingdom as all Jeroboam' s 
fault. ' F°' Rather he focuses on the orthodox religious practice 
in the south and the immigration of the levitical priests to 
the south. Whereas Jeroboam's rejection of the levitical 
priests and their coming to the -south are not explicitly stated 
in Kings, they are easily deduced from 2 Kgs 12: 31 "[. Jeroboam] 
appointed priest. 5 prom amorT all the people, who were not Of 
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the Levites". '"' Once the levitical priests were rejected, 
they could go nowhere but Jerusalem, where the cult they were 
affiliated with was continued. Though the united worship of 
both the northerners and the southerners who are faithful to 
the Lord in the Jerusalem Temple is the ideal the Chronicler 
represents, he probably sincerely believes that this is what 
happened. The same material is again used in Abijah's speech 
(2 Chr 13: 8-11) this time to criticize the continuous rebellion 
in the north after the succession of the true davidide. That 
it is used in a completely different literary context reflects 
the Chronicler's entirely different understanding of the 
significance of the schism from the original setting. Yet he 
nevertheless bases his description of the religious situation 
of both kingdoms on the firm historical tradition of 2 Kgs 
12: 26-33. 
There are few indications of e: titra sources for the first 
half of the account of Asa's reform (2 Chr 14: 1-5>, though the 
real contact with the Kings text is only a general description 
of the reform in vs. 1 (// 1 Kgs 15: 11). The removal of the 
sacred prostitutes (1 Kgs 15: 12) is not mentioned, because the 
Chronicler presented the previous reign of Abijah more 
favourably and sacred prostitution was no longer a serious 
problem in the post-exilic period. ''-, Instead, he expands the 
destruction of "the idols" to include "the foreign altars, the 
high places, the pillars, the A. Ererim, and the incense altars" 
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(2 Chr 14: 3,5a). The Chronicler does not hesitate over this 
deduction, probably because idols most likely included these 
items. At the same time they are mentioned in Hezekiah's (2 
Kgs 18: 4) and Josiah's (23: 8,14) reforms as well, and the 
Chronicler may have pictured Asa's reform as a type scene. 
Since these specifications have little to do with the 
Chronicler's audience, presumably he believes this was what the 
reform was like. Likewise the further expansions in vs. 4 "to 
seek the Lord" and "to keep the law and the commandment" may 
also be elements of a type scene of reform: cf. Jehoshaphat 
(17: 9, cf. 19: 4ff) and Josiah (23: 2-3). But these are his 
characteristic definitions of the proper worship and it is not 
surprising that the Chronicler understands these as the 
purposes of the reform. Thus the account is essentially based 
on the Kings text and the expansions can be most naturally 
deduced from it, especially if one assumes a standardized 
picture of a type scene. 
On the other hand, the additional elements in the second 
account of Asa's reform (2 Ohr 15: 8-19) may have been derived 
from some additional source. The reference to "the cities 
which he [Asa] had taken in the hill country of Ephraim" (vs. 
8) is difficult to understood unless the Chronicler has some 
extra information. As Williamson has shown, this cannot be 
identified with Abi iah' concuast in 13: 1I? nor Asa's Later 
(thirty-sixth year) campaign in 1C%: i-, " without textual 
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problems. "'-4 It is also very unlikely that the Chronicler has 
written up this passage by himself because he takes the trouble 
to show that the reign is peaceful until Asa's thirty-fifth 
year (15: 19) Historically, on the other hand, Abijah's victory 
(13: 19) did not last long and the conflict with the north 
continued during the early reign of Asa (cf. 1 Kgs 15: 16 and 
32). Thus, though this text betrays the Chronicler's interest 
in the southern king's religious influence on the north, most 
probably it is based on knowledge of Asa's minor victory at one 
stage of the conflict. " The specific allusion to the repair 
work of "the altar of the Lord that was in the vestibule of the 
house of the Lord" (8b) does not reflect any theological bias 
but suggests some additional information. 
Although the nature of the chronological notices in Asa's 
reign is uncertain, the dating of the ceremony of covenant 
making in the third month of the fifteenth year is not 
improbable. Both in Kings and Chronicles his reform appears to 
have started early in his reign (1 K, gs 15: 11-12; 2 Chr 14: 2-3), 
but Asa probably succeeded very young and his mother had 
brought strong influence of pagan worship (2 Chr 15: 16) at the 
beginning of his rule. 'c-C- It is quite possible that the reform 
started later and was not completed until the fifteenth year in 
his reign. "The third month" is not necessarily a retro, lection 
of a later tradition to equate the ffe-rival in the third month, 
the Feast of Weeks, with the giving of the law at Sinai (cf. 2 
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Chr 15: 3,12,13). "'_-' There are some parallels between the 
description of the ceremony here and the covenant renewal 
ceremony of Josiah <2 Kgs 23) and Nehemiah (Neh 10), and 
characteristic phraseology of the Chronicler can be found (seek 
the Lord, joy, rest; vv. 12,15). However, unlike the Kings 
and Nehemiah passages there is no explicit connection of this 
ceremony with the covenant renewal of the Mosaic law in the 
text <cf. 2 Kgs 23: 3,25, Neh 10: 9) even if obeying the law is 
implied. Probably the connection between the Feast of the 
Weeks and the law-giving had not been established even in the 
Chronicler's time, and there is no necessary reason why this 
covenant ceremony had to be the Feast of Weeks, or the ceremony 
in the third month had to be retrojected as the covenant 
renewal unless there is some historical information about the 
ceremony itself and its dating. Though there is no positive 
evidence for a source, it is easier to postulate such than to 
assume both the ceremony itself and its dating are fabricated 
out of nothing. 
As with Asa's reform, the Chronicler presents 
Jehoshaphat's reform in two parts (2 Chr 17: 7-9; 19: 4-11), and 
both of them are in all likelihood based on additional sources. 
While it is possible that they are doublets of the same reform 
written from different viewpoints, there is no inherent 
difficulty in taking the texts literally as two different 
stages (cf. 2 Chr 19: 4, "again"), because the contents of the 
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reform are slightly different and the reform must have taken a 
long time. '°°' The first part of the reform (17: 7-9) focuses on 
the teaching mission. The teaching of the law in this early 
history of Judah is not improbable. Though we cannot be 
certain about the contents of "the book of the law of the Lord" 
(17: 9) here, as in most ancient Near Eastern countries, some 
form of law code most likely had existed in Judah from early 
time on. "--*-' The instruction of the law was also commonly 
regarded as a royal responsibility. "" Jehoshaphat's 
appointment of five lay officials for this task <vs. 7) is 
unexpected in view of the Chronicler's concern for the status 
of the priests and the Levites, and may point to an earlier 
source. "' In this account the Levites are listed before the 
priests, against his usual practice, and this also suggests an 
underlying source. 
The second part of Jehoshaphat's reform (19: 4-11) has been 
a focal point of discussion about the historical reliability of 
the Chronicler's additional materials. Whereas Wellhausen 
regards it as an etiological development from Jehoshaphat's 
name ("Yahweh judges") and denies any authentic information, 
Albright defends it from parallels to an Egyptian Judicial 
reform-". ` Though Albri, ght's argument cannot establish any 
direct Egyptian influence on the story of Jehoshaphat, it 
suggests that this kind of reform was possible as early as 
Jehoshaphat's time. ''" It is generally accepted that the 
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earlier tribally-based judicial system must have changed at 
some point in Israel's history to a more centralized 
organization under the crown as described here. 1711 Such a 
change must have happened before the eighth century, for the 
royal administrators are already referred to by Isaiah (1: 21- 
26; 3: 2) and Micah (3: 1-2,9-11), and Jehoshaphat's reign is a 
reasonable period for it. Some suggest that his alliance with 
the northern kingdom could have influenced the introduction of 
reorganization for judicial administration. 
There are also some indications of the earlier source in 
the text itself. Whereas the summary statement in vs. 4 
employs the Chronicler's characteristic expressions such as 
"from Beershaba to Ephraim" and "the God of their fathers", the 
Chronicler's typical style cannot be found in the rest of the 
account (vv. 5-11). 11'- There is also tension between the 
religious interest in vs. 4 (cf. "brought them back to the 
Lord"> and the mainly practical description of the new 
administrative organization in the remainder. -- These 
phenomena may be ascribed to the Chronicler's use of some 
official record of Jehoshaphat's religious policy for a 
different purpose. The possibility of an underlying source is 
also supported by the mentioning of the Levites before the 
priests in vs. 8. The close correspondence between this 
passage and Deut 16: 18-17: 13 has often been pointed out, but, 
as Williamson demonstrates, there are some noticeable 
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differences, and the Chronicler's source seems to reflect an 
earlier phase of the judicial system than the present form of 
Deuteronomy. '''' Clearly the Chronicler uses the accounts of 
Jehoshaphat's reforms as illustrations of his faithful reign, 
but most likely they are based on an historically reliable 
source. 
The Chronicler's account of Joash's restoration of the 
Temple (2 Chr 24: 4-14) is rather different from that in Kings 
(2 Kgs 12: 4-16). Yet most of the differences can be explained 
by modifications effected by his own perspective, 
contemporization and typology, and he does not seem to exercise 
complete freedom in his rewriting of the historical source. 
Firstly, as we saw in the previous chapter, the Chronicler 
describes Joash's restoration of the Temple after the 
tabernacle account and that of Solomon's temple bui ldirn, g, and 
introduces important roles for the L vites in order to present 
it as a return to the ideal worship and as a ; nodal for his 
comtemporary readers. Although these typological and 
contemporizing changes give a considerably different impression 
of the reform from that in Kings, modifications are made only 
to point out the meaning of the incident from the Chronicler's 
viewpoint and the account is essentially based on the 
historical report of 2 Kgs 12. 
Secondly, there is a major d'_-agreement concerning how the 
money for the restoration was collect. -ad. According to Kings 
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the king originally ordered the use of the offerings the 
priests received for the restoration, but the priests rejected 
this. Eventually they were rebuked and lost their privilege of 
collecting money but were freed from this duty and the 
collection box was made for it instead. On the other hand, in 
Chronicles, since the priests and the Levites did not collect 
money swiftly enough, the king made a collection box for a more 
effective result. Commonly it is suggested that the Chronicler 
cannot accept the king's position as superior to the priest, 
the demeaning of the priestly privilege or the blaming 
ofJehoiada. However, there are good reasons to believe that 
the rebuke of the slowness of the Levites (vv. 5b-6) was not 
part of the original text of Chronicles. Williamson lists 
seven reasons: (1) Vs. 7 does not follow vs. 5 smoothly and 
there must be some Kind of intrusion before vs. ?. <2) The 
final outcome of the original order in vs. 5 is not mentioned. 
(3) The expression "the tent of te: -Ftimony" 
J1.1-TV-11 ýilx ) IT 
occurs only here. 4> The chief priest is called simply "the 
chief C VJK1ý1 )" against the usage elsewhere. c5) In vv. 5b-6 
the priests are not rebuked whereas in vs. 5a they are summoned 
with the Levites. (t5) The rebuke of the Levites stands at odds 
with the Chronicler's concern to defend their position. (7) The 
expression "year to year" 1: -3 in conflict with the Chronicler's 
presentation of the incident as a single act of restoration. "' 
While Dillard supplies possible counter-arRumants for nach one 
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of these points, he fails to establish a case, and Williamson's 
arguments as a whole have cumulative force. ''": ') If Williamson 
is correct, the Chronicler starts his version straight from the 
making of the collection box and the previous negotiations are 
simply skipped and not rewritten. This view seems to be more 
in line with the overall presentation of the incident, because 
the Chronicler focuses on the enthusiasm for, and success in, 
temple restoration (cf. vs. 10) and these background incidents 
might weaken his portrayal. It is of interest that in the 
account of the deliverance from. Sennacherib he also passes over 
the minor incidents so that his account focuses solely on the 
final outcome and its theological meaning. Thus the Chronicler 
does not change the course of the event but omits its 
prehistory in order to concentrate on the main point, whereas 
the later revisers attempted to bring the account closer to the 
parallel account in kings and to soßten the criticism of the 
priesthood. 
In Chronicles, Hezekiah's reform i2 Pigs 18: 3-e) is 
extensively elaborated (2 Chr 29-31). Though the general 
summaries in Kings are repeated (2 Ohr 29: 2; 31: 1,20-21), the 
Chronicler details three major events, restoration of the 
Temple, Passover, and provisions for the Temple cult, which are 
not mentioned in Kings. Despite his obvious theological 
interest in stressing the uni: ication of wor_hit and in 
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portraying him as a second David and Solomon, it is unlikely 
that these new accounts are totally his free compositions. -"' 
Hezekiah's Passover has been often regarded as the 
Chronicler's retrojection of Josiah's Passover in Kings to 
elevate Hezekiah's status as a reformer. Those who hold this 
view argue that Hezekiah's Passover is only the Chronicler's 
fancy, because Kings does not include the parallel account and 
claims that no such Passover had been kept until Josiah's time 
(2 Kgs 23: 22). They also find it difficult to see the 
observance of Passover at the central sanctuary and the 
association of Passover with the Feast of Unleavened Bread 
taking place before the deuteronomic code or Josiah's reign. 
However, there are some irregularities in the Chronicler's 
description of Hezekiah's Passover and it is very unlikely that 
a writer who is always concerned with the proper observance of 
the cult would create such details without any historical 
source. The feast was delayed one month, ceremonially unclean 
people participated in the the meal, and the celebration was 
extended for an additional week. 11" While S. Talmon's 
suggestion that Hezekiah accommodated with the northern 
religious calendar which was a month behind that of the south 
may be too ingenious, as Moriarty and recent commentators 
suggest, these anomalies must be based on some trustworthy 
tradition. The centralization of Passover does not necessarily 
entail the newly registered cultic system of the time of 
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Josiah. Few scholars would deny that older materials are 
contained in Deuteronomy and there are some previous attempts 
at reform by the central royal gevernment <cf, Asa, 
Jehoshaphat, Joash). "-"_' Whereas Hezekiah's inclusion of the 
northern population in the united worship accords with the 
Chronicler's interest, Hezekiah's involvement with the north is 
politically probable after the fall of Samaria and withdrawal 
His expansion to the north of the Assyrians from Palestine. ".. 
is further indicated by 2 Chr 31: 1 and the naming of his son 
Manasseh after ona of the : e3dinsz tries of the north. "' rus 
it is more likely that Kings downDiavs the historical report on 
Hezekiah's reform in his source to highlight the unioueness o2 
Josiah than that the Chronicler writes up Hezekiah's reform 
according to Josiah's example later on. ''- 
The late dating of the connection between Passover and the 
Feast of Unleavened Bread is based on the view that they are 
presented as independent feasts in J materials, whereas in 
Deuteronomy they are associated and in P the united feast takes 
further development. However, such a traditional understanding 
of the development of the Pentateuchal documents has been 
seriously challenged. J. McConville argues that this 
association can be found in all strata of aentateuchal law. ' `; ' 
If the latter is the case, there is no real problem for the 
celebration together of Fasaover and Unleavened Bread in the 
pre-Josianic period. Lven if . ýe accept the traditional view of 
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Passover development, Williamson has shown that the core of the 
report of Hezekiah's Passover is limited to the account of the 
feast of Unleavened Bread. ' 17-°'L°' Since irregularity of the feast 
cannot be explained as the Chronicler's creation, the report is 
still probably based on a historical tradition of Hezekiah's 
feast of Unleavened Bread and rewritten from the Chronicler's 
viewpoint. 
For other aspects of Hezekiah's reform, the restoration of 
the Temple <2 Chr 29) and the provisions for the Temple cult (2 
Chr 31), there is little positive evidence for historical 
sources. Yet in view of the historical probability of such a 
reformation before Josiah and of the source for Hezekiah's 
Passover, it is not unlikely that the Chronicler has rather 
extensive historical information about it. The Chronicler may 
assume that the Levites played a significant role historically 
in the reform, since they had assumed religious duties since 
David's time, but their prominence throughout the narrative and 
other reform activities suggests that they are introduced as a 
part of the typology with David's and Solomon's ideal 
worship. ''' The Chronicler seems to view the reform as a 
return to David's and Solomon's worship, as he describes the 
building of the Temple and worship by David and Solomon in an 
idealized picture and judges the subsequent kings according to 
that standard. Yet, as the Leviten are portrayed after the 
post-exilic -situation in David's original organization cl Chr 
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23-27), here again their roles reflect the Chronicler's 
contemporary picture of them in the post-exilic cult. 
Therefore, the Chronicler's account of Hezekiah's reform is 
probably based on extra historical information, but he uses 
typology and contemporization to make his theological points. 
Manasseh's reforming activities (2 Chr 33: 15-17) after his 
repentance are supported neither in Kings nor in extra-biblical 
information. Whereas the Chronicler's addition may reflect his 
attempts to justify a long reign for an evil king and to 
correspond Manasseh's repentance with Israel's exile and 
restoration, its absence from Kings may also be due to 
theological purposes. Kings exalts Josiah highly and presents 
Manasseh's sin as having brought inevitable exile and the 
untimely death of Josiah (2 Kgs 23: 26; cf. 21: 12-15), and thus 
it is perfectly possible that the account excludes any positive 
elements of Manasseh. Jer 15: 4 betrays a similar idea, but the 
closeness of the book of Jeremiah to the Deuteronomic historian 
is well known. ' ": ' Kings sees Manasseh' s change as 
insignificant, whereas the Chronicler emphasizes its 
importance, though even the latter admits the incompleteness of 
Manasseh's reform (vv. 17,22). 1"" The difference between the 
two accounts is due to different theological stances and it 
cannot have any historical bearings. Although it is not 
possible to present any evidence for an historical source, the 
Chronicler's a_: tiile and restoration typology has already been 
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presented in the reigns of Ahaz and Hezekiah and it seems 
rather unlikely that the Chronicler would create such a 
completely opposite picture of Manasseh without any support. 
The Chronicler's account of Josiah's religious reform <2 
Chr 34-35) somewhat abridges the report of 2 Kgs 22-23, but it 
also rearranges the materials and adds some more details. 
Whereas Kings uses the cleansing of the Temple only as 
background for the finding of the book of the law, 2 Chr 34 
presents it as a part of Josiah's series of reform activities; 
destruction of pagan cults, repair of the Temple, and covenant 
renewal. To form this series the Chronicler narrates the 
repair work of the Temple (2 Chr 34: 8-13) not in terms of the 
king's command (as in Kings) but as carried out. In Kings the 
discovery of the law book is told first and the other elements 
seem to be derived from it, but in Chronicles destruction of 
pagan cults (vv. 3-7) has already started when the Temple 
cleansing is done (vv. 8-28). Moreover, the Chronicler 
supplies chronological notes to these two elements and to the 
Passover in the next chapter. 
The change from imperative to narrative does not present a 
serious historical problem, for it only assumes that the king's 
command was exactly carried out as Kings itself implies. But 
does the Chronicler have any historical basis for his 
chronological notes and hi3 new order o event---,? Some regard 
the change as a reflection or the Chronicler's desire to show 
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the king's piety from an early period, but theological interest 
does not necessarily indicate historical inauthenticity, '`-':; C' 
The extension of the reform from the removal of Canaanite pagan 
idols, restoration of the Temple, and inclusion of the northern 
population in the Passover seems to coincide with the decline 
of the Assyrian threat, though they may not correspond so 
neatly to particular events in Assyrian history as Cross and 
Freedman suggest-"-' The Kings' report that the law book was 
found during the restoration also implies that some reform was 
already started. Furthermore, the Kings' account itself seems 
to show the theological bias of the author in attributing 
Josiah's reform to the discovery of the law book. Dillard 
suggests that the structure of 2 Kgs 23 "proceeds in concentric 
circles from the discovery of the book (2 Kgs 23: 2) through the 
temple <2 Kgs 23: 4), through the city of Jerusalem (2 Kgs 23: 5- 
7), through Judah (2 Kgs 23: 8-9), and into territories in the 
North (2 Kgs 23: 15-20)". 1'=11' Therefore, there is no need to 
assume that the Chronicler's chronological notes or new order 
of events are unhistorical inventions conceived for theological 
purposes, though we cannot present decisive evidence for an 
underlying source for these notes. 
In Chronicles the account of Josiah's Passover (2 Chr 
35: 1-19) is considerably expanded from 2 Kgs 23: 21-23. Whereas 
we cannot be certain about a possible underlying source, most 
of the portrayal is directed towards stressing the prominent 
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role of the Levites and describing the feast according to 
Pentateuchal teachings. As in the cases of previous reforms, 
the presence of the Levites is seen as a sign of return to the 
Davidic ideal of worship (typology), and their portrayal from 
the contemporary perspective is in turn used for legitimation 
of their role in the post-exilic cult (contemporization). The 
ritual is described mostly from Deut 16, Exod 12 and from his 
knowledge of the post-exilic practice, and he presents it as an 
ideal worship and an example for his contemporaries. But at 
the same time this is his attempt to reconstruct the ritual "as 
described in the book of the law" (2 Kgs 23: 21) and probably he 
believes this is how the ritual was performed. 
b. Apostasies 
The Chronicler's accounts of apostasy mostly parallel 
Kings and there are only three places where he provides 
additional materials: 2 Chr 24: 17-27; 25: 14-16; 26: 16-21.1"'-` 
They all show sinfulness of kings and set up an unfaithfulness- 
judgement pattern; thus their historicity is often questioned, 
but there is no compelling reason to negate it. (Uzziah's 
improper act of incense burning in 2 Chr 26: 16-19 we have 
already dealt with it in the section on Illness and Death. ) 
2 Chr 24: 17-22 recounts Joash's abandonment of Temple 
worship, idolatry, and killing of Zechariah the prophet in the 
second half of his reign. The Chronicler's theological 
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interest is evident in several aspects: it supplies a 
rationale for the subsequent Aramean invasion (vv. 23-25), it 
uses characteristic vocabulary (e. g., "abandon" [vv. 18,20], 
"wrath" [vs. 183, the language of vs. 19 [cf. 2 Chr 36: 15f), 
"prosper" [vs. 20]) and it contrasts the second half of Joash's 
reign with the first, focusing on the murder of Zechariah the 
son of Jehoiada. ''-"`" Nevertheless, historically it is not 
difficult to imagine that when Jehoiada died a group of people 
who were unhappy about the reform approached Joash and won his 
favour to reverse religious policy. '-'" If so, it is only to be 
expected that the son of Jehoiada, now the priest and the 
prominent figure in the pro-reform group, stood up against 
Joash and was killed. Admittedly such a reconstruction alone 
is not sufficient to prove its historicity, but the Chronicler 
probably uses a source in rewriting the following account of 
Aramean invasion, and it is easier to suppose a historical 
source behind this account as well. '*" 
Similarly, Amaziah's worship of the gods of the Edomites 
(2 Chr 25: 14-16) suggests the reason for his defeat in vv. 1 "- 
24. They are retributionally connected by the narrative 
sequence as well as by the Chronicler's explicit theological 
comment in vs. 20. The word-play on the root Vil' in vv. 16- 
17 also contrasts Amaziah's rejection of God's counsel through 
his prophet and his acceptance of human counsel. Thus it is no 
surprise that commentators take such worship of the gods of a 
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defeated nation as "historically improbable, " and ascribe it to 
the Chronicler's composition. ''''-' However, it is also 
improbable that the Chronicler creates such an utterly nonsense 
event without any historical basis to sustain his theological 
point. ý'""' In fact Cogan has shown a more intelligible 
interpretation of this passage from his study on the Assyrian 
religious practice at the time of war. "" The spoliation of a 
defeated people's deities is not only widely attested in the 
ancient Near Eastern literatures, but also these deities are 
frequently described as abandoning their people and joining the 
conquering side in the Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions. ý": ' = In 
the OT itself the motif that the Lord abandons his people and 
fights against them with the foreign nation occurs repeatedly 
(e. g. ,2 
Chr 12: 5; 15: 2; 21: 16; 22: 7; 24: 20; 28: 5; 29: 8; 33: 11; 
36: 17>. In such a cultural context, as Cogan concludes, 2 
Chr 25: 14-16 probably reflects Amaziah': s salutation to the gods 
of Edom for their help to Judah by abandoning their adherents, 
but the Chronicler interprets such recognition of foreign gods 
as abandonment of the Lord and uses it for his negative 
schematization. -: " 
From the analysis of the Chronicler's accounts of the 
kings' religious activities, it becomes once again clear that 
the Chronicler's theological points are not expressed at the 
expense of his historical concern. He uses various techniques 
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typology, contemporization, and dischronologization to suggest 
the theological meaning of the events, but, where it is 
possible to draw conclusions, the events themselves seem to be 
deduced from Kings text or taken from extra biblical sources. 
Underlying sources may not always be ascertained, but from 
clearer examples we can see the Chronicler's tendency to 
elaborate the information from historical sources rather than 
invent, and there is no additions which we must doubt whether 
the Chronicler sincerely believes historical. 
4. Theological Comments 
a. Comments 
Most of the Chronicler's additions are new historical data 
which support his theological interpretation of the history. 
But there are some independent theological comments which 
evaluate the significance of a kin; g's reign or certain actions 
(13.1-2; 22-23; 17.1-5; 24.15-16, '7; 27.3.1G; 36.13- 
17). Though these are not directly attached to the Samuel- 
Kings text, they belong to the same sind as the modifications 
for theological stress (see the previous chapter). They are a 
significant means of exaressin; g the Chronicler's theological 
views directly, but they do not introduce any new historical 
information and there is no need =o discuss his histori. _al 
concern in these additions. 
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b. Speeches 
The Chronicler's theological interpretation of historical 
events is also expressed through the mouths of prophets and 
kings. Besides mere passing references to the prophets and 
cited prophetic sources, he often adds new prophetic speeches 
to events and rewrites some parallel speeches substantially. 
These speeches appear at the turn of events and betray the 
Chronicler's characteristic theological expressions. Such new 
prophetic speeches are as follows: 
Shemaiah 2 Chr 11-12 
Azariah 2 Chr 15: 1-7 
Hanani 2 Chr 16: 7-9 
Jehu 2 Chr 19: 2-3 (cf. 20: 34) 
Jahaziel 2 Chr 20: 14-17 
Eliezer 2 Chr 20: 37 
Elijah 2 Chr 21: 12-15 
Zechariah 2 Ohr 24: 20 
man of God 2 Chr 25: 5 
prophet 2 Chr 25: 15f 
Oded 2 Chr 23 : 9-1 1 
It is noteworthy that all of them appear between the 
schism of the northern and southern kingdoms and the exile of 
the north and the reunification of the kingdom under 
Hezekiah. Throntveit has convincingly ehawn that they all 
suggest how retributional justice is carried out in various 
situations and thus they locate the kings' actions and their 
consequences in his theological schema. "` At the : _ame time, 
however, the Lord'- judgment does not uflti: rate; ,' dezend on the 
kings' faithfulness or apostasy but on whether they accept or 
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reject the prophets' message itself, and the prophets demand 
the decision. The message that cultic unfaithfulness brings 
disaster and return to proper worship brings restoration and 
glory back seems to be that of the Chronicler himself to the 
community just returned from the exile. Since he is concerned 
to legitimate the status of the Levites so systematically and 
to identify them as prophets (cf. 2 Chr 2C: 14-17; 34: 30), it is 
possible that he himself was a Levite and sees his role and 
message as in the line of the inspired prophet to lead the 
community at the turn of events. -'" 
Despite the highly theological nature of the messages, 
they are put on the lips of historical prophets. At the attack 
of Shishak Shemaiah the prophet gives Rehoboam the clearly 
retributional message, "You abandoned me [the Lord], so I have 
abandoned you" (12: 5). While this prophecy is unique to 
Chronicles, the Chronicler attributes it to ,. hemaiah apparently 
because his earlier prophecy to Rehoboam is known from 1 Kgs 
12: 22-24 // 2 Chr11: 2-4 and he is evidently a representative 
prophet at that period. Hanani in the reign of Asa (2 Chr 
16: 7-9) and Jehu in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr 19: 2-3) are 
also the most probable prophets of the respective times, as 
deduced from Kings. Jehu the son of Hanani is associated 
with Jehoshaphat, because he was active in the reign of the 
northern king Baash: 3 which overlaps Jehoshaphat's reign (2 Kgs 
16: 1,7) and no prophet is connected with Jehoshavhat himself. 
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Jehu's father Hanani is further related to Jehoshaphat's father 
Asa. 
Elijah is associated with Jehoram, who followed the sinful 
way of his father-in-law, Ahab. Some argue that this 
connection reflects Elijah's severe criticism of Ahab in Kings 
and suspect its historicity. . "_` In Kings Elijah's ascension 
(chap. 2) precedes the start of Elisha's ministry during 
Jehoshaphat's reign, and this implies Elijah was no longer 
active in Jehoram's reign. Kings also does not include any 
literary activity of Elijah, and his deeds are generally 
confined to the Northern Kingdom. However, the Elijah 
narrative and Elisha narrative form independent sections in 
Kings and the sequence of 2 Kgs 2-3 is not necessarily strictly 
chronological. Elisha seems to be already ministering as a 
prophet before he succeeded Elijah (cf. ý: 2-3,5> and he could 
have prophesied to Jeho: shapnat (2 Kgs 3). Elijah also seemed 
to be alive at least in the beginning of Jehoram's reign, for 
in 2 Kgs 1: 16 he prophesied the northern king Ahaziah's death 
in the second year of Jehoram. Literary activity of a prophet 
is not unknown in the ancient Near East and a letter is a 
probable means of indirect ministry by the northern prophet to 
the south. -" Therefore, given the sources the Chronicler has 
and apparent theological connection between Elijah and Ahab, it 
is not difficult to imagine that the Chronicler sincerely 
believes that Elijah sent a letter to Jehoram. 
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It is possible that the Chronicler has some historical 
information about the prophets besides Kings. Noth suggests 
such knowledge for Fliezer the son of Dodavahu (2 Chr 20: 37), 
because his name is 'not particularly common' and details such 
as his place of origin, Mareshah are included. °I " The long 
genealogy of Jahaziel the Levite (2 Chr 20: 14) may also 
indicate some tradition behind it, though the Chronicler might 
simply have wished to trace Levitical parentage back to the 
time of David. ý2' C' The prophecy of Zechariah the son of 
Jehoiada the priest, and his death (2 Chr 24: 20-22) are 
probably based on some extra source, although this material 
serves to contrast the second half of Joash's reign with the 
first half. It is less likely that the Chronicler creates such 
an incident without any basis and he seems to have access to 
extra information for the latter half of Joash's reign ccf. vv. 
23-27). '`1,4 Azariah the son of Oded < -n IU) in 2 Ohr 15: 1-7 
and Oded C 7711 ) in 2 Chr 28: 9-11 may be taken from some 
other sources. Since the Chronicler seems to call the unnamed 
prophet in 1 Kgs 13 Iddo I-Ty' ) in 2 Chr 9: 29, he may have 
called anonymous prophets in extra-biblical tradition from the 
root ( TIV/ T1)) "to bear witness". -'I ', There are other 
unnamed prophet/s who is/are not called Oded or Iddo in 2 Chr 
25: 8 and 15f. The Chronicler does not give a specious name in 
these cases and this is probably another example of a genuinely 
anonymous prophet, though we cannot exclude the possibility 
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that the Chronicler does not know any prophetic tradition for 
this period (Amaziah's reign) and supposes that some prophet 
must be functioning. :; ", -. -*- 
Clearly these prophetic speeches are the Chronicler's 
device for introducing his interpretation of the events and 
retributional scheme and to challenge the final response to 
them. Though the evidence is not sufficient, they seem to be 
spoken by the most probable historical persons who would speak 
such messages, either deduced from Kings or based on extra- 
biblical sources. 
Like prophetic speeches, the Chronicler also uses royal 
speeches and prayers to explain the theological significance of 
events. Throntveit has analysed the function of royal speeches 
and prayers and determines 22 royal speeches and 4 -Prayers with 
the following conditions: 
1. The speech is on the lips of a king. 
2. The speech is not part ct a conversation or dialogue 
(a direct discourse for prayer). 
3. The speech, though paralleled in the Vorlage, has been 
significantly altered. 
4. The : speech is unique to the Chronicler. ''' 
He classifies royal speeches into three categories. (1) Edicts 
order the action "immediately described in the narrative as 
carried out by the audience": I Ohr 15: 11-15; 22: 5; 29: "20; 2 
Chr 29: 31; 35: 3-6. ='' (2) Orations also call for subsequent 
actions but with historical retrosects either to the distant 
past or the immediate situation: Jir X3: 2-3; 2`?: 1 -5: -Chr 
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2: 2-9 [Eng 3-73; 13: 4-12; 14: 6 [Eng 71; 29: 3-11; 30: 4-9 and 2 
Chr 32: 6-8; 1 Chr 22: 7-19; 1 Chr 28: 2-21; 2 Chr 19: 4-11; 2 Chr 
20: 20. '''1 (3) Rationales provide "some rationale for a cultic 
action": 1 Chr 15: 2; 22: 1; 23: 25-26,28-32; 2 Chr 8: 11; 23: 22- 
23. Throntveit has demonstrated that all of these appear 
"at turning points in the narrative" and are used to determine 
the structural framework of the Chronicler's work. ' When the 
addresee is God instead of a human, royal speeches turn to 
royal prayer, but in form and content they are similar to royal 
speeches (1 Chr 29: 10-19; 2 Chr 14: 10 [Eng 111; 20: 5-12; 30: 13- 
It is clear that royal speeches and prayers relate 
why certain actions are taken from the Chronicler's 
perspective, but they are naturally spoken by historical kings 
who would most probably have made such speeches, whether they 
are based on historical tradition or : simply ascribed to them by 
the Chronicler. 
SUMMARY 
From the discussions above we can conclude: 
1. The Chronicler's rewritten and additional events are all 
recurring motifs of retribution, al patterns and emphasize his 
theological themes. His comments and additional speeches 
explicate these patterns and themes more clearly and challenge 
his readers as well as the kings and the people in the 
narrative. 
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2. The Chronicler occasionally modifies the reports themselves 
with a number of techniques to highlight their theological 
significance. 
a. type scenes (to point out recurring patterns in 
history) 
b. Typologies (to indicate reactualization of past scenes 
or events, especially that of the ideal worship set 
forth by David and Solomon) 
c. contemporization (to stress the continuous link between 
the historical events and his contemporary practice; 
e. g., the role of the Levites) 
d. hyperbole (for emphasis) 
e. dischronologization (for theological schematization> 
3. Nevertheless the Chronicler, as far as we can ascertain, is 
careful to base his new materials on historical facts or 
probabilities. In many cases there are indications of their 
historical trustworthiness or of underlying sources. Even 
where no positive evidence is available, they are not 
preposterous and there are no firm reasons to suppose that 
unhistorical stories are consciously created by the Chronicler. 
It is possible that he is inconsistent and the principle of 
analogy cannot be always applied, but it is hard to believe 
that his interest is purely theological because he collects 
much extra information and uses a source even where its content 
does not completely match with his theological purpose. --' 
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Most probably the Chronicler uses facts not for their own 
sake but in order to demonstrate the theological meaning of the 
past and lessons learnt from the patterns in history. This way 
of understanding the nature of Chronicles fits well with his 
high respect for the factual reports in Samuel-Kings which we 
saw in the previous chapter. Thus Chronicles must be seen as a 
history with a distinct interpretation and theological message 
rather than a reinterpretation of previous historical 
literature or a theological writing without historical concern. 
One of the most conspicuous features of the Chronicler's 
emphases is the role of the Levites. He systematically 
introduces them in worship scenes and portrays them according 
to the post-exilic practice. His emphasis on their Davidic 
origin and their extensive role in worship may suggest that he 
is defending the status of the Levites in the post-exilic cult 
and that he himself is a Leite. In 2 Chr 34: 30 he exchanges 
the word "the prophets" with "the Levites" and in '' Chr 20: 14 
the Levitical parentage of the prophet Jahaziel is stressed. 
The Levitical musicians (cf. 1 Chr 15-16; 23-27, etc. ) are said 
to have "prophesied" with musical instruments. It seems that 
the Chronicler identifies the Levites, and thus himself, with 
the inspired prophets. The Chronicler is urging his audience 
in the post-exilic community to return to the proper worship to 
receive divine blessings and restoration. He is not 
interpreting Scripture and the authority of his messages does 
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not come from Scripture. Rather the authority seems to come 
from his prophetic status to preach a new message to particular 
situations. Interestingly enough, his distinct message of 
retribution is repeated again and again through the mouths of 
prophets as if he is suggesting that that is the recurring 
pattern in history and the audience must learn from the 
responses of previous generations. 
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III 
The Chronicler's Presentation of his Work 
In the previous two chapters we have seen that the 
Chronicler's use of the Samuel-Kings text and of additional 
materials is controlled by his interest in the theological 
significance of historical events. His concern for historical 
matters as well as theological views makes it difficult to 
suppose that Chronicles is purely theological writing employing 
the historical narrative style. In the present chapter, 
therefore, we would like to address to another aspect of the 
issue, whether it is meant to be an interpretation of Samuel- 
Kings or independent writing, analysing how the Chronicler 
presents his work as a whole. 
If Chronicles is an interpretation of Samuel-Kings, it 
must be essentially based on the text of Samuel-Kings. ' Where 
the original text is retained we must question if it is 
repeated to be a basis for exegesis and theological development 
or to be a part of new literary context and to function 
differently. Where the texts are omitted we must examine if it 
is simply due to their conflict with the Chronicler's overall 
interpretation as often claimed or his conscious selection of 
useful materials for his own literary structure. Where new 
materials are added the question is if they are elaboration of 
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Samuel-Kings text or additions supplied for his distinct 
purposes regardless of their relation to the Samuel-Kings 
text. 2 The basic issue here is whether Chronicles is an 
elaboration of the text of Samuel-Kings and constrained by it 
or if it has a new distinct literary structure of its own to be 
read as an independent work. 
To defend the exegetical nature of Chronicles another 
incidental argument is often presented; the Chronicler assumes 
the readers' knowledge of the unrepeated sections of Samuel- 
Kings. Whether this argument can be justified will be also 
considered in the following discussion. Now we would like to 
turn to the examination of the Chronicler's presentation of the 
materials. 
1.1 Chr 10: Saul's death 
Although the Chronicler's account of Saul's death closely 
follows the text of Samuel-Kings, with a few minor rewritings 
it is remodeled to a type scene of the tragic end of a sinful 
king in 1 Chr 10. " Vs. 10 is changed from I'ý>'J1K I6'Ul'1 
Itv JV2 J\ JTU Iv7J1 IN IA JvvI J'1 J1V. V JV2 to I YW'I 
Jl'-2 I1JjJI 1. &1 X-J\M1 DV 7X JV2 
A> J1? ( and the typological 
nature of this alteration has been convincingly shown by Mosis, 
Ackroyd, and Williamson., * The one noticeable difference is 
that the thing hung up is not Saul's body but his head. 
Probably with this change the Chronicler wishes to point out 
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the contrast between this scene and 1 Sam 5: 1-6, where the head 
of the Philistine deity Dagon was cut off because of the ark. £ 
As 1 Chr 13: 3 and 15: 29 show, the Chronicler regards one of 
Saul's sins as his neglect of the ark. This head theme also 
relates 1 Chr 10 to David's victory against Goliath in 1 Sam 
17. David brought Goliath's head back to Jerusalem, whereas 
Saul's head was brought to the Philistine temple. The other 
rewritings confirm our interpretation. The Chronicler removes 
the reference to the Israelite city Beth Shean and the 
Canaanite goddess Ashtaroth and introduces the temple of Dagon 
so that the reader can read that Saul's head was brought to the 
land of the Philistines, especially to Dagon's temple. `-- 
Since Saul did not seek the Lord, he and his House completely 
perished by the heathen. Also in 1 Chr 10: 12 IT17'1 is 
changed to I T(WI , and IW , 
p'2 JlnlT1' is omitted to adjust to 
his typological rewriting, for Saul's body is not on the wall 
of Beth Shean but in the temple, and these phrases are no 
longer appropriate. 
The readers are also invited to see Saul's death not 
simply as an historical happening but as a type of divine 
rejection by the Chronicler's own conclusion to the episode 
(vv. 13-4). Vs. 13 ascribes the cause of his death to his 
neglect of the Lord, and vs. 14 contrasts the Lord's rejection 
of Saul with his choice of David writing ">o the Lord put him 
to death and turned the kingdom over to David son of Jesse". 
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Though both Saul and David were chosen by the Lord, Saul 
proved himself unworthy to be Israel's king by not seeking the 
Lord, and David proved himself suitable by seeking Him. This 
motif of rejection of those who do not seek the Lord and the 
recognition of those who do so is repeated several times later 
in the narrative (e. g., 1 Chr 13; 15). His conclusion also 
identifies Saul's death with the exilic situation, attributing 
the reason for both the exile (1 Chr 9: 1) and his death (10: 13) 
to their unfaithfulness ( C17D7Jý1 ) to the Lord. Both Judah 
and Saul were completely destroyed by the heathen because they 
did not seek the Lord. The Chronicler's first readers, the 
returnees from the exile (9: 2f), are thus compared with 
Israel's situation after Saul's death and they are questioned 
whether they take Saul's way or David's way. With the 
Chronicler's conclusion 1 Chr 10 cannot be a mere report of an 
historical event but it functions as a paradigm for the fate of 
those who do not seek the Lord. 
The omission of most of David's Rise (1 Sam 16-30) 
suggests the same point. The Chronicler does not omit this in 
order to idealize David and to ignore David's struggle with 
Saul, since the events during this period are referred to in 1 
Chr 9: 35-40 and 12: 1. It is rather because his interest was 
not the psychological or political tension between Saul and 
David, but only the fate of Saul ýs a type of those who do not 
seek the Lord. Thus he reproduces only his tragic death and 
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adds comments on its cause. The omission of 2 Sam 1-4 and 9 
and the rewriting of 1 Chr 10: 6 is also due to the Chronicler's 
own scheme of history. He writes as if the whole House of Saul 
died out at Mt. Gilboa. However, since David's reign in Hebron 
is admitted in 1 Chr 29: 26, this omission is not in order to 
deny the conflict between David and Saul's House before David 
finally became king over all Israel, but it is meant to present 
God's turning the kingship from Saul to David (v. 14) more 
straightforwardly. It is actually doubtful if he thinks it 
possible to conceal the well-known facts reported in Samuel- 
Kings and to supercede it. The Chronicler is interested only 
in God's hands behind the perishing of Saul's House and the 
establishment of David's. His simplified picture leaves out 
minor incidents during the transitional period and helps his 
readers to appreciate the theological implication behind the 
change of the dynasties more clearly. Thus the repeated 
section of Saul's life functions completely differently in the 
new literary context of Chronicles, and the section is not 
merely left out after omitting the dark side of David's life 
but deliberately selected for a new literary composition. 
2.1 Chr 11-12: David's Coronation 
David's coronation scene (1 Chr 11-12) is also presented 
with a new literary structure by the Chronicler, but this time 
by changing the order of the quoted sources and by adding his 
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own materials. Chap. 11 starts with David's anointing taken 
from 2 Sam 5: 1-10 and is followed by the lists of his mighty 
men of 2 Sam 23: 8-39. Chap. 12 continues with five other 
materials on the mighty men and finishes with the Chronicler's 
own conclusion. While the list in 11: 10-47 is moved here from 
the originally separate literary setting in 2 Samuel, those in 
chap. 12 seem to be adopted from various sources.? The 
Chronicler does not swop. and add materials arbitrarily but he 
carefully constructs a new literary structure according to his 
own scheme. In fact, narratives, lists, prophetic saying etc. 
are all put together to make 1 Chr 11-12 one literary unit. 
Williamson has pointed out that 1 Chr 11-12 forms a chiasm, as 
follows- 0 
David's coronation at Hebron 11: 1-9 a 
Support for David at Hebron 11: 10-47 b 
Support for David at Ziklag 12: 1-8 c 
Support for David at the stronghold 12: 9-16 d 
Support for David at the stronghold 12: 17-19 d' 
Suppoit for David at Ziklag 12: 20-23 c' 
Support for David at Hebron 12: 24-38 b' 
David's coronation at Hebron 12: 39-41 as 
Clearly the first section taken from 2 Sam 5: 1-10 (1 Chr 
11: 1-9) sets the scene of David's coronation for these two 
chapters and the Chronicler's own conclusion makes other 
materials in between to be understood as somehow related to the 
significance of David's accession to the throne. The titles of 
these early supporters of David suggest that they are used to 
show how David was increasingly recognized and supported by the 
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people and finally became the king over all Israel. `' Though in 
the original literary context these lists were independent from 
the narrative of the coronation scene (2 Sam 5: 1-10), they were 
all David's men and it is perfectly adequate to see them as 
representatives of David's supporters. 11: 10-4? lists David's 
"Three" and "Thirty" selected mighty men, and many of them were 
with David from the early period, as the narrative of 1 Samuel 
suggests. 12: 1-23 are the names of those who joined David 
during the Ziklag and the stronghold periods, and four minor 
sections within it also form a chiasm to recall the past 
support. 12: 24-38 finally lists all those who assembled to 
make David king at Hebron according to the twelve tribes. Thus 
11: 10-12: 38 as a whole "illustrates the accumulating support 
for David during the period before his elevation to the 
throne". '`: ' The centre of the chiasm consists of the prophecy 
of Amasai (12: 17-19) and focuses on divine "help" for David 
from the earliest day. '' The Chronicler's arrangement of the 
lists, therefore, stresses the idea that David became king 
supported by both all Israel and God. Israel's support is 
explicitly stated later in his conclusion (vs. 39) "All the 
rest of the Israelites were also of one mind to make David 
king", and God's choice of David is also mentioned in 10: 14; 
11: 1,3,9; 12: 23 etc. The reason why the Chronicler forms a 
long impressive list of David's supporters by changing orders 
and adding new materials was to articulate this theme and in 
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this way he manages to present a totally different picture of 
his coronation whithout changing historical facts. 
The same theological points are further noted by the 
Chronicler's slight changes in the introduction and conclusion 
of each paragraph. Between David's coronation (1 Chr 11: 1-3) 
and his capture of Jerusalem (1 Chr 11: 4-9) the summary formula 
of David's reign is dropped and a new phrase "as the Lord had 
promised through Samuel" is added. The omission seems to be 
due to the different function of "the capture of Jerusalem" in 
the present context. In 2 Samuel because the coronation scene 
ends with vs. 3 and David's capture of Jerusalem is told 
independently, the summary of David's reign can be placed after 
the coronation. Especially 2 Sam 5 is the climax of the long 
narrative of David's Rise and it is appropriate to give a 
summary of his reign at this point. But in Chronicles chap. 11 
is the beginning of David's story and chaps. 11-12 form one 
literary unit of David's coronation. The capture of Jerusalem 
is mentioned within this context and the relationship between 
his coronation and the capture of Jerusalem is better not 
interrupted by the formula. 
The Chronicler's addition in vs. 3 also gives a new nuance 
to David's coronation. With this concluding comment he 
interprets the fulfilment of Samuel's word and points to God's 
choice behind it. " The rewriting of the first verb in vs. 1 
from 1 Xýý "they came" to 1-ýf1ý'( "they assembled" also 
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stresses the religious significance of the coronation and 
suggests David's accession was according to God's plan (cf. 
also 1 Chr 10: 14). 
In 1 Chr 11: 10 the Chronicler adds another introduction to 
the list taken from 2 Sam 23. It reads, "Now these are the 
chiefs of David's mighty men, who gave him strong support in 
his kingdom, to make him king, according to the word of the 
Lord concerning Israel. " While in 2 Samuel the list has no 
connection with the coronation scene, with this introduction 
the Chronicler presents it from the viewpoint that they worked 
ultimately to establish David's kingdom and it was the Lord's 
will. 
The beginning and the end of the list of "the Thirty" (1 
Chr 11: 26ff // 2 Sam 23: 24ff) are also modified. In vs. 26 the 
title of the list "the Thirty" is changed to the simpler "the 
mighty men" and in vs. 41 the concluding comment "there are 
thirty seven altogether" is skipped and other names are added. 
"The Thirty" seems to be avoided because there are more than 
thirty names in the list even in the original form in 2 Samuel, 
though probably "the Thirty" is an official title and not 
denoting the exact number of the member. '" Since the function 
of the list here is to illustrate the unanimous support of 
David, it is not necessary for the Chronicler to confine 
himself to "the Thirty" and it is perfectly possible to 
increase the names of his supporters. "' 
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1 Chr 11 and 12 are, therefore, completely reorganized by 
the Chronicler to express how David was unanimously supported 
by the people and God. The parallel materials are changed into 
parts of the Chronicler's new literary structure with 
transposition and new introductions and conclusions. The 
additional material is also used to contribute to a distinct 
purpose rather than merely to elaborate the Samuel text. 
3.1 Chr 13-16: The Transfer of the Ark 
1 Chr 13-16 also form a new literary structure of "the 
transfer of the ark" by changing the order of materials and 
adding new sections. 'E- 2 Sam 6 is divided into two sections (1 
Chr 13 and 16) and its first half is exchanged with 2 Sam 5.1 
Chr 15 and 16: 4-42 are constructed by new materials; the former 
is based on another source and the latter is from excerpts of 
the psalms. 't" As a result, while in 2 Samuel the blessing of 
David and his victory over the Philistines are narrated 
independently between the coronation (2 Sam 5: 1-10) and the ark 
narrative (2 Sam 6), in Chronicles they are located between the 
two divided sections of the ark narrative together with David's 
organization of the Levites. The psalms are added at the final 
celebration of the ark transfer. In the structure of Samuel 
there is no relationship between David's transfer of the ark 
and his blessings or his victory over the Philistines, but in 
Chronicles the causal relationship between them is evident. In 
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fact according to the Chronicler the transfer of the ark is the 
first major activity of David since he became king. This 
pattern, seeking of the Lord leading to blessings and victory, 
is clearly intended as the reversal of Saul's death and the 
exile. 
The Chronicler's introductions in 13: 3 and 14: 17 state 
this contrast. As Saul was a type of destruction, David is 
here presented as a type of victor/deliverer. 17 For the 
Chronicler, all the differences are based on David's sincere 
attitude to the Lord, and therefore "the Lord also gave him 
victory everywhere". David's victory starts with Jerusalem (1 
Chr 11), the Philistines (1 Chr 14), and culminates with the 
neighbouring countries (1 Chr 18-20). David's kingdom was 
also recognized by Israel Cl Chr 11>, by Tyre (1 Chr 14) and 
finally by the Lord Himself Cl Chr 17) with the dynastic 
promise that his kingdom is established. Before the Chronicler 
goes to the account of the full establishment of the kingdom <1 
Chr 17-20), here he clarifies why David was blessed and he 
arranges the materials taken from the various sections of the 
Scripture and outside for this scheme. 
The Chronicler is interested in not only David's seeking 
of the Lord but also his seeking Him in a proper way, as we 
already saw in chapter one. in 1 Chr 15 he introduces the 
Levites as carriers of the ark and their organization, because 
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he believes the ark must be carried by them as the Deuteronomic 
law suggests (Deut 10: 8 etc. ). He writes in vs. 13: 
It was because you, the Levites, did not bring it up the 
first time that the Lord our God broke out in anger 
against us. We did not seek it in the proper way. 
15: 1-3 and 11-15 are the Chronicler's description of the second 
transfer of the ark and it is basically an expansion of his 
Vorlage by the Pentateuchal regulations. In vv. 1-3 David 
orders that only the Levites can carry the ark and in vv. 12, 
14, and 15 the proper way of carrying the ark is suggested 
according to Exod 12; 25: 13-15 and Num. 7: 9.1 Chr 15: 4-10, 
16-24 are occupied by the lists of the Levites and their 
duties. Since David's religious activities are presented as 
types of proper worship and these musicians are viewed as 
thedirect continuation of David's enterprise (cf. chap, 2), the 
Chronicler jumps to his contemporary situation to link the 
theological significance of David's worship and what the proper 
worship in his day should be like. 
Another addition in 16: 4-42 is basically taken from three 
different psalms. This again stresses David's permanent 
installment of the Levitical musicians and the importance of 
their role in the cult. In vv. 4-7 probably based on the 
reference to music in his Vorlage (2 Sam 6: 5), the Chronicler 
connects the appointment of the temple musicians with a 
specific historical occasion; the completion of the transfer of 
the ark. The following psalms are adopted from the canonical 
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psalms almost verbatim, but three different ones are combined 
according to his purpose: vv. 8-22 are taken from Ps 105: 1-15, 
vv. 23-33 from Ps 96: 1-13, vs. 34 from Ps 106: 1 and vv. 35-36 
from Ps 106: 47-48. Besides the general praise of God's 
almighty sovereignty (vv. 8-13 // Ps 105: 1-6, and vv. 23-33 li 
Ps 96), it focuses on God's covenant with the patriarch to give 
the land and on His protection of the patriarchs who were yet 
small and weak (vv. 14-22 // Ps 105: 7-15). The psalm ends with 
a petition for deliverance from the nations (vv. 34-36 // Ps 
106). The content of the psalm fits much better with the post- 
exilic situation than the glorious Davidic period. Since many 
of the psalms are connected with David from the early time, 
they are used here to illustrate the kind of music the 
Levitical musicians might have sung. But to contemporize the 
portrayal of worship, the Chronicler shows the examplary psalms 
which should be also sung among the post-exilic community. 
The Chronicler also supplies introductions and conclusions 
to the quoted materials in order to adjust them to a new 
literary context and to interpret them from his perspective. 
At the beginning of the whole ark narrative he expands the 
original introduction of 2 Sam 6: 1 into 1 Chr 13: 1-5. The 
first noticeable stress is that David summons "all Israel" for 
the transfer of the ark. Clearly it is seen not only as 
David's individual work but as an event of national religious 
significance. It suggests that the people are also responsible 
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for their religious matters and it might also imply his 
assumption that Jerusalem is the place of worship for "all 
Israel". Reference to neglect of the ark in Saul's day in vs. 
3 suggests that its contrast with David's care for the ark and 
consequent victory over the Philistines is intended in these 
chapters. The Chronicler's expanded introduction thus makes 
his readers see not only the course of the events but also 
thetheological implication of the transfer of the ark with him. 
In 14: 3 the Chronicler omits the phrase "after they came 
from Hebron" from the introductory part of David's sons and 
daughters. While Rudolph believes it is due to his stress on 
David as king of all Israel, his coronation took place in 
Hebron <1 Chr 11-12) and this phrase does not necessarily imply 
his seven and a half year reign of Judah in this context. '- 1 
Chr 29: 27, moreover, admits his reign in Hebron so that it is 
unlikely that the Chronicler avoids it because of his desire to 
present David as king over all Israel. The change was rather 
intended to adjust this section about David's sons and 
daughters to a new literary context. In Samuel it is recorded 
immediately after the coronation at Hebron and it is important 
to suggest his movement, but in Chronicles by swopping the 
materials he has already started to narrate David in Jerusalem 
in 13: 1 and the reference to Hebron is not necessary. 
In 14: 17 the Chronicler again adds a conclusion to David's 
victory over the Philistines. In it he clarifies the 
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implication of this victory, emphasizing David's establishment 
of the kingdom and the Lord's support. The contrast with Saul, 
especially with his concluding comment in 1 Chr 10: 13-14 is 
obvious. He does not see this victory as one of many victories 
David won, but he interprets it as a sign of the Lord's 
establishment of David's kingdom and as a contrast with Saul's 
defeat by the Philistines. 
The beginning and the end of the concluding part of the 
ark narrative (1 Chr 15: 25ff) is also modified by the 
Chronicler to fit with a new literary context and to show 
another theological implication of the event. He does not 
include the first clause in 2 Sam 6: 12 "Now the king David was 
told, 'The Lord has blessed the household of Obed-Edom and 
everything he has, because of the ark of God'" before "So David 
went to bring up the ark of the covenant ... " In Samuel 
this phrase comes immediately after the first failure of the 
transfer and explains why David tried it again. But in 
Chronicles there are other stories inserted between the two 
parts and David has already started to prepare for the second 
transfer in 15: 1, appointing the Levites. In order to read 
this preparation together with the transfer per se this phrase 
is out of place. Moreover, despite the first failure, the 
whole structure of 1 Chr 13-16 suggests that David was blessed 
because he sought the ark, and therefore the verse which might 
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suggest that David forgot all about the ark until he heard 
about Obed-Edom is not appropriate for his scheme. 
The ending of the transfer account reports that Michal, a 
daughter of Saul, despised David dancing, but its reason (2 Sam 
6: 17ff) is excluded. It is possible that the Chronicler does 
not want to include a possibly unpleasant description (his 
exposure) and describes David's worship as a type for proper 
worship. But Mosis has convincingly shown that this omission 
highlights the theme of these chapters, the contrast between 
Saul and David again, because Michal, Saul's daughter, despised 
David being pleased with the ark. ''=' While Samuel simply 
records Michal's irony on David's exposure, the Chronicler 
interprets it as she was not happy about David's excitement 
about the ark from the beginning. With these changes, the 
contrast between David and Saul becomes clearer and David's 
seeking of the ark and the Lord's blessing is more stressed. 
Again in these chapters parallel materials are read from a 
new perspective with his introductions and conclusions. They 
are also transposed and with additional materials they form a 
new literary structure. 
4.1 Chr 17-20: The Establishment of David's Rule 
After David completed the transfer of the ark, the Lord 
promised to establish his kingdom. In these chapters the 
Chronicler reports the dynastic promise and David's victories 
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based on the selected materials in 2 Samuel. They are arranged 
according to his plan. Their place immediately after the ark 
narrative invites us to see the establishment of the kingdom as 
the culmination of David's seeking of the Lord. L. Allen 
suggests that the reference to the previous subjection in 17: 9- 
10 and 20: 4-8 forms a framework for this section and "affirms 
the transfer of political power from Israel's archetypical 
foes, the Philistines".:;; '` Although the Chronicler understands 
that the Lord's prohibition of building the temple was due to 
his bloodshed and his not having "rest", in 1 Chr 17 he follows 
his Vorlage so faithfully that his minor changes cannot assert 
any particular interpretation by themselves and David's wars 
here are only an advance hint of what will be more clearly 
stated in 1 Chr 22ff. The main function of these chapters is 
rather to show how the promise of the establishment of the 
kingdom begins to be fulfilled. 1 Chr 18: 6,13 "The Lord gave 
him victory everywhere" clearly states the purpose of these 
chapters, though it is based on his Vorlage. 
1 Chr 18-20 consists of nothing but the reports of David's 
victory and that the Chronicler consciously collects them is 
evident. 1 Chr 18 is based on 2 Sam 8; 19: 1-20: 1 is taken from 
2 Sam 10: 1-11: 1; 20: 1-3 is from 2 Sam 12: 26-31, and 20: 4-8 is 
from 2 Sam 21: 18-22. Omissions between these sections have 
been often attributed to the Chronicler's unwillingness to 
include an account unfavourable to David. But his deliberate 
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collection of David's victories and stress on God's 
establishment of David's kingship strongly suggest that they 
were omitted simply because they had little to do with his 
theme and no place to fill. 
The omission of the Mephibosheth episode <2 Sam 9) should 
not be understood as the Chronicler's denial of David's 
conflict with Saul's House. As we have seen above, the events 
during David's Rise are referred to in 1 Chr 9: 35f and 12: 1 and 
their exclusion is structurally aimed at highlighting the 
significance of the dynastic change. In this episode, 
moreover, David treats Mephibosheth with kindness and, if the 
Chronicler is simply idealizing David, it is questionable 
whether Mephibosheth's being one of Saul's descendants made the 
Chronicler shy away from using such a positive portrayal of 
David. Similarly, the Bath Sheba episode (2 Sam 11-12) is not 
excluded to conceal the dark side of David. In these chapters 
the Chronicler deals with David's victories and he is not 
interested in David's personal matters. In fact not only here, 
but in the whole account of David, his personal life, whether 
good or bad, is excluded. 2 Sam 13-21, Absalom's rebellion, is 
also skipped because it is irrelevant to his theme. As his 
interpretation of the Davidic promise suggests, he is 
interested only in the theological significance of the blessed 
reign of David and Solomon and their establishment of "rest". 
For him the minor problems between these two figures are 
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negligible and he does not intend to reproduce the whole course 
of the events. Since he hints at least at Adonijah's rebellion 
in 1 Chr 23: 1 and 29: 24, he does not intend to hide the strife 
over the David's throne by his sons (see below). 
Even within the quoted episode the material which does not 
directly contribute to the theme is passed over. Because of 
the exclusion of the Bath Sheba episode in between, the first 
part and the second part of the war against the Ammonites are 
directly connected by the Chronicler. Yet he does not include 
the first three verses of the second half (2 Sam 12: 12-26-28), 
because they attribute the victory to Joab but not to David. 
Since these chapters are dealing with David as a victor and 
Joab fought for David anyway, only the part directly related to 
David is adopted. Likewise, the first of the four episodes of 
the war against the Philistines (2 Sam 21: 15-17) is excluded, 
and accordingly in 20: 8 the number "four [Philistines]" is 
omitted. Though the Israelites won the war, vs. 15 says "David 
was tired" and in vs. 17 David's men ask him not fight any 
more. These expressions can weaken his point that David won 
victory overwhelmingly and they are eliminated. 
5.1 Chr 21: The Purchase of the Temple Site 
Before 1 Chr 21 is taken from 2 Sam 24, David's song (2 
Sam 22) and his last word (2 Sam 23) are passed over in 
Chronicles. These omissions again show the Chronicler's 
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conscious selection of the materials for his scheme. Both 
David's song and his last word give a positive picture of David 
and, if the Chronicler were only interpreting his Vorlage, 
there is no reason why these texts should be omitted. Though 2 
Sam 22 is the song sung when David was delivered from Saul, in 
the song itself there is nothing related to the Saul-David 
conflict (Cf. Mephibosheth episode). Probably as the 
Chronicler wishes to make certain theological points in his own 
extensive additions of David's last moment (1 Chr 22-29), 
David's song and last word in the Vorlage have become somewhat 
redundant. On the other hand, the Chronicler does not hesitate 
to include the account of David's sin in taking a census in 
this chapter (see below) or his failure in the Ark transfer in 
1 Chr 13. These phenomena clearly indicate that the Chronicler 
is not simply omitting the problematic passages from the text. 
but consciously selecting materials according to his own 
direction. 
1 Chr 21 itself is essentially adopted from 2 Sam 24, but 
the significance of the event is considerably changed by the 
Chronicler's introduction and conclusion. As we saw in 
thetypological rewriting section, the cause of David's census 
was changed from "the anger of the Lord" to "Satan's 
instigation" (vs. 1). It is true that this is an attempt at 
explaining theological difficulties: why did David have to 
repent of his census, if it was led by "anger of the Lord"? 7" 
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However, in vs. 3 the verb "desire" V9; 1 is changed to the 
stronger "demand" (OF-2, Joab's courtesy is transformed to his 
open abjection to David's order, and a phrase "why should he 
[David] bring guilt on Israel? " is added. This verse has 
nothing to do with "the anger of the Lord" and the Chronicler 
does not need to explain any problem here. Vs. 7 also rewrites 
"David was conscious stricken" to "This command was also evil 
in the sight of God; so he punished Israel". These changes 
clearly emphasize that the census is David's sin and probably 
the change in vs. 1 must be also seen as a part of the stress 
on David's sin. 
The stress on his sin in the beginning of the narrative 
leads us to read vs. 8 as a type of "repentance of sins" In 
later chapters "repentance of sins" is viewed as a major 
function of the temple (2 Chr 6: 20ff; 7: l2ff) and clearly here 
a sequence - David's sin, his repentance, building of the 
altar, and God's forgiveness - is seen as a type. The 
Chronicler's conclusion 21: 26b-22: 1 adds further significance 
to this account by identifying Ornan's threshing floor which 
David purchased with the later temple site. We can no longer 
read this story as one of the incidents of David's life but it 
must be understood as the account of the divine choice of the 
temple site. Formerly Gibeon was the place of worship, but the 
Chronicler suggests that now everyone must worship in Jerusalem 
because the Lord Himself forced David to worship there. °' 
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6.1 Chr 22-29: David's Charge to Solomon and the People 
The last section of 1 Chronicles is essentially the 
Chronicler's new composition, though it deals with the 
transition between David's reign and Solomon's reign as 1 Kgs 
1-2. z: =' The proposal to regard it as interpretation of the 
Kings text seems difficult to accept, because there is little 
literal contact with 1 Kgs 1-2 and the material is carefully 
structured by the Chronicler himself. Moreover, it plays a 
different yet significant role in the overall theological 
schematization of his work. 
The completely new structure of 1 Chr 22-29 suggests its 
independence from 1 Kgs 1-2. Although the last section (1 Chr 
29: 20-25) sums up the general course of events in 1 Kgs 1-2, 
the remainder of the material is not a historical narrative as 
Kings but it concentrates on David's charges and his 
organization of the Levites. David's two speeches to Solomon 
and the leaders of Israel (1 Chr 22 and 28,29) sandwich his 
Levitical organization <1 Chr 23-27) and they are consciously 
paralleled as follows: 
<22: 2-5) David's preparation for Temple building 28: 2 
22: <6)7-10 Divine Choice cf Solomon 28: 3-8 
22: 11-13 Charge to Solomon to build 
the Temple (I) 28: 9-10 
22: 14-16a Practical Assignment 28: 11-19 
22: 16b Charge to Solomon to build 
the Temple (II) 28: 20-21 
22: 17-19 Charge to the People 29: 1-9 
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The narrative of David's preparation of building materials 
for the Temple (22: 2-5) sets up the context for his charges to 
Solomon to complete the building work and his charge ends with 
the encouragement to the people (29: 1-9) to offer more 
building materials as he himself did. " This inclusio clearly 
suggests that all of the charges are based on David's 
preparation of the Temple materials, and thus his participation 
in the establishment of the Temple cult is emphasized. 2 The 
organization of the Levites in between <1 Chr 23-27) is also 
David's arrangement for the Temple personnel.: -"*--, - However, in 
contrast to the Chronicler's conscious effort to give David a 
place for the institution of the Temple cult along with 
Solomon, 1 Kgs 1-2 does not mention David's preparation at all 
and it is first referred to in 1 Kgs 7: 51. Thus 1 Chr 22-29 is 
more likely a statement of David's and Solomon's roles in 
Temple building than mere interpretation of the text of 1 Kgs 
1-2. 
The Chronicler models David's charge to Solomon on Moses' 
charge to Joshua (Josh 1), suggesting David and Soloman worked 
together for the Temple building and Solomon was chosen by the 
Lord to fulfill the building work started by David. -'7 N. 
Lohfink and R. Braun have shown that 1 Chr 22: 11-13,16b and 
28: 9-10,20-21 are constructed with three basic structural 
elements in Joshua's comissioning: the formula of 
encouragement, the description of the task, and the formula of 
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accompaniment. 'ti' They also share a number of phrases with Josh 
1: the concern for the keeping of the law (1 Chr 22: 12,13; 
28: 7,9), the thought of prosperity (1 Chr 22: 11,13), the 
fourfold division of the formula of encouragement, "Be strong, 
be couragious, do not be afraid and do not be terrified" (1 Chr 
22: 13), and the formula "May the Lord be with you/ the Lord is 
with you". i'~ The twofold commissioning of Solomon (1 Chr 22 
and 28) also parallels that of Joshua (Deut 31: 14-15, Josh 1: 2- 
9). This typological device clearly points to the Chronicler's 
conscious effort to describe David's and Solomon's reign as a 
unified reign to accomplish one major task of the Lord, the 
Temple building. ': ` Solomon was equally chosen by the Lord for 
this task as David and his succession to David's throne is told 
exclusively in terms of the Temple building. Although David's 
charge in 1 Kgs 2: 2-4 already shows some influence from Josh 1, 
the Chronicler explicates their typological relationship and 
uses it for his own theological purpose: to delineate his 
understanding of the relationship of David and Solomon in the 
establishment of the Temple worship. -, ' 
However, it is in the "Divine Choice of Solomon" section 
(1 Chr 22: 7-10; 28: 3-8) where the Chronicler most clearly 
explicates his view of the David-Solomon relationship from his 
peculiar interpretation of the Davidic Promise (2 Sam 7). That 
it was not David but Solomon who built the Temple is not 
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understood as historical chance by the Chronicler but as the 
Lord's deliberate choice. *I'2 22: 8 states that David was 
disqualified from this task because of his engagement in war 
and bloodshed, but vs. 9 contrasts Solomon as a man of peace 
(i. e., "rest"> and he is appointed as the Temple builder (vs. 
10a). The idea comes from 1 Kgs 5: 17-19 (Eng 3-5) where "rest" 
is taken as the prerequisite for the construction of the 
Temple. The Chronicler relates the name Solomon with peace, 
and this expansion makes the pronoun nllin "tea shall build a 
house for my name" (vs. l0a) refer directly to Solomon rather 
than to unnamed seed as in the original Davidic Promise in 2 
Sam 7. *'~ The reference to the Davidic Promise in David's 
charge to Solomon in 1 Kgs 2: 2-4 does not mention "rest" or the 
Temple building, but here the Chronicler sees Solomon as chosen 
not only as David's successor but as the Temple builder. From 
this perspective the Chronicler removes the reference of "rest" 
to David in the Davidic Promise itself (1 Chr 17: 1,10) and 
makes the prohibition of the Temple building more definite (vs. 
4). The deuteronomic historian already connects "rest" with 
the erection of a central sanctuary and has David not plan the 
Temple building until he received "rest", but the Chronicler 
cannot see "rest" in a strict sense during his reign, because 
he could not build it anyway. "'" 
Just as in 1 Chr 22, in 1 Chr 28: 2-8 the disqualification 
of David (vs. 3) and the explicit choice of Solomon (vs. 6) as 
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the Temple builder is evident. The reference to the ark in vs. 
2 further underlines the relationship between "rest" and the 
Temple. Here the Chronicler parallels the tradition found in 
Ps 132 and Num 10: 33-36: when the Lord gives his people "rest", 
his ark "rests" in the Temple. *`- The Chronicler's unique 
application of 11J "to choose", the word not used of any king 
after David elsewhere, to Solomon again suggests divine choice 
of Solomon for the particular work. =E 
The Chronicler also interprets the significance of the 
Temple building for the establishment of the dynasty 
differently from the deuteronomic historian. In 2 Sam 7 the 
Davidic Promise is offered to David unconditionally and Solomon 
makes no particular contribution for its fulfilment, but later 
in the Deuteronomistic History Solomon and later kings are 
judged according to the condition of the promise =" The 
Chronicler solves this tension by making the original dynastic 
oracle conditional upon Solomon's obedience, especially to his 
completion of the Temple building, and he writes David's charge 
accordingly (1 Chr 28: 7). For the establishment of the dynasty 
both God's promise to David and Solomon's obedience are 
necessary and in this sense their reigns are seen as united in 
Chronicles. "ýý, Their roles are complimentary, for David could 
not build the Temple (1 Chr 22: 8; 28: 3) and Solomon could not 
prepare for it by himself (1 Chr 22: 5; 29: 1). Thus after the 
dedication of the Temple the Chronicler consistently sees the 
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dynasty as eternally established and bases his future hope on 
it (cf. 2 Chr 6: 41-42; 7: 12-22; 13: 5-8; 21: 7; 23: 3). The 
Chronicler believes David's charge to Solomon is more than the 
election of his successor but the divine choice of the one who 
completes the Temple building and establishes the dynasty 
eternally. 
It is not difficult to imagine why these chapters are 
sometimes seen as reinterpretation or "expansive commentary" on 
1 Kgs 1-2, especially David's charge to Solomon and its 
reference to the Davidic Promise. However, from the 
discussions above it is clear that the Chronicler composes 
these chapters for his own purpose. It is noteworthy that the 
account of Solomon's accession in Chronicles concentrates on 
the establishment of the cult and he arranges his materials 
with his own parallel structures, typologies, and inclusio. 
David's charge parallels only four verses'in Kings <1 Kgs 1: 30, 
2: 2-4) and the rest of the Kings' historical narrative is 
completely ignored, while Chronicles contains extensive new 
materials. Not only has he a new sturcture but also he has a 
completely new perspective to interpret the Davidic Promise and 
it is used to present his understanding of the roles of David 
and Solomon. He is concerned to show that Solomon was chosen 
to complete the Temple building begun by David and thus to 
fulfil the Davidic Promise. Such a view conflicts with the 
interpretation of the deuteromistic historian, but in 2 Chr 
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22: 1-29: 9 he sets up this basic theme and develops the rest of 
his narrative on it. Clearly the few parallel materials do not 
control the structure or content of the Chronicler's writing 
and he is using them solely to express his highly theological 
view of the David-Solomon relationship. 
The remainder of 1 Chr 29 also points to the Chronicler's 
conscious literary creation. The last prayer of David (29: 10- 
19) is expressed with typical psalm-like phrases. Williamson 
has demonstrated that three major themes here (the sojourning 
patriarchs, the kingship of the Lord, and petition) correspond 
with the psalm anthology in 1 Chr 16: 8-36, and together form a 
framework round David's preparation for the Temple (1 Chr 17- 
29). °d In the concluding section (29: 20-30) the Chronicler 
sums up Solomon's accession and David's death, based on 1 Kgs 
1-2.1' Yet the historical situation of Solomon's accession is 
given surprisingly little space, especially considering the 
long theological excursus of David's charges, and against his 
Vorlage the charges are not placed in their historical context 
but within David's preparation for the Temple. Even the 
structure of this small section agrees with the Chronicler's 
overall picture of the united David-Solomon reigns. Excluding 
Adonijah's rebellion, he puts David's death after Solomon's 
accession, against his Vorlage (1 Kgs 2: 10-12), to further 
reinforce their unity-`_` 
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V. 2 Chr 1-9: Solomon's Temple Building 
The Chronicler's version of Solomon's reign itself shares 
much of the material with 1 Kgs 3: 1-11: 43, but the overall 
image of Solomon is considerably different between the two 
accounts. Although there are no major additions in Chronicles, 
a number of events are omitted or transposed to create a new 
literary structure, and the parallel materials are given new 
functions in new contexts with additions of small theological 
introductory or concluding comments. 
The most striking omissions are those of the beginning and 
concluding chapters of Solomon's reigns. Since 1 Kgs 1-2 
reports Solomon's struggle with Adonijah for the succession of 
David's throne and 1 Kgs 11 reveals his sins and the prophecy 
of judgment against him, they are often ascribed to the 
Chronicler's desire to remove Solomon's negative side from his 
Vorlage (cf. also the omission of 1 Kgs 9: 15-16). However, we 
have already seen that, though the Chronicler excludes most of 
the negative aspects of David's reign, he'does not mind 
retaining his sin (1 Chr 21) or failure (1 Chr 13), and it is 
doubtful whether the Chronicler systematically suppresses the 
unfavourable side of David's or Solomon. Rather these 
omissions seem to be designed to present David and Solomon's 
reign as a "united reign" for the establishment of the Temple 
cult and to portray the transition of power as smoothly as 
possible. `: ' 
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In the previous section we have seen that the Chronicler's 
peculiar interpretation of the Davidic Promise and concept of 
"rest", his unique use of the term the typology of the 
commissioning of Joshua, and the parallelism of the people's 
immediate support of Solomon, all contribute to this purpose. 
Here again the first act of Solomon after his accession, the 
summoning of "all Israel" to seek the Lord, parallels David's 
example <cf. 1 Chr 13). ¢4 In Solomon's consecration of the 
Temple the divine blessing is ascribed not only to "David his 
servant" (1 Kgs 8: 66) alone but to "David and Solomon" (2 Chr 
7: 10), and the people come all over "from Lebo-Hamath to the 
Brook of Egypt" as in the case of his modified account of 
David's celebration (2 Sam 6: 1 // 1 Chr 13: 5) . '"4 
The Chronicler's account of Solomon's reign is dominated 
by the Temple building and establishment of ideal worship and 
the omission of these chapters must be seen as a part of his 
careful selection of materials for his presentation. As B. 
Porten has shown, the deuteronomic historian presents his reign 
as a series of fulfilments of the Davidic promise: wisdom (1 
Kgs 3: 4-4: 19), building (4: 20-9: 23), wealth (9: 26-10: 29), and 
its partial abrogation (11: 1-40), but as we shall see in the 
following discussion for the Chronicler both wisdom and wealth 
are seen as means for the Temple building and there is no room 
for the account of his sins. "From 1 Chr 21 on the 
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Chronicler's sole concern is Solomon's building of the 
Temple. 11 
The overall structure of the remaining materials also 
suggests the Chronicler's conscious structuring around the 
theme of the Temple building. R. Dillard has demonstrated that 
2 Chr 1-9 forms a great chiasm as follows: 
A. Solomon's wealth and wisdom (1: 1-17) 
(Trade in horses, 1: 14-17) 
B. Recognition by Gentiles/ dealings with Hiram (2: 1-16) 
(Yahweh's love for Israel, 2: 11) 
C. Temple construction/gentile labour (2: 17-5: 1) 
(Gentile labor, 2: 17-18) 
(Completion of temple, 5: 1) 
D. Dedication of temple (5: 2-7: 10) 
1. a. Summons 
b. Sacrifice 
c. Music 
d. Glory cloud 
2. Solomon speaks to the people (6: 1-11) 
a. Exodus (6: 5) 
b. Choice of Jerusalem (6: 6-11) 
2'. Solomon speaks to God (6: 12-42) 
a. Promises to David (6: 16-17) 
b. Eyes open; hear and forgive (6: 18-42) 
1'. d'. Glory cloud 
c'. Music 
b'. Sacrifice 
a'. Dismissal 
D'. Divine response <7: 11-22) 
2". God speaks' to Solomon (7: 12-18) 
b. Eyes open; hear and forgive (7: 13-16) 
a. Promoises to David (7: 17-18) 
2'". God speaks to the people (7: 19-22) 
b. Choice of Jerusalem (7: 19-21) 
a. Exodus (7: 22) 
C'. Other construction/gentile labour (8: 1-16) 
(Gentile labor, 8: 7-10) 
<Completion of temple, 8: 16) 
B'. Recognition by Gentiles/ 
dealings with Hiram (8: 17-9: 12) 
(Yahweh's love for Israel, 9: 8) 
A'. Solomon's wealth and wisdom (9: 13-28) 
(Trade in horses, 9: 25-28)11" 
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Both A (1: 1-14) and A' (9: 13-28) sections deal with 
Solomon's establishment of his rule, especially that 
illustrated by his wealth and wisdom. Although A focuses on 
those recognized within his kingdom (cf. 1: 12) and A' in a more 
international context (cf. 9: 22), the Chronicler seems to 
present them in a parallel structure intentionally. The 
Chronicler constructs 1: 1-14 as a separate section of Solomon's 
consolidation of his reign with his new introductory and 
concluding comments (1: 1 and 13b), whereas in Kings the kingdom 
was already established before the Gibeon event through the 
court politics (cf. 1 Kgs 2: 46) and this section represents a 
beginning of a series of realization of Solomon's wisdom. 
He also shifts its focus from Solomon's wisdom itself to 
his wisdom and wealth as signs of the establishment of his 
reign, to parallel 1: 1-14 with 9: 13-28. The omission of the 
Succession Narrative and his introductory comment "Solomon the 
son of David established himself in his kingdom" (2 Chr 1: 1) 
make the story of Solomon's wisdom a part of the establishment 
of Solomon's rule, which is a prerequisite for the Temple 
building. In 2 Chr 1: 9 Solomon's request for wisdom is related 
to the fulfilment of the Davidic Promise (without parallel) 
which is in his view dependent on Solomon's completion of the 
Temple. ` On the other hand, the references to Solomon's being 
"a little child" (1 Kgs 3: 7) and "discerning between good and 
evil" (3: 9) are abridged. The Chronicler further leaves out 
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the illustrations of Solomon's wisdom lest wisdom alone is 
focused upon: wisdom in any case is to be understood in more 
general terms: the story of two harlots (1 Kgs 3: 16-28), the 
list of the officers <1 Kgs 4: 1-5: 8 [Eng 4: 281), the summary of 
his wisdom <1 Kgs 5: 9-14 [Eng 4: 29-341). '-, cl These are other 
examples of omissions of Solomon's positive aspects, and the 
Chronicler's structural intent is evident. Later Hiram also 
praises the Lord for Solomon's wisdom to "build a temple for 
the Lord, and a royal palace for himself" (2 Chr 2: llb [Eng 
2: 12b]) instead of to reign "over great people" (1 Kgs 5: 7). 
The purpose of wisdom is apparently more related to the Temple 
building than to ruling the people well. '' 
The Chronicler introduces Solomon's wealth as the Lord's 
initial provision for the Temple building in 2 Chr 1: 14-17. 
The details of his wealth (1 Kgs 10: 26-29 // 2 Chr 9: 25-28) are 
repeated in the context between the divine promise of wisdom 
and wealth and the beginning of the building work. `""' The 
almost verbatim repetition of trade in horses and comparison 
between cedar and sycamore and silver and stone strongly 
suggests the Chronicler's conscious effort in corresponding A 
and A'. "-': ' Clearly with these changes the original story of 
Solomon's request for wisdom is transformed into the 
counterpart of A', especially that of 9: 22; "Thus King Solomon 
excelled all the kings of the earth in riches and wisdom". 
- ? GJ 
In like manner the Chronicler couples B (2: 1-16) with B' 
(8: 17-9: 12). Whereas the dealings with Hiram are seen as a 
commercial trade in 1 Kgs 5, the Chronicler changes them to an 
example of the recognition of Solomon's glory by gentiles as in 
the case of the visit of the queen of Sheba (2 Chr 8: 17-9: 12). 
He replaces the original introduction (1 Kgs 5: 1) with his own 
(2 Chr 2: 1-2), so as to have Solomon take the initiative, not 
Hiram, and to connect the trade explicitly with his preparation 
for Temple building. `ý4 In 2 Chr 2: 10 Solomon decides the 
amount of payment in advance and it is implied that it is a 
single rather than an annual provision. In the conclusion (2 
Chr 2: 16) the Chronicler omits Hiram's request for faithful 
payment to suggest Hiram's subordinate position. In 2 Chr 8: 1- 
2 Hiram's displeasure with the cities Solomon gave is 
substituted by Hiram's returning (giving) them to maintain 
Solomon's superior position. "', The tie between the Hiram 
narrative and that of the queen of Sheba is reinforced by the 
additional praise in Hiram's letter: "Because the Lord loves 
his people, he has made you king over them" (2: 11) . 
``F" The 
identical expression is used by the queen of Sheba (9: 8), but 
it is found only there in the Deuteronomistic History (1 Kgs 
10: 9). The account of the visit of the queen (8: 17-9: 12) is 
also related to Hiram, for it is bracketed by Solomon's 
maritime venture with him (8: 17-18; 9-10-11) .f 
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Solomon's Temple building (C: 2: 17-5: 1) and his other 
construction activities (C': 8: 1-16) are also paired by the 
Chronicler. The conscription of gentile labour is included in 
both sections (2: 17-18 // 1 Kgs 5: 13-16; 8: 7-10 // 1 Kgs 9: 20- 
23). 0 Both C and C' are somehow associated with the 
construction of the Temple, though the accounts in Kings 
include various building activities. The Chronicler removes 
the report of the building of the royal palace (1 Kgs 7: 1-12) 
from the first account (C) to concentrate on the Temple 
building, suggesting his careful choice of the materials 
relevant to his own theme. Noncultic constructions in 8: 1-10 
(C') are related to the Temple with an extensive expansion of 
Solomon's ceremonial provisions for the Temple cult (8: 12-15 
1 Kgs 9: 25), for the construction of the Temple itself is 
already over. `"' It is especially difficult to see why the 
Chronicler concludes C' with a note on the completion of the 
Temple building and the treasures in 8: 16 unless it is linked 
to the ending of the first section (C; 5: 1). 
Dedication of the Temple (D) in 5: 2-7: 10 is again 
structured in a chiastic fashion. Whereas the cloud of glory 
appears only in the beginning of the dedication in Kings (1 Kgs 
8: 1-11 // 2 Chr 5: 2-14), the Chronicler repeats it after 
Solomon's dedicatory prayer in 2 Chr 7: 1-10. The repetition 
includes details such as the priests overcome by the glory, 
sacrifices, and musical accompaniment. Although it has been 
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often explained in redaction critical terms, there is no 
compelling reason to regard it as a later insertion, Rather, 
judging from the overall intention of the Chronicler, it is 
more plausible to attribute it to his conscious parallelism. ", 
Because of this, an immediate divine response to Solomon's 
blessing of the people (1 Kgs 8: 54b-61) becomes unnecessary and 
is thus omitted. " Solomon's dedicatory speech (D) and the 
divine answer (D': 7: 11-22) also correspond. Just as Solomon's 
speech is divided into two parts, one to the people (6: 1-i1 
1Kgs 8: 14-21) and another to God (6: 12-42 // 1 Kgs 8: 22-53), 
God responds first to Solomon (7: 12-18 // 1 Kgs 9: 2-5) and then 
to the people (7: 19-22 // 1 Kgs 9: 6-9)'°"'` Dillard has also 
pointed out that four themes of Solomon's speech, Exodus, 
choice of Jerusalem, Promise to David, and request to hear and 
forgive, have respective counterparts in the divine response, 
in a chiastic order. `"-' 
The centre of the chiasm is, therefore, not the building 
of the Temple itself but Solomon's dedicatory speech and divine 
response. The report of the construction is actually curtailed 
through a number of substantial omissions: Temple details (1 
Kgs 6: 4-19,22,26,29-38; 7: 15,17b-20,22), Temple furnishing 
<1 Kgs 7: 27-38), and the construction of the palace (1 Kgs 7: 1- 
12). For the Chronicler's contemporaries the Temple building 
is not as splendid as Solomon's, but what matters most is 
continuity with the Temple in Jerusalem. " He thus clearly 
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expresses his view of the God-Israel relationship in his 
additions in Solomon's speech and divine response. He 
exchanges the basis of Solomon's petition to listen to the 
people's prayer from the Exodus experience <1 Kgs 8: 51-53) to 
the Davidic Promise (2 Chr 6: 40-42 taken from Ps 132: 1,8-10) 
and in 2 Chr 7: 14 he sets (without Vorlage) a principle of 
forgiveness, which is realized again and again in the following 
history of Israel and still challenges his readers. ýr, The 
Chronicler's account of Solomon has such a well-crafted 
structure and such distinct themes that it is hard to perceive 
it as an interpretation of 1 Kgs 3-11. 
8.2 Chr 10-16: The Division of the Kingdom 
The Chronicler's account of the division of the monarchy 
is again reported completely from his own 
Samuel-Kings is used as a main historical 
to give a new interpretation of the divis 
retributional pattern which dominates the 
Israel by selecting materials, adding his 
theological comments. 
perspective, though 
source. He manages 
ion and to set a 
subsequent history of 
own, and supplying 
The Chronicler ascribes the cause of the initial division 
of the kingdom to God's will, but he does not elaborate its 
relationship with Solomon's sin (2 Chr 10: 15; cf. 11: 4). He 
omits the account of Solomon's apostasy and Shemaiah's prophecy 
(1 Kgs 11), because he wants to show that the Davidic Promise 
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Al 
was established by Solomon's obedience. Consequently 
Rehoboam's unwise treatment of the northeners becomes more 
significant for the division, despite little rewriting in the 
account itself. " The Chronicler also sees Jeroboam being 
actively against Judah from an early stage, though whether he 
is following his Vorlage at this point is debated. '-, -7 However, 
neither of the two characters are seen as totally responsible 
for the division, as the negative evaluation of Rehoboam's 
reign is qualified by some positive aspects (cf. 2 Chr 12: 12- 
14) and the detail of Jeroboam's apostasy is not introduced 
until Abijah's reign. As Welch and Williamson argue, the 
Chronicler seems to believe that there are 'good reasons' for 
Israel to refuse Rehoboam's unfaithful reign and he retains 
"God's will" as the ultimate cause of the division <2 Chr 
10: 15; 11: 4) . '-" Thus Judah' s attempt to force Israel to return 
is rejected by Shemaiah and the northerners are still called 
"brethren" (2 Chr 11: 1-4). 
The rebellion of the North becomes evident at the 
accession of the godly Abijah. The Chronicler forms a two 
stage division by replacing a negative evaluation of Abijah's 
reign (1 Kgs 15: 3) with his own materials. Abijah calls Israel 
to return, insisting that God has eternally chosen the Davidic 
house, that the reign of the unworthy Rehoboam is over, and 
that now a true Davidide has become king (2 Chr 13: 5,8)" The 
apostasy of Jeroboam is shifted from an earlier position in 
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Rehoboam's reign to here and it is strongly condemned (2 Chr 
11: 14f // 1 Kgs 12: 26-33). Abijah's war against the North is 
portrayed as a 'holy war' in contrast to Shemaiah's prohibition 
against fighting in Rehoboam's day. The Chronicler bases the 
rest of his account of the divided monarchy on this 
understanding of the status of the North. He does not accept 
the legitimacy of the northern kingdom for it rebels against 
the divinely chosen Davidic house. '" Yet he still believes the 
people in the North are part of Israel and leaves the 
possibility of repentance open. He uses the term 'Israel' not 
only for the southern but also the northern kingdom and 
includes instances of their returning to true worship (cf. 2 
Chr 15: 2,9; 19: 2f etc. ). 7' Thus, in his narrative after 
Abijah, the account concerning the northern Israel is 
systematically deleted, but all the contacts with the South, 
including some unparalleled incidents, are present. '" 
The Chronicler also sets the narrative of the first kings 
of Judah in a retributionai framework, as rromised in the 
divine response to Solomon's dedicatory prayer (2 Chr 7: 12-22). 
Williamson has found four patterns in Rehoboam's reign: 
failure (10: 1-11: 14), success through obedience (11: 5-23), 
disaster by pride (12: 1-4), restoration through self-humbling 
(12: 5-12). 111- Although his account of the division (10: 1-11: 4) 
follows 1 Kgs 12: 1-24 closely, it functions differently in its 
larger context. Already in Kings the division is related to 
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i 
Rehoboam's neglect of wisdom in ruling the people properly, but 
with the omission of Solomon's sin and the transposing of 
Jeroboam's apostasy, it has become the major cause of the 
initial division. 
The negative retributional pattern of Rehoboam's failure 
is followed by the positive pattern of the blessings he 
received though obedience (11: 5-23). Details about his 
extensive building activities (vv. 5-12) and large family (vv. 
18-23) are newly added as signs of blessings, and the report on 
Jeroboam's apostasy (1 Kgs 12: 26-33) is reworked from the 
southern perspective into the participation of faithful 
northerners to the Jerusalem cult (11: 13-17). Since they are 
unique in Chronicles and they follow the explicit reference to 
Judah's obedience to the word of the Lord in vs. 4, the section 
seems to be intentionally schematized. 
Both positive and negative retributional patterns are 
repeated in one incident of Shishak's invasion (2 Chr 12: 1-12). 
Although the core of the historical report (12: 2a, 9-11) 
parallels 1 Kgs 14: 25-28, it is set within the Chronicler's 
structure. The Chronicler supplies an introduction (vs. 1) to 
the incident to connect it to Rehoboam's abandonment of the 
law, while Kings simply juxtaposes the two accounts. After 
narrating Shishak's invasion (2a // 1 Kgs 14: 22), he adds the 
theological interpretation "because they had been unfaithful to 
the Lord" (2b). In vv. 3-4 he gives further information about 
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the disaster and in vs. 5 he again emphasizes the retribution 
theme through the mouth of the prophet Shemaiah, "You abandoned 
me, so I have abandoned you". In the second half of the 
account the self-humbling of the king and the princes of Israel 
is introduced without any basis in the Vorlage (vs. 6) and it 
is followed by God's promise through the prophet not to destroy 
them completely (vv. 7-8). Vv. 9-11 reproduces the description 
of the Egyptian raid <1 Kgs 14: 25-28), but the Chronicler 
concludes the section by repeating a second retributional 
point; "when he humbled himself the wrath of the Lord turned 
from him, so as not to make a complete destruction; there were 
some good in Judah" (latter half my translation) (vs. 12). 
At the end of Rehoboam's reign the Chronicler rewrites the 
concluding remarks with his characteristic vocabulary (2 Chr 
12: 13-16 // 1 Kgs 14: 21-22,29-31). Whereas in Kings the 
conclusion is interrupted by the account of Shishak's invasion, 
the Chronicler combines the two parts. In vs. 14 the sin of 
the people of Judah (cf. 1 Kgs 14: 22) is attributed solely to 
Rehoboam and the totally negative evaluation is softened to "he 
did not set his heart to seek the Lord" to accord with the 
overall presentation. 
The Chronicler's distinct schematization of history and 
theological themes are most clearly seen in rewritings in 
Abijah's reign (2 Chr 13). The first few verses (vv. 1-2a) 
parallel 1 Kgs 15: 1-2, but he replaces the account of the rest 
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of Abijah's unfaithfulness with a long theological speech and a 
note of the victory and blessings he received. Its motive, as 
we saw above, is to show that the division was finalized by the 
rebellion of the North against the true Davidides, but also to 
cast this point in a retributional framework. Abijah 
emphasizes in his speech the eternal choice of the House of 
David (vv. 5,8) and cultic faithfulness in the South in 
contrast to apostasy in the North (vv. 10-12). The war between 
them is narrated in "holy war" type and it suggests that the 
Lord was with Judah and helped her (cf. vv. 12,14-16). 
Apostate Israel was punished and faithful Judah was rewarded 
with victory. The retributional theme is explicated in 
conclusion in vs. 18 "Thus the men of Israel were subdued at 
that time, and the men of Judah prevailed, because they relied 
upon the Lord, the God of their fathers. " The Chronicler 
further underlines the retributional pattern by referring to 
Abijah's large family and the establishment of his reign (vs. 
21). 
The reign of Asa is arranged around two sets of 
retributional pattern (2 Chr 14: 1-15: 19; 16: 1-14). Although 
the Chronicler apparently builds his account on 1 Kgs 15: 9-24, 
he succeeds in giving a new structure, adding considerable 
materials including two theological speeches and a new 
chronological framework. In 14: 2-5a he expands Asa's reform, 
narrated in 1 Kgs 15: 11-12, and he suggests that the reform 
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resulted in divinely given peace, in his own introduction (1b) 
and conclusion (5b). Immediately following the reform his 
building activities and army organization (vv. 6-8) are 
introduced as signs of peace (cf. vs. 6b) and his victory over 
Zerah the Cushite (vv. 9-15) is recounted in a "holy war" style 
(without parallel). Moreover, "in 15: 1-7 the unparalleled 
speech of the prophet Azariah repeats the retributional theme 
and encourages the people to continue to be faithful. The 
obedience of the people and the completion of Asa's reform is 
reported in vv. 8-19, based on 1 Kgs 15: 12-15 but with 
substantial new elements (cf. vv. 8-15). The first section 
ends with the Chronicler's own chronological note that no war 
took place until the thirty fifth year of Asa (15: 19). Whereas 
the precise nature of these chronological notes is debated, its 
implication of a long period of peace in Asa's first faithful 
reign contrasts with the view of the deuteronomistic historian 
(cf. 1 Kgs 15: 8) . 
In 16: 1-6 the Chronicler reproduces the account of Asa's 
war with Baasha in 1 Kgs 15: 17-22, but he interprets Asa's 
alliance with Benhadad as a lack of complete faith in the Lord 
and denounces him through the mouth of the prophet Hanani 
(16: 7-10, without parallel). Whereas Kings writes "there was 
war between Asa and Baasha king of Israel all their days" (1 
Kgs 15: 16), the Chronicler supplies the chronological note "in 
the thirty sixth year of Asa" (16: 1) to the war in order to 
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distinguish his disobedient second period from the first. 
Hanani's speech contrasts Asa's attitude here with his first 
period (vs. 8) and prophesies wars due to his foolish act (vs. 
9>. His foot disease (vs. 12 // 1 Kgs 15: 23) is also 
retributionally explained by his harsh treatment of the prophet 
(vs. 10). The Chronicler structures Asa's reign in a twofold 
retributional framework supplying necessary elements and 
theological comments in prophetic sermons, and this clearly 
indicates his creative use of the materials in Kings. L. Allen 
has recently pointed out that the motif of "reliance < Iv WJ 
) on the Lord" recurs at the turn of the events in Abijah's 
reign, Asa's first period and second period, and this again 
points to the Chronicler's intentional structuring., "" 
9.2 Chr 17-20: Jehoshaphat 
In Kings Jehoshaphat appears only in relation to the 
northern kings, but the Chronicler turns him into a major pious 
king with extensive additions. -7" Whereas the implication of 
his alliance with Ahab in 1 Kgs 22 is a negative one and the 
Chronicler appears to hold the same view (of. 2 Chr 19: 1-3), 
his extra materials give a more positive picture of Jehoshaphat 
and his overall evaluation is very high (2 Chr 20: 30,32; cf. 
21: 12; 22: 9 also). 
Before the Chronicler goes into reproduction of 1 Kgs 22, 
he inserts a general summary of Jehoshaphat's reign in chap. 
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17. The introductory statements in 17: 1-6 set out the positive 
retributional pattern. It summarizes the characteristics of 
his reign as "seeking the God of his father" and "walking in 
his commandments" (vs. 4) and relates them to the divine 
establishment of his kingdom <vv. 3a, 5) and riches and honour 
(vs. 5). In the next paragraph Jehoshaphat's teaching mission 
<vv. 7-9, without parallel) elaborates his religious devotion 
(vv. 3,6), and it is followed by the signs of blessing; wealth 
and honour (vv. 10-13a) and army and fortifications (vv. 13b- 
19) which are mentioned in the introduction (vs. 5 and vs. 2. 
respectively). '' The blessings are connected with the teaching 
mission by '7'ý-clause and the Chronicler explains them with 
his idiosyncratic vocabuluary "the fear of the Lord fell upon 
all the kingdoms of the land" in vs. 10. The Chronicler's 
positive retributional pattern sharply contrasts with the 
picture given in Kings and it is difficult to question his own 
purpose in introducing new materials. 
2 Chr 18 repeats Jehoshaphat's alliance with Ahab in their 
war against Aram in 2 Kgs 22, but as Dillard correctly 
observes, "[the Chronicler] has taken a previous unit of 
tradition into the service of his own interest". "' Kings 
concludes the account by stressing the fulfilment of ": e 
prophecy in the death of Ahab (1 Kgs 22: 36-39), but the 
Chronicler replaces this notice with his own (2 Chr 19: 1-3) 
which condemns Jehoshaphat's foreign alliance. "' 19: 1-3 also 
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makes difficult the commonly held view which ascribes the 
inclusion of this account to the Chronicler's desire to portray 
Jehoshaphat positively in contrast to Ahab (cf. 18: 4). The 
Chronicler's aim is, rather, to point out that foreign alliance 
and the lack of faith bring the wrath of the Lord. Although 
Jehoshaphat's faithful actions in the next two chapters 
demonstrate that the wrath can be, at least, partially averted, 
the judgment on his action in this chapter is negative and it 
prepares the way for the recovery from failure. -' The 
Chronicler also modifies the introductory verses to suit his 
structure. Whereas 1 Kgs 22: 1 reports the incident as a war 
between Israel and Aram, 2 Chr 18: 1 rewrites it from the 
perspective of Jehoshaphat and 18: 2 gives more prominence to 
Jehoshaphat than 1 Kgs 22: 3. 
The materials in 2 Chr 19-20 are unique to Chronicles and 
portray Jehoshaphat in a typical retributional fashion. 19: 4- 
11 details the second stage of Jehoshaphat's religious reform 
as his introduction in vs. 4 states "he went out again among 
the people, ... and 
brought them back to the Lord, the God of 
their fathers". However, the remainder of the chapter contains 
no religious flavour, and, as we saw in the previous chapter, 
the Chronicler is probably here using a secular administrative 
document to show the piety of Jehoshaphat. We have also seen 
that Jehoshaphat's war against the Moabites in 2 Chr 20 is not 
a midrash on 2 Kgs 3 but based on an earlier source. The 
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king's faithfulness is emphasized with the Chronicler's 
peculiar phrase "seeking the Lord" (vv. 3,4), the lament 
ritual (vv. 5-12) and the worship before the battle (vv. 18- 
21). Their utter trust in the Lord is answered by the 
salvation oracle through Jahaziel (vv. 14-17), and their 
victory is described in holy war style (vv. 22-29). 
Jehoshaphat's attitude clearly contrasts with his previous war 
and this reverses his fate from wrath to peace (vs. 30). Such 
positive retribution has no basis in Kings' account nor can it 
be theological elaboration of the disastrous war in 1 Kgs 22 
(cf. 2 Chr 19: 1-3). Clearly these new materials are employed 
to give a thoroughly new picture of Jehoshaphat and they are 
set in a new literary structure. 
The account of Jehoshaphat's venture at the end of his 
reign (2 Chr 20: 35-37) is also probably not theological 
interpretation of 1 Kgs 22: 47-49 but a report of another phase 
of the incident. ' This again provides the negative 
retributional pattern in which foreign alliance leads to 
disaster. However, one wonders why it must replace the Kings 
account of Jehoshaphat's rejection of a foreign alliance which 
fits much better his generally good reign. The answer may lie 
in the parallelism between the Asa's reign and Jehoshaphat's 
reign in Chronicles. Despite an overall positive evaluation of 
Asa (cf. 15: 17; 16: 14) his death notice is combined with an 
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accusation of sin just as here. Dillard has suggested the 
following common elements in these outlines: '' 
reform I, building programs, 
and large armies; 
battle report I; 
reform II; 
battle report II; 
transgression and death; 
14: 2-8 17: 1-19 
14: 9-15 18: 1-19: 3 
15: 1-19 19: 4-11 
16: 1-9 20: 1-30 
16: 10-14 20: 31-21: 1 
Though not all the correspondences Dillard lists are specific 
enough to carry such a thesis, the following two points are at 
least remarkable. His first battle report does not follow 
smoothly from his reform nor is its negative result is reported 
immediately after it: thus it is doubtful if the first battle 
report would ever have been placed in that context if the 
Chronicler is not following the pattern of Asa's reign. 
Admittedly the successful battle and failure reverses the order 
in Jehoshaphat's reign, but it can be attributed to his desire 
to end his reign with a positive note. The division of the 
reform in two phases is also a conspicuous feature of these 
reigns. If such parallelism is at work here, this also 
underlines the Chronicler's intentional structuring of the 
material. 
10.2 Chr 21-23: Jehoram, Ahaziah, Athaliah 
The reign of Jehoram (2 Chr 21: 1-20), that of Ahaziah (2 
Chr 22: 1-9), and the interregnum of Athaliah (2 Chr 22: 10- 
23: 21) all start with the murder of possible successors to the 
Davidic throne, and they are apparently intended to be one unit 
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which show how the threat to the Davidic dynasty was averted. t. "4 
At the same time the House of Ahab is repeatedly contrasted 
with the House of David as the symbol of idolatry throughout 
these sections, and the retributional justice is dramatically 
illustrated by the judgment upon it. 
Jehoram's reign (2 Chr 21: 1-20) is much expanded from 2 
Kgs 8: 16-24 to emphasize that his sinful acts invited 
rebellions in the territory and personal tragedy. In the 
beginning of the account <21: 1-4) the Chronicler adds his 
killing of the brothers to introduce the theme of threat to the 
Davidic House and to depict his evil reign. His unfaithfulness 
is identified with the way of the house of Ahab in vs. 6 <// 2 
Kgs 8: 18) and in vs. 13 (the Chronicler's addition). On the 
other hand, the eternity of the Davidic covenant is reiterated 
as the reason why Jehoram was not completely destroyed; "for 
the sake of David" in 2 Kgs 8: 19 is changed to "because of the 
covenant which he had made with David" (vs. 7) and "Judah" to 
"the house of David" (vs. 7). David is once more mentioned in 
the letter of Elijah in vs. 12. The report on the rebellion of 
Edom and Ribnah (vv. 8-10) parallels 2 Kgs 8: 20-22, but in this 
context it is clearly seen as the punishment for his evildoings 
and a theological comment is given after it "because he had 
forsaken the Lord, the God of his fathers" (vs. 10b). 
The Chronicler extends the description of his 
unfaithfulness making reference to his erection of high places 
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(vs. 11) and supplies theological reasons for further 
punishments in Elijah's letters (vv. 12-15). In vv. 16-17 the 
raid by Philistines and Arabs is added and all the royal 
princes but his last son are killed. As Dillard observes, the 
Chronicler seems to present "the reign of Jehoram as the 
undoing of the accomplishments of Asa and Jehoshaphat". 02" The 
high places these two kings suppressed (14: 2-5; 17: 6) are 
reerected by Jehoram (21: 11), the victory in the east and south 
(14: 9-15; 20) is no longer effective (21: 8-10) and Philistines 
and Arabs do not pay tribute as before (17: 11) and attack 
Jehoram (21: 16). In 21: 12 the Chronicler expressly contrasts 
Jehoram with Asa and Jehoshaphat. In vv. 18-19 another element 
of judgment, a disease of his bowels, is added, as predicted by 
Elijah (vs. 15). The concluding note (vv. 19b-20) specifically 
mentions that no fire was made in his honour and he was not 
buried in the tombs of the kings. The Chronicler clearly 
portrays in Jehoram's reign how even a Davidide must be 
punished if he is not faithful to the Lord with considerable 
new materials and a new schematization. 
The reign of Ahaziah (2 Chr 22: 1-9) is, in contrast, 
incorporated into the themes of judgment upon the unfaithful 
and protection of the Davidic house by drastic abridgment of 
the Kings material (2 Kgs 8: 24b-10: 14). Since the 
deuteronomistic historian details Jehu's coup and destruction 
of Ahab's house from the viewpoint of the northern kingdom, the 
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Chronicler selects only the materials relevant to the reign of 
the southern king. In the first verse he repeats the killing 
of all the sons of Jehoram by Arabs (cf. 21: 17) to start 
Ahaziah's reign with the recurring theme of the threat to the 
Davidic dynasty. Whereas 22: 2-6 parallels 2 Kgs 8: 26-29, it 
focuses on how Ahaziah followed the way of the House of Ahab 
and listened to its advice. 22: 7-9 summarizes the destruction 
of the House of Ahab reported in 2 Kgs 9: 1-28 and 10: 12-14 from 
the perspective of how Ahaziah was involved in it and killed. 
The Chronicler is not interested in recording Jehu's coup, but 
does not assume the incident either, for he supplies the 
minimum necessary information about Jehu (vs. 7b) and about the 
context in which Ahaziah was killed (vv. 
The death of Ahaziah in vs. 9 contrasts greatly with 
Kings' version, and the differences are clearly motivated by 
theological reasons. The killing of the princes and officers 
of Judah is shifted from after the murder of Ahaziah to before 
it because of the Chronicler's new structure: these events are 
not told as parts of a long narrative of Jehu's coup but as an 
account of Ahaziah's reign and it suits the Chronicler to end 
with the death of the king. Mosis may be correct in pointing 
out the conscious paralleling with the end of Saul. `"-7 In 
Chronicles Ahaziah's flight before his death (2 Kgs 9: 27) is 
also changed and his burial in Jerusalem and the City of David 
(2 Kgs 9: 28) is omitted. Although historical harmonization is 
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not impossible, the information that Ahaziah was found in 
Samaria and executed highlights the consequence of his 
association with the House of Ahab. `' ' Silence on his burial 
place does not necessarily imply he was buried in the North, 
but it indicates the Chronicler's disapproval of his reign. '=' 
The overthrowing of Athaliah's rule in 2 Chr 22: 10-23: 21 
basically follows 2 Kgs 11: 1-20, but with a number of minor 
modifications; especially in the beginning and the end of chap. 
23 , it is transformed into a conclusion to the themes of the 
last three chapters: the threat to the Davidic House and the 
evil influence of Ahab's house. 22: 10-12, though following 2 
Kgs 11: 1-3, narrates Athaliah's slaughter of the royal family 
so as to repeat the theme of threat to the Davidic House for 
the third time. Athaliah is the last remaining member of 
Ahab's family (21: 6) and retained power even after the 
destruction of her father':. house in the North. 
Tle coup against Athaliah by Jehoiada the high priest is 
carefully compared with the accession of David to portray it 
not only as palace intrigue but as the restoration of proper 
Davidic rule and final judgment upon Ahab's house. Whereas in 
Kings only the soldiers are present at Joash's coronation (2 
Kgs 11: 4>, the Chronicler makes it a "religious assembly", 
ý, 
iF 
(23: 3), like David's coronation. The inclusion of "heads of 
father's house of Israel" (23: 2> also parallels David's 
coronation and the Chronicler explicates his view through 
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Johoiada's mouth, "Let him reign, as the Lord spoke concerning 
the sons of David" (23: 3b, without parallel). In the 
conclusion again "the nobles, the governors of the people" are 
substituted for "the Carites, the guards" (vs. 20). Moreover, 
the major participants of the coup are changed from foreign 
body guards (2 Kgs 11: 4,9,19) to the priests and the Levites 
<2 Chr 23: 1,8,18-20) and the sanctity of the Temple is 
carefully protected (23: 5b-6,19) to present it a restoration 
of proper worship. Especially the roles of the Levitical 
musicians (23: 13,18) and gatekeepers (vs. 19) are elaborated 
in line with David's original organization as recorded in 1 Chr 
23-27. x`-' The ending of the account "the city was quiet, after 
Athaliah had been slain with the sword" is an irony for the 
conclusion of the section which started with the threat to the 
Davidic House and the dominance of the idolatrous House of 
Ahab. 
It is thus evident that, while using Kings as a major 
source, the Chronicler has carefully constructed a narrative of 
these three periods around his own twin themes of divine 
protection of the Davidic House and the tragic fate of those 
who rebel against the Lord. 
11.2 Chr 24-26: Joash, Amaziah, Uzziah 
The following reigns of Joash (2 Chr 24: 1-27), Amaziah 
(25: 1-28>, and Uzziah (26: 1-23) all start with obedience to the 
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Lord, but once their rules are established they become 
unfaithful and they die in tragedy. --" Commendatory notices are 
given at the beginning of their reigns but they are qualified 
by their imperfect nature (24: 2 // 2 Kgs 12: 3 (21; 25: 2; 26: 4- 
5), and for Amaziah and Uzziah "pride" is given as the cause of 
their falling away from faith (25: 19 // 2 Kgs 14: 10; 26: 16). 
This pattern seems to suggest that the Chronicler is preaching 
to his contemporary readers the importance of unchanging 
reliance on the Lord. 
The Chronicler basically follows 2 Kgs 12 for Joash's 
reign proper, but with his additional materials and theological 
comments he transforms Kings' completely positive picture into 
two contrasting periods of initial obedience and subsequent 
failure. He limits the period the first commendatory notice 
covers from "all his days, because Jehoiada the priest 
instructed him" (2 Kgs 12: 2) to "all the days of Jehoiada the 
priest" to suit his twofold pattern (2 Chr 24: 2). The first 
half of this reign is portrayed more positively by the 
Chronicler. He presents a more enthusiastic and successful 
picture of the Temple restoration, omitting the minor conflict 
between the king and the temple personel about its financial 
source, as we saw in the previous chapter. ''- The role of the 
Levites is stressed (vv. 5, b, 11) and the restoration is 
patterned after the tabernacle (Exod 35,36; vv. 9-10,14) to 
suggest that the worship was properly restored as in the line 
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of his concern in 2 Chr 23. '='ý The account of Joash's first 
good period ends with the Chronicler's additional death notice 
of his mentor Jehoiada, which emphasizes his longevity and good 
deeds to God and the Temple <vv. 15-16). 
However, after this the Chronicler adds Joash's apostasy 
and rejection of prophets' warnings (vv. 17-19) to clearly mark 
the beginning of his second bad period. He especially 
elaborates his theological points through the prophecy of 
Zechariah with his characteristic retributional expressions: 
"to prosper < 71ýY )" and "Because you have forsaken < 1Ty 
) the Lord, he has forsaken you" (vs. 20, without parallel). A 
great contrast with the first period is made by the irony of 
the murder of Zachariah, the son of Jehoiada (vv. 21-22). In 
the following account of an Aramean invasion (vv. 23-24), he 
rejoins 2 Kgs 12: 17-18, but a new context invites us to read it 
as a judgment upon his sins. Whereas in Kings the battle is 
reported without any theological comment, here the Chronicler 
supplies "because they had forsaken the Lord, the God of their 
fathers" (v. 24). He also rewrites the account itself to 
stress the casualties which Judah suffered more and to suggest 
it as a reversal of the usual holy war: the great Judean army 
is delivered to the smaller Aramean forces by the Lord (vs. 
24a), "4 The theological evaluation in the conspiracy against 
Joash is not given in 2 Kgs 12: 20-21, but here he writes 
"because of the blood of the son of Jehoiada the priest" (vs. 
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25). The burial notice of Joash is changed from "with his 
fathers in the city of David" to "in the city of David, but 
they did not bury him in the tombs of the kings" to indicate 
the disapproval of his reign. 
For Amaziah's reign the Chronicler reproduces 2 Kgs 14: 1- 
20, but he inserts a long addition in the middle to make a 
clear two-tier structure. The general summary of his reign in 
2 Kgs 14: 3 runs "he did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, 
yet not like David his father, but did all things as Joash his 
father had done", and it is essentially positive because 
nothing negative is reported about Joash in Kings. However, 
the Chronicler interprets tragedies for Joash and Amaziah as 
due to their sins, and changes the qualifying clause to "yet 
not with a blameless heart" (2 Chr 25: 2) in order to balance 
the two sides of their reigns. The first positive period is 
shared by the expansion on Amaziah's victory over the Edomites 
(2 Kgs 14: 7) in 2 Chr 25: 5-13. Whereas in Kings it only gives 
the background for his proud challenge to Jehoash, here it is 
expanded to a full account and the victory is described as the 
reward for Amaziah's obedience to the prophetic warning. The 
Chronicler emphasizes the need to rely solely on the Lord not 
the foreign army and the Lord's power "to help" those who rely 
on him. 
However, immediately after that, the Chronicler also 
reports that Amaziah brought back gods of the people he 
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conquered and worshipped them (vv. 14-16, without parallel). 
Again a prophet accuses him, but this time he does not listen 
to him and threatens to kill him. Even in the first half of 
his reign, he showed some hesitation to obey the Lord, but now 
the negative side of his indeterminate attitude overruled. The 
folly of Amaziah's decision is stressed by the word-play 
Amaziah did not listen to the prophet's "counsel" (vs. 16) but 
took human counsel (vs. 17). V11 In vv. 17-24 his defeat by 
Jehoash the king of the northern kingdom is repeated from 2 Kgs 
14: 8-14, but in the context of Chronicles it is clearly seen as 
judgment upon Amaziah's apostasy and rejection of the prophet. 
Jehoash's speech aptly points to Amaziah's pride behind his 
challenge, though it is paralleled in 2 Kgs 14: 10. The death 
of Amaziah by conspiracy (2 Chr 25: 27-28) is likewise repeated 
from 2 Kgs 14: 19-20, but the Chronicler adds the theological 
comment "when he turned away from the Lord" (vs. 27a) and 
couches it in a retributional framework. 
The reign of Uzziah is again changed from a positive 
account in Kings (2 Kgs 14: 21-23; 15: 2-7) to two distinct 
periods of obedience and failure in Chronicles. -" The parallel 
materials are used in the introductory (2 Chr 16: 1-4 2 Kgs 
14: 21-23,15: 2-3) and concluding sections (26: 21-23 2 Kgs 
15: 4-7) but his long addition in the middle demarcates his 
positive and negative periods theologically and adds 
illustrative materials for both. In vs. 4 the Chronicler 
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follows the general summary of his reign in 2 Kgs 15: 3, but he 
adds his own qualification in vs. 5: "He set himself to seek 
God in the days of Zechariah, who instructed him in the fear of 
God; and as long as he sought the Lord, God made him prosper". 
That the death of the king's spiritual mentor changes his 
attitude to the Lord parallels the case of Joash. Though 2 Kgs 
15: 3 writes, "[Uzziah] did what was right in the eyes of the 
Lord", Kings does not give any concrete incident of his better 
period. So the Chronicler supplies his characteristic 
repertoire of signs of blessings such as victory, the large 
army, wealth, fame, and extensive building activities (26: 6- 
15), to create the account of the first good period. 
The beginning of his second bad period is also marked by 
the Chronicler's own theological introduction "But when he was 
strong, he grew proud, to his destruction" (vs. 16). The 
leprosy Uzziah suffered is reported in Kings without any 
theological explanations, but here it is explicitly ascribed to 
his cultic sin and how it happened is related in a narrative 
form (vv. 17-20). His sin is specifically called twice as 
ýyn 
(vv. 16,18), just like the sin of Saul and the Babylonian 
exile (cf. 1 Chr 9: 1; 10: 13). His burial notice (vs. 23) is 
accordingly altered to stress that he was buried separately 
from other kings (cf., "for they said, 'he is a leper. "' )'"7 In 
Uzziah's reign just as Joash and Amaziah's, the Chronicler does 
not simply interpret the 
Kings report on his reign but, again 
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provides a new structure for the text to point out a new 
theological lesson. 
12.2 Chr 27-28: Jotham, Ahaz 
Whereas in the last three reigns the good period is turned 
over to the bad period within one reign, Jotham's reign in 
chap. 27 is portrayed thoroughly positively and it is followed 
by the absolutely sinful reign of Ahaz (chap. 28). Jotham's 
reign is paralleled with the first good half of Uzziah's reign 
as 27: 2a <1/ 2 Kgs 15: 34) notes, and his building projects (vv. 
3-4) and other blessings (vv. 5-6) are rewritten to correspond 
to his father's. ý'ý-' The Chronicler reproduces 2 Kgs 15: 32-38 
for Jotham's reign to support its positive picture, but he 
omits the note on the threat by Rezin of Syria and Pekah of 
Israel in 2 Kgs 15: 37 and adds details on Jotham's building 
activities (vv. 3-4) and victory (vv. 5-6). '-' The whole reign 
of Jotham is portrayed positively to contrast with Ahaz' 
totally sinful reign and to highlight the inevitable nature of 
judgment. -" As L. Allen points out, the general summary of 
Jotham's reign 
(27: 2 // 2 Kgs X5: 34) sets an antithesis 
with that of Ahaz 1-1111' '1'y1 "1U'; 1 fl i Xt [ (28: 1 // 2 Kgs 
16: 2), and the notices that both kings reigned sixteen years 
(27: 1,8 // 2 Kgs 15: 33; 28: 1 // 2 Kgs 16: 2) emphasizes their 
"essential dissimilarity". '` Thus the reign of Jotham seems 
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to be carefully rewritten to prepare for Ahaz' grave sin 
according to the Chronicler's intentional schematization. 
The basic account of Ahaz' reign in chap. 28 follows 2 Kgs 
16: 1-20, but there are considerable differences in details. 
These differences are probably based on his interpretation of 
the Vorlage with some other source, but his theological purpose 
is also evident. 1°2 In 28: 1-4 <// 2 Kgs 16: 2-4) the apostasy 
of Ahaz is enhanced with minor modifications. In the following 
section (28: 5-15) the account of the Syro-Ephraimite invasion 
(2 Kgs 16: 5-6) is largely expanded and the threat to Jerusalem 
and defeat of Judah are heightened to present it as a judgment 
upon his sins. Whereas 2 Kgs 16: 5 relates the inability of the 
Syro-Ephraimite coalition to conquer Ahaz, the Chronicler 
reports the great disaster Ahaz suffered in the invasion (vv. 
5-8). Especially he emphasizes the extent of trouble including 
the large number of the people slaughtered and brought into 
captivity. "'*' The invasions of Aram and Israel are recounted 
separately in Chronicles, and this may also be intended to 
enhance the impression of the devastated state of Judah. The 
Chronicler explains the incident in terms of the theology of 
immediate retribution in vs. 6, "because they had forsaken the 
Lord, the God of their fathers". 
In contrast to the problems in Judah, the northern kingdom 
is portrayed in a more favourable light. In vs. 10 the 
northerners repent of their sins, not only of this war but also 
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of their disobedience to the Lord in general (cf. 2 Chr 13), 
resulting in opening the possibility of reconciliation with the 
Lord and unification with the southern kingdom. '0'a In vs. 10 
the Lord is called "their God" and in vs. 11 the people of 
Judah are called "brethren". Ahaz' appeal to Tiglath-pileser 
in 28: 16-25 <// 2 Kgs 16: 7-9) is reported as a further disaster 
in Chronicles (cf. especially vs. 20 "it did not help him"; 
vs. 21 "distress"), whereas 2 Kgs 16: 7-9 suggests it was at 
least temporarily effective. In Kings the appeal is made in 
the context of the Syro-Ephraimite war, but here it is related 
to another raid by the Edomites and Philistines and it is again 
explained as the Judgment upon his sins in vs. 19. "'F In 
28: 22-23 Ahaz is said to have committed the idolatry of 
worshipping the gods of Damascus, though in 2 Kgs 16: 10-13 he 
only copied an Aramean altar to make sacrifices presumably to 
the Lord. Vv. 24-25 also suggests the closure of the Temple 
and the halt of true worship, though Kings reports the 
continuation of worship. The Chronicler ends the account of 
Ahaz with his burial notice that he was not buried in the tombs 
of the kings against the apparent implication of 2 Kgs 16: 20. 
The systematic enhancement of Ahaz' sin and introduction 
of the repentance of the northerners give a distinct picture to 
Ahaz' reign in Chronicles and it cannot be understood as 
interpretation of the deuteronomistic history, Indeed, as 
Williamson correctly points out, it is intended to be a 
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"complete reversal in the relationship between north and south" 
in 2 Chr 13. 'C. ß The apostasy of Ahaz is so increased to show 
that the religious orthodoxy of Judah claimed by Abijah has 
been nullified, and with the repentance of the northerners the 
reconciliation with the Lord and the South become possible. 
The military fortunes of the two kingdoms are also reversed, 
and the Lord is now with the North, to give them victory over 
the South. Moreover, the king of Israel is no longer mentioned 
here and the language of 28: 12 (cf. 30: 6) implies the fall of 
the northern kingdom (though it is not explicitly recounted). 
All these prepare the way for the reunification of Israel under 
Hezekiah, as 2 Chr 29-32 emphasizes. 
Moreover, the two kingdoms are portrayed as being in a 
similar situation at the end of Ahaz' reign. '°'' Both stand 
under the anger of the Lord (2 Chr 28: 9,11,13,25; 29: 8,10; 
30: 8) and much of their populations are taken into capitivity. 
The Chronicler suggests not only the North but also the South 
suffered exile at this time, repeating that their population 
was taken out of Judah (28: 5,8,17,18). '"' The sin of Ahaz 
is called 7yß like Saul's and like that which led to exile 
(1 Chr 9: 1; 10: 13), and in the beginning of the next reign 
Hezekiah describes their situation with clearly exilic language 
(2 Chr 29: 6-9). The faithful kings after Hezekiah are rewarded 
by the postponement of the final exile but this exile seems to 
be an already unavoidable fate (32: 26; 34: 23-23). '"-' 
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Hezekiah's speech in 30: 6ff and Manasseh's return concern how 
they can be restored from the exilic situation and this 
directly addresses the major issue in the post-exilic 
community. 
The Chronicler's presentation of Israel's history is 
carefully structured to show that the sins of Judean kings, 
especially those of Ahaz, fixed their judgment of the exile 
together with the northern kingdom, and to suggest the way of 
restoration in the reign of Hezekiah and thereafter. Although 
the threat to the Davidic House is once averted by Jehoiada, it 
is followed by three successive failures (cf. 
syn in 2 
Chr 26: 18), and even in the perfectly good reign of Jotham "the 
people still followed the corrupt practices" (27: 2). Ahaz' sin 
is foiled by Jotham and greatly heightened by modifications to 
be responsible to finalize the judgment. Ahaz' reign is thus 
rewritten in relation to the Chronicler's overall 
schematization and it clearly contrasts with the deuteronomic 
history which blames Manasseh's sins for the exile (2 Kgs 
23: 26; 24: 3-4). 
13.2 Chr 29-32: Hezekieh 
The account of Hezekiah in Chronicles gives a rather 
distinct impression from that in Kings, because its focus is 
shifted from the Assyrian invasion and the envoys from Babylon 
to Hezekiah's religious reform. The invasion of Sennacherib <2 
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Kgs 18: 8-19: 37) and the envoys from Merodach-Baladan (2 Kgs 
20: 1-19) are substantially shortened (2 Chr 32: 1-23; and 2 Chr 
32: 24-26,31, respectively) and a brief reference to Hezekiah's 
reform (Z Kgs 18: 3-7) is expanded to as many as three chapters 
in Chronicles <2 Chr 29-31). Although the deuteronomistic 
historian, who is concerned with Josiah's reform, may have 
played down the significance of earlier reforms, the 
Chronicler's account of Hezekiah's reform is far longer than 
any other (except David and Solomon's dedication of the Temple) 
and he has without doubt special interest in it. The account 
of the reform consists of three sections; cleansing of the 
Temple (2 Chr 29), Passover (2 Chr 30), and restoration of 
proper worship (2 Chr 31), and throughout them repentance is 
stressed as the way for restoration after the judgment in Ahaz' 
reign and the North and the South are seen as reunited after 
the fall of Samaria. Hezekiah thus brings back Israel to the 
ideal relationship with the Lord and he is consciously modeled 
after the image of David and Solomon. 
In Chronicles Hezekiah's religious reform starts with the 
cleansing of the Temple (2 Chr 29) which has no parallel 
account in Kings. Historically it deals with the overthrowing 
of Ahaz' apostasy, but typologically it shows the way of 
restoration from an "exilic situation" through acknowledgment 
of sins and repentance. In vv. 5-11 Hezekiah's speech outlines 
the sinfulness of the people in terms of "exilic" language, and 
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exhorts them to restore a proper relationship with the Lord. 
Whereas "the filth (1 TJ, l )" in vs. 5 is the word 
particularly used for ritual impurity in the priestly 
literature and indicates Ahaz' apostasy (cf. 28: 23f), the 
following qualification relates it with the more general 
"exilic" theme with the terms 'such as "unfaithfulness ( ývn 
)" and "forsake ( 1TjJ )" I "c' The cessation of the Temple 
worship in vs. 7 points to Ahaz' work (cf. 2 Chr 28: 24), but 
the Chronicler interprets that it brought Judah to the same 
situation as the northern kingdom and invited the "wrath of the 
Lord" (vs. 8a). Its result is recounted in vv. 8-9 using the 
language of Jeremiah's prophecy of the Babylonian exile (Jer 
29: 18); 
he has made them an object of horror, of astonishment, and 
of hissing, as you see with your own eyes. For lo, our 
fathers have fallen by the sword and our sons and our 
daughters and our wives are in captivity for this. 
In vv. 10-11 Hezekiah encourages the people "to make a covenant 
with the Lord", which actually means, to "take a solemn Bath 
before God to put right what is wrong". '', In vv. 12-36 the 
people put their repentance into practice and cleanse the 
Temple and rededicate it. ''*-' At the beginning of the 
rededication (vv. 20-24) sin offerings are offered for the 
kingdom, the sanctuary, and for the nation, all three involved 
in the apostasy of Ahaz. 11. And the rededication concludes 
with the restoration ( 
10 ) of the Temple worship (vs. 35) 
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and God's reestablishment ( ID ) of the people (vs. 
36). 74 
The theme of restoration through repentance is continued 
in the account of Hezekiah's Passover in 2 Chr 30 (without 
parallel), for Passover itself is, as Dillard puts it, "a 
commemoration of redemption and release from bondage to a 
foreign power". "a In his letter of invitation to the Passover 
(vv. 6-9) Hezekiah describes the situation which he and the 
people are in with characteristically "exile" terminology such 
as "the remnant" (vs. 6), "faithless < ?V >" <vs. 7), 
"desolation" (vs. 7), "his [the Lord's] fierce anger" (vs. 8), 
"Captors" (vs. 9), and "return to this land" (vs. 9). Hezekiah 
also eagerly encourages the people to repent, calling them to 
"return to the Lord" three times in his letter(vv. 6,9a, 
9b). 111 Especially the language of vs. 9 and the peoples' 
response in vs. 11 "humbled themselves" remind us of the 
programmatic statement of God's forgiveness of those who repent 
in 2 Chr 7: 14. In vv. 18-19 Hezekiah also prays for those who 
could not follow the "prescribed" manner of Passover and the 
Lord "heard" and "healed" (v. 20) them as promised in 2 Chr 
7: 14. Hezekiah's passover is concluded with the remark "their 
voice was heard, and their prayer came to his holy habitation 
in heaven" (vs. 27). In 2 Chr 31 their repentance is further 
put into practice by destroying pagan objects (vs. 1, cf. 2 Kgs 
18: 4) and by reinstituting the continuous proper worship (vv. 
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2-19, cf. 2 Kgs 18: 5-7a). Since Hezekiah successfully restored 
the right relationship with the Lord, the introductory notice 
"he did what was right in the eyes of the Lord" (29: 2) is 
repeated at the end of his religious reform (31: 20, without 
parallel), and his reform is seen as "an exemplar of loyalty" 
to the Lord. "' 
The second theme in Hezekiah's religious reform is 
reunification of Israel under one Davidic king. Since there is 
no king in the North and its people repented, it became now 
possible for them to be Joined for the restoration of the 
proper relationship with the Lord under Hezekiah (cf. 29: 35- 
36). Although the cleasing and rededication of the Temple is 
mainly carried out by the priests, the Levites, and the 
officials of Jerusalem, atonement was made for all Israel 
(29: 24) "without regard for the former political division". 11 
In chap. 30 Hezekiah more clearly expresses his intention of 
including the inhabitants of the north in his religious reform, 
calling them to participate in his Passover. He not only sends 
messengers to "all Israel and Judah" but also writes letters 
specifically to "Ephraim and Manasseh" (30: 1). In vs. 5a 
proclamation is sent "throughout all Israel, from Beersheba to 
Dan, that the people should come and keep the passover ... at 
Jerusalem". "Couriers went throughout all Israel and Judah 
with letters" <vs. 6), but it is particularly mentioned that 
they went "from city to city through the country of Ephraim and 
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Manasseh, and as far as Zebulun" (vs. 10). The response was 
not good, but "some men from Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun 
humbled themselves and came to Jerusalem" (vs. 11, my 
translation). The people from the north ("Ephraim, Manasseh, 
Issachar, and Zebulun") "had not cleansed themselves and ate 
the passover otherwise than as prescribed" (vs. 18), but 
Hezekiah prayed for their forgiveness. The Joy of the Passover 
is shared by "all the people" including "the whole assembly 
came out of the land of Israel" (vs. 25). -111 After the 
Passover the people went out to destroy pagan objects not only 
"throughout all Judah and Benjamin" but also "in Ephraim and 
Manasseh" <31: 1). Even in the restoration of the regular 
worship some people from the north seemed to participate 
according to 2 Chr 31: 6, though its precise meaning is 
debated. '--=" This careful inclusion of the northerners clearly 
suggests the Chronicler's desire to show that the people of the 
North and the South are united in repentance and worship 
properly restored by Hezekiah. 
While the Chronicler's account of Hezekiah's reform 
consists mostly of additional materials (except 2 Kgs 18: 3-7 
which somewhat parallels 2 Chr 31) and has its own distinct 
themes, the following reports of the Assyrian invasion (2 Kgs 
18: 8-19: 37) and the Babylonian envoys (2 Kgs 20: 1-19) are 
radically reduced and incorporated into the framework of the 
reward Hezekiah received (2 Chr 32). The introductory verse <2 
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Chr 32: 1) is rewritten from "in the fourteenth year of King 
Hezekiah" to "after these things and these acts of 
faithfulness", to indicate that the following narrative is not 
given as an independent historical account as in Kings but as 
an example of blessings resulted from his faithfulness. 2 Chr 
32 is further connected with the previous section with the 
word-play between this verse and the final summary in 32: 30b 
and the conclusion to Hezekiah's religious reform in 31: 20- 
21. 'x=' 
The narrative of the Assyrian invasion is, as we saw in 
the previous chapter, abridged to give the main outline of the 
historical event, but Hezekiah is described as not suffering as 
much as in Kings and the questionable acts of Hezekiah during 
the siege (2 Kgs 18: 14-16; 2 Kgs 18: 17b-34,36-19: 34) are all 
passed over. "'-` A Levitical sermon is put in the mouth of 
Hezekiah (vv. 7-8, without parallel) to stress his total 
reliance on the Lord and to describe the battle as a holy war. 
As a result, the account is essentially presented as that of 
Hezekiah's trust in the Lord and the final deliverance from 
Sennacherib. At the beginning of the account the Chronicler 
also elaborates Hezekiah's preparation for the siege with a 
number of building activities 
(vv. 2-5, without parallel) and 
at the end he adds notes on 
the rest Hezekiah enjoyed from 
enemies, on his wealth, and on 
his fame (vv. 22-23, without 
parallel). Clearly the 
Chronicler's version of the Assyrian 
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invasion is not given as theological interpretation of 2 Kgs 
18-19, but is used for an illustration of blessings Hezekiah 
received after his religious reform. 
The second half of 2 Chr 32 <vv. 24-31) is similarly 
employed to show the blessings Hezekiah received. His illness 
in 2 Kgs 20: 1-11 and the visits of the Babylonian envoys in 2 
Kgs 20: 12-19 are so integrated and drastically shortened <2 Chr 
32: 24-26,31) that without the knowledge of Kings it is 
difficult to know the concrete events these verses are speaking 
of. However, the Chronicler is not interested in reproducing 
the historical events in full details but only to list another 
example of Hezekiah's blessings <vv. 27-30, without 
parallel). '--He seems to interpret Hezekiah's word in 2 Kgs 
20: 19a as repentance and sandwiches the references to his 
wealth, fame, and building projects with these notices (vv. 24- 
26,31). His new structure suggests that Hezekiah's repentance 
resulted not only in the aversion of judgment (v. 26 // 2 Kgs 
20: 19) but also in blessings. 
With restoration of the proper worship, reunification of 
Israel and the blessings he received Hezekiah returned to the 
ideal reign of David and Solomon. Indeed the Chronicler 
carefully presents him as a second David and 
Solomon pointing 
out the parallel between them. 
Although there has been a 
debate whether he is modeled after. David or Solomon, it seems 
best to see that he is portrayed as both a second David and a 
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second Solomon. '; =4 According to the Chronicler the "ideal" 
period with the proper Temple worship and unity of the people 
is established by a cooperative work of David and Solomon, and 
their reigns are seen as unity. 'Ä' Hezekiah's reign itself 
contains a number of references to both David's reign and 
Solomon's reign, and it cannot be compared exclusively with 
either one. 
Throntveit has examined the alleged allusions to David and 
Solomon based on two criteria: (1) if they are unique to the 
Chronicler, and (2) if they are applicable to David and 
Hezekiah or Solomon and Hezekiah alone. '= He concludes that 
the following items can be safely seen as the Chronicler's 
conscious comparison between David and Hezekiah: 
-2 Chr 30: 6 // 1 Chr 29: 18 (appellation "the God of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Israel" ) 
-2 Chr 30: 12 // 1 Chr 12: 39 (People's support in "one 
accord") 
-2 Chr 30: 24ff; 31: 4-12 // 1 Chr 22: 3-5,11-16; 29: 21 etc. 
(provision of wealth) 
-2 Chr 31: 11-14 // 1 Chr 9: 26; 23: 28; 26: 22; 28: 12 
(provisions for storerooms, and the Levites) 
-2 Chr 32: 5b 1 Chr 11: 8 (" Mi ll o" ) 
-2 Chr 32: 6 1 Chr 23-27 (Appointment of military 
officers) 
-2 Chr 32: 7 1 Chr 22: 13 (words of encouragement, in the 
style of Josh 1: 7) 
-2 Chr 32: 21 1 Chr 21 (destroying angel) 
-2 Chr 32: 22 1 Chr 18: 6,13 (the Lord's protection from 
around) 
-2 Chr 32: 23a 1 Chr 18: 2-18 (great tributes received) 
Likewise there is clear parallelism between Solomon's reign 
and Hezekiah's reign: 
-2 Chr 29: 3 // 2 Chr 1 (concern with the Temple from the 
start of their reigns) 
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-2 Chr 29: 35b-36a // 2 Chr 8: 16 (summary of the 
accomplishment of the Temple work) 
-2 Chr 30: 6-19 // 2 Chr 7: 14 (four verbs of repentance) 
-2 Chr 30: 9 1 Kgs 8: 50 (prayer for compassion for the 
captives) 
-2 Chr 30: 23 ii 2 Chr 7: 8,9 (an additional seven days of 
feast for the Temple dedication) 
-2 Chr 30: 26 // 2 Chr 7: 10 etc ("great joy" comparable to 
the "time of Solomon" > 
-2 Chr 32: 27 // 2 Chr 9: 16; 12: 9 ("shields") 
Woreover, some of Hezekiah's actions can be compared with both 
David and Solomon, but no one else: 
-2 Chr 30: 1ff 
Chr 1: 2; 5: 2 
-2 Chr 31: 3 // 
13 (Solomon), 
-2 Chr 31: 8 // 
(Blessing of 
ý/ 1 Chr 11: 3,4; 23: 1; 
(Solomon), (assembling 
1 Chr 16: 37-40 (David) 
(provision for regular 
1 Chr16: 2 (David) // 2 
the people). 
28: 1 (David) // 2 
of all the people) 
// 2 Chr 2: 4; 8: 12- 
worship) 
Chr 8: 3 (Solomon), 
With these unambiguous allusions to David and Solomon, it is 
evident that the Chronicler intentionally portrays Hezekiah 
after them. 
The above discussion once again leads us to conclude that 
the Chronicler has a full control of materials in his 
presentation of Hezekiah's reign. In his account of Hezekiah's 
reform plenty of new materials are introduced and in the 
section on Hezekiah's blessings Kings' accounts are greatly 
shortened, but they are not meant to be theological elaboration 
of the text or omission of unpleasant details. Rather they are 
structured according to his dominant themes of restoration 
through repentance, reunification of Israel, and the blessings 
he received as reward for his faithfulness. The Chronicler 
portrays Hezekiah as a second David and Solomon, because 
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through these acts Hezekiah brought Israel back to the glorious 
period of these kings. The way he presents Hezekiah's reign 
points to his overall schematization of history as well as the 
selection of materials for his themes. 
14.2 Chr 33-35: Manasseh, Amon, Josiah 
The accounts of the next three reigns are structured into 
two sets of the "restoration through repentance" pattern, in 
order to reinforce the theme put forward in Hezekiah's reign. 
Manasseh is pictured thoroughly negatively in Kings (2 Kgs 
21: 1-18>, and the responsibility for the exile is directly 
ascribed to his sin (2 Kgs 23: 26; 24: 3-4). The Chronicler, 
however, adds his repentance and reform (2 Chr 33: 11-17) after 
the reiteration of his apostasy (2 Chr 33: 1-9 1/ 2 Kgs 21: 1-a) 
and transforms his reign into an example of the efficacy of 
repentance. Although it is possible that his evil character 
and long reign may pose a problem for the Chronicler's 
retributional theology, it is hardly likely that the 
explanation of the difficulty in the text is the major 
motivation for the change. '''' As Mosis points out, no 
theological point is made of his long reign, and his interest 
seems to be more in creating a typological pattern of exile and 
restoration. 
After the account of the apostasy (3,. '3: 1-1? 1/ 2 Kgs 21: 1- 
g>, the Chronicler summarizes the warning of the prophets (2 
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Kgs 21: 10-16) in one verse (vs. 10) and explicates Manasseh's 
rejection of their message. Vs. 11 reports that Manasseh was 
taken captive to Babylon (without parallel), so as to supply 
the immediate judgment upon his sin and to remind the reader 
that Judah is in the exilic situation now (cf. 32: 25-26). 
Although Babylon is not historically impossible as the 
destination of his exile, the reference seems to be consciously 
included to indicate its typological significance with the 
Babylonian exile. ' ' Manasseh's repentance and God's 
forgiveness is recorded in vv. 12-13 with the language related 
to 2 Chr 7: 14 such as "entreated the favour of", "humbled 
himself", "prayed to him", and "God ... heard his 
supplication". The setting "When he was in distress" may 
contrast his repentance with Ahaz' increase in apostasy in the 
the similar circumstances (cf. 28: 22). 1-" His repentance is 
followed by the regular retributional blessings, building 
activities and a large army, and undoing of his previous 
idolatry (vv. 14-17). As Williamson points out, his reform may 
also reflect God's promise in 2 Chr 7: 14 to "heal the land". '-" 
The Chronicler elaborates the concluding formula (33: 18-20 // 2 
Kgs 21: 17-18) and ends Manasseh's reign repeating the theme of 
"restoration through repentance" with his characteristic 
vocabulary: "faithlessness", "his prayer", "humbled himself" 
and "God received his entreaty". 
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The second set of the "restoration through repentance" 
pattern is split into two reigns. Whereas Amon's reign is 
described as totally apostate, Josiah repents and restores the 
proper worship. The Chronicler's account of Amon (33: 21-25) 
follows 2 Kgs 21: 19-26 quite closely, and his negative picture 
is essentially based on the Kings account. However, in the 
context of Chronicles, it now functions as "a necessary prelude 
of renewed apostasy before the reform of Josiah". `: " Although 
the omission of the final notice <2 Kgs 21: 25-26) may be due to 
homoioteleuton, as Mosis suggests it may be the Chronicler's 
device to couple Amon's reign with Josiah's. `: ` Amon's reign 
is, moreover, paralleled with the first half of Manasseh's 
reign, and the second half of Manasseh's reign corresponds to 
Josiah's reign. 2 Chr 33: 22, though based on the Kings text, 
gives the same general summary of Amon's reign as that of 
Manasseh's (33: 2): "He did what was evil in the sight of the 
Lord", and adds, "as Manasseh his father had done" (// 2 Kgs 
21: 20). The description of his apostasy is specified with the 
word used in Manasseh' s apostasy (33: 19) "the images ( D, 
ý 
I'pc) ;l 
)" (vs. 22, without parallel) and it is qualified as "that 
Manasseh his father had made" (without parallel). Both kings 
are reported to have "served < -TJ) )" the idols (2 Chr 
33: 22 // 2 Kgs 21: 21; cf. 2 Chr 33: 3 // 2 Kgs 21: 4). In vs. 23 
he is for the third time compared to Manasseh (once in Kings), 
but this time his continued apostasy is contrasted with 
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Manasseh's repentance and expects the repentance of Josiah in 
the following. 
The Chronicler's account of Josiah's reign contains the 
same elements as Kings, but they are reordered and some 
elements are summarized and others are expanded to suit his own 
structure. In Kings his religious reform stems from the 
discovery of the book of the law, and it is carried through 
the Temple (2 Kgs 23: 4), through Jerusalem (2 Kgs 23: 5-7), 
through Judah(2 Kgs 23: 8-9) and as far as the territories in 
the North (2 Kgs 23: 15-20). On the other hand, in Chronicles 
the discovery becomes only one episode in a series of reforming 
activities and they are designed to culminate in Huldah's 
prophecy of God's forgiveness. ''"` The Chronicler starts his 
reform account with a note of Josiah's piety from early days: 
"in the eighth year of his reign, while he was yet a boy, he 
began to seek the God of David, his father" (2 Chr 34: 3, 
without parallel). He then summarizes the removal of high 
places and images from Jerusalem, Judah, and Israel (2 Chr 
34: 3-13 // 2 Kgs 23: 4-20) and shifts it from its position after 
the discovery of the law book to before it. He dates it in the 
twelfth year of Josiah's reign (without parallel) and suggests 
that the cleansing of the land was already underway even before 
the discovery of the law book (the discovery is in the 
eighteenth year (of. vs. 8)). In vv. 8-13 the Chronicler 
narrates the repair work on the Temple. Whereas in Kings it is 
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given as a king's command and only provides a setting for the 
discovery (2 Kgs 22: 3-7), here it is turned into an independent 
episode and the significance of the discovery is thus 
relatively weakened. 
The account of the discovery of the law book and the 
prophecy of Huldah (34: 14-33) itself follows 2 Kgs 22: 8-23: 8 
quite closely. Already in Kings Huldah's prophecy focuses on 
Josiah's repentance and God's forgiveness using such terms as 
"forsake" < 1T. 1 . 34: 25 // 2 Kgs 22: 17), "humbled yourself" 
( _JJ) : 34: 27 2 Kgs 22: 19) and "[God) heard" ( 
-V 
'1! 1 V 
34: 27 2 Kgs 22: 19). These agree so well with the theme of 2 
Chr 7: 14 and the second half of Manasseh's reign (cf. 33: 12, 
19,23 ( )Jýl ); and 33: 13 ( Jn V )), that the Chronicler 
repeats the word . 
)j) to put further accent on this theme. 
In his conclusion to the reform account (vs. 33), he states 
that Josiah made the people "serve the Lord" also to correspond 
to Manasseh's action (33: 16). '`=" Since the Chronicler has 
already recounted Josiah's reform activities, Huldah's prophecy 
is now seen as the reward for his faithfulness and becomes the 
climax of his reform. 
The account of Josiah's Passover (2 Chr 35: 1-19) is 
substantially expanded from 2 Kgs 23: 21-23, providing the 
details of rituals and the prominent role for the Levites. 
However, this emphasis in the Passover seems to underline the 
theme of "restoration through repentance" again. Passover is 
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celebrated as commemoration for redemption from foreign 
bondage. Although Israel is already in the exilic situation, 
just as Hezekiah and Manasseh, Josiah is restored from it 
through repentance. As Huldah's prophecy clearly expresses, 
the judgment has been already irreversably determined for the 
fate of Israel (2 Chr 34: 24,25,28; cf. 2 Chr 32: 26) and the 
restoration in Josiah's reign has to take the form of 
probation, but the principle of immediate retribution is still 
at work and the Chronicler seems to preach to his 
contemporaries that even from the exilic situation restoration 
is possible (cf. 2 Chr 7). ' `F 
A short note on Josiah's death in 2 Kgs 23: 29-30 is also 
expanded into a fully-fledged account in Chronicles (2 Chr 
35: 20-27). 1ý11' The additional details include an unusual 
prophetic warning through the heathen Pharaoh Necho and 
Josiah's rejection (vv. 21-22). It is commonly ascribed to the 
Chronicler's desire to explain why an otherwise pious king has 
to meet with tragic death, but it seems to serve as more than 
explanation of the difficulty in the text Vs. 22 "He did 
not listen to the words of Necho from the mouth of God" 
contrasts with Josiah's 'listening to, the prophecy of Huldah 
and the subsequent blessings (34: 26-27), '''-, In vv. 22-24 the 
details of Josiah's battle and death are described in typology 
with the death of Ahab, who also rejected the prophetic 
warning. "" Clearly the Chronicler intends to present Josiah's 
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death as a negative example and to show the disastrous 
consequences of rejecting the prophetic word. The Chronicler 
sees himself in the line of the prophets (cf. 2 Chr 24: 30) and 
he has shown the way of restoration through the reigns of 
Hezekiah to Josiah. He now concludes his sermon with the 
warning that, though the post-exilic community has been 
restored from the exile, if they do not listen to his prophetic 
word, they will invite the same tragedy as Josiah. 
15.2 Chr 36: The Destruction of the Kingdom 
There is a discussion whether the Chronicler's account of 
the last four kings is dependent on 2 Kgs 23: 36-25: 30. S. 
McKenzie argues that the text of Kings which the Chronicler 
uses is the earlier edition of the Deuteronomistic History 
(DH') and it does not include these chapters, because 2 Chr 36 
deviates from the Kings text more than we would normally 
expect. 1 However, as we shall see below, the differences can 
be accounted for by the Chronicler's deliberate shaping of the 
material around his themes, and it is not necessary to 
presuppose that DH-- was not available to him. Especially the 
details such as the ones found in Jehoahaz' reign (36: 2-5) seem 
to be based on 2 Kgs 23: 31-36.1-; -: 
The Chronicler drastically abbreviates the reigns of the 
last four kings to present them as a single unit. Their reigns 
are no longer separated by their death notices, and all the 
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details except spolitation of the temple and exile are omitted 
to emphasize their common fate. 1' The Chronicler is 
apparently not interested in a comprehensive account of their 
reigns but only in the fact that their apostasy brought them to 
the exile. In the very last reign of Zedekiah, he quickly 
summarizes the destruction of the temple (2 Chr 36: 18-19) and 
the deportation of the people (36: 20), and instead 
theologically explains why they had to go into exile with his 
characteristic vocabulary (36: 12-17, without parallel). Vv. 
12-13 speak in particular of Zedekiah that he rejected the 
prophet Jeremiah and did not turn to the Lord ("did not humble 
himself"). However, in vv. 14-17 the scope is widened to the 
sins of all the people throughout the apostate history of 
Israel. 1 ' "All the leading priests and the people" are 
accused of their "extreme unfaithfulness < 
and "defilement of the temple ( X171' J)'Z Px I& 
«ý '{ in vs. 14 
and their mocking of "the prophets (pl)" and "the messengers 
(p1) of God" is pointed out in vv. 15-16. Although the final 
judgment of the exile has been averted by the timely repentance 
of Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah, the Chronicler sees now that 
Israel's sin has reached the degree that "there is no remedy" 
(vs. 16b) and the exile inevitably takes place. The exile is 
unambiguously ascribed to God's judgment in vs. 17, and it is 
quickly reported in vv. 18-20. 
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The Chronicler, however, concludes his history of Israel 
with a note of hope for the future (without parallel). 
Although vv. 22-23 may be secondary, in vs. 21 he refers to the 
prophecy of Jeremiah and suggests that the judgment is only for 
a limited period (cf. Jer 25: 11-12; 29: 10). 11¢ He interprets 
the significance of the Babylonian exile with the allusion to 
Lev. 26: 34-35 as rest for the land, and implies that God has 
not forgotten his covenant and restoration is possible after 
they have paid for their sins (cf. Lev. 26: 40-45). 14~'" Israel 
thus returns to the same situation as the beginning of the 
Chronicler's history in 1 Chr 9-10. The Chronicler's first 
readers, the returnees from the exile, have gone through the 
judgment, and are now looking for the restoration, and he 
challenges them to take the way of David and Solomon in order 
to reestablish their glorious period. The Chronicler's 
thematic schematization of history is evident in this 
concluding chapter, probably more so than ever; apparently he 
selects materials from 2 Kgs 23: 36-25: 30 and uses them for his 
distinct message. 
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SUMMARY 
It is now obvious that the Chronicler arranges his 
materials around his own distinct themes and that Chronicles is 
structurally independent from Samuel-Kings. Where he 
reproduces the Samuel-Kings text, he does not do so to 
interpret it but to use it for his own purpose. The texts are 
set in new literary contexts - by his introduction, conclusion, 
transposition, combination with other materials - and given 
new roles to play. The texts are sometimes omitted, but not to 
conceal unpleasant sections rather to select the materials 
which contribute to his overall purpose. Additions are 
likewise not meant to be interpretation or elaboration of the 
Samuel-Kings text but to be components of his new structure 
together with the materials taken from the scriptural source 
and to show his theological message. 
In defence of our conclusion, it must be pointed out that 
the Chronicler does not assume the reader's knowledge of 
Samuel-Kings to such a degree that without it Chronicles cannot 
be understood. If that were the case, it could not be more 
than a supplement or interpretation of the earlier work. It is 
true that he refers to the earlier history for further 
information or confirmation and he most likely does not intend 
to supercede it. Knowledge of Samuel-Kings is also helpful in 
reconstructing the historical events the Chronicler is 
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referring to, but he provides enough information for his work 
to be complete by itself. For example, although the Chronicler 
does not relate the earlier life of Saul, he is concerned only 
with the disastrous fate of unfaithfulness in 1 Chr 10 and the 
knowledge of his whole life is not necessary (cf. 1 Chr 10: 13- 
14). Likewise 2 Chr 10: 15 refers to the prophecy of Ahijah 
omitted earlier in Chronicles, but it only suggests that the 
course of the events in 2 Chr 10 was already promised 
beforehand and its detail is not required. 2 Chr 22: 7-8 
recounts the killing of Ahaziah by Jehu. Although the revolt 
of Jehu is not included in Chronicles, vs. 7b quickly 
introduces who Jehu is and for the account of the death of 
Ahaziah it is enough. In 32: 24-31 "signs" given to Hezekiah 
and his "pride" are mentioned, but without knowledge of 2 Kgs 
20 it is difficult to know which historical events he is 
referring to. However, here the Chronicler is abstracting the 
change of Hezekiah's attitude to the Lord and it is doubtful if 
he expects his readers to know the exact course of events. 
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EXCURSUS 
Summary of Chapters One to Three 
In chapters I-III, we have analysed three aspects of the 
Chronicler's literary techniques. The first chapter has found 
seven possible causes of disagreements in his quotation of 
Samuel-Kings: Textual; Clarification; Adaptation; 
Harmonization; Theological Stress; and Typological Alterations. 
These are mostly employed to make the text more intelligible 
and not to alter the original meaning or the historical 
reportage. His theological interpretation is introduced either 
by evaluative comments or typological alterations. The Second 
chapter has shown that, although he introduces additional 
materials to make his theological points, they are unlikely to 
be pure fabrications. The Chronicler intends to show 
theological lessons from the pattern of factual history and 
claims prophetic status to interpret it. The Third chapter has 
demonstrated that the Chronicler creates a distinct literary 
structure around his theological themes, selecting materials 
from Samuel-Kings, adding extra materials, and giving new 
contexts for parallel materials. 
It is now evident that Chronicles has a new structure and 
a new message and they are intended to be read as an account of 
events, not an explanation of an existing text. The Chronicler 
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attempts to show the importance of total reliance on the Lord 
and cultic fidelity for the restoration of David and Solomon's 
glorious days from the pattern of the country's past. What he 
has written is hlstorlograpby presented from this particular 
perspective, and it is difficult to identify it with 
interpretative literatures which are essentially dependent on 
the texts of earlier works, or with theological works which do 
not concern historical facts. 
1 Chronicles 1-9 
Although we have not included the first nine chapters of 1 
Chronicles in our discussion, because they do not parallel 
Samuel-Kings, they also support the conclusion that Chronicles 
is historiography. 
Firstly, as Van Seters has demonstrated, genealogy is a 
standard ancient historiographical technique to connect the 
people in the past with more recent times, and it is 
appropriate for the Chronicler to use it as a historian. ' 1 
Chr 1-9 is structured as a segmented genealogy of all twelve 
sons of Israel up to the post-exilic period, and this indicates 
that the post-exilic community is a successor of God's promise 
to Israel. 22' Within the genealogy special attention is given to 
the sons of Judah (2: 3-4: 23), because the promise to the 
Davidic dynasty shares a significant place as the basis for the 
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future hope in the remainder of the work. Sons of Levites are 
also focused upon, for the proper worship is the key to the 
fulfilment of the promise. The genealogy ends with the 
Chronicler's contemporaries, the returnees from the exile, and 
this ushers the readers into the following history which 
narrates how the exilic situation at the end of Saul's reign is 
turned into the glorious period of David and Solomon. 1 Chr 9 
also parallels the conclusion of the entire work 2 Chr 36: 21- 
22, where Israel is again in exile but challenged with the hope 
of restoration. 
Secondly, 1 Chr 1-9 suggests that Chronicles has its own 
overarching themes and prepares the readers to pay attention to 
them. Besides the focus on the House of David and the Levites, 
occasional comments within the genealogy point to the 
retributional theology. God's listening to the prayer of the 
people is repeated in 4: 10 and 5: 18-22 and the faithlessness C 
ý. ) of the people is judged by exile in 5: 23-26. 
Thirdly, 1 Chr 1-9 indicates that Chronicles has its own 
literary structure. Although it is not completely certain if 
the genealogy is a part of the original work of the Chronicler, 
if it is so, Chronicles cannot be interpretation of Samuel- 
kings. ' It is mainly based on the Pentateuchal materials and 
this clearly indicates that the author intends to start the 
work of history from the beginning of mankind (1 Chr 1). 
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IV 
Chronicles and Other Jewish Literatures 
As the foregoing study of the Chronicler's literary 
techniques indicates that Chronicles is historiography, in the 
present chapter we would like to compare these techniques with 
other Jewish literatures and to place Chronicles in a broader 
context of literary activities. We have chosen typical 
passages from Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Jubilees and Pseudo- 
Philo, and Josephus, which respectively represent exegetical 
literature, "Rewritten Bible", and historiography. The 
differences and similarities between these literatures and 
Chronicles will help us to define more precisely what kind of 
literature Chronicles is. 
1. Targum Pseudo-Jonathan 
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen 22 the "Akedah" and MT Gen 
22 exhibits some of the literary techniques we have already 
found in the Chronicler's use of his source, but there are 
some marked differences as well. 
One of the literary techniques employed by both works is 
clarification of the text. ' For example, in Gen. 22: 5 Ps. Jon. 
supplies the object "the Lord of the universe" to "we [Abraham 
and Isaac] will worship", and in vs. 11 it adds "to him" to 
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"the angel of the Lord ... said". In vs. 13 it qualifies 
"the thicket" with "of a tree". These do not betray any 
particular theological interest and serve to clarify the 
obvious in the text. 
However, the Targumist also supplies guidelines to 
interpret difficulties inherent in the text. Whereas the 
Chronicler's explanatory expansions are meant to explicate the 
implied thoughts or to add some historical information, in Ps. 
Jon's guidelines we can find little concern for the original 
meaning of the text or historical reality. In vs. 3 the 
missing names of Abraham's two young men are given as Eliezer 
and Ishmaer. The identification of the unspecified two young 
men with these two names is frequently found in Rabbinic 
literature, but there is nothing to suggest or imply such names 
in the text nor it is likely that the Targumist has access to 
a reliable historical source. Likewise, he writes in vs. 4, 
without firm basis, that Abraham saw "the cloud of glory 
smoking on the mountain [Moriah], and he recognized it", in 
order to avoid the question "how did Abraham know it was the 
right place? "~' Also, perhaps from traditional legend, vs. 13 
qualifies the ram Abraham found as that "which was created in 
the evening of the completion of the world". 
Moreover, whereas the Chronicler often corrects the 
textual problems to restore the most probable reading, Ps. Jon. 
develops its theological teaching from its peculiar way of 
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reading the Hebrew text. Where Abraham said to his young men, 
"I and the lad will go yonder", Ps. Jon. adds "to find if what 
I was assured - 'so shall thy seed be' - will be established". 
"So < ,7 )" in the promise of Gen 15: 5 is connected with 
"yonder < -, ID T) )" in this verse. Thus in the Targum Abraham 
"went to discover what 1) in the promise could mean when his 
son was about to be taken from him". "'' This interpretation must 
be traditional, as it is recorded in Der. R. 41: 2 as well. In 
like manner, with a slight change of punctuation, Ps. Jon. 
interprets vs. 8 as Abraham telling Isaac that he would be the 
offering, and Isaac understanding it and the two going together 
,, with a single heart". " While "my son" in the Genesis text 
seems to be a vocative, Ps. Jon. takes it as apposition to a 
burnt offering; "God will provide himself the lamb for a burnt 
offering: my son". This change implies the self-offering of 
Isaac, and the same interpretation can be found in Josephus, 
Pseudo-Philo, 4 Maccabees and elsewhere. ` With these 
expansions Ps. Jon. explains the text, like the Chronicler, but 
is more interested in showing a "deeper" meaning of the text 
according to the tradition than clarifying the literal meaning 
of the text itself or giving a historical picture of the events 
reported. 
Another interpretative technique common to Ps. Jon. and 
Chronicles is adaptation. In vs. 21 Kemuel is called "the 
master of the Aramean diviners" instead of "the father of 
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Aram", probably because of the later concept of the Arameans. 
On the other hand, Ps. Jon. does not harmonize the text, 
because it essentially takes the form of translation (see 
below) and there is no need to adjust the text to a new 
structure. 
Just as in Chronicles, there are expansions not only to 
help the readers to understand the text but also to make 
theological points on it. Vs. 18 "through your sons all the 
nations on earth will be blessed" is theologically interpreted 
as "because of the merit of your sons, etc. ". Since it was 
popularly believed that "the deed and faith of just men 
(particularly of the fathers) would carry over and assist 
others", this idea of imputed merit is read into the more 
general statement of the Genesis text by Ps. Jon. ' The same 
point is repeated in the extension of the next verse, where 
Milcha, Abraham's sister-in-law, is said to be "granted 
easement through the merit of her sister [Sarah] to bear sons". 
The Targumist also uses typological interpretation to 
present certain scenes in the text. In vs. 2 "the region of 
Moriah" is changed to "the land of worship". Alteration is 
made not because the explanation is necessary but because the 
continuity of worship is to be stressed. The identification of 
Mount Moriah and the Temple mount can be often found in Jewish 
tradition, as already in Chronicles and probably in the final 
form of Genesis itself. In vs. 9 the same line of thought is 
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further extended to connect the altar Abraham built with the 
one Adam built and Noah rebuilt, though there is no Scriptural 
basis. The sacrifice of Isaac is not only seen as a type of 
ideal worship but also presented properly from the contemporary 
perspective. The wood Abraham brought for a burnt offering 
(vs. 3) is specified as "of olive and the fig and the palm 
which are proper for burnt offering" in order to picture the 
scene in harmony with the later halakah. 
Besides these changes and expansions of the Scriptural 
text, Ps. Jon. also introduces totally new incidents and 
speeches. For instance, when Abraham is about to slaughter 
Isaac (vs. 10), the speeches of Isaac and the angels are added. 
They are not only concerned to show their deep faith in God 
that Abraham was even ready to kill his dearest or Isaac to be 
killed but also to identify them with a rabbinic technical term 
yehidim "unique ones". '-' There is also a halakic concern to 
show that the binding conforms to ritual requirements. After 
the Lord provided a ram for Isaac, the prayer of Abraham is 
added to interpret His mercy. Abraham confesses that he did 
not hesitate to perform His decree, and prays for Isaac's 
descendants to be also delivered in the hour of distress. '", 
With these speeches, just as the Chronicler, P: s. Jon. suggests 
the theological meaning of the reported event for his 
contemporaries. 
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However, where it introduces new incidents, as in the case 
of the clarifications mentioned above, it is difficult to 
detect any historical interest in them. In vs. 1 the non- 
biblical story of the dispute between Isaac and Ishmael is 
introduced in order to give reasons for the sacrifice of Isaac 
and for the testing of Abraham. "' Each claims that he is more 
righteous than the other because he is more willing to offer 
his body for the Lord. Although it may be developed from the 
rivalry between them in Gen. 21, in the canonical text they are 
too young for such a dispute over their righteousness (of. 
21: 8) and Ishmael has already been sent off from Abraham's 
household before Isaac's sacrifice. The additional story in 
vs. 19 also does not have any biblical parallel; the angel 
brought Isaac to the school of Shem after the Akedah. As 
Eowker comments, "the text of Genesis does not say that both 
Abraham and Isaac returned to the young men, so the Targum 
suggests where Isaac was. ""' Again the story may be developed 
from the question arising from the text; it is historically 
unwarranted. Similarly in the next verse, since the Genesis 
text has no record of Abraham meeting Sarah after the sacrifice 
of Isaac, Ps. Jon. tells that Sarah died because of the shock 
at the news of the incident. 
The overall structure of Ps. Jon. consists of two elemets; 
reproduction (translation) of the sacred text and explanatory 
expansion on it, and such control of the structure by the text 
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sharply contrasts with the distinct structure of Chronicles. 
The Genesis text is translated word by word to provide a basic 
text and very little, if any, is omitted. The Targum provides 
running commentary on the text and no expansions are unrelated 
to the text. Explanations and speeches derive from various 
spheres such as literary context, peculiar reading of the text, 
later theology and traditional legend, but all contribute to 
give a deeper meaning to the text for the later community. 
They are, moreover, not systematically introduced to stress a 
particular message throughout, nor organized around a new theme 
of the work. Expressions are essentially secondary to the 
sacred text, and later theological teachings are only suggested 
for the interpretation of the individual parts of the text. 
These literary characteristics of Targum Pseudo-Jonathan 
can be summarized as below: 
Clarification of the Canonical Text 
Adaptation of the Canonical Text 
Harmonization of the Canonical Text X 
Theological Changes of the Canonical Text 
Typological Changes of the Canonical Text 
Historical Concern in the Use of the Canonical Text 
Historical Concern in the Additional Materials 
Distinct Structure to the entire work 
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The results of this table accord naturally with the Targum's 
function as translation of the Scripture from Hebrew to Aramaic 
(Targum means "translation"). After the return from the exile 
Hebrew was increasingly replaced by Aramaic as the common 
language, and in the synagogue service the reading of the 
Hebrew Scripture was followed by Aramaic translation and some 
interpretation and homily were added. Thus, structurally, the 
sacred text provides the basic framework of Targum and 
explanatory phrases are added to clarify the meaning of the 
text. It is essentially an annotated translation and, unlike 
Chronicles, it does not have its own structure or theme. 
Expansions teach the meaning of the text and edify the 
contemporary community from a particular tradition, and again 
unlike Chronicles, there is no interest in the historical 
reality behind the text. The Targum and Chronicles share some 
interpretative techniques (basic clarification, adaptation, 
theological stress, typological changes), because both attempt 
to present the text as intelligible to the later readers. But 
the Targum's lack of its own structure and historical interest 
suggests a rather different relationship to the text than with 
Chronicles. 
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2. Jubilees 
Jubilees, Pseudo-Philo, and Josephus' Antiquities are 
customarily categorized as "Rewritten Bible" with some other 
works. While it has been suggested that the development of 
midrashic interpretation can be traced back to these "Rewritten 
Bibles" and the Bible itself, there are some differences 
between "Rewritten Bible" and Rabbinic Targum or Midrash and it 
is difficult to identify them simply. Even within the 
"Rewritten Bibles" the purposes of writing are so diverse that 
there is much disagreement on which literature should be 
included in "Rewritten Bible". '-` While Jubilees is written as 
direct revelation from the angel, Pseudo-Philo does not claim 
such, and Antiquities explicitly states it is history writing. 
The presence of midrashic interpretation in the works cannot be 
a sign of a particular literary genre, because such 
interpretation must have been so widespread that any writer who 
used the Bible could have employed it. Probably, as Harrington 
suggests, "Rewritten Bible" should be seen as a kind of 
activity rather than one literary genre. " Therefore here we 
would like to study the relationship between the text and the 
new work, and the interpretative method of the text, in each 
individual case before we attempt to draw any general 
conclusion about this type of literature. 
Chapters 19-22 of Jubilees narrate Abraham's return to 
Hebron, Isaac's marriage, and the birth of Esau and Jacob, 
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based on Gen. 23-25.19: 1-24; 20: 1,11-13 parallel the 
biblical text and, as with Chronicles and Ps. Jon., the text is 
often clarified by the author of Jubilees. For instance, 
"Mamre" in 19: 5 is qualified with "i. e., Hebron" as easily 
deduced from the context of Gen. 25. The following verse 
similarly writes that Abraham bowed down "twice" because he did 
so in Gen 25: 7 and 12. In 19: 12 the writer adds that Keturah 
bore "six sons" for Abraham before the six names of her sons 
are listed. He also explicates that Abraham paid the price for 
the cave of Machpelah "in full silver" (19: 6), which is only 
implied in Genesis 23. 
Another common technique Jubilees uses is adaptation of 
the Genesis text. In 20: 12 the geographical area where the 
sons of Ishmael dwelt is described in terms more easily 
understood by the later readers: "From Havilal, to Ühur, which 
is opposite Egypt in the direction of Assyria" is changed to 
"from Paran to the entrance to Babylon in all the land which 
faces the east opposite the desert". '"` In the next verse 
Ishmaelites are further identified with the Arabs of later 
times. '*' The concept of evil is also personified as "the 
spirit of Mastema" following common practice in the later post- 
exilic period. '-' Although this figure appears here only in the 
author's original composition of Abraham's speech (19: 23), 
elsewhere it is used in the parallel sections as well (e. g., 
17: 16). The rendering of the cave of Machpelah as "the double 
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cave" (in the Ethiopic text) follows LXX translation and may 
also be adaptation, but two fragments of the Hebrew text from 
Qumran (3Q5, F3 and 2Q19) indicate that the original text has 
"Machpelah" ." 
The author of Jubilees also harmonizes the Genesis text 
within itself and with his overall structuring. For instance, 
the order of Abraham's actions in Gen 25: 5 is altered in order 
to remove an apparent difficulty from the story: after Abraham 
gave "all he had" to Isaac, he still gave gifts to the sans of 
his concubines. "' In Jubilees 20: 11 Abraham first gave gifts 
to Ishmael and to his other sons and then he gave "everything" 
to Isaac. The author takes such a liberty because, unlike 
translations such as Targumim, he does not need to keep the 
exact wordings of the text. Also, in 19: 10 Rebekah is 
introduced with a long genealogy taken from various places in 
Gen 24 (cf. vv. 15, '? 4,29,47). Since the narrative of Gen 24 
is quickly summarized here all the information which the author 
is interested in has to be put together. 
Certain aspects of the story are also highlighted and its 
theological significance is interpreted by the author of 
Jubilees. Where he works on the story of the death and burial 
of Sarah (Jub. 19: 4-7, cj* . 
Gen 23: 1-16), he adds his own 
introduction and conclusion (vv. 1-3,8-9) so that its new 
theological meaning is given by angels: the death of Sarah is 
the tenth trial for Abraham and he succeeds in it through his 
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patience and faithfulness. However, in contrast to the 
practice of Ps. Jon. the theological significance of the burial 
of Sarah is given according to an overall theological theme, 
because in Jubilees various incidents in the latter half of 
Abraham's life are presented as his testings and faithfulness 
(cf. 17: 15-18). In 19: 14 the difference in the characters of 
Jacob and Esau (Gen 25: 27) is theologically interpreted to 
contrast Jacob's learning writing and Esau's learning war and 
fierce deeds. Again, the positive portrayal of Jacob and 
hostility to Esau is a recurring theme in Jubilees (e. g., 
19: 17-25; 35-38 etc. ), probably because Jacob is identified as 
the forefather of Israel (e. g. , 23: 23; 31: 15) and Esau as that 
of the Edomites, its arch-enemy. -; =" 
Some scenes in Genesis are also presented from the 
contemporary perspective of Jubilees, though it does not employ 
type scenes and typology much. The patriarchs are often 
described as if they obeyed the religious teachings of a later 
period in order to make them exemplary for its contemporary 
readers. Jubilees 19: 11 says Abraham took his third wife 
Keturah "from among the daughters of his household servants", 
while its parallel text Gen 25: 1-2 gives no information about 
her. That she was not a foreigner is stressed so as to 
eliminate the possibility of Abraham's marriage to a non-Jewish 
wife, which was a major issue in the Hasmonean period. " In 
the same verse the author also adds "for Hagar died before 
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Sarah", to defend Abraham from the charge of bigamy. ý''ý' 
Similarly in 20: 11 he replaces the term "concubines" with the 
names of Abraham's descendants. 7'"' Jubilees also interprets 
"Jacob dwelt in tents" (Jub 19: 13 // Gen 25: 27) as "learned to 
write". Endres explains it thus: "In the targumic tradition 
the 'tents' were academies, so this author's aim was that Jacob 
be 'represented as a lifelong student of Torah'. "°'4 
Besides these changes to the canonical text, Jubilees 
introduces a substantial amount of additional material, mainly 
in the form of speech. After the account of Jacob and Esau's 
birth (19: 13-14 // Gen 25: 21-26), it inserts Abraham's 
blessings for Jacob (19: 15-31). Whereas Genesis merely states 
that Isaac loved Esau and Rebekah loved Jacob (vs. 28), 
Jubilees writes that Abraham loved Jacob and instructed Rebekah 
to watch over Jacob and blessed him. It clearly serves the 
theological emphasis of Jubilees on the election of Jacob and 
his descendants, including its audience, and Abraham's 
blessings upon them. However, the addition is without an 
historical basis, because in Genesis Abraham's death is 
narrated beforehand and he does not appear in this scene. 
Admittedly the narrative sequence of Genesis may be 
dischronologized and Abraham may have lived until then, but 
still it is doubtful whether the author of Jubilees had access 
to an historical source of Abraham's preference of Jacob and 
command to Rebekah. 
Moreover, although it is possible that 
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here the significance of Rebekah's love is interpreted as 
having the support of Abraham, it is better to understand that 
Rebekah's love provides only a setting for the freely created 
theological sermon: Abraham's blessings. The content of the 
speech focusses on Abraham's love for Jacob and the election of 
Jacob, and nothing is said of the role of Rebekah. The direct 
contradiction with the presentation of Genesis also makes it 
difficult to see this addition merely as interpretation of 
Rebekah' s love. °="` 
Similarly Abraham's "Testaments" to his sons and 
grandsons, particularly to Isaac (Jub 20: 1-11> have no 
counterparts in Scripture. These speeches are only assumed 
from Abraham's giving gifts to Isaac and his other sons (Gen 
25: 5-6 // Jub 20: 11). Although the Chronicler often puts his 
theological interpretation of events in the mouths of 
historical figures, it is again questionable if these 
"Testaments" in any way function as an interpretation of 
Abraham's giving gifts. The speeches are basically halakic 
teachings of ethical and cultic purity to Abraham's descendants 
and contemporizing elements suggest that they address the 
readers of Jubilees. The speeches do not comment on the 
incident in the text and they seem to be connected with Abraham 
only for authorization. 
Such use of additional materials is more clearly seen in 
Abraham's last words to Jacob (Jub 22), because here the author 
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creates afresh the setting of the speech (22: 1-9) as well as 
the speech itself (22: 10-30). He writes that Abraham blessed 
Jacob when all the children of Abraham gathered for the 
celebration of the feast of firstfruits, but this event is 
neither recorded in Scripture nor somehow connected with the 
text, as was the previous example of Rebekah's love. It also 
presents the problems of shifting Abraham's death to after 
Jacob's boyhood and of the patriarchs' celebrating the later 
festival. The creation of such an event strongly suggests the 
author's lack of historical interest. The account is also not 
intended to be an interpretation of the Genesis text, because 
there is no text to comment on. Rather the messsage is 
addressed to the readers of Jubilees in the Hasmonean period, 
because Abraham's charge that Jacob and his descendants must be 
separated from the Gentiles was one of the most significant 
issues at that time. 
The above discussions suggest that Jubilees is not meant 
to be an up-to-date version or interpretatiorn of the canonical 
text, but a new work with a distinct structure and theme. 
Stories are retold often only in outline form to supply a basis 
for theological comments, though there are some verbatim 
quotations as well. ` The theological meaning of the death and 
burial of Sarah is expressed by angels in Jub 19: 1-3 and 8-9, 
but the event itself (Gen 23: 1-16) is condensed into four 
verses in Jubilees (19: 4-7). The story of Isaac's marriage 
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with Rebekah (Gen 24: 1-67) is more radically reduced to only 
one verse in Jubilees (19: 10). It is reported not for its own 
sake but simply to supply necessary beckground for the birth of 
their sons Esau and Jacob (19: 13ff). Similarly, Abraham's 
marriage with Keturah (Gen 25: 1-4) is reduced to one verse 
(19: 11) only to provide the background for Abraham's last words 
to Isaac, Ishmael, and the sons of Keturah in 20: 1-11. 
The writer omits the details of the descendants of Keturah 
<Gen 25: 3-4) and transfers that of Ishmael's sons (Gen 25: 12- 
18) to after Abraham's speech, reducing it to two verses 
(20: 12-13). ' He also moves the account of Abraham's death 
(Gen 25: 1-11) to Jub 23: 1-18 in order to make it possible for 
Abraham to bless his grandson Jacob (22: 10-30). The birth 
account of Esau and Jacob itself (Gen 25: 21-27) is also 
condensed to two verses (19: 12-13), without mentioning Isaac's 
prayer for a child or the struggle between the twins, though 
they are followed by Abraham's long command to Rebekah. 
Clearly the author reports the narrative in an outline form to 
provide the context for his theological exhortation and he is 
not dependent on the text. 
As we have seen above, the additional materials in 
Jubilees do not always directly interpret the theological 
significance of the events in the text but often freely express 
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theological ideas with minimal or no connection with the 
Genesis text. Endres who has studied the interpretative method 
of Jubilees writes: 
Rewriting often prepared for homiletical exhortations 
(compositions) which the author inserted into the sacred 
history. This writer believed that narrative history 
provided the basic context for halakic prescription. Put 
differently, this author considered Haggadah and Halakah 
as inextricably bound together. "''° 
Jubilees' composed speeches are not meant to be interpretation 
of the text, but vice versa: the narrative is embellished with 
haggadah to give "the basic context for hala 
The patriarchal narratives are employed only 
authorization for those speeches, and even a 
has no basis in the text is created for this 
The teaching itself is unrelated to its 
as Endres again agrees with us: 
kic prescriptions" 
as setting and 
new story which 
purpose. 
literary setting, 
Jubilees' author often utilized a technique called Applied 
Exegesis in order to address problems or situations not 
envisioned by biblical authors. This presumes that past 
events can address to contemporary situation, but it adds 
an important qualification: the past can address the 
present even in situations never envisioned in those 
texts. Rewriting and free composition enable the author 
to bridge that gap. "" 
While Endres describes what the author of Jubilees does 
correctly, it may not be adequate to call it Applied Exegesis, 
because the author does not interpret the text nor suggest 
typological relationships between past events and present 
situations. "I He rewrites the text and sets up imaginative 
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events so that he can address totally new issues in the 
speeches. 
The distinct structure of Jubilees is supported by its 
peculiar dating of events. The exact dating of an event 
according to the later religious calendar is also found in the 
Targum. `ý' But in Jubilees the dating of the major events is 
almost always supplied at the beginning, and it punctuates the 
narrative, giving a new framework to it. In our text of 
Jubilees 19-22 such datings are given to Abraham's return to 
Hebron (19: 1), Isaac's marriage (19: 10), the birth of Esau and 
Jacob (19: 13), Abraham's admonition to his sons (20: 1), 
Abraham's last words to Isaac (21: 1), and their celebration of 
the feast of first fruits (22: 1). These events are not simply 
reported, but carefully placed within the religious calendar so 
that they become foundations for later generations. 
The author of Jubilees thus uses the text of Genesis and 
Exodus, and composes his work, as follows: 
Clarification of the Canonical Text 
Adaptation of the Canonical Text 
Harmonization of the Canonical Text 
Theological Stress of the Canonical Text 
Typological Change of the Canonical Text 
(Historical Concern in the Use of the Canonical 
Q 
Texts 
Historical Concern in the Additional Materials X 
(Distinct 
Structure to the entire work 
-)q4- 
In using Genesis-Exodus, Jubilees clarifies, adapts, and 
harmonizes the text to help his readers towards its better 
understanding, and stresses certain aspects of the events and 
contemporizes the situations in order to show their theological 
significance. Yet Jubilees is not meant to be merely an 
interpretation of the canonical text, but has its distinct 
theme and structure (cf. Harmonization; Distinct Structure). 
The scriptural text is often used to give a setting and 
authentication for his theological sermons and he is not 
concerned if his sermons are based on the original meaning of 
Scripture or on historical reality. 
These characteristics are quite in harmony with the 
author's revelatory claim in the beginning of the work (cf. 
chap. 1). He suggests its content was dictated to Moses on Mt. 
Sinai by the angel of the presence and this is constantly 
recalled by the frequent appearances of the angel in the first 
person throughout the work. Since it is direct revelation, it 
does not need to be confined to Scripture or historical events. 
Certainly Jubilees does not intend to replace the Torah with 
his work, which he calls "the first law", but he presents his 
work to be taken as equally authoritative with the Torah 
itself, that is to say, "the second law".;: 
-2 ? r- 
3. Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 
Another example of "Rewritten Bible", Fseudo-Philo's Liber 
Antiquitatum Biblicarum, will be represented by its Jair 
narrative <chap. 38) and Jephthah narrative <chaps. 39-40). 
Where Pseudo-Philo follows the canonical text (LAB 39-40 // 
Judg 10: 9-11: 40), he frequently clarifies the meaning of the 
text just as Targum Ps. Jon, and Jubilees. For example, he 
explains the text with words obvious from the context: e. g., 
"you have driven me out of my land" (39: 4), or "Jephthah arose 
and came" (39: 6). Thoughts implied in the story are made 
clear: cf., "whoever meets me first on the way will be a 
holocaust" (39: 10,11), and "he did everything he had vowed and 
offered the holocausts" (40: 8). 
However, Pseudo-Philo also explains difficulties arising 
from the text without historical warrant, just as Targum Ps. 
Jon. Since a rabbinic tradition says that Jephthah's vow was 
invalid and his daughter need not have been sacrificed, Pseudo- 
Philo offers an explanation why the Lord allowed it: "I [the 
Lord] have shut up he tongue of the wise men of my people for 
this generation so that they cannot respond to the daughter of 
Jephthah, etc. " (40: 4). '4 Names of unnamed characters are also 
introduced. The king of the Ammonites is called Getal (39: 8), 
the daughter of Jephthah is Seila (40: 1), and the mountain 
where she went to weep over her virginity is Stelac (40: 5). 
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Harrington suggests that the name "Seilall comes from Hebrew 
root 
ýXU 
"to ask", for she is the one "asked for" or 
"requested", and "Stalac" may be connected with the Hebrew 
, 
\1)W "snow" or the Aramaic AýJ) "snow" . 
ý"- Such naming 
activity is very common in the midrashic literatures, but 
indicates Pseudo-Philo's lack of historical concern in 
expansion of the text. 
There is no clear example of Pseudo-Philo's adaptation of 
the text in the Jephthah narrative, but this does not mean he 
does not update the text at all. Elsewhere such instances can 
be found: for example, in LAB 44: 2 the amount of the money 
Micah had is given in the equivalent in the contemporary 
currency. " 
The text is sometimes harmonized with the new arrangement 
of LAB. In the beginning of the Jephthah narrative the 
background of Israel's apostasy under the Ammonites (Judg 10: 6- 
18) is condensed into one sentence (39: 1), because Pseudo-Philo 
has rewritten the Jair narrative in chap. 38 as an account of 
apostasy and it has become redundant. Yet because of this 
abridgement he has to add the necessary information of the 
Ammonites' domination of Israel before Jephthah's challenge to 
them (39: 6). Similarly the empowering of Jephthah by the 
spirit is mentioned before his sending letters to the king of 
the Ammonites (39: 8), instead of before his vow to the Lord 
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(Judg 11: 29-31), since Pseudo-Philo writes that "God was very 
angry" at his vow (39: 10). 
Pseudo-Philo also suggests the theological significance of 
the events with comments and speeches. For example, when 
Jephthah becomes the leader of the people, he adds Jephthah's 
address which encourages the people to turn to the law of the 
Lord and to pray that God will deliver them in spite of their 
previous iniquities (39: 6). As P. S. Alexander suggests, this 
speech is developed in typical midrashic fashion from Judg 
11: 11 "Jephthah spoke all these words before the Lord in 
Mizpah", for it is not clear what these words are in Judges. -J" 
But the content of the speech emphasizes the importance of 
repentance and trust in God's deliverance. The speech is 
followed by the people's prayer of repentance which has no 
parallel (39: 7) and Pseudo-Philo's comment "and God repented of 
his wrath" (39: 8a). All these show the meaning of the battle 
in terms of God's deliverance of those who repent. 
Immediately after Jephthah's vow, the reaction of God and 
His speech are added to explain the nature of his vow (39: 11). 
Whereas Judges only reports the tragic consequence of the vow, 
Pseudo-Philo suggests why Jephthah's vow was not right and his 
daughter must have suffered from it. Likewise after the 
victory of Jephthah and his meeting of his daughter Seila, 
another speech of God is added to show the theological 
significance of Seila's sacrifice (40: 4), It contrasts the 
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foolishness of Jephthah's vow with the preciousness of Seila's 
death, and stresses God's acceptance of her sacrifice. 
Lastly, Pseudo-Philo rewrites the events in the scriptural 
text to show their typological significance. The death of 
Seila is commented on in a divine speech as: "her death will be 
precious before me always" according to Ps. 116: 15, and is 
presented as a type scene of the death valued by God (40: 4). 
A. Anderson writes on the Psalm passage that "the untimely 
death of the saints, or of Yahweh's loyal dependents, is not a 
matter of indifference to When the leaders of Gilead 
try to persuade Jephthah to be their leader, his outcast 
position is typologically interpreted with the role of Esther 
who was also set aside for a certain purpose beforehand by God 
(39: 4). Pseudo-Philo inserts the expression reminiscent of 
Esth 4: 14 in the speech of the leaders: "For who knows if you 
have been kept safe to these days or freed from the hands of 
your brothers in order that you may rule your people in this 
time? " Similarly the sacrifice of Seila is interpreted after 
that of Isaac in her own speech (40: 2): 
And who is there who would be sad in death, seeing the 
people freed? Or do you not remember what happened in 
the days of our fathers when the father placed the son 
as a holocoast, and he did not refuse him but gladly gave 
consent to him, and the one being offered was ready and 
the one who was offering was rejoicing? 
Some other events reflect the contemporary ideas or 
situation of Pseudo-Philo and are presented as types for his 
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audience. The leaders of Gilead compare their petition to 
Jephthah with a metaphor of a dove for Israel (39: 5), which is 
found in 4 Ezra 5: 26 and several rabbinic texts (cf. Ps. 
74: 19). x' Since the metaphor prays for the deliverance of the 
dove (Israel) from the enemies, its use for the petition of 
God's deliverance through Jephthah makes it a type for later 
generations. The Aramean king is similarly identified with 
Getal, who is according to Harrington "Cotylas" the ruler of 
the city of Philadelphia. '' If this identification is correct, 
the oppressor of Israel and her deliverance through Jephthah is 
seen as the model for his contemporary readers. 
Pseudo-Philo also includes extensive additional materials 
in his work, such as the Jair narrative (LAB 38). Though Jair 
can be found in Judges 10: 3-5, apart from his name the story is 
completely different between LAB and Judges. It is changed so 
much that the original good judge becomes responsible for the 
apostate situation in the following chapter at the time of 
Jephthah's appearance (Judg 10: 6). 41 The Jair story is used to 
present the whole narrative as well as individual stories 
according to Pseudo-Philo's theological scheme. 4ý2 Admittedly, 
LAB's version may be derived from the original text of Judges. 
As Ginzberg and Bauckham suggest, the word III in Judges 
10: 5 "When Jair died, he was buried in Kamon" was probably read 
as I1 5I J. "in the furnace", and a new story was composed on 
the analogies of Dan 3 and the story of Abraham in the 
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furnace. "' Reliance on the details of the text and the 
creation of a new story according to the corresponding part of 
the Scripture is typical midrashic interpretation. However, 
though Jair in LAB is remotely related to the text of Judges, 
the way Pseudo-Philo develops his new story suggests that his 
aim is not to clarify the theological significance of the 
biblical incidents. He uses the sacred text for his 
theological purpose and he has no historical concern in doing 
SO. 
Pseudo-Philo has a literary structure independent from its 
canonical source, just as the book of Jubilees. He is not 
interested in simply repeating the text with annotation, 
although he frequently clarifies the text. Rather he outlines 
the narrative in order to set up the basis for his theological 
comments and speeches. His more extensive additions <e. g., 
Jair) may be prompted by the text, but they are introduced in 
order to be parts of his new overall structure and not to be 
mere interpretation of the particular texts. He omits many 
biblical incidents and is even more selective than Jubilees. 
Although it covers the content of Genesis to the beginning of 2 
Samuel, a third of the material comes from the book of Judges, 
which is relatively neglected elsewhere in the Haggadah. '"'* The 
Judges cycle (sin, divine punishment, repentance, salvation) 
appears frequently in the interpolated speeches, and this 
indicates his conscious structuring of the material around the 
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theme of divine deliverance of Israel from her enemies through 
an appointed leader. ' The rest of the history is also related 
around the great Israelite leaders, rather than following the 
biblical text. "- The Genesis account is centred around Abraham 
and he appears even in the building of the Tower of Babel, 
whereas little attention is paid to other patriarchs. The rest 
of the Pentateuch is retold around the figure of Moses and 
little legal teaching is included. 
The literary characteristics of LAB are, therefore, very 
similar to those of Jubilees: 
Clarification of the Canonical Text Q 
Adaptation of the Canonical Text C7 
Harmonization of the Canonical Text 
Theological Stress of the Canonical Text 0 
Typological Change of the Canonical Text 0 
Historical Concern in the Use of the Canonical Text 
Historical Concern in the Additional Materials x 
Distinct Structure to the entire work 
Although various techniques are used to explain the canonical 
text, these explanatory notes and additional materials often do 
not reflect the literary meaning of the text and are 
historically groundless. Pseudo-Philo uses the canonical 
narrative as a setting for his sermons to his contemporary 
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readers, and organizes his work as a whole according to his 
distinct theme and structure. The only difference frone 
Jubilees is that he does not claim revelation for his work and 
additional materials are somehow developed from the text. 
Unlike Jubilees, he does not create a story which does not have 
even a hint in the text, or introduce halakic teachings 
unrelated to the narrative itself. LAB is nevertheless 
essentially Pseudo-Philo's theological teaching for his 
contemporaries, but he introduces it via midrashic 
interpretation of selected texts rather than imposing 
completely foreign ideas on the text. 
4. Jewish Antiquities 
While Josephus' Jewish Antiquities is commonly included in 
the category "Rewritten Bible", he claims in the preface that 
he is writing history (I. 26). He aims to inform the Greek- 
speaking world about the ancient history and political 
constitution of the Jews (I. 5), and apologetically, to show 
that the Jews have been a law-abiding people since antiquity 
(I. 15-18). Therefore, unlike Jubilees and LAB, it is 
important for him to report what really happened as well as to 
interpret the sacred text. ` Josephus also states in the 
preface that he uses "the sacred writings" as a source for his 
historical account and he does not add or omit anything from it 
(I. 5,13,17). Such a claim of fidelity to his source is not 
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only derived from his belief in divine inspiration but is also 
a common hellenistic historiographic technique. '`' Yet in 
practice he modifies the text frequently and there seems to be 
some inconsistency. In order to understand Josephus' real 
attitude to his source and his work, how faithful he is to the 
text, and how he uses it to write history, we would like to 
examine his Exodus narrative (II. 315-349 // Exod 12: 37-15: 21) 
as an example. 
Most of Josephus' minor changes of the canonical text can 
be classified as clarifications. Although he paraphrases the 
text extensively, probably he is simply following the 
hellenistic idea that historians should rewrite their sources 
in their own words, and he does not intend to change the 
meaning of the text. There are many places where he employs 
synonyms only to avoid using the same words as his source. For 
example, II. 318 reads "Moses had already reached his eightieth 
year; his brother Aaron was three years older", whereas Exod 
7: 7 is "Moses was eighty years old and Aaron eighty three". 
Direct speech conversations are usually summed up by indirect 
speech. The song of Moses after the miraculous deliverance 
(Exod 15: 1-21) is summed up in one sentence: "Moses himself 
composing in hexameter verse a song to God to enshrine His 
praises and their thankfulness for His gracious favour. ""J-" 
Some changes are introduced more positively for clarification 
of the text. Obvious details are added such as "his brother" 
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to "Aaron" in II. 318 and the subjects of verbs are frequently 
supplied. 
Josephus sometimes adapts the text to his contemporary 
readers. The Jewish month name Nisan is equated with the 
Macedonian name for April "Xanthicus" (II. 318). The song of 
Moses is said to be composed in hexameters. The text is also 
harmonized with other parts of the Scripture and the flow of 
the narrative is improved. Although there is no clear example 
in our passage, later in the invasion account divine speech in 
Josh l: lb-9 is omitted because it overlaps with the material 
already included from the end of Deuteronomy. `" The apparent 
discrepancies over what Joshua captured and what he did not are 
also reconciled by leaving out some materials (cf. Josh 11: 21- 
23 with 13: 2; Judg 1: 8 with Josh 15: 63, etc. ). These are all 
basic changes to help the readers to appreciate the text better 
and no factual changes are intended. 
Josephus also comments on the events to show their 
theological significance and to stress certain themes. 
Describing God's miraculous deliverance of the Israelites at 
the Reed Sea (II. 329 ff), Josephus emphasizes the necessity to 
trust in God's providence ( TrPOVOL ) and that God really 
saves those who trust in Him. He comments that Moses was 
relaxed and trusted in God's Tro0VoLo( when the Israelites 
panicked facing the Egyptians and the Reed Sea (II. 329). He 
also expands Moses' speech to the dismayed Israelites (Exod 
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14: 13-14 // II. 330-333) in order to encourage them also to 
trust in God' s Ti'po%LO( and to point out that God has already 
miraculously delivered them from Egyptian bondage and is 
trustworthy. He further adds Moses' prayer, without Scriptural 
basis (II. 334-337), which asks God to manifest His power and 
expresses Moses' faith in God' .s -rrpovoc. d , using the term for 
the third time. Josephus does not write history for its own 
sake but to draw out certain moral lessons from it. But his 
comments are theological interpretations of historical events 
and he does not create highly imaginative details simply for 
his theological points, as some other Jewish literatures do. '" 
Typological changes are also employed to point out 
Josephus' theological theme. The accounts of the passage of 
the Reed Sea and the destruction of the Egyptians are recast to 
stress that the Israelites were confident in God's deliverance 
and that the miracles were brought about by God Himself. 
Josephus adds rain and thunderbolts to dramatize the scene. 
Such spectacular divine deliverance of the righteous from a 
hopeless situation is repeatedly stressed throughout his work: 
e. g., the Akedah (I. 222-236), the Joseph story (II. 39-167), 
etc. The wicked are also duly punished, as in the cases of 
revolts against Moses by Korah (IV. 14-66) and by Zambias (IV. 
131-155). Certainly, these events are presented as "type 
scenes" of God's providence at work, and function as more than 
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mere historical reports; it is a means to highlight recurring 
patterns in history. r' 
Josephus adds the origin of the unleavened bread to the 
account of the hurried departure from Egypt to suggest the 
later religious significance of the historical events. r-ý' 
Although the account itself is not presented from a later 
perspective, it ties the historical event to the contemporary 
situation. Josephus writes that the feast lasted eight days, 
against the original seven day celebration, because diaspora 
Jews added one more day to their principal feasts. 
Josephus' additional materials are often supplied for 
extra historical or geographical information. For example, in 
the account of the departure from Egypt he adds "They took the 
road for Letopolis, at that time desert, afterwards the site of 
Babylon, founded by Cambyses when he subjugated Egypt" (II. 
315). This statement suggests Josephus' historical research 
into the most likely Exodus route based on contemporary 
geographical knowledge. `-`"' Egyptian Babylon is mentioned as a 
stronghold in or near "the Letopolite nome" founded by certain 
Babylonian emigrants by Strabo (xvii. 807). Josephus also 
writes that the Israelites lived with the dough they brought 
from Egypt "for thirty days". The length of the term is 
probably calculated from Exod 16: 1, which suggests the 
Israelites first began to eat manna "on the fifteenth day of 
the second month" a month after leaving Egypt on the fifteenth 
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Nisan. This is not simple harmonization of scripture but an 
attempt to find out more about the historical event, for the 
period is not originally mentioned here, and there is no 
problem to reconcile. While identifications of placenames and 
dates with religiously significant sites or with the religious 
calendar are also found in exegetical literatures, the examples 
here are not related to any theological system and purely 
reflect Josephus' historical interest. F Josephus similarly 
gives a more detailed dating of the exodus, 215 years after 
Jacob's imigration, probably based on the Jewish historian 
Demetrius-"-'* Though he does not study the reliability of his 
secondary source, still his interest in historical information 
is evident. 
In II. 320-325, Josephus gives three reasons for the 
longer route taken by Moses, in order to defend its historical 
probability against possible objections. He gives the expected 
Egyptian pursuit, the Philistines, and God's plan for Mt. Sinai 
as reasons for the southern route, from his general knowledge 
of Israel's history. Also in 349 he relies on Demetrius and 
introduces another historical incident, that the Israelites 
collected the arms from the defeated Egyptians. He may be 
answering the question why they took that route or where the 
unarmed Israelites, according to Josephus, got arms, as the 
Targumist does. But his answers are genuinely historical 
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answers, and Josephus' effort to collect every piece of 
information for historical reconstruction is obvious. 
Josephus' historical interest is also reflected in his 
omission of miraculous elements from the story and his 
supplying of more logical explanations. His attitude toward 
miracle is most clearly seen in his concluding comment on the 
crossing of the Reed Sea (II. 347-348). He is very reserved, 
saying "everyone is welcome to his opinion" whether the event 
was by God's will or accident, though he supports the 
historical possibility of the event citing the parallel event 
of Alexander the Great. `'' It seems that he reduces miraculous 
elements because he wants to write history more credibly, and 
in this sense he is not simply repeating the Scriptural text. 
The analysis of the exodus narrative suggests that 
Josephus adds to, and omits from, Scripture according to his 
purpose of writing, just as Jubilees and LAB do. He passes 
over the Passover restrictions (Exod 12: 43ff) and the order of 
consecration of the first born (Exod 13), since these details 
of legal matters digress from his main purpose of writing 
history to a non-Jewish audience and since he plans to write a 
separate work on the Jewish creed (I. 25). '°"` As we have seen 
above, he minimizes miraculous accounts and tries to describe 
such events more rationally. Before the Israelites cross the 
Reed Sea, the Lord's command to Moses to divide the Sea (Exod 
14: 15-18) and the miraculous shift of the pillar of cloud to 
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confuse the Egyptians (Exod 14: 19-20) are omitted. Instead in 
Antiquities Moses encourages the Israelites to trust in the 
Lord <II. 329-333). Describing the perishing of the Egyptians 
in the water (II. 340-344), Josephus also leaves out the Lord's 
order to Moses to stretch out his hand over the sea and His 
presence in the pillar of fire and cloud. 
In this passage Josephus adds a prayer of Moses (334-337), 
comments on the miracle <347-348), and an explanation for how 
the Hebrews got their arms (349). Although the prayer of Moses 
may explain the theological significance of the event, the 
other two cannot be seen as haggadic or halakic expansions of 
the text. They historically assess the plausibility of the 
events with additional information and are unusual in ancient 
Jewish commentaries. 
Josephus also sometimes transposes materials in order to 
present the narrative in his scheme. Describing the departure 
of the Israelites from Egypt (II. 315-317 // Exod 12: 37-39), 
the name of the place where they arrived first, Beelsephon, is 
introduced from the later part of the narrative (Exod 14: 2). 
The number of the people at the departure (Exod 13: 37) is also 
moved to after the account of unleavened bread (Exod 13: 38-39). 
The ages of Moses and Aaron (Exod 7: 7) are given later with 
the discussion of the date of Exodus (II. 318-319 // Exod 
12: 40). Besides these minor cases, Josephus, for instance, 
shifts the whole story of the Levite of Ephraim from the end of 
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Judges to its beginning. Such major transpositions cannot be 
explained unless Josephus intends to produce a new coherent 
narrative. "' It is thus clear that, though the Antiquities 
heavily relies on one source, Scripture, its literary structure 
is not determined by the Scripture but is essentially its own. 
The results of our analysis of Antiquities, therefore, can 
be summarized as follows: 
Clarification of the Canonical Text 
Adaptation of the Canonical Text 
Harmonization of the Canonical Text 0 
Theological Stress of the Canonical Text o 
Typological Change of the Canonical Text 
Historical Concern in the Use of the Canonical Text Q 
Historical Concern in the Additional Materials o 
Distinct Structure to the entire work Q 
Just as Jubilees and LAB, structurally Antiquities is 
independent from its scriptural source and organized according 
to its own purpose. But it sharply contrasts with the other 
two works in its careful preservation of historical reports of 
the text and in its introduction of additional historical data. 
The literary nature of Jo5ephu. 3' composition parallels 
other hellenistic historiographies and is in harmony with his 
claim that he is writing history. It has been pointed out that 
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Josephus consciously modelled his work on the Roman Antiquities 
of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. f'"`: ' Not only the title of the 
work and the division into twenty books indicate his 
indebtedness, but also, as some scholars suggest, certain 
"rationalistic" phrases and the structuring of certain scenes 
may have been composed after him. " Josephus, moreover, 
defines his subject matter and the aim of writing in the 
preface according to standard historiographical technique. The 
subject of the Antiquities is the "ancient history and 
political constitution of the Jews" (I. 5) and he writes it in 
order to remove ignorance about the Jews (I. 3) and to teach 
some moral lessons (I. 14,20). These clearly reflect 
Dionysius, who writes Roman Antiquities "to dispel ignorance 
and remove erroneous impressions about Romans among Greeks" and 
to teach morality through examples of virtuous men. ''- 
Josephus' reference to the source of information, i. e., 
Scripture, is also modelled after Dionysius' preface. In i 6-7 
Dionysius introduces preceding works on Roman antiquities and 
claims that he uses the proper documentation. '="' While 
secondary sources are rarely named by Greek historians, who are 
sceptical about the reliability of tradition and stress the 
importance of eyewitness, Dionvsius believes that careful use 
of written sources is a proper activity of historians., ''-4 
Josephus himself also writes the Jewish War which deals with 
his contemporary affairs, but in Antiquities he follows 
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Dionysius, mentioning his main source in the preface and other 
sources some fifty-five times throughout his work, though he 
does not always reveal his most important sources. °-{ý Evidently 
Josephus' Antiquities is written in the style of 
"archaeological" historiography and is not meant to be 
theological or interpretative literature. 
Josephus' reliance on only one major source (Scripture) 
throughout the first half of Antiquities does not necessarily 
suggest that he is commenting on it (i. e., is doing midrash). 
It is an accepted historiographical method in his time: he is 
dependent on Nicolaus of Damascus in the earlier part of his 
Jewish War as Plutarch's Life of Coriolanus is fundamentally 
based on the Roman Antiquities of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. -'- 
Josephus insists on several occasions on "the faithful 
reproduction as the responsibility of the historians". -"' He 
writes in VIII. 56 "because I wish my readers to know that we 
have said nothing more than what is true, and have not, by 
inserting into the history various plausible and seductive 
passage meant to deceive and entertain". As P. S. Alexander 
suggests, though Josephus paraphrases and modifies his source 
regularly, he still seems to believe in his essential 
faithfulness to the text. '-"--' Josephus clearly intends to use 
Scripture as a historical source and not as the text to comment 
on. 
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The use of editorial comments and speeches for the 
interpretation of the significance of historical events is a 
common hellenistic historiographical technique. Interpretation 
of the text is not exclusive to interpretative literatures, but 
historians also need to interpret their sources to construct a 
historical picture. Although Josephus points out what the 
historical events mean, unlike Ps. Jon., Jubilees, and LAB, he 
does not create events without some historical tradition. " 
Certainly hellenistic historians, including Josephus, gave 
speeches to the leading characters in order to review the 
situation and to comment on it, though the authenticity of the 
content of these speeches varies. 7" But, as Walbank suggests, 
the criterion for judging speeches in hellenistic 
historiography is not their accuracy but their 
appropriateness. " 
Similarly, describing an historical event as a "type 
scene" is a frequently used technique. Walbank writes in 
another place, "for history like poetry was normally read 
aloud, on a common emphasis on moral purpose shared by both, 
and on an identical background in the school of rhetoric, which 
exploited both historical and tragic exempla for their own 
end". ''" While Polybius is strongly against writing history 
emotionally and tragically, he still describes the last year of 
Philip V of Macedon as a "moral type". He defines the sequence 
of cause and effect clearly: when Philip was young, he was so 
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full of promise, but he ends his years in bitterness because of 
his evil deeds. ', -` Whereas the causal chain found behind the 
historical event is the historian's interpretation, it is the 
most likely interpretation of the situation for him. As a 
hellenistic historian, Josephus simply believes that he can 
learn some lessons from the patterns and principles in history. 
It is interesting that Josephus claims himself as a 
prophet and thus implies he is suitable for writing history. 
He suggests that the propiiAts were entrusted to write canonical 
history, because they learned about the past by the most 
certain way, divine inspiration (Ap. I. 37). Although he does 
not call himself . Troý7 t75 and distinguishes his works from 
the authoritative writings of the canonical prophets, he 
believes that "God still [makes) use of certain individuals as 
instruments for revealing the course of the future and guiding 
the destines of his people". '° Josephus sees himself being 
called for this mission and describes his ability as "an 
interpreter of dreams and skilled in divining the meaning of 
ambiguous utterances of the deity; a priest himself and of 
priestly descent, he was not ignorant of the sacred books" (Var 
III. 352). 
That his prophetic gift partially rests on exegetical 
skill is obvious from his extensive use of Scripture in 
Antiquities. However, his prophetic role cannot be reduced to 
inspired interpretation of the Biblical text only, since he 
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claims to receive direct revelation through dreams and divine 
utterances. He relates that the future course of events and 
his mission are revealed through a dream, not by studying of 
Scripture, when he was captured by the Romans (War III. 383- 
391). He attempts to persuade the besieged Jews to turn 
themselves over to the Romans, because he has realized that 
that is God's will (War VI. 107-108). On the other hand, he 
sees himself in a position to obtain favours from the rulers 
for his people, as he constantly compares himself with Joseph, 
Jeremiah, Daniel, and Esther-Mordecai in his works. ''' As we 
have seen above, Antiquities is not meant to be interpretation 
of the Biblical text but historiography with a distinct 
purpose: to defend the reputation of Jews in the Roman Empire 
(I. 15-18). -; '7 This mission comes from outside Scripture, and 
his exegetical skill is used to fulfill it. 
Moreover, the claim to priestly status suggests that 
Josephus' interpretation is meant to be more than inspired 
biblical exegesis. He writes that he was descended on his 
mother's side from the priestly line of the Hasmoneans (Life, 
2-6). By the time of the Maccabees canonical prophecy is seen 
as the thing of a normative past, but the Maccabean revolution 
was encouraged by direct revelation. '' (The instances recorded 
in 2 Macc 11: 8 and 15: 11-16 are visions and not based on any 
Scriptural passages. ) Blenkinsopp suggests that bath qol and 
Urim and Tummim reflect the prophetic function of the priests 
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which may include the prediction of future events without 
Scriptural basis. ' Josephus also knows certain prophetic 
Pharisees who communicate future events through extraordinary 
experiences (Ant XVII. 41-43). Although Josephus understands 
that the age of normative prophecy is over and that he does not 
belong to the canonical prophets, he still believes that God 
uses special people to reveal future events and to guide his 
people in particular situations. 
5. Chronicles and Other Jewish Literatures 
In this chapter we have discussed the similarities and 
differences between the literary techniques of Chronicles and 
of four other examples of Jewish literature. Our analysis can 
be summarized as follows: 
Ps, Jon, Jubilees LAB Antiquities 
Clarification of the Canonical Text Q 3j O Q 
Adaptation of the Canonical Text oiO Q 
Harmonization of the Canonical Text x 0 Q 
Theological Stress of the Canonical Text Q QQ () 
Typological Change of the Canonical Text O 70 O 
Historical Concern 
in the Use of the Canonical Text i< X 
0 
Historical Concern 
in the Additional Materials 
Distinct Structure x o p 
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A clear difference can be found between commentary on the 
text, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, and independent literary works, 
all three "Rewritten Bibles" and Chronicles. The Chronicler, 
unlike the Targumist, consciously selects the appropriate 
materials for his theme from his major source, and he 
transposes and adds materials in order to present history 
according to his scheme. As the above list shows, all 
"Rewritten Bibles" have independent literary structures. Thus 
Chronicles and "Rewritten Bibles" can be grouped together, 
whereas the Targum is contrasted to them in not having a 
distinct writing purpose and its own structuring of materials. 
The further distinction can be made within independent 
recreation of the Bible, between those with a theological 
purpose (Jubilees and LAB) and those with a historical purpose 
(Antiquities and Chronicles). In the present chapter, we have 
seen that Rewritten Bible is not a homogeneous literary genre 
but includes various types of literatures. They differ in 
their use of the text according to their purpose of writing, 
and the Chronicler's use of the text is closest to Josephus.; ` 
Firstly, the Chronicler's historical interest is indicated 
by his additions of extra historical information to his source. 
In the account of the transfer of the Ark, he identifies Baalah 
with Kiriath Jearim from his knowledge of Palestinian geography 
and Scripture. He attempts to answer a historical question: 
where the Ark was between Samuel's time (1 Sam 7: 1) and the 
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transfer here. The Chronicler's addition "advancing to Hamath" 
(1 Chr 18: 3) clarifies the route of David's manoeuvre in his 
war with Hadadezer. The Targum, Jubilees, and LAB may identify 
the place or date of an event with a religiously significant 
site or later religious calendar, but they are never interested 
in what really happened. The Chronicler's more extensive 
additions, such as the building activities of Rehoboam and 
Uzziah or the army organization of David, Asa, and Jehoshaphat, 
are almost certainly based on some other historical sources, 
and there are no historically implausible additions. Such 
historical interest sharply contrasts with the occasionally 
fantastically imaginative additions of interpretative 
literatures, and can be a mark of historiography. 
Secondly, the Chronicler's general faithfulness to the 
text and the methods of his minor changes are parallel to 
ancient historiographical conventions. Most of the 
Chronicler's minor modifications are clarifications, 
harmonizations, and adaptations, to make his source more 
intelligible. This conservative attitude toward his source 
seems to reflect not so much his belief in the inspiration of 
the text as his respect for the text as a historical source. 
Though Josephus paraphrases his source regularly, following 
hellenistic practice, he still claims to reproduce it 
faithfully and his modifications do not change the content 
substantially. Such interpretation of the source is necessary 
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for any history, but especially for ancient historiography 
which does not have footnotes or quotation marks, and where 
such notations are proper activities of the historian. '`' On 
the other hand, the modifications of Jubilees and LAB are more 
radical. The text is much abridged, as if the outline of the 
stories are used for the sake of theological embellishment and 
reporting the event itself is not important. Events are 
sometimes changed into completely different stories and 
unrealistic new events are added. Chronicles, which reports a 
full account of the incident in more or less its original form, 
is clearly interested in reporting historical events and is not 
using the text only for the basis of theological comments or 
interpretation. 
Thirdly, the Chronicler also draws out theological lessons 
from history as an ancient historian, but he is interested in 
the principles behind the historical events rather than mere 
interpretation of the source text. He often interprets the 
significance of the events by supplying comments and speeches. 
For example, in David's charges to Solomon in 1 Chr 28-29 he 
expresses his interpretation of the Temple building and the 
succession of Solomon. While these speeches are independent of 
the text, they comment on real historical incidents. Such 
speeches are a standard historiographical technique in his 
time. On the other hand, halakic speeches in Jubilees are 
simply put into the patriarch's mouth and they exhort later 
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theological teachings regardless of their historical settings. 
Sometimes even haggadic expansions are used to prepare a 
setting for such speeches. Whereas the Chronicler is concerned 
with what the event means, Jubilees simply uses the sacred 
tradition as the basis for his teaching. 
The Chronicler also teaches lessons depicting historical 
events from their later theological significance. He describes 
the organization of the Levites. according to his contemporary 
situation, to show what David's original act means to his 
generation. He suggests the direct consequence of what David 
did but he does not create a new event, without an historical 
basis, to legitimate later practice. In this sense Chronicles 
is different from Jubilees, which writes that Abraham observed 
the feast of Shabuoth and offered sacrifice properly. Such 
events have no Scriptural basis nor did Abraham do anything 
from which these teachings later develop. What the Chronicler 
is doing is more like Josephus when he adds the excursus on the 
feast of the unleavened bread as he quotes the text that the 
Israelites ate only unleavened bread in the beginning of the 
Exodus. 
The Chronicler also stresses some theological themes by 
suggesting typological interconnections between events. The 
Chronicler's version of Saul's death is reported as a type 
scene of the tragic end of those who neglect the Lord. 
Israel's situation after Saul's death is further identified 
-. )2( - 
with that of the post-exilic community, since both were 
defeated by the heathen because of their unfaithfulness. This 
tendency to point out recurring patterns in history is also a 
common ancient historiographical technique. As we saw above, 
Josephus repeatedly stresses the TrP0V 4 theme and 
illustarates this pattern by dramatizing God's deliverance from 
a hopeless situation. While LAB also frequently interprets 
Scripture from other parts of Scripture, it develops a totally 
new story or radically different story (haggadah) based on the 
similarities of small parts between them. The Chronicler, on 
the other hand, keeps the basic course of events and changes 
only small parts of the text to suggest interconnections with 
other texts. He clearly wishes to report historical events 
faithfully and points out patterns behind them. 
Fourthly, the Chronicler's frequent reference to his 
source is a formal characteristic of historiography. He refers 
to previous historical works as his source and for further 
reference after his account of each king. Since the titles of 
the works differ from those of Samuel-Kings, it is unlikely 
that he simply imitates the previous history: they are probably 
genuine references. Ancient interpretative or theological 
works do not usually mention their sources of the account, 
since their fundamental reliance on the Bible is assumed, and 
do not need to be stated.: 'o On the other hand, historians' 
sources are not necessarily Scripture and they have to support 
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the truthfulness of their accounts by referring to their 
sources. Such references are found in hellenistic 
"archaeological" historiographies such as Josephus and 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus. '"' The author of 2 Maccabees also 
mentions the work of Jason of Cyrene as the basis of his 
epitome and Samuel-Kings have source references before 
Chronicles. It seems that source reference is very basic to 
historiographies which deal with previous traditions and which 
must base their authenticity on reliable sources. The source 
references of Chronicles suggest that it was concerned with the 
truthfulness of its historical account and was meant to be a 
historiography. 
Lastly, the Chronicler seems to regard himself as a 
prophet just as Josephus, though it is not explicitly stated. 
The prophetic role of the Levites is emphasized in his 
description of the Levitical musicians il Chr 15-16; 23-27, 
etc. ) and Jahaziel (2 Chr 20: 14), and the word "the prophets" 
is exchanged with "the Levites" in 2 Chr 34: 30. Since he 
stresses and supports the status of the Levites throughout his 
work, probably he himself is a Levite and thus sees himself 
having a prophetic task. Actually the sermon he consistently 
puts in the mouth of prophets is a message of retribution, and 
this seems to be his own message to his readers as well. 
Ancient historiography is often composed by prophets or priests 
(cf. DtH, Josephus, Manetho, Berossos), and it may have been a 
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cultic task to interpret history and to give teaching for a 
particular situation. 
Although Josephus' inspiration is not as normative as the 
canonical prophecies, such a distinction is foreign to the 
Chronicler. It is not necessary to identify the Levitical 
prophets with pre-exilic cultic prophets and to deny 
transmission of direct revelation in their ministry,: "`:; `: As D. 
L. Petersen points out, not only is our knowledge about pre- 
exilic cultic prophecy uncertain, but also the prophetic 
terminology is used for the Levitical singers only in the later 
stages of its tradition-history and it is unlikely that the 
Levitical prophets were developed from already existing cultic 
prophets. "" ' Moreover, the Chronicler does not hesitate to use 
the terms such as 91: 23 , i'I 
n rl x1 for the Levitical 
prophets, as does Josephus, and the prophecy of Jahaziel seems 
to involve direct revelation. The Chronicler is, therefore, 
probably very conscious of his prophetic task to reveal a new 
message for his generation, and tries to perform it from the 
examples of history. 
It is true that there are several noticeable differences 
between Chronicles and Josephus. Josephus paraphrases his 
source more regularly, he has a typical hellenistic preface, 
and he expresses God's miraculous work less straightforwardly. 
But these are characteristics of hellenistic historiographies 
and not applicable to a non-hellenistic historiography like 
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Chronicles. Despite these minor diffferences, the Chronicler 
shares an interest in historical facts and principles behind 
history with Josephus and these are fundamental to 
historiography in general. 
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CONCLTJSION 
Our analysis of the Chronicler's literary techniques and 
comparison with other Jewish literatures have suggested that 
Chronicles is written as historiography and is not to be seen 
as commentary or theological reinterpretation of the Samuel- 
Kings text. This, however, does not mean that Chronicles is 
only a report of objective facts of Israel's history, as 
positivistic historians would argue. Recent philosophers of 
history, especially those in the analytical tradition, have 
shown that historical discourse is not "only a vehicle for the 
transmission of information about an extrinsic referent" but 
also "an apparatus for the production of meaning" (italic 
his). ' Historical narrative produces a quite different meaning 
from mere historical facts, because it explains why they 
happened, putting them into literary "plots" and drawing out 
principles in it. H. White writes, "the narrative figurates 
the body of events that serves as its primary referent and 
transforms these "events" into intimations of patterns of 
meaning that any literary representation of them as 'facts' 
could never produce". `` The only distinction between history 
and other kinds of literature, therefore, must lie in the 
author's intention to present this pattern of meaning from 
factual events. ` 
This is indeed what the Chronicler is doing, as a prophet 
and a historian. As a prophet, he attempts to show what the 
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Lord is going to do in the future of Israel and to guide His 
people accordingly. This comes as a new revelation and not 
from the study of the Scripture. However, since he believes 
that God rules over history and works on the same principles in 
it, he presents his teaching through patterns in the past 
history as a historian. He structures factual past events 
according to his own understanding of the principles in history 
and tries to communicate his theological message to his 
generation. 
The implication of such an understanding of Chronicles is 
that the tradition building process of the Old Testament is not 
a successive line of reinterpretation of the sacred text by 
"revisors" but an accumulation of new inspired teachings for 
new generations. At least the Chronicler believes that he is 
writing a new historiography, with a new inspired theology, and 
not a commentary or an imaginative interpretation of the text. 
The historical reports and the theological teachings of the 
previous history are respected, but his work is not in any way 
confined to the already existing text. This stance of direct 
revelation and independence from the text draws a line between 
Chronicles and later interpreters who only expand the 
authoritative text, no matter how much help of the Holy Spirit 
they may have, and makes it difficult to trace back radical 
reinterpretation of the text to the practice of Chronicles. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 
1. Those who regard Chronicles as an interpretative 
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"Midrashic Element"; T. Willi, Auslegung. 
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Deuteronomic law is discussing about criminals but Saul was 
not, and Saul was not hung because his head was cut off from 
his body. Moreover, it was the Philistines who hung Saul and we 
cannot expect the to behave according to Deuteronomy. 
6. Ackroyd, "Exegete, " 5. 
7. Cf. CM, 194; Williamson, 106, 
8. Williamson, "'We are yours, 0 David': The Setting and 
Purpose of 1 Chronicles 12.1-23, " OTS21 (1981). 164-76; his 
commentary, 96-97,105-106. 
9. Williamson, "'We are Yours, '" -170; 
his commentary, 106- 
107. 
10. ibid. 
11. W111iamson, ", We "ev -3 urs '- .:, _-- 
12. Cf. Williamson, ': 17. 
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13. R. Braun, 160. 
14. As Williamson (pp. 103-4) suggests, the additions in vv. 
4lb-47 cannot be an original part of the list, whether it was 
omitted by the Deuteronomic Historian or it was later dropped 
from it. The style of vv. 41b-47 is different from that of vv. 
26-40 and vs. 42 "and with him thirty" does not fit with the 
list of "the Thirty. " . 
15. L. Allen, ("Kerygmatic Units in 1&2 Cronicles, " JSOT 41 
(1988), 27-28. ) also suggests the Chronicler's conscious 
structuring of these chapters. He sees that this consists of 
four episodes and the key word ý-K) occurs in each of them. 
16. See chap. 2 for the source of 1 Chr 15. 
17. Williamson (p. 119) suggests David's victory is also 
typologized and read with Isa 28: 21 as "example of God's 
marvellous interventions in the battle on behalf of his 
people. " While Mount Perazim in Isaiah and Baal Perazim in 
Samuel correspond, the Chronicler changes one of the locations 
on battle from the Valley of Revhaim to that of Gibeon. 
18. Rudolph, 113. 
19. Mosis, 26. 
20. Allen, "Kerygmatic Units, " 24-25. 
21. Willi, 155-56. Cf. Williamson, 143-44 also. 
22. Especially pay attention to the command of the angel of 
the Lord in vs. 13 (Cf. vv. 15.16. and 27), 
23. The term "composition" is used in historically neuteral 
sense. The Chronicler may have some historical basis for 
composition, but they are at least completely integrated into 
his own writing. 
24.22: 5 and 29: 1 also point out Colomon'_s inability to 
complete it alone. 
25. Cf. Braun, 225. 
26. As we saw in the r iou __: ýoter. 7T _ea5t some _aver of 
chs. 23-27 is the Chronicler'. c writin=. Willamson. 
158. 
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27. R. Braun, "Temple Builder. " 581-ßa0; "Solomonic Apologetic" 
503-16; Williamson, "The Accession of Solomon in the Books of 
Chronicles, " VT 26 (1976) 351-61. 
28. N. Lohfink, "Die deuteronomistische Darstellung des 
Obergangs der Führung Israels von Moses auf Josue. Ein Beitrag 
zur alttestamentliche Theologie des Amtes, " Scholastic 37 
(1962) 32-44; R. Braun, "Temple Builder, " 586-88; 1 Chronicles, 
272-73. J. McCarthy ("An Installation Genre ?" JEL 90 (1971), 
pp. 31-41) questions if Joshua's commisioning can be properly 
called Gattung as Lohfink suggests, but it is evident that at 
least 1 Chr 22 and 28 are modeled after Joshua 1 (Cf. Braun, p. 
222). 
29. Braun, "Temple Builder, " 587-88. 
30. As we saw in chap. 2, tabernacle typology is used here. 
31. Cf. Braun, "Temple Builder, " 587, n. 17; Williamson, 
"Accession, " 359-60. 
32. Braun, 224. 
33. Braun, "Temple Budder, " -- 5-8ýý. 
34. Braun, "Temple i. uilder, "-c, 3-3f4. 
35. Braun, 270 
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355. 
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141. 
38. Thus 2 Sam 7: 14b is omit =±nL: ýr. lf Solomon fails 
to obey, he will not be puni- ne', a but his I: in, dom will not be 
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